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FADE IN:
EXT. ASGARD - OUTER SPACE - TIMELESS SPACE
The planet Asgard is majestically revolving from day to night, in its
planetary orbital position of two hundred and nineteen (219) million miles
away from the sun Ymir, in outer space.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA FROM outside of the solar system shows, a
beautiful Rainbow Bridge beam appearing by descending to the surface of
the planet Asgard with flaming three dimensional layered colors, until all of
the spectrum of the colours create a white streaking beam of light, whose
source appears to be making a rainbow bridge between Asgard and the
planet Midgard, as the beam simultaneously streaks to the third planet.
EXT. ASGARD - BIFROST PERIMETER - VANAHEIM - MOMENTS LATER
(BALDER, FREYJA, HEIMDALL, LIGHT ELVES, THOR, THE, LIGHT ELF
ELDER)
In the Bifrost circular perimeter, are four Asgardians, the Aesir THOR,
FREYJA, and BALDER, who are with the huge Vanir warrior named,
HEIMDALL. They are escorting 200 light elves on an adventure to Midgard.
Prominent features of the Asgardians who are usually fair haired and eyed,
is that Thor wears a wild red beard and long hair and Heimdall, has one of
his front teeth made of gold.
The small Light Elves are almost a transparent white, with fair hair and blue
eyes, yet the tallest of them all, is only about three feet tall.
They are traveling on an adventure to Midgard by using the light beam of
the Bifrost bridge to take them between the two planets.
Heimdall is talking to the elves about their mission.
HEIMDALL
Everybody squeeze tight towards the center
of the Bifrost! I know we've never taken the
Light Elves on a mission to Midgard before,
but this will be a safe trip.
The four Asgardians and the two hundred elves squeeze closer to the
center of the circular paved landing area of the Bifrost.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
Heimdall you bring us here without telling
us what services you need of the light elves

on Midgard? And, why not have the dwarfs
go instead of us?
HEIMDALL
(to light elf elder)
Thor has decided to have the light elves
gather new mushroom species for the
warrior's mead. Light Elves are smaller
which makes this work a much easier task.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
I see! Well, we'll be the best help we can be.
All the Light Elves are again, scurrying closer and tighter to each other, as
instructed, for travel in the circular Bifrost landing pad like structure. The
little humanoid creatures are giggling and happily excited about being able
to participate on this new adventure.
Thor looks down at the light elves as he talks to Freyja and Balder.
THOR
I thought the light elves could make an easy
task of finding mushrooms for the Aesir
warrior's brew!
FREYJA
The light elves are always full of hope and
unbelievably happy and helpful. I'm sure
they'll enjoy your tasks.
BALDER
If this adventure is successful, we may be
able to send the light elves over the
Rainbow Bridge on their own!
EXT. ASGARD - BIFROST PERIMETER -DAY
The Rainbow Bridge in a spectacular three dimensional spectrum of lights,
that suddenly descends from the atmosphere and engulfs the four
Asgardians and 200 light elves. The adventurous party disappears into
umbilical spectrum of light.
EXT. MIDGARD - BIFROST PERIMETER - MOMENTS LATER
(LIGHT ELVES, BALDER, FREYJA, HEIMDALL, THOR, LIGHT ELF ELDER)
The Four Asgardians and 200 Light Elves suddenly materialize in the
circular landing pad like structure of the Bifrost, on Midgard. Suddenly

something unusual happens with all of the Light Elves inside the Bifrost
Rainbow Bridge just as they appear on Midgard. First they partially
materialize, then all of them suddenly disappeared.
Heimdall, Thor, Balder, and Freyja look astonished and shocked by the
sudden disappearance of all of the Light Elves.
THOR
(confused)
Where did our light elves go?
The Light Elves instantly notice among themselves, that they could see
each other, but somehow had become invisible to all of the Asgardian
Warrior's eyes after traveling to Midgard through this mysterious spectrum
of light. All of the light elves scurry off the Bifrost landing pad and stand
nearby without saying aword.
BALDER
Heimdall, you should have run a test to
assure the safety of the light elf species.
Now what is going to be said back on
Asgard when all the Light Elf families come
looking for the ones who have
disappeared?
HEIMDALL
I never thought the Bifrost would be a
problem with the Light Elves species. I am
shocked too!
FREYJA
We must return to Asgard! How terrible it is
going to be, when we have explain the loss
of Alfheim's life! We can never let this
happen again. The Light Elves are banned
from traveling on the Rainbow Bridge!
Thor, Heimdall, Freyja, and Balder maintained their positions on the Bifrost
and begin visually looking around everywhere for sight of the light elves,
without knowing that many of the light elves were standing nearby, but just
off to the side of the Bifrost landing pad!
THOR
Mootchee, Hootchee, Kootchee! Where are
you? Freyja, I can't see where they've gone!
FREYJA

The Light Elves were just here! I don't see
them anywhere! They've, they've
disappeared before our very eyes!
Balder looks around too, but believing his eyes in that nothing is there
says nothing, yet, expressing a confused and astonished facial expression.
All of the little people too, are shocked as they begin realizing they can not
be visually seen by the Asgardians. The elves begin to gesture each other
to shush , as all but one of the elves snuck off from the circular landing
pad. And, this one confuses the Asgardians. The Light Elf Elder who is
standing right next to Aesir is being gestured by all of the other light elves
to be silent with their fingers before their mouths, similar to a human
gesture's to another person to "shush". Other elves are waving at him to
come with them, and realizing he isn't, wave good-bye, rushing away
further from the landing pad, to safety and freedom on Midgard. The Light
Elf Elder complies and says nothing to the Asgardians of what he can see.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
(to Asgardians)
Aesir and Vanir Warriors, I can't see you,
nor can I see my light elves brethren. I'm
standing right here beside you, aren't I?
Can't you see me?
HEIMDALL
(confused, helpful)
Stay where you are! We may be able to save
you!
LIGHT ELF ELDER
I have a wife and child back on Asgard. I
will stand where I am at!
BALDER
Heimdall, we should cancel this mission.
Research must be done on how and why
our light elves disintegrated! We must ride
the next Bifrost back to Asgard with the last
elf we have alive!
HEIMDALL
I agree. I just can't figure out what's
happened? The next Bifrost will appear in
just a few minutes. But our schedule was to
return on the Bifrost arriving later next
week.

BALDER
We must return with at least the last sole
surviving light elf before something
happens to him too!
FREYJA
We can't bring Light Elves to Midgard if
their entire species continually evaporates
into mid air! What help can they be to us?
At least on Asgard, we can see them and
control their actions!
THOR
I agree with Freyja! The four Asgardians
and single light elf elder remained in their
positions on the Bifrost circular landing
pad like structure for the immediate return
to Asgard.. All of the other Light Elves
begin to quietly giggle, nod their heads
affirmatively and waves him farewell.
The Light Elf Elder waves farewell as the Bifrost reappears where the Aesir
and single invisible elf dissolve in the great beam of light to return to
Asgard.
The Light Elves who have rushed off and out into the new world of Midgard
realize they are blessed with a cloak of protective invisibility which brings
with it, new ideas and a new destiny, in a way never before believed, and
filled with a new emotion called, freedom.
ALL LIGHT ELVES
(shouting with delight)
We are invisible to our Aesir masters eyes!
And, now we are free!
The Light Elves leave the Bifrost landing pad area, as one group to explore
the new planet Midgard.
EXT. ASGARD - BIFROST PERIMETER - VANAHEIM - MOMENTS LATER
(LIGHT ELF ELDER, HEIMDALL, THOR)
The Four Asgardians and one Light Elf Elder arrive at the Asgardian Bifrost
circular perimeter. To the astonishment of the four Asgardians, the Light
Elf Elder reappears.
HEIMDALL

Ah, you reappear by becoming visible to my
eyes! Did you see what happened to all of
the other Light Elves?
LIGHT ELF ELDER
Heimdall, as a Light Elf whose hands, feet,
arms, legs, body and eyes disappeared
when we arrive on Midgard, then how can I
see where I was or who I was with?
HEIMDALL
I never thought about that? Now, I am
always going to wonder what happened to
the Light Elves who didn't reappear!
THOR
We can't have our other Light Elves
distraught with family loses. Light Elf, once
we are back in Alfheim, I want you to
spread the story that some Light Elves
started a new colony and refused to return
to Asgard.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
Thor, this will be done, and your secret is a
secret with me. In accordance with our
Light Elf customs, our secret is your secret
and your secret is our secret, where our
secrets will always remain a secret between
you and me!
EXT. MIDGARD - BIFROST PERIMETER -- CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES, LIGHT ELF 1, LIGHT ELF 2, LIGHT ELF 3, LIGHT ELF 4)
All of the Light Elves scurry about their new surroundings on Midgard
exploring the forests, lakes, mountains, hills, plains, valleys, and rivers,
where soon, the little Light Elves, spot a small VILLAGE of humans.
The Light Elves created their first colony not far away from a clan of
humans.
The first day the Light Elves snuck closer and closer to the human village,
they realized that humans too could not see them so the entire clan of light
elves walked right into the human settlement and notice one more think.
LIGHT ELF 1

Humans are not quite like the Aesir! Look
we talk and the humans do not hear us!
LIGHT ELF 2
And, we can't be seen either! There is much
to learn about on Midgard.
LIGHT ELF 3
I agree! We must study the humans to be
sure exactly of their needs.
LIGHT ELF 4
Well if we can't be seen or heard, we are
much safer here than with the Aesir always
making demands! We are the hidden folks
of Midgard for sure!
LIGHT ELF 1
(expressing a sigh of euphoria)
There is nothing like this new emotion
called freedom!
EXT. MIDGARD MOUNTAINS -- NIGHT
(LIGHT ELF SCOUTS, LIGHT ELF 3, LIGHT ELF 5, GUMPEE,
LEEKKAPEEKKA)
A GROUP of LIGHT ELVES SCOUTS while walking in a valley come across
an amazing sight of never before seen. TWO different Midgardian species
of UGLY CREATURES known as the GUMPEE and the LEEKKAPEEKKA.
The Scouts walk right up to the two herds of creatures which were mingling
with each other, where the light elves immediately befriend them.
LIGHT ELF SCOUT ONE
These creatures are the most gentle,
friendly, peaceful, and beautiful creatures
on Midgard! We shall adopt them as our
flock!
Both of these little creatures were soft and furry white, with one huge red
eye. Both creatures had mouths that were like the bill of a duck. Both
species laid eggs and bounced kind of like a bunny or a kangaroo but
different. The Gumpee was twice as big as the Leekkapeekka with four feet
which looked like the back hoppers of a rabbit and they had two horns, that
went straight up from their head with holes at the base of the horn that
were a perfect fit for the Light Elves feet. The Gumpee's voice was a squeak
and the voice of the Leekkapeekka was a beep.

The Leekkapeekka had only two feet, which also looked like the back
hoppers of a rabbit, but they had no horns. These creatures preferred not
to use their feet but roll like a ball.
One of the Light Elf Scouts feels the fur of the Leekkapeeka.
LIGHT ELF SCOUT 2
Feel this fur! It surely can be used to make
the Light Elves clothes and even make sails
to sail the Midgardian seas and rivers.
Another Light Elf hops on top of a Gumpee.
LIGHT ELF 5
Look! My feet fit in the holes at the base of
their horns. We can mount these creatures
and hold on tight to the horns, just like
stilts!
The Light Elves notice something strange about these new creatures which
are mingling together but two different species just as it becomes dawn.
The creatures start bumping into each other and trees.
LIGHT ELF 3
Look as the sun comes up, these creatures
appear to go blind!
EXT. HUMAN NORTHERN FARM - NIGHT
(LIGHT ELF scout, gumpee, FARMER GIRL, FARMER FATHER)
A Light Elf Scout rides a Gumpee right up to a human farm house to see if
a Gumpee can be seen by human eyes.
The Light Elf Scout knocks on the human farmer's door. The door opens
and a human girl looks around to see who is at the door.
The girl looks to the left and right in confusion but does not see either the
Light Elf or the Gumpee that the Light Elf is standing who are standing
before her very feet.
FARMER GIRL
Hello? Whose there? Father! I heard a
knock on the door but no one is there!
FARMER FATHER

Well maybe is was a creature of the forest
that swooshed by the door. Close the door
and come in the house!
FARMER GIRL
Yes, Father.
The girl shuts the door.
The Light Elf begins to giggle as he twists the Gumpee horns to the right,
and with a hop and a bounce the two are off into the night.
EXT. LIGHT ELF VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELF SCOUT)
The Light Elf Scout enters his village shouting great news.
LIGHT ELF SCOUT 1
Our new flock are invisible just like us!
They can not be seen or heard by a human!
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. ASGARD -OUTER SPACE -ENDLESS TIME
CAMERA ZOOMS IN on the mythological planet ASGARD from outer
space, as it majestically orbits in its rotational motion.
EXT. OUTERSPACE - ENDLESS TIME
UTGARDIAN SPACE SHIPS are battling ASGARDIAN VESSELS in the
depths of the solar system space during the war of Ragnarok, which is later
in the future for the Midgardian light elves.
CUT TO:
INT. HEIMDALL'S HALL - VANAHEIM - EVENING
(HEIMDALL)
HEIMDALL rushes down one of the corridors and into one of the doors.
He comes back out escorting THREE HUMANS, TWO MALES and ONE
FEMALE grasping and pulling their arms in a panic rush.
One of the males features makes him appear to be a brother to the female.
The three humans are dressed in Asgardian garments, very young, just
past puberty, fair haired and skinned, like the Aesir, with blue eyes.

EXT. BIFROST LANDING PAD - NIGHT
(HEIMDALL, HONIR, HODR, MAGNI, MODI, VIDAR, VALI)
The ASGARDIAN SPACECRAFT TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER is centered
in the middle of the Bifrost landing pad.
(Author's Note: Flashbacks From the Screenplay GrinOlsson's Asgard, The
Planet Of The Gods)
MAGNI, MODI, HODR, VIDAR, VALI, and HONIR are standing by the hatch.
They are waiting for Heimdall to appear and give any last instructions for
this journey.
Heimdall rushes up the ramp with the three humans in hand.
HEIMDALL
Magni, take these three with you! Once you
reach Midgard Bifrost perimeter, there will
be a human village not far from the Bifrost.
Go there!
MAGNI
Okay. I will do that!
HEIMDALL
In the distance from the village is a very
high mountain, named Gimli. Relocate all of
the humans in that village to the top of the
mountain! Do you understand this!
MAGNI
Yes, but I don't know why!
HEIMDALL
If the Jotuns succeed in destroying Asgard,
the Bifrost will collapse. If that happens, all
that is destroyed will be funneled to
Midgard in torrential rains. You will be
taking the humans and this ship out of
danger's way. The mountain Gimli assures
everyone's safety.
MAGNI
Understood!
HEIMDALL

Have a good trip and leave the fight for
Asgard to the Vanir and Aesir. Make sure
you and the humans stay on the mountain
until I personally come and get you! When
we win, you will be back on Asgard
MAGNI
Understood. Thank Heimdall.
HEIMDALL
And, if I don't appear to bring you back, so
that the future will remember the past. Let
this story of Asgard, be told from the
ancient fathers to our future sons.
Heimdall and Magni give each other a father-son like hug. Heimdall turns
and runs down the landing ramp to his hall.
The hatch to ToothGap-ToothGrinder closes.
The Bifrost suddenly appears immerses the entire ship which disappears
into an umbilical spectrum of rainbow light engulfing the vessel which
disappears instantly, as the rainbow bridge dissipates upward into the
cosmos towards MIDGARD.
EXT. MIDGARD MOUNTAINS -- CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES)
A huge Earthquake rocks the region of the Light Elves who dwell nearby
some humans. The Light Elves villagers express fear and uncertainty as to
what is happening.
The Light Elves notice the Bifrost Bridge begins to disintegrate into the
atmosphere, where soon torrential rains begin to flood the region.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. OUTER SPACE - OUR SOLAR SYSTEM - ASGARD - CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON visual from outer space P.O.V. Of Asgard receiving the final
destructive star-blaster laser-like blow at the Vigard region where the
planets literally explodes in orbit.
The remnants of Asgard begins to spread out along the original orbital
position of Asgard creating what is now the asteroid belt between Mars and
Jupiter.

CAMERA ON the Bifrost as much of the Asgardians oceans that do not
freeze or dissipate in outer space are sucked like a funnel towards Midgard
(The Earth).
EXT. MIDGARD MOUNTAINS - DAY -- CONTINUOUS
Suddenly MAGNI'S SPACECRAFT, TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER appears
from the Rainbow spectrum of the Bifrost which has descended upon the
MIDGARD Bifrost landing pad. The spaceship immediately ascends upward
into the Midgardian atmosphere.
INT. UTGARD - NIFLHEIM DOME - ENDLESS NIGHT
An Utgardian Spaceship bearing the Jotun name of SKOLL ascends from
the huge Crystal Dome of Niflheim on Utgard. The Jotun spacecraft heads
into outer space on a path towards Midgard.
(Author's Note: End of Flashback scenes from GrinOlsson's Asgard, The
Planet Of The Gods)
INT. UTGARDIAN SPACECRAFT - MOMENTS LATER
(UTGARD-LOKI, JOTUN CREW, BALDER, NANNA)
UTGARD-LOKI and his JOTUN CREW are in the Command Center and at
the controls of the Jotun Spaceship Skoll. Two Asgardians, BALDER and
his wife NANNA are among the crew.
A JOTUN MESSENGER comes into the Command Center from a side door
compartment with to liquid vials and a small book in his hands. He hands
the vials and small book to UTGARD-LOKI. After handing the little book to
Utgard-Loki, the Jotun Messenger exits the Command Center from the side
hatch from which he'd first came.
Utgard-Loki gestures Balder and Nanna to come towards him as he himself
begins to walk towards the Asgardian couple. He hands each of the
Asgardians a vial of liquid, and then hands Balder the book.
UTGARD-LOKI
Drink this! It is my command that you read
this little book which has been prepared for
your eyes.
BALDER
(fearful and confused)
And, if we don't?
NANNA

(fearful)
What is this potion?
UTGARD-LOKI
Before Mimir was killed, he warned us of
many destinies and of a paradox which may
come forth in our solar system's future.
Vodthin engaged in genetic experiments
with the human's on Midgard for interspecies breeding and Asgardian
colonization. Balder does not have the
Aesir Warrior genetic code. This is why we
held you captive.
BALDER
I don't understand?
UTGARD-LOKI
Your genetic code contains purity and
innocence of thought. An Asgardian of
Peace.
NANNA
I still don't understand? Why must we take
this potion?
UTGARD-LOKI
You, Nanna will bear more children to
replace the son you have lost. In the
generations to come, your species will
merge with those humans who have been
genetically altered to breed with the
Asgardian species. After each of you have
drank the vial of potion, your genetic code
will be ready for modification. Then we can
accomplish visual imprinting of the words
contained in this little book upon your
genetic code.
BALDER
Utgard-Loki, why are you insisting on
changing our genetic code with the
thoughts in this book?
UTGARD-LOKI
Midgard is a young planet of new and
emerging species of intelligent life forms.

Vodthin's experiments on humans has
altered the natural selection process of the
planet. Some of the human species will now
have a war-like genetic code similar to the
Asgardians. Vodthin sought out to create a
new species of warriors whom he could
command. Vodthin no longer exists, but the
human genetic code he has already altered.
The words you and your wife are about to
read, will become the basic laws for Peace,
in the minds of humans, as your seed
multiplies in the generations to come.
NANNA
What you are telling us, is that once we
drink from the vial and read this book, then,
these words will come into the minds of our
descendants?
UTGARD-LOKI
Yes. From your seeds, there will always be
a Peacemaker born among men. As
human's multiply, a great Peacemaker will
be needed and will someday emerge. With
this Peacemaker comes forth, mankind's
4th destiny.
BALDER
And, if we don't drink of your vial or read
the words from this book?
UTGARD-LOKI
Then Midgard is doomed. There will be
paradox and this is the only destiny where
mankind survives and Midgard will exist.
NANNA
If we don't drink of the vial or read your
book, then when will all of this happen?
How do you know the future?
UTGARD-LOKI
We don't know the future. We only know
that there are many destines of the future,
but the future only has one destiny.
BALDER

Utgard-Loki, you are talking in circles? Is
this our punishment for losing the war with
Utgard?
UTGARD-LOKI
Balder, we are a species of Peace. It was
your species who brought war to us. We
fought and destroyed Asgard, only in the
name of survival for our own planet. Jotuns
are not Gods with all knowing abilities.
NANNA
You Jotuns are afraid that humans with our
Asgardian genetic code will wage war upon
Utgard, just as the Asgardians have done?
Is this the reason for the vial and book for
us to read?
UTGARD-LOKI
All we know, is that Mimir warned us that if
we do not alter the present now, then this
destiny for Midgard's survival can not exist
and our own future existence may be
jeopardized. Mirmir told us that some
paradox on Midgard was about to begin or
has already begun. He was killed before he
explained all things. The Peacemaker we
are creating must emerge in a thousand
years of the Midgardian space-time
continuum.
NANNA
You didn't answer my question?
UTGARD-LOKI
We know the Peacemaker's genetic code,
but we can not predict when he will emerge
as a life form. The genetic statistical
probability can be calculated as your
descendants come forth and Utgard will
monitor all of your generations to come to
assure his existence when the need for the
human paradox is to be altered.
BALDER

What is the Midgardian paradox and why
are you being deceptive with us? Do you
fear Midgard will become a new Asgard?
UTGARD-LOKI
Jotuns fear many of the destinies which
may come. The destinies which come forth
from the Peacemaker branches out into two
future destinies. Jotuns are confused by
Mimir's words. Mimir explained that in one
destiny for mankind there is to be a new
heaven and planet, but the planet is the
middle planet. And, in the first destiny,
Midgard is the middle planet. But, in both
destinies, mankind learns to live in Peace,
through the words to be imprinted upon
your genetic code. And, if you do not drink
from the vial or read the book, then in
another destiny the human's will destroy
themselves and Midgard.
BALDER
That would affect the energy field of
Yggsdrasil for the solar system?
UTGARD-LOKI
Precisely. This very moment our Jotun
scientists are analyzing and monitoring the
effect of Asgard's destruction upon our
own planet's orbit. A slight deviation from
the caused by the destruction of one of our
solar system planets can have disastrous
effects for the inhabitants of another.
NANNA
What about Midgard? Asgard was bonded
by the Bifrost to Midgard. Have you studied
the effect of our planet's destruction on the
middle planet?
UTGARD-LOKI
Yes. There will be floods, a slight
lengthening of the Midgardian orbit and a
change in the planet's axis. Midgard will
become stable again in a short time.
Jotunheim is further away from our sun
Ymir. We have taken steps to assure our

own species survival if the destiny of the
war Ragnarok harms our own planet.
BALDER
In what way?
UTGARD-LOKI
Surt has already begun sending our entire
space fleet out into deep space in search of
potential galactic planetary colonizations
should the Yggsdrasil affect Jotunheim's
ability to afford our own species existence.
This mission assures we have survivors if
Jotunheim during the destabilization
period. We will not know precisely the
effect of Asgard's destruction on Jotunheim
after Ragnarok until our solar system
stabilizes. This is why we are preparing for
all of the potential destinies of our solar
system's future. In war neither opponent is
victorious. The cost is great for all sides.
Balder and Nanna open their respective vials and drink the liquid. The two
Asgardians walk over and take a seat. Balder opens the book, with Nanna
by his side, peering over her husband's shoulder at the words before their
eyes.
EXT. MIDGARD OUTERSPACE -- CONTINUOUS
The Jotun Spacecraft arrives near Midgard's moon and descends into the
Midgardian atmosphere.
EXT. MIDGARD - NORTHERN REGION - DAY
(BALDER, JOTUNs, NANNA, UTGARD-LOKI)
(Flashback screenplay scenes from GrinOlsson's Asgard, The Planet Of
The Gods).
Utgard-Loki's Jotun ship descends near the top of a mountain, with a small
village of northern region humanoids. The landing ramp extends out as the
hatch opens. Balder and Nanna exit the vessel.
Utgard-Loki appears momentarily at the hatch door, as he watches Balder
and Nanna down the spacecraft ramp. Then closes the hatch.
The Jotun spacecraft raises up from the ground, then speeds off into the
Midgardian atmosphere.

(Flashback screenplay scenes from GrinOlsson's Asgard, The Planet Of
The Gods, ends).
The humans of the village are at first bewildered and curious by this
strange spacecraft appearing, and then leaving them with the presence of
Balder and Nanna. All of the villagers rush up to these two Asgardians.
EXT. MIDGARD - NORTHERN REGION --MOMENTS LATER
(BALDER, NANNA, MAGNI, HEIMDALL, LIGHT ELVES)
The Asgardian Spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder suddenly appears over
this very same human village.
Balder and Nanna who are being examined by all of the human villagers
look up in shock to see Thor's Spacecraft.
BALDER
Nanna, look! That's Thor's ship!
Balder and Nanna watch the ship descend to the ground. The landing ramp
descends to the ground. The hatch opens. The first one out is Magni,
followed by the Asgardians.
BALDER (CONT'D)
(confused)
Magni? Magni with his Asgardian crew and
human cargo rush out into the stunned
human village shouting warnings to the
human's who are surprised, confused, and
yet, astonished by all of the Asgardian
God's now appearing before them.
Suddenly in all of Magni's haste to comply with the last instructions of
Heimdall for assuring the evacuation of the humans, he spots Balder and
Nanna who are rushing towards him.
Magni meets Balder and Nanna as they rush towards each other. With a
quick hug, Magni then gestures them towards the ship!
BALDER (CONT'D)
Magni? Where's Thor? Whose with you?
MAGNI
(excitedly)
Balder! Nanna! You survived? Hurry and
get on the ship. We have to evacuate

everyone. Thor's dead. I'll explain to you
later! The Bifrost is going to collapse.
Nanna hugs Balder, who in return comforts here as she begins to cry with
joy.
NANNA
We're not alone! Look! There are other
survivors!
The Asgardians begin to escort everyone from the human village into the
spacecraft.
Unseen by the Asgardians, a small group of Light Elves who are
overhearing the warnings, decided they too, along with their flock was
board the Asgardian ship for safety's sake.
ToothGap-ToothGrinder ASCENDS into Midgard's atmosphere.
EXT. MIDGARD GIMLI MOUNTAIN -- CONTINUOUS
The majestic ice-capped forested mountain named Gimli stands above the
other surrounding mountain peaks. A large cavernous opening near the top
of the mountain, makes it stand out as an unusual, yet beautiful site. Yet,
it's location is hidden by the surrounding range of mountains and valleys.
The Asgardian ToothGap-ToothGrinder suddenly appears near Gimli
Mountain and descends in front of the mountainous cave.
EXT. OUTER SPACE - SOMEWHERE PAST ASGARD - TIMELESS SPACE
A large fire ball heads directly towards the Vigard of Asgard. Suddenly,
the spherical micro sun, expands to an enormous size immersing the entire
planet and part of the Bifrost, with a thunderous explosion shattering the
entire planet of Asgard.
INT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER CONTROL CENTER - CONTINUOUS
Magni is at the controls of the spaceship as he positions and hover's the
craft directly in front of the Gimli mountain cavern entrance.
MAGNI
We're about to enter the cave.
P.O.V. Of Magni viewing the ship slowly coming less than thirty meters
directly in front of the cavern entrance.

Suddenly, the Yggdrasil energy panel and ship's gyro alarm's alarms go
off.
Magni looks over at the alarm panels and instantly pushes a lever forward
with great concern on his face.
MAGNI (CONT'D)
No! Power loss! Not now! Not when we're
this close to safety! Angle and distanced
marked! Now.
Magni pushes one more button.
EXT. GIMLI MOUNTAIN ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS
The spacecraft ToothGap-ToothGrinder lunges forward through the cavern
entrance and instantly stops just a few feet above the cavern floor. The
descend is an abrupt drop of the space craft onto the cavern floor. The
engines and power has ceased.
INT. TOOTHGAP-TOOTHGRINDER CONTROL CENTER
Everyone is tossed about by the abrupt stop and short plunge.
Magni gives a sigh of relief.
MAGNI
We made it! But, we don't have a ship
anymore. I don't what's wrong or know how
to fix anything and we don't have any
dwarfs on board who know how to fix
whatever's wrong. But, we're safe!
Everyone on board gives each other a hug, with smiles and relief on their
faces.
EXT. MIDGARD OUTER ATMOSPHERE -- CONTINUOUS
The Bifrost begins to collapse while sucking in huge amounts of the
Asgardian ocean from the remnants of the destroyed planet and showering
Midgard with torrential rains.
EXT. MIDGARD - MOUNT GIMLI -- CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES, LIFTHRASIR, MAGNI)
MAGNI, the young red haired Asgardian Warrior, with Thor's Mjollnir and
belt attached to his waist is standing with his arm around Lifthrasir along

with the other SURVIVORS OF ASGARD, the HUMANS from the village, and
the LIGHT ELVES with their FLOCKS.
Everyone is standing together on a high ridge in front of the cavernous
entrance on top of Mount Gimli where they are all looking down into the
valleys when suddenly a DOUBLE RAINBOW appears. The Bifrost finally
dissipates into nothing, and only one rainbow remains.
Torrential rains begin to fill the valleys.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. MIDGARD - MOUNT GIMLI - MORNING
(LIFTHRASIR, MAGNI)
Magni wakes up and looks out the Cavernous entrance at the early morning
Sun as its rays begin shining the sparkling splendor of another day into his
just wakening eyes. Lifthrasir is snuggled next to him when he begins to sit
up.
The others are sprawled all over the high mountain cave, as a fire smolders
to the smell of food that the humans have cooked.
The disabled spacecraft, ToothGap-ToothGrinder has found it's burial site.
Magni looks out towards the endless forested valleys below, where the
rains have subsided and the land continually expands from beneath the
waters which had flooded the valleys.
Magni sees a double rainbow appear for a short time, then dissipate. Magni
walks back into Gimli mountain cavern.
INT. GIMLI MOUNTAIN CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(MAGNI, BALDER, HONIR, HODR, LIFTHRASIR, MODI, NANNA, VIDAR,
VALI, LIGHT ELVES)
Magni sees the other Aesir about to hold council. He walks over and joins
them.
Magni, Modi, Hodr, Vidar, Vali, Balder, Nanna and Honir are standing
together holding council on what to do next for their very survival. Kvaesir,
Lif and Lifthrasir are also standing with the Asgardians but say nothing.
MAGNI
We don't have a ship anymore. The
human's methods of travel are crude and

the planet is mostly ocean. When the rains
subside, we are going to have to find a
place to settle, where we can be sure of
food. The only food I know we can eat here
are the salmon which we exported to
Asgard which means we have to leave by
the sea.
VIDAR
We can learn from the humans what to eat
and live as they do.
MAGNI
We don't have much choice. I don't know
too much about the human species
behavior. For now we will observe them
rather than try to rule them. This planet
feels much warmer than our own.
BALDER
I agree with you Magni. Heimdall and
Vodthin have long experimented genetically
with the human species. They are both
submissive and war-like in nature. We must
be careful on how we interfere with the
nature of this planet.
MAGNI
Yes. Those are my thoughts too, Balder!
VALI
Is it true we will age here?
NANNA
Vali, I believe that will be the case. We are
no longer Gods who never age. I don't know
what rate this planet's space-time
continuum will affect us.
MAGNI
Balder, how did you and Nanna survive and
arrive here?
BALDER
The Utgardians held us captive and
released us here just as Ragnarok took
place. We've lost our only son.

Nanna starts to cry with Balder's words.
HONIR
Well, we have the tools from the spacecraft
which will come in handy for the
construction of many things. I have seen
primitive human vessels for sailing upon
the sea. It's my opinion, we should isolate
ourselves to the Northern regions of
Midgard from the rest of the human
species.
MODI
Why do you say that, Honir?
HONIR
Well, son. The northern species of humans,
were genetically altered as a hybrid
species, to accept our genetic codes where
Asgardians could breed with the human
species. Vodthin planned on colonizing
Midgard with new Asgardian like warriors.
There are so few of us Asgardians, that our
species would become extinct, if we have
no ability to breed future generations.
MAGNI
This must have been Heimdall's reason for
us to bring Kvaesir, Lif and Lifthrasir to
Midgard. They are hybrid! That is why their
features are so Asgardian and their skin is
much fairer than many of the humans, we
see here.
HONIR
That's true. The humans Heimdall told you
to protect have the Asgardian genetic code.
Asgard is further from our sun, Ymir which
is why our skin, hair and eyes are fair.
HODR
I agree, that for now, we take the human
hybrid's and isolate ourselves until our
species is assured survival with future
generations. Our situation is unique as I
recall Heimdall explaining to me the
situation here on Midgard. Asgardian Gods

can only breed with the daughters of the
hybrid humans we call man. The hybrid
humans on the other hand can breed with
other human species where the Asgardian
genetic code is passed on to those humans
or they can breed with Asgardian Gods. If
we do not isolate ourselves until our
genetic code is incorporated in all human
species then we become nothing more than
a sterile alien species.
VIDAR
How long will it take for all human species
to have the Asgardian genetic code?
MODI
I know I have a young mind and I'm not well
versed in biology. But, I think this topic of
breeding with an alien species is really
weird. I just want an Asgardian girlfriend.
HONIR
Son, that isn't going to happen. Their aren't
any Asgardian females, except Balder's
wife Nanna. Some of the human hybrids are
just as beautiful as our females on Asgard.
They have all of the equipment and
emotions that our Asgardian females have
and the human hybrids can produce
offspring. You must adapt and by adapting
you are no longer an Asgardian God who
lives forever by eating from Idunn's tree of
life. You are for all practical purposes a
human who lives and will die on Midgard.
HODR
Vidar, to answer your question about how
long it will take for complete Asgardian
genetic code transfer into the entire human
species on Midgard, Heimdall had those
figures already calculated out.
VIDAR
Well, how long then?
HODR

Heimdall and Vodthin had been secretly
working on this human experiment for
generations of human breeding. I know for
a fact that there is a hybrid somewhere on
Midgard in every species of human. Let's
me think on how to calculate this in
Midgardian time.
Hodr who is blind stares straight but rubs his head.
HODR (CONT'D)
Yes. Complete Asgardian genetic
engineering code transfer to the entire
human species population will take 975
more Midgardian years.
VIDAR
How many hybrid's did Vodthin and
Heimdall create?
HODR
A lot of them! And, you can't always tell a
human hybrid by the colour of their skin,
eyes, hair or features. Heimdall was just
about to perfect those genetic engineering
aspects with the humans he told Magni to
protect. This is why these humans here are
fair hair or red hair, fair skinned, and have
blue eyes.
MAGNI
Vodthin was too powerful a God with the
knowledge to alter a different planetary
species where now, this very altered
species becomes the dominant species
over Asgardians.
BALDER
Vodthin's abuse of knowledge and power
destroyed our planet. We must make it our
mission to teach the human species the
power of the word called peace. We must
take this message to all humans who
inhabit Midgard. We have to assure the
Asgardian process of God-like powers and
never-ending wars does not emerge as the
dominant genetic characteristic from this

species on the basis of Vodthin's genetic
intrusions.
MAGNI
Balder that is a strange statement. Why do
you say this?
BALDER
Think about it Magni! We are not alone in
this solar system. The Utgardians
destroyed Asgard. They came in peace as
brothers of our solar system to exchange
technologies with Asgard. Vodthin treated
them as a sub-species under his rule. They
delivered Nanna and me to Midgard. Our
species is stranded here on Midgard for
eternity. The Utgardians will be watching us
and the Jotuns will not tolerate another
Asgard! Magni looks startled by Balder's
warning, as if he'd just realized the reality of
their situation.
Magni stands up and unfastens Thor's belt that holds the hammer called
Mjollnir. Magni hand's the hammer and belt to Balder.
Balder takes the hammer and belt but, looks confused.
MAGNI
Balder, take this. It's Thor's hammer Mjollnir
and belt Thor's son Ull gave me just after
Thor was killed. Let our weapon's be in the
hands of our Peacemakers.
CAMERA ON the Light Elves who are everywhere listening to everything.
The Eldest Elder gestures all of the light elves to remain quiet and follow
him out in front of the cavern entrance.
EXT. GIMLI MOUNTAIN ENTRANCE - CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES, LIGHT ELF ELDER, LIGHT ELF 1)
The Light Elves hold a private council in front of the Gimli Mountain cave
entrance.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
(quietly)
We must be careful. The Aesir can not see
us, but they can hear us. And, humans can

here us, when we whisper while they're
asleep. It shall be our mission too, to
assure that humans know the power of the
word called peace. In the name of our
survival we must immediately separate into
two groups immediately.
LIGHT ELF 1
Why must we separate? We can make our
villages not far away from the Aesir where
they will not hear our voices.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
You forget why we remained on Midgard.
We stayed here when we learned of this
new emotion called, freedom. These are
Aesir, the light elves former masters. For
our own protection, it is best that they do
not know that we exist on Midgard.
LIGHT ELF 1
I understand now.
The other light elves look to each other and nod affirmatively.
LIGHT ELF ELDER
A small group of light elves will remain with
the Aesir and their human hybrids to assure
our White Clan is committed to Peace.
Protect them from their enemies and from
themselves. Who shall volunteer?
Ten Light Elves and their flocks, raise their hands to volunteer.
LIGHT ELF ELDER (CONT'D)
So be it! Your mission is to assure these
Aesir and human know the power of the
word called peace. The rest of us shall
leave immediately.
All of the light elves scurry into the cavern and our again with all gather
their belongings and flock who came to the safety of Gimli mountain.
The Light Elves begin a procession down a mountain trial waving good-by
to the volunteers who remain behind.
INT. GIMLI MOUNTAIN CAVERN - CONTINUOUS

(BALDER, HONIR, HODR, LIGHT ELVES, LIFTHRASIR, MAGNI, MODI,
NANNA, VALI, VIDAR)
Magni, Modi, Hodr, Honir, Vali, Lif, Lifthrasir, Kvaesir , Balder, Nanna and
the other humans are sitting around in the cavern holding counsel, when
the small group of remaining Light Elves return but remain silent as not to
be heard by the Aesir.
NANNA
Balder. I am with child again. We are being
blessed with a second child to replace the
loss of our first.
Balder extremely excited lifts Nanna up and gives her a husbandly hug and
kiss.
BALDER
Really? Are you serious Nanna? What shall
we name him? Or her?
NANNA
If we are to be blessed with a second son,
then let us bless him, with the name, John.
BALDER
John will be his name. Now what if our child
is a girl?
Nanna tinglingly looks deeply into her husband's eyes.
NANNA
We're going to have another boy. Just call it
my motherly instinct! We're going to have a
boy!
MAGNI
Congratulations Balder. Someday, I too will
have a child. I have chosen Lifthrasir as my
new wife.
MODI
Wait a minute Magni! What makes you think
that you are entitled to Lifthrasir? She has
not been asked or consented to be your
wife. And, I am a single Aesir too!
VALI

Hey you two! What about me? Lifthrasir is
about my age too! And, I am Vodthin's son!
I am going to choose her.
MAGNI
(firmly)
The way I see the situation is this. I am
bigger than both of you. I saved everyone's
life. I know Lifthrasir is a hybrid human and
has Asgardian features. I don't know
anything about the other humans here and
I'm not going to take a chance. I am at the
age I need a woman and she is mine. You
two find your own women and if you try to
breed with Lifthrasir, I'm going to beat you
up and ban you from the clan. The matter is
settled!
Hodr, Honir, Balder and Nanna begin to laugh at the argument that the
young men are having. Lifthrasir smiles at Magni with a lustful look
towards his youthful muscle build and rushes over to him. She grasps his
young strong arm, as if she just took possession of a prize.
MAGNI (CONT'D)
(smiling and proudly)
She just consented!
HONIR
It's time we leave Gimli mountain and
explore this new planet to see what it has to
offer us.
BALDER
I agree. We can start building knarrs and
sail the seas, such as we had on Asgard.
We can teach the humans the basics of
seafaring. From this beginning we can find
a land of peace where we can multiply and
merge with the human species.
HODR
I agree.
VIDAR
When do we leave Gimli mountain?
MAGNI

We leave now! There is nothing here except
the tomb of Thor's disabled ship.
EXT. MIDGARD - MOUNT GIMLI - CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES, AESIR, HUMANS)
The Aesir, human hybrids, the human village, with the remaining light elves
following not far behind begin to descend down the mountain trail leading
to the valley and the ocean to the West.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. MIDGARD PENINSULA - CONTINUOUS
(BALDER, LIFTHRASIR, MAGNI, MODI, NANNA, LIGHT ELVES)
Magni, Lifthrasir, Balder, Nanna, Modi and the humans who came with them
arrive at a very forested peninsula surrounded by the ocean sea.
Everyone works together, where they begin to not only build a city of long
houses by the sea, but, where soon, are ten long serpent ships called
KNARRS are constructed as a small fleet, to accommodate these warriors
and their family's need to explore and find a land of peace.
CAMERA WIDE ANGLE ON the 10 knarr ships for travel moored side by
side on the shore where they are mounted on a long launching platform
that extends out into the sea.
CAMERA ON he entire city of humans including the Aesir, hybrids, and
humans boarding the first nine ships.
The unseen Light Elves with their flocks, begin to board the very last
vessel which has no Aesir warriors aboard.
Ship by ship, the vessels are launched and the sails set. Humans, hybrids,
and Aesir man the oars.
EXT. MIDGARD PENINSULA - SURROUNDING OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
The fleet of ten ships are heading south. The peninsula from where they
had just left is in the distance behind them.
EXT. FIRST KNARR SHIP - SOUTHERN SEAS - LATER
(MODI, MAGNI)
The Sun is hot and the ray's are scorching the travellers. Everyone on all of
the ships are extremely sweaty and tired looking.

As the ships proceed South the Aesir and human hybrids notice that, the
sun's rays become so hot, that cracks, burns, and blisters appear on their
faces and backs. The humans are hardly affected.
MODI
Magni, we can't possibly survive here
where the Sun burns our skin. We must
return to the North and find a land with a
more temperate zone.
MAGNI
You're right Modi. The Sun cracks and
blisters my skin too!
EXT. TENTH KNARR SHIP - SOUTHER SEAS - CONTINUOUS
(LIGHT ELVES, LIGHT ELF, LIGHT ELF ELDER, LIGHT ELF 2, LIGHT ELF 3)
The Humans are manning the oars in sweltering heat. The Light Elves are
sitting around everywhere along with their flock.
LIGHT ELF
Eldest Elder, what are we to do? Our skin
has turned red, as red can be! Look at our
hair! It is not fair, but black, and sparkles
with a glitter!
LIGHT ELF ELDER
I don't know how this has occurred! The
humans ignore us, so I observe we still
can't be seen from the eyes of a human!
Our new colors are just something we will
have to live with unless it wears off in time!
Even the humans are turning red in the
sweltering sun.
LIGHT ELF 2
Why hasn't our skin turned red before,
eldest of the elders? And, our fair hair? Our
hair has turned dark? How can this be?
LIGHT ELF ELDER
We have never been this far south. The
Sun's rays have affected us somehow. I am
not sure to say how. This is a new mystery
for me! But, red we are. Red as red can be!
LIGHT ELF

Maybe this change is for the best, because
it is easier to see each other being this
colour! But, I don't know if the other light
elves will treat us the same.
LIGHT ELF 3
Our colouring isn't the color of a light elf,
but, that is what we originally were! What
shall we call ourselves, since now we are
different?
LIGHT ELF ELDER
Our skin is as red as the human white
clan's skin in this Southern sun. We have
merged with the human white clan in the
name of peace. So, let's call ourselves the
Gwitchen, which means to merge, if peace
can ever be!
LIGHT ELVES
(in unison)
We agree, we agree, we agree! We are red
as red can be, with black hair which
sparkles like the sun upon the sea! We are
the protectors of the human White Clan,
who have turned as red as we, where we
merged in the name of Peace! The
Gwitchen is our name and the Gwitchen we
will be!
EXT. MIDGARD - SOUTHERN OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
The ten Serpent suddenly ships turn around and head back towards the
Northern islands that border the Northern seas, where the air, land and sea
are of a cooler climate.
EXT. NORTHERN OCEAN - MORNING
( MAGNI, MODI)
The 10 knarr vessels heading North sight Icebergs floating in the ocean.
The vessels turn west as dark clouds and thunder and lightning explode
from the sky.
A huge NIDHΦGG (pronounced need-hug or nid-hug) breeches before
Magni's vessel.
MAGNI

(excitedly)
Look! The Midgard Serpent appears!
MODI
The Midgard Serpents are very intelligent
creatures.
MAGNI
Indeed. But, they killed Thor! The Midgard
seas are a dangerous place!
EXT. NORTHERN LAND - MORNING
(GWITCHEN, MAGNI)
The morning is calm as the 10 knarr vessels arrive at a protected harbor in
a far northern land where a strange but small human village is located.
The Aesir, hybrids, humans, and Gwitchen disembark where they are
greeted with kindness and food by this small human clan.
The human clan, are fair haired and blue eyed, just as the
Aesir and hybrid humans. The humans are wearing white furry skinned
cloaks, with a white thin fur-skin armband, and a piece of white fur-skin on
their spear. The leader raised his hand with the palm exposed in greeting
Magni and his colony. Magni made the same gesture back.
Magni and his followers are led to a huge Long House and escorted inside.
A single human guard is standing by the entrance of the Long House with a
strange bag with pipes extending from the bad.
INT. HUGE LONG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(MAGNI, GWITCHEN, BALDER, HODR, HONIR, LIFTHRASIR, VALI, HUMAN
LEADER 2, GWITCHEN ELDER, GWITCHEN ELDER 2, HUMAN LEADER 12)
Food and drink are immediately prepared and placed on the table in large
quantities as Magni and his followers sat down to share.
There are twelve men seated in a central table, where most of the village is
standing and sitting in the outskirts of this huge Long House watching the
new comers and their chiefs meet in peace. The ten Gwitchen and their
flock stand just inside of the entrance, where their whispers can't be heard
by the Aesir. FIVE MEN suddenly come in with strange musical instruments
that were made from bags full of wind, whose music sounded like screams,

shrieks, and screeches of a woman's tongue in terror. And yet, these same
soundings are beautiful to the ear!
The Aesir, hybrids, humans and even the Gwitchen are astounded by the
fair treatment and musical beauty.
MAGNI
Balder do you think these humans are
hybrid's too?
BALDER
I think so. They speak the tongue taught by
the Aesir but, I never knew this clan
existed.
HODR
This is what I was telling you. Heimdall and
Vodthin had many human experiments here
on Midgard.
HONIR
They are a friendly and peaceful people.
Maybe that's why either Vodthin or Heimdall
deserted them. Look they bring food!
MAGNI
After that last Midgard storm. I think its time
we settle and merge with these people.
BALDER
I agree! The sun is not so hot and the
climate is perfect for the Aesir.
LIFTHRASIR
(quietly)
Magni, do you see all of the white skins
these people wear? We too, need warmer
clothes to live among these humans.
MAGNI
No we don't. This climate is warm. In fact,
it's just right!
LIFTHRASIR
But, I am human, and for me, the climate is
very cool.
VALI

We shall make this colour white, our
symbolic colour for peace if we are here to
stay? The White Clan of Peace!
HUMAN LEADER 2
We are honoured to have you come to our
village. The land is bountiful with much
food. When the great floods came, we
thought all was lost. Then, all creatures
went up into the mountains as we did. The
land suffered but not much. We see very
few humans who travel this way and hope it
is your decision to stay among us. From
what land did you come?
The Aesir appear concerned by this question put forth by the human
leader. Honir is untruthful but no one disputes his words.
HONIR
Thank you for the invitation to live among
you. We came from the Southern oceans
when the great flood appeared. Being at sea
spared us. Our clan seeks a new colony to
live out our lives in peace.
HUMAN LEADER 2
We are only 300 people who dwell here. Our
clan is ruled by 12 Chieftains. The decision
of one is the decision of all and we live in
Peace. If your clan chooses to live by our
laws, then we welcome you to live among
us.
MAGNI
Let us merge this day as the White Clan of
Peace!
The other Aesir, hybrid humans, and humans nod affirmatively and cheer
Magni's words.
HUMAN LEADER 2
So be it! I see you have vessels to fish the
seas. Our clan will help your clan to build
their long houses, if your clan helps us fish
the seas. Let's begin our feast of peace!
The Gwitchen standing by the entrance are extremely happy, giggly and
nod affirmatively when their Gwitchen Elder speaks.

GWITCHEN ELDER 2
We have found our land of Peace! Let's
learn to make and play theses bags of wind
in honour of our new white clan of Peace.
CAMERA ON TWO WHITE DOVES that fly through the entrance and on to
Balder's shoulders.
HUMAN LEADER 2
(speaking to Balder)
I see our friends the White Doves receive
you as the leader of peace and chief of your
clan. And, your name is?
BALDER
I am Balder and I'm honoured by your
thoughts, as I'm devoted to Peace, but our
clan has no chiefs.
HUMAN LEADER 12
When our White Doves land on the
shoulder's of a man, this man is chosen
and ordained as one of our twelve
Chieftains of Peace. I don't know why they
have done this deed. We already have
twelve chieftains. Let us make you an
honourary Chieftain. You are the last
Chieftain of Peace and the next Chieftain of
our newly merge clans, should this time for
such a need ever comes about.
One of the Chieftain's stand up and walks over to Balder. He pulls out a
small box and opens it. From the box comes a ring made of ivory with the
emblem of a fish. He places on Balder's finger.
Balder looks down at what has just been placed on his hand. Then, looks at
this Chieftain turning to look at all of the Chieftains as a group.
The Eleven other Chieftains at the table sustain the twelve's decree.
BALDER
I am honoured and accept.
The Aesir raise their mugs in honour of Balder's new position.
ALL AESIR
Skoal!

DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. HUMAN NORTHERN VILLAGE - LATER
(MAGNI, LIFTHRASIR, BALDER, JOHN, HUMAN MESSENGER)
The knarr fishing vessels are coming into port where now a shipyard has
been establish.
MAGNI is now an OLDER BEARDED MIDDLE AGED MAN who is explaining
to the craftsmen, the workmanship needed on the vessels.
MAGNI
Make sure the layered planks are cocked
from the inside out. Then come back and
cock the planks from the out side in.
Lifthrasir appears at the shipyard with a lunch for her husband.
A pair of lovers are watching the ships come in. The small town is bustling
with activity of trade and services.
A Farmer who is an OLDER BALDER is tending his flocks with his young
son teen-age son John.
A HUMAN MESSENGER is running down the street towards the Long
House of the 12 Chieftains. He rushes inside.
INT. CHIEFTAIN'S HUGE LONG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(HUMAN MESSENGER, white clan chieftain)
The twelve Chieftains are sitting in council with the messenger rushes in.
HUMAN MESSENGER
My Chieftains. I come with a warning. There
is an army coming our way with many
soldiers and weapons from the East! They
will arrive in our land by late tomorrow
afternoon.
WHITE CLAN CHIEFTAIN
What? Sound the bags of wind with the
warning of danger!
EXT. CHIEFTAIN'S HUGE LONG HOUSE -CONTINUOUS
(HUMAN MESSENGER)

The Messenger rushes out and shouts to the guard.
HUMAN MESSENGER
Guard, sound the warning of danger!
Immediately, the guard begins to play his bag of wind with a strange
musical sound.
Suddenly, the same song is heard echoing through the wind. Every man,
woman and child begins running towards the Long House of the 12
Chieftains, where the 12 men are standing in front. Those who hear the
song of danger and have their own bags of wind, start up the song until the
music is heard throughout the land of Peace.
EXT. BALDER'S FARM - CONTINUOUS
(BALDER, JOHN, NANNA)
Balder and his son John are just entering their farm house. Nanna is
putting the last food on the table for them to eat.
The three hear an eerie sound echoing in the wind.
JOHN
Father, isn't that the sound of danger?
BALDER
Yes, it is my son. We must leave for the
village at once.
JOHN
What is the danger?
BALDER
I have no idea! Hurry we must go!
The three Aesir rush out the door with food in their hand and head towards
the village.
EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE JUST OUTSIDE OF HUMAN SETTLEMENT CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDER 2)
The Gwitchen are busy tending their flocks, playing with their children and
goofing off.
The three hear an eerie sound echoing in the wind.

GWITCHEN ELDER 2
That is the White Clan of Peace's sound
that danger approaches. We must hurry and
find out what this is about.
The Gwitchen hop on their Gumpee mounts, holding tight on to the
Gumpee horns and in a hop and a bounce are off to town.
EXT. LONG HOUSE OF THE 12 CHIEFTAINS - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, CHIEFs)
The Twelve Chieftains are assembled out in front of their Long House.
Every single person from their village and near by farms are waiting for the
Eldest Chieftain to speak. The Gwitchen are behind the crowds standing on
their Gumpee waiting to find out what this is all about.
ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
We have word that an army with weapons
for destruction will enter our Land of Peace
by tomorrow afternoon. We are the White
Clan of Peace who have no words for
defeat, but only to know the power of the
word called, Peace.
SECOND ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
Everyone one of you are taught from birth
how to shot an arrow, use a sling, a sword,
a dagger and a stick and even fling a rock
in defense of our land.
THIRD ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
The White Clan always offers words of
Peace and we never strike first. Every man
woman and child will gather their weapons
and follow your Chief's to meet this enemy
to see if Peace can be achieved.
FOURTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
Coming from the East, whoever this enemy
is, must cross the great ravine. We must be
there first. The twelve chiefs will go down
and wait in the ravine to meet the leaders of
this army and see if Peace can be achieved.
Half of our men, will stand on top of the
knoll with their backs to the West.
FIFTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF

The other half of our men will hide behind
the knoll with our women and children.
SIXTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
When we meet this unknown army, we will
greet them with our hand's raise and palm
open as the symbol of Peace.
SEVENTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
If the enemy dares attack any one of your
Chieftains, the bags of wind shall begin to
play the song of attack when the first
chieftain falls. The eleven of us Chieftains,
will counter-attack first. The women and
children and the other half of the men will
rise up and stand next to those on top of
the knoll.
EIGHTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
The sun will blind the enemies eyes and
they will think our army is as large as
theirs. When the last of your chieftain falls,
this shall be the soundings for attack!
NINTH ELDEST WHITE CLAN CHIEF
Go get your weapons. We shall leave when
our people are assembled this very hour!
The entire human village, including the Aesir rush to their homes and get
their weapons and rush back to return to the village to form a militia.
The Gwitchen after hearing this leave the human village.
EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE JUST OUTSIDE OF HUMAN SETTLEMENT
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDER 1, GWITCHEN ELDER 2)
The Gwitchen have return to their own Gwitchen village to hold council on
this very serious matter. All of the Gwitchen are assembled for their
Gwitchen Elder's instructions.
GWITCHEN ELDER 1
(very concerned)
We must ride out on our Gumpee this very
night and find the enemy who plans to
attack the land of Peace tomorrow. In every
enemy ear, we must whisper the words of
Peace, so that these thoughts of Peace are

their own. We must protect the Aesir and
the White Clan of Peace. There can be no
human battles in our land of Peace.
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
We must stop death, destruction, and
desolation before it starts! We will never let
our White Clan down and we'll be there for
them in the name of Peace! We will send 5
of our scouts to watch over the human
village and warn us if there is a need. For
the rest of us, I agree! We must find this
enemy and whisper words of Peace!
All of the Gwitchen agree and begin to prepare for this mission.
EXT. ENEMY CAMP JUST BEYOND THE BORDERS OF THE LAND OF
PEACE -EVENING
(ENEMY CAPTAIN, OFFICER 1, OFFICER 2)
The Captain of the Enemy army is counselling his officers for tomorrow's
attack on the Land of Peace.
ENEMY CAPTAIN
We have been ordered to seize this
settlement and bring it under our King's
control.
OFFICER 1
Captain, the men say they hear strange
sounds echoing in the wind and fear the
magical powers possessed by these
people.
ENEMY CAPTAIN
This is crazy talk! Sounds are created.
Order every man to plug his ears with wool
this very night! Even I will do this to assure
a good night's sleep. There is nothing to
fear, if our troops have nothing to hear!
OFFICER 2
It has been reported that this land and
village is governed by 12 Chiefs and they
have no army. Do we march straight for
their village?

ENEMY CAPTAIN
When we capture lands for our King, we
remove the former governors. Those 12
chief's head will be delivered on a platter to
our King. Tomorrow, after we cross the
border at the great ravine, we will indeed
head straight for the village, where we will
take all of the villagers as slaves and seize
their lands as the spoils of war. We should
arrive in the village at night when they
aren't prepared. We leave when the sun
rises!
EXT. JUST OUTSIDE OF THE HUMAN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
The twelve Chieftain lead their entire clan, including the Aesir and hybrids
into battle.
Children have knives, and slings, the women have bows and arrows, the
men have swords and spears. The bags of winds are playing the battle cry
for war and peace as the people march towards the great ravine.
EXT. ENEMY CAMP - NIGHT
The little Gwitchen sneak into the enemy camp. All but a few guards
watching over the camp are a sleep. In every ear the Gwitchen whisper the
words of peace into every single enemy soldier ears, not once, but twice
just to make sure that there is peace at the day's end of tomorrow. The
Gwitchen wait around until the guards change so that these enemy soldiers
too, have heard the words to know the power of the word called peace.
Not a half hour before the sun rises, all of the Gwitchen sneak out of the
enemy camp and head back to find the White Clan and watch over this
event when two peoples meet.
EXT. GREAT RAVINE - LAND OF PEACE - AFTERNOON
(GWITCHEN, ENEMY CAPTAIN, 3 OFFICERS, JOHN, MAGNI, HONIR)
The twelve chieftains had placed themselves on the border at the bottom of
the ravine. Half of the Clan of Peace men with bags of wind in their arms,
are standing atop the knoll on their side of the border. All of the other men,
women and children are hiding behind the knoll.
All of the Gwitchen are there! All laughing and giggling at how silly these
human's are acting since their words have assured peace.

Enemy Scouts now appear on the ridge from the other side of the border.
They see the 12 Chieftains standing in the ravine and the silhouettes of
men standing on the knoll, but blinded by the sun.
The Enemy Captain comes forward, and looks down at the Chieftains. He
laughs an arrogant laugh and gives the orders to attack.
ENEMY CAPTAIN
Look at those stupid fools waiting to be
slaughtered like sheep. Their rag tag army
on top of the knoll is not a fourth of our
men in arms. It's time to attack and make
sure you bring back those heads!
ALL THREE OFFICERS
By your command!
Just over 300 enemy soldiers rush down the ridge towards the Chieftains.
The Chieftain who raise their one arm in peace, now see by the pace of the
soldiers speed to attack, that there is no chance for Peace. Each grasps his
sword and pulls its out for battle.
The Gwitchen are shocked and begin to shriek in terror and fear! Their
words of peace did not work. These enemy are attacking and starting the
battle for war! All of the Aesir hear the Gwitchen and turn towards the
voices of despair.
JOHN
Father, I hear voices of dread and fear? But
there is no one here or there or anywhere?
MAGNI
I hear them too! Those sound like the light
elves? But, I don't see anything and they
don't exist on Midgard!
HONIR
(courageously)
No time for that! Look they are about to
attack our Chiefs! Prepare yourselves for
battle!
The Aesir can not believe what they are about to see!
As the enemy battle the Chieftains, the Chieftains take out 3 for one, but
the first Chieftain falls and his head is chopped off with a sword. The bags
of winds begin their battle cry for vengeance. The entire White Clan of

Peace assemble at the top of the ridge! The Enemy Captain is shocked by
an army the size of his now before his eyes!
The White Clan counter-attacks in extreme haste down the knoll as the last
Chieftain falls and his head is lopped off and carried back across enemy
lines. The women shoot volley's of arrows the air to prepare they way as
the enemy begin to fall.
Now, the fight begins man to man and hand to hand. White Clan Children
are sticking daggers in the enemy's feet. The White Clan men and
Aesir lop off heads and stick swords in the enemy's sides without one
single casualty among the White Clan during this counter-attack. There is
one weapon being used that goes unnoticed. John is using his father's
hammer Mjollnir to bash many enemy heads as he swings to and fro and
his strength is much greater than his size, which unknowingly comes from
Thor's belt which John is wearing to holster the hammer.
The Enemy Captain calls for retreat. A horn sounds retreat. His army
rushes back up the ridge, as the White Clan lays waste to the retreating
enemy army.
One third of his army lay dead, but he has the 12 Chieftain's heads.
INT. ENEMY CASTLE - LATER
(ENEMY CAPTAIN, ENEMY KING)
The Enemy King is sitting on the throne as the Enemy Captain comes and
bows before him. Behind the Enemy Captain are 12 soldiers with the 12
Chieftain's heads each on a platter.
ENEMY CAPTAIN
(fearful)
Your Highness. As you commanded here
are the 12 Chieftain's heads!
ENEMY KING
Good! The entire land to the West is now
under my rule! How many slaves did you
bring back for me to see!
ENEMY CAPTAIN
(voice trailing off)
Slaves, your Highness? None.
ENEMY KING

None? What do you mean, none? You have
12 heads! Are you not victorious?
ENEMY CAPTAIN
Yes, your Highness and No. We lost a third
of our army to bring you these 12 heads.
The enemy suffered no other casualties.
They fought so fierce and had an army as
large as ours.
ENEMY KING
What? Who rules them now?
ENEMY CAPTAIN
I do not know.
ENEMY KING
Then assemble my entire army and attack
again!
ENEMY CAPTAIN
By your command, your Highness!
EXT. HUMAN WHITE CLAN VILLAGE - LATER
(WHITE CLAN TOWN'S PERSON)
The entire White Clan are marching back into town. Tears at the loss of
their Chieftain deaths stream down the faces of the town people. The entire
White Clan stands before the Long House of the 12 Chieftains in
remembrance and mourning the 12 Chieftains who once ruled.
One of the townspeople speaks of new fears.
WHITE CLAN TOWN'S PERSON 1
Our 12 Chieftains are gone. We have one
last Peacemaker left! Balder! This enemy
will surely attack again with even a bigger
army. We must have the council of a
Chieftain on what to do!
WHITE CLAN TOWN'S PERSON 2
This is true! Balder is the last Chieftain of
Peace! He must tell us what to do!
The entire crowd begins to shout Balder's name. The other Aesir look at
each other in surprise. Balder's face is grim with grief and sadness of the
battle.

EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE JUST OUTSIDE OF HUMAN SETTLEMENT CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDER 2)
The Gwitchen left the battle in torrential tears, horrified sadness, and fear
that their words of peace no longer worked.
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
We have let the White Clan down! I don't
know why our words of protection and
Peace didn't work. This is a terrible and
horrible day of grief and shock in our
history. We must have time to think of what
to do! And, there are no words we can say
or things we can do to replace the loss that
the White Clan experienced this day!
EXT. LONG HOUSE OF THE 12 CHIEFTAINS - CONTINUOUS
Balder steps forward before the White Clan crowd.
BALDER
There are times like these when a man is
delegated an authority which he must
exercise in the name of Peace. I will accept
this responsibility to lead the White Clan. In
honour of the fallen Chieftains, I will now
enter the Long House. I will sit and hear the
council from all who come before me. Then,
I will give counsel on what we shall do in
the name of survival and peace. I shall not
leave the Long House until I have a
solution.
Balder enters the Long House of the 12 Chieftains.
INT. LONG HOUSE OF THE 12 CHIEFTAINS -CONTINUOUS
(BALDER, HONIR, HODR, JOHN, LIFTHRASIR, MAGNI, MODI, NANNA, VALI,
VIDAR)
Balder walks in and goes up to the Eldest Chieftain's chair and sits down at
the council table. He places his elbows on the table and his hands are
holding his head, in despair.
For a moment no one enters. Then the all of the Aesir come in one by one.
Honir, Magni with Lifthrasir by his side, Hodr being led by Modi, Vali,

Nanna, and John. Kvaesir, and Lif follow. Now, the entire White Clan comes
into the Long House to await and hear what is being said.
Balder looks up and realizes he is not alone. Honir comforts him with
assurance.
HONIR
Balder, we haven't seen the end of this
enemy. We're going to be attacked again.
MAGNI
(disgusted)
This is our land of Peace? We have our
ships and enough supplies to fill our boats
for a long voyage from here. Let's leave
before they return. We can take the entire
White Clan and even some of our flock with
us and start again somewhere towards the
North and the West!
BALDER
We have lived here in Peace for so many
years. I never realized how animalistic and
ruthless humans can be! I am at a loss of
words. Fighting disgusts me. We were not
peacemakers today. We killed, maimed, and
injured many other humans.
JOHN
Father, you have taught me well to know
the power of the word called Peace. We did
not attack first. We defended our right to
survive and exist as a peaceful clan. The
power to prevail came from the power of
Peace.
HODR
Son John, what you tell your father is true.
But, what your father is telling you, is that
the enemy is going to return with a larger
army and annihilate us.
BALDER
How much time do you think we have
before they assemble a larger army and
attack again? Does anyone know how many
soldiers our enemy has?

Two townspeople come forward.
WHITE CLAN TOWN'S PERSON 1
I have talked with many humans who have
travel across the border. They came to find
a land of Peace from a ruthless ruler whose
army is said to be large. But, how large I
don't know. The travellers didn't say, but
they did say, our land would someday be
attacked and they continued their travels.
WHITE CLAN TOWN'S PERSON 2
I know two settlements far to the west in the
Land of Ice which dwells in peace and is far
where no armies exist. One is called Hope
and the other is called the Western
Settlement. Sometimes their seafarers
come here for trade. We can seek sanctuary
there!
VIDAR
I agree with Magni and the others. Let us
set sail to the West in the hope of finding a
new land of Peace where we can raise our
families.
MODI
Balder, I too agree with Magni. We are not
many to stand up against an army. We had
to use our own children as warriors to force
this enemy in retreat.
Balder looks around at all of the White Clan humans who now stand in fear
of another battle, before him.
BALDER
If only someone else was chosen as a
Chieftain of Peace to make wise decisions.
There isn't much choice on what we can do.
The Midgard oceans are vast with unknown
dangers. Families would have to separate
with one of each on another vessel of our
fleet. In this way, an entire family will not be
lost if we lose a ship on our travels to a new
land.
MAGNI

I would agree to that idea. We sailed as a
fleet to the Southern seas. Our strategy for
the knarrs to stay with in sight of each
other where we protected each vessel in
case of any distress worked. Your idea is
just an added safety measure. There is now
the knowledge of these Western
settlements which may aid in our travels for
peace and sanctuary.
BALDER
Let's do it! Everyone, pack up as many and
as much of your tools, seed, flock and food
to fill the knarrs as full as can safely be
filled. Torch your houses, and set the flocks
that we can't take, free. We shall flee to the
North and West in the hope that we find our
Land of Peace. We leave as soon as
possible.
MODI
Balder, your counsel is wise. The next time
this enemy attacks, they attack no one and
steal nothing for there will be no one to be
enslaved and no booty to be seized.
BALDER
Let's leave in haste! The enemy could very
well be on their way here this very minute.
We have no time to waste.
Just as the council of Balder is about to end. The White Doves of Peace fly
into the Long House. These two birds of Peace land on Balder's son John's
shoulders. The birds chirp into his ears. Everyone is stunned.
JOHN
I can't believe I understand what you are
telling me? Father, I heard and understand
what these birds are saying!
BALDER
Then son, you are the last Chieftain and
Priest of Peace. The last Peacemaker!
The two White Doves fly off.
The entire White Clan and Aesir leave the Long House and council of
Balder.

EXT. HUMAN WHITE CLAN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(BALDER, JOHN, NANNA, GWITCHEN SCOUTS)
All of the White Clan townspeople, Aesir , hybrid humans, tradesmen, and
farmers are coming to the ships with their possessions, tools, food, and
flock.
All of the farms and building are set on fire. Many of the flock are turned
loose and set free.
CAMERA ON Balder, Nanna, and John standing by one of the knarrs.
Balder gives John by handing John, Thor's hammer and belt.
BALDER
Nanna, you board the second Knarr and
John you board the last knarr and watch
over Magni's wife Lifthrasir. Magni's
daughter will be on my knarr. And, John
learn the powers of the Mjollnir. There is
nothing like Thor's hammer on Midgard and
its possessor must be a man of Peace. It
has mystical powers that may someday
save your life.
JOHN
Yes, father!
John gives his father and mother a hug and a kiss. His father takes off the
ivory ring just given him and places it on his son's finger.
BALDER
Son, you are young and stronger, so be my
peacemaker as the Captain of your ship!
You must learn all you can learn and then
teach human's the power of the word
called, Peace!
JOHN
But father....
Balder gives his son a fatherly hug.
The five Gwitchen Scouts are absolutely shocked by being aware of the
Aesir and human intentions too flee, with such haste and speed that the
entire human village has gathered all of their possessions before the
Gwitchen Scouts realized what was going on.

GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
What should we do? We have no time to
warn our Gwitchen Elders that the White
Clan is going to flee?
GWITCHEN SCOUT 2
I agree! If we go back, the White Clan ships
will be gone and we won't know where to
find them or where to go!
The only female of the Gwitchen Scouts comes up with an idea.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 3
We will stowaway on Magni's ship! He is the
who everyone follows on the sea! Once we
arrive to wherever are going, we will find
away to return and tell our entire Gwitchen
village where the white clan is! This is my
idea!
The five Gwitchen Scouts look into each other's face and look at all of the
White Clan boarding the ships. The five Gwitchen Scouts realizing there is
no time for delay rush up to Magni's knarr and board his vessel.
EXT. HUMAN WHITE CLAN BAY - CONTINUOUS
The ten knarr ships are filled with the entire human White Clan of Peace
and the last Aesir warriors who survived Asgard.
The knarrs are heading in a Northwesterly direction into the sunset with
clear skies.
EXT. NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN - DAY
(MAGNI, JOHN, BALDER, HONIR, MODI, VIDAR)
The ten knarrs come in sight of the Land of Ice.
The vessels come into a protected harbour and the most southern tip of the
huge Greenlandic ice covered land mass. The ten knarrs take on new water
supplies and the humans scout the surrounding area.
The Aesir and humans families are reunifying with hugs and kisses and the
leaders are in council on where they are to go next.
MAGNI
I have made these charts plotting our next
courses. If any ship happens to become

lost, then just follow this course.
Somewhere along this unknown coast,
must be the Western settlement and the
other settlement named Hope. If there is no
signs of these settlements, then we will all
meet at this place here, that I call Gimli. I'm
positive that there is a huge continent in
this region of Midgard. On Asgard, I saw
Odin's pictures of this planet.
JOHN
Why do you call it Gimli?
MAGNI
Well based on the latitude and longitude,
the weather should be perfect for Aesir
survival. I just don't know if we can travel
directly there or have to travel around
islands, peninsulas or even continents.
This spot is our hope, and most likely our
perfect climate. So, I named the location
after the Asgardian paradise of safety
named Gimli.
JOHN
Magni, I am still learning navigation on the
Midgardian seas. I understand the charts
when I compare our ships by the sight of
each other. But, I may have problems if I
were to become lost and the leader of my
ship!
BALDER
Don't worry son. It is a large ocean for sure.
Remember the seven stars that point to the
Northern star? The are positioned in the
sky like a Big Dipper. Remember this and
you will always be able find your way if you
think deeply.
JOHN
Yes father.
HONIR
Well, we are at the tip of what appears to be
a large icy continent. The bearings I show is
that no matter which direction we go, either

north east or north west, the land mass
leads north.
BALDER
I noticed that too! Magni's new course
indicates we should keep heading West.
MAGNI
That's correct. And make sure all of the
knarrs keep in sight of each other. We can
start Western settlement on the North West
side of this land mass if we can find some
grazing land for our flocks. From there we
can send Scouts out to see if we can locate
Gimli.
MODI
No offense, Magni, but for some reason
your calculations just don't seem too
scientific to me. This isn't Asgard. This is
planet is Midgard. We don't know what
we're getting into by continually heading
West. I've seen all kinds of sea creatures in
the sea just on our travels here. Huge white
salmon with long a horn, and what else?
VIDAR
I think we should find some grazing land for
our flocks, if there's any to be found and
make a settlement here on the western side
of this continent.
BALDER
Okay, let's head north on the western side
and if we don't find any inhabitable grazing
land, we turn west.
MAGNI
Agreed.
EXT. GREENLANDIC SOUTHERN COAST - MORNING
The ten knarrs leave the protected harbor and head up the western coast
always within the sight of land.
EXT. GREENLANDIC WESTERN COAST - DUSK

A thick fog sets in, and the seas become very high and rough with
turbulent waves which are crashing on the decks, with torrential cold rains
reducing visibility to near zero. The 10 knarrs lose sight and sound of each
other.
CAMERA ON one ship where the passengers and crew are being drenched
with rain and waves, holding on to anything and everything in the turbulent
Northern seas and the fog making even the sight of each other blurred by
the misty ocean surface clouds.
CAMERA ON THE sun breaking through the clouds, as the heat from the
sun creates low covering misty fog on the ocean surface as the seas
return to a calm silence. The Viking sailors begin to row their oars.
Later, as the sun begins to set, and after seeing no other knarrs are within
sight, as Magni's vessel enters a patch of misty fog. The cook begins to
brew a stew for the passengers and crew. The Viking sailors are chuckling
and laughing with themselves and the passengers having ridden out the
storm.
Meanwhile, hidden in a small wooden cargo box are five Gwitchen Scouts
who are fast asleep.
CAMERA ON MAGNI'S SHIP when suddenly, two tentacles from the
NIDHOOG rise up from the depths of the ocean and wrap around Magni's
knarr. The vessel is lifted out of the water. The wooden beams begin to
break. All of the seafarers begin to scream as the ship is ripped apart.
Simultaneously, Magni who si standing on the bow, is thrown from the ship
and into the sea.
EXT. GREENLANDIC WESTERN COAST - MAGNI'S KNARR - SUNRISE
CAMERA ON the debris from the wooden knarr is scattered and floating
everywhere on the ocean surface, and ZOOM IN on the small wooden cargo
box that is intact.
The bearded and long haired Magni is the sole seen survivor hanging on to
a long plank in the waters just off the Western coast. He has a psychotic
trance like look in his eyes. He speaks only one word over and over again.
MAGNI
Kraken.
EXT. FAR OFF THE GREENLANDIC - JOHN'S SHIP - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, LIFTHRASIR, PASSENGER 1, PASSENGER 2)

The sun rises with still heavy seas as John, his crew, and passengers
observe the light entering in through the heavy fog.
John's ship finally breaks through the oceanic fog into a rough sea, but
sunny skies.
P.O.V. OF John scouring the ocean for sight of the other ships with nothing
but heavy ocean rolls obstructing his sight.
LIFTHRASIR
John, where are the other knarrs? Where is
Magni?
JOHN
I don't know! I've looked in all directions. I
see nothing but ocean and waves. Not even
the sight of the Western coast!
PASSENGER 1
Well, which way did the storm take us?
Further to the West, North or South?
JOHN
I don't know. We just broke through the fog.
I'm trying to get my bearings on where we
are at! I was expecting to follow the coast,
but there is no coast or land to be seen.
Lifthrasir begins to cry and hold her face with her hands.
LIFTHRASIR
My Magni is gone! All the knarrs are lost!
Where have you taken us John?
JOHN
Lifthrasir, no one can see anything in heavy
fog. By night fall, I will find our bearings
with the Northern star. Then we will find the
Western coast of the land of Ice. If we don't
find the other ships, we will sail west and
wait until they arrive at Gimli. This is our
plan if any ship is lost and this is the plan I
will go by.
PASSENGER 2
John is right, Lifthrasir. All ten knarrs could
not have sank. Sooner or later, we will find
our lost ships!

EXT. JOHN'S SHIP WEST OF GREENLAND - LATER
(JOHN, PASSENGER 4, LIFTHRASIR)
John and his crew have sailed for days heading North. Nothing but ocean
is sighted.
JOHN
Magni's charts do not extend this far North.
I just don't know what to expect either to
the East, West, North or South.
PASSENGER 4
John, what are all of those squares for?
JOHN
Magni drew those, and explained to me how
to draw and chart maps of unexplored
lands and the sea. By making
measurements, I can draw the coast of any
land fairly close. But, I am new at this
myself.
PASSENGER 4
Then how come you aren't drawing
anything?
JOHN
Have you seen any land?
PASSENGER 4
No.
JOHN
Well, either have I! So, every square that is
blank, until we see land is the sea! Even
where Magni marked the location of Gimli, it
may very well be in the ocean. But, he told
us it wasn't and that there is a continent to
the West.
LIFTHRASIR
John, I am scared. We don't know where we
at! Each day seems to be getting longer.
JOHN

Don't worry, we will head North one more
day! If we don't sight land or a ship. Then,
we head on west to Gimli!
EXT. JOHN'S SHIP NORTHERN OCEAN - LATER
(PASSENGER 5, JOHN)
John's ship is brimming with excitement! Two land masses are spotted to
the North-West and South-West where a huge channel is between them.
Everyone is looking at the barren land.
PASSENGER 5
Look! Land! I see land to the West!
JOHN
We are heading West!
John takes hold of the rudder and veers the ship's course towards the
West and the sighted land.
John's ship passes between what looks like two huge far distance barren
land masses.
EXT. JOHN'S SHIP HEADING SOUTH OFF YAKUTAT, ALASKA - LATER
(JOHN, LIFTHRASIR, PASSENGER 1, PASSENGER 2, PASSENGER 3)
The continual forested coast of South East Alaska is frustrating John and
his passengers.
The ship pulls into shore near what is now Yakutat, Alaska - U.S.A.
John and all of the passengers get out of the knarr and onto the shore,
near the shores of where a large river meets the inland sea, where fresh
water is gathered, berries picked, and clams dug, and salmon captured to
replenish their supplies.
John walks over to some large stones and begins chiseling a continual
circular marking from the center point out. Lifthrasir and three passengers
follow him.
LIFTHRASIR
John, we have travelled months and
months always heading west, then
following the coastline south, where are
totally lost! This land is nowhere near
Magni's marked spot for Gimli.

JOHN
Lifthrasir, I followed the safety of the
shores south to look for some huge river
where we could turn East where in every
square I stop and mark in stone the
position I have charted on the charts. I had
no idea this continent was so large or that
we could navigate around it. Someday, we
will find the others.
PASSENGER 1
Lifthrasir, leave John alone! By following
the coast, we have been provided fresh
meat, food and water during our travels.
John is only thinking of our safety and
survival. He also shares all he knows on
how to navigate asking each of us the
correctness of his markings. He's doing the
best he can do for a young man not
seasoned with the sea.
PASSGENGER 3
No, Lifthrasir is right! When are our travels
going to end away from all of the icy
waters! We are lost from the other ships
and its time to start our own settlement,
whether it be Gimli or a land free of Icy
waters that we can call - Issaquah - and
start a new settlement.
PASSENGER 2
I agree! After all of these months, we're not
going through all the travels to go back
again where nothing is gained. I have
noticed each time we stop while heading
south, there are beautiful forests, and rivers
teaming with life. We could have a good life
here!
JOHN
Look, I understand what everyone is trying
to say! Even if you abandon me to start a
new settlement, I will find the others!
John finishes making his marks. He stands up and with the others heads
towards the knarr.

EXT. JOHN'S SHIP OFF SHORES OF MT. EDGECUMBE ALASKA - DUSK
John is at the aft end of the knarr manning the hand rudder heading his
ship further South. In the far distance, a volcanic mountain is just barely
seen extending up from the horizon as the sun begins to set in the west.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. UTGARDIAN SPACECRAFT SKOLL - ABOVE MIDGARD CONTINUOUS
The Utgardian Spacecraft SKOLL is just coming into to orbit around the
Earth. The Jotun Emblem of the Trident is clearly visible on the Spacecraft.
INT. UTGARDIAN SPACECRAFT SKOLL -CONTINUOUS
(GEIRROD, SURT, SKRYMIR,)
The Utgardians SURT (sert) and GEIRROD (gayr-rod) are in the Jotun
Command Centre of the spacecraft Skoll just orbiting the Earth. A third
Utgardian SKRYMIR (skree-meer) is sitting at a monitor. TEN OTHER
UTGARDIANS are manning various positions in the spacecraft.
SURT
Do you have any readings that the life form
exists or a location fix yet?
GEIRROD
I think I do. And, if these readings are
correct, the location is unbelievable! The
location is out at sea on the other side of
Midgard in the larger ocean.
SURT
What?
GEIRROD
Surt, the genetic code life form locator
indicates, this life form now exists just as
Utgard-Loki told us before we came on this
mission.
SURT
Geirrod, the statistical probability of the life
form existing indicated the life form should
not exist for another 1,000 years. We have
no choice than to interfere if we are going
to avoid paradox.

GEIRROD
Surt, I agree.
Geirrod walks over to Skrymir who manning a strange ultra-violet land
scanner that is zooming in and out various land formations of the
Midgardian planet.
GEIRROD (CONT'D)
Skrymir interphase my genetic code locator
readings with the nearest formation for
crystal preservation entombment of the life
form. Then input the coordinates.
Skrymir pushes a couple of buttons.
SKRYMIR
Coordinate data is inter-phased and
entered. We have a location nearby the lifeform.
GEIRROD
Good.
EXT. JOHN'S SHIP OFF SHORES OF MT. EDGECUMBE ALASKA - NIGHT
(JOHN)
The ocean is as calm as a lake. A few soft creaking ship noises break the
silence of the calm. A small cooking fire is light in the darkest hour of this
dark night. There is no real wind for the sail to capture.
Everyone on board is a sleep except John, who is manning the handrudder.
John is looking up at Northern Lights as they are spreading their splendour
across the night sky in various streams of brightness and colours.
CAMERA ON John as he is immersed in a instantly flash of beamed light
and spontaneously disappears from his position on the ship.
EXT. INSIDE VOLCANO ISLAND CRATER - MOMENTS LATER
The Utgardian Spaceship Skoll is descending from above into the huge
extinct Volcanic Crater on Volcano Island.
(Note that Mt. Edgecumbe just off of Sitka really exists and is beautifully
spectacular to see from the village of Sitka. The Russian's chose this site

for their capital of North America because of its breath-taking beauty as
seen from the lookout near the top of Harbor Mountain).
The ship positions itself close to the cliff-like walls at the on the floor of the
crater. The spaceship then descends to the floor of the crater.
A sudden laser-like burst creates a cavern like opening in the wall.
Five Utgardians descend from the spacecraft Skoll. One Utgardian is
carrying a small transparent crystal formation about a foot and a half long
with a mysterious gas like substance swirling around inside. Two other
Utgardians are carrying a larger transparent crystal over six feet long with
what appears to be a human entombed.
ZOOM IN on the LARGE CRYSTAL where John'S BODY is seen
ENTOMBED, laying down as if he is sleeping.
A Fourth Utgardian is carrying an elongated metal like sealed container.
The Fifth Utgardian carrying a laser-like weapon ENTERS first into the
freshly made cavern entrance first. FLASHES of light are seen from outside
the cavern entrance.
The Fifth Utgardian appears at the entrance and nods towards the others
The Four Utgardians enter the cavern with the two crystals and metal-like
container. They reappear at the entrance moments later empty handed.
All five Utgardians board their spacecraft.
An Utgardian vessel ascends upwards to the top of the Volcanic crater and
hovers for a moment. Suddenly a huge long but slender crystal appears on
top of the Volcano cone.
The Utgardian vessel Skoll ascends upward and disappears into the night
sky.
EXT. MIDGARD GWITCHEN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER, GWITCHEN ELDER, GWITCHEN
ELDER 2, GWITCHEN ELDER 3, GWITCHEN ELDER 4)
The Gwitchen are holding Council on the battle that was won by the White
Clan where they lost their 12 Chieftains.
ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER
We must make amends with the White Clan
by assuring that Peace is at hand!

GWITCHEN ELDER 2
What can we possibly do? The 12
Chieftains are dead! Our words failed to
bring Peace among the humans!
GWITCHEN ELDER 3
Let's go to the White Clan village and
experience the White Clan's grief! Surely we
can find ways to comfort their minds at
night while they sleep!
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
I agree. And after we comfort the White
Clan over their loss, we can sneak back to
the enemy land, pull the cloth from their
ears and whisper words of peace into every
enemy ear.
ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER
I agree!
EXT. HUMAN WHITE CLAN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHENs 1, 2,3 & 4, ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER)
The entire Gwitchen Clan enters the White Clan village.
Their eyes show shock and disbelief! There's not a White Clan human
around, with flocks roaming free, and burnt dwellings all around. The
Gwitchen are looking everywhere for any human or sign of where they've
gone!
GWITCHEN 1
Where did our White Clan of Peace go?
GWITCHEN 2
Eldest of the Elders, there isn't a White Clan
human to be found!
The Eldest Gwitchen Elder points to the bay where the knarrs used to be
moored.
ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER
Look, the White Clan fleet is gone!
GWITCHEN 3
Do you think the White Clan fled to the sea?

GWITCHEN 4
(crying tears of shame)
Oh, no! Our White Clan deserted us!
They fled in the name of Peace, but they forgot to take us!
EXT. JUST OUTSIDE OF THE WHITE CLAN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER, GWITCHEN ELDER)
The Enemy army began to shoot weapons that thundered and shot fire in
the sky towards the White Clan village! Explosions were occurring
everywhere as the Gwitchen ran as fast as they could to get out of the way.
ELDEST GWITCHEN ELDER
Hurry! We must get back to the safety of the
Gwitchen village and hold council on what
to do!
The entire Gwitchen clan ran from the White Clan streets, and away from
the battle which was about to take place against the White Clan who wasn't
there.
INT. GWITCHEN COUNCIL CHAMBERS - LATER
(GWITCHEN)
The entire Gwitchen Clan were surrounding the Gwitchen council of Elders.
MANY GWITCHEN
(in unison)
It is time for the Gwitchen to go too! Let's
find our White Clan or a land where there
are no humans for as far, as our eyes can
see! Let us Gwitchen flee to the sea!
INT. GWITCHEN COUNCIL CHAMBERS -- DAY
(GWITCHEN, SECOND ELDER, THIRD ELDER, FOURTH ELDER)
The Seven Elders were sitting in their seats listening to their clan's pleas.
Looking at each other, face to face and eye to eye, the Eldest of the Elders
who was respected the most, for his wisdom gained by age, spoke.
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS This
is a very serious matter for me! To leave the
land of the Gwitchen and flee into the sea?
There is no knowledge of where

the White Clan fled, or a new land of Peace
or where we shall go. My vote will be cast
last, because, I just don't know!
SECOND ELDER
This is true, but, our families will be safe
and our spirits will be free!
THIRD ELDER
Each night the Gwitchen whisper words of
peace in the ears of the humans, and what
do we see? Thunder, fire, and destruction! I
say it's time to flee! Let us follow the
travels of the human White Clan known as
the Kwee, to the legendary Land of Peace!
These are the only humans who know the
power of the word called Peace.
The Fourth Elder stood up to speak.
FOURTH ELDER
We are the Gwitchen that humans, cannot
see. Before there is one Gwitchen life lost,
we must have peace for ourselves at all
cost. The human battles are hurting our
land. Their battles have gotten out of hand.
Let the Gwitchen build ships and sail to a
new land, to be free of all this strife. I am a
family man. I have a wife! The vote now is
three to three! The decision is now in the
hands of the Eldest of the Elders to break
the tie.
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS
Let us build our ships. North, then West, we
shall sail in flight. It is our mission in life to
whisper the words of peace in the ears of
humans while they sleep. If we can find the
Clan of Peace, then we too, shall live with
humans who believe in peace such as we.
If this cannot be done, then we shall live in
a land of no humans, as far, as the
Gwitchen eyes can see! Completely out of
sight! Surely, there must be a Land of
Peace where just to survive, we won't have
to fight!

EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
After the vote, all the little Gwitchen scurried about, preparing to sail, by
gathering all their possessions, wisdom, tools, seed, food, and flocks.
EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE -- MORNING
Months had gone by with the Gwitchen building ships in preparation for the
trip. Leekkapeekka wool was spun and woven to make rope and sails.
There was a ship built for each Elder, with a hundred Gwitchen to each
ship.
EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE -- MORNING
The Gwitchen gathered all of their last belongings and headed for the
ships. One by one, family by family, and clan by clan, the little Gwitchen
boarded the vessels.
The crews cast off and the ships set sail. All the little Gwitchen people had
tears in their eyes, bidding farewell by leaving their land to those humans
whom did not know the Power of the Word called Peace!
EXT. OCEAN -- EVENING
The Gwitchen ships sailing North first in rough seas, then calm ocean
waters.
In the evenings, the little people were delighted to see there were Northern
Lights, which showed their display of glittering colors, to the Gwitchen
sight!
EXT. OCEAN -- MORNING
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN BOY, GWITCHEN FATHER, GWITCHEN ELDER)
The Gwitchen fleet is traveling North, when fire and smoke rise into the
sky, from a land sighted on the horizon, directly in front of the Gwitchen
fleet.
A little Gwitchen boy asked his Father.
GWITCHEN BOY
Father, what land can this be?
GWITCHEN FATHER
This must be the land of Fire and Ice that
we see! The human White Clan had spoken

about this land. It is the land of the Double
Rainbow, which is also a symbol of peace!
All the Gwitchen, on all the ships looked at the Fire and Smoke that rose
into the sky.
A Gwitchen Elder, who overheard the conversation between the boy and
his Father, answered their concerns.
GWITCHEN ELDER
This is true, by the charts we have made,
and from the legends and our knowledge
gained from the White Clan's fishermen.
But, now, upon this sighting of land, we are
to turn the bows of our vessels West. In a
day or two, by our charts, we will see a
Land called Ice on the horizon. When we
reach that coast, we shall turn our vessels
South, following the coast around this land
of only ice. Once around the Cape, our
charts end and we are on our own!
EXT. LAND OF ICE -- MORNING
The lead Gwitchen vessel arrives at the Southern tip of this Land called Ice,
brings his vessel to the coastal shores for a provisional landing.
The other Gwitchen vessels followed his lead.
The Gwitchen people now, all go ashore so they could feel the land,
standing on solid earth, before their Gwitchen feet.
Work parties are sent out along with Gwitchen Scouts, to search and fill
buckets and baskets for the ship's provisions with water and food.
EXT. LAND OF ICE KNOLL -- LATER
Gwitchen Scouts see and report to the Elders of a small human clan
dressed in skins. These humans were not the Clan of Peace. The human
dwellings were just over the far ridge, and not far from the Gwitchen
landing and fleet!
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS
Surely, we have not traveled far enough.
Now, we find humans also inhabit this Land
of Ice!
EXT. LAND OF ICE HARBOR -- LATER

The little people go back to their ships. The Gwitchen Fleet returned to the
sea!
The fleet rounds the tip of this Land called Ice, turning the bows of their
vessels North.
EXT. LAND OF ICE COAST -- MORNING
The Gwitchen kept the coast within sight as their fleet heads North.
The Gwitchen Map Makers and Scribes begin recording and making
navigational charts of the newly explored coast lines, adding to what was
already drawn.
Soon, the Northern Sea filled with ice. The vessels are continually bumping
into the chunks of ice, floating about.
The little Gwitchen eyes see whales, with horns, like a spear and other
whales, that were pure white astonished the Gwitchen.
The Gwitchen continually sight passages of water, islands, and large
masses of land on the Western side of their vessels.
EXT. LAND OF ICE COAST -- MORNING
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN CHILD, HUMAN NATIVE, GWITCHEN ELDER)
A human travelling at great speed, in a vessel made of skin is heading
directly for the Gwitchen Fleet.
The Gwitchen vessels are visible to the eyes of a human, since the vessels
were made of wood.
ELDEST ELDER OF THE FLEET
Everyone below the decks, except the
Gwitchen men! We must prepare to push
this human back into the sea, when he tries
to board our vessels!
One of the Gwitchen children asked the Eldest of the Elders a question.
GWITCHEN CHILD
How can it be, that humans cannot see us
or hear us, except, when we whisper to
them in their sleep, and yet, they can see
our boats? Aren't we little people, just as
they are big people and how come we can
see them, if they can't see me?

The Eldest of the Elders responds.
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS
My Gwitchen lad what you say is true. We
are people, in a manner of speaking, such
as the humans. But, we are not humans! A
wolf hears sounds that humans do not. An
owl sees its prey at night, while the humans
only see darkness. The bear smells the
scent of other animals who are miles away,
yet, a human smells nothing. God made the
Gwitchen. We are special. Our voice can
only be heard by a human, when we
whisper and he is asleep. What I give you in
wisdom is true. What our ears and eyes
hear and see, his do not. A Gwitchen
cannot mate with a human or Aesir. But, we
are shaped the same, except we are little.
The tallest of us all, is only as tall as a
human's knee. Our skin is red. Red, as red
can be. And, our hair is black, sparkling in
splendor, like the Sun, when it shines upon
the sea! All humans will be able see our
boats, but, they will be empty to their eyes.
When we push this human back into the
sea, his mind will become confused, asking
himself, 'How can this be?' God made the
Gwitchen to be makers of the Peace, if
Peace can ever be! But, now in the name of
survival, we too, have to flee into the sea!
GWITCHEN CHILD (CONT'D)
But, why are all creatures not the same as
we?
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS Life
lives in many circumstances. Each creature
of the Earth has been created in a different
way. There are creatures and flora whose
coloring blends in with the trees and other
creatures who are the color of the
sea. From the beginning of the first
creation, each creature and plant slowly
adapts to the circumstances of life. In many
ways, there are many reasons for the
differences of creatures and flora. For
some, this change is brought about by what

they have seen. What is known, through
their eyes, is then, transferred to and
imprinted onto its seed to assure survival
of new life. There are many mysteries
regarding the differences of creation, as
each creation of life is unique.
The little Gwitchen Boy followed the others below the deck, to keep out of
the way of this human encounter.
The human of the Native Clan paddles his way toward these Gwitchen
ships.
The human pulls his boat next to the Gwitchen vessels. The vessels are
empty and deserted to his eyes. Sure enough, just as the Elder predicted,
the human speaks aloud.
HUMAN NATIVE
(confused)
How can this be? Vessels all in formation,
yet, not a soul in sight?
The human of this unknown Native Clan calls out.
HUMAN NATIVE (CONT'D)
Is anybody here?
Not a word in return came about. Unknown, but, standing before the
human, stood fifty, little Gwitchen men. They giggled and laughed, as all
could see the human, but to the human's eyes, nothing but the vessels can
be seen. The little Gwitchen stood out of his way.
The human felt eerie and decided not to board a vessel from this fleet. He
returned to shore as fast, as he had come to greet.
The Gwitchen are amused by this human's actions. As the strange human
leave the vessels, the little people that went below, come back up to the
deck and watch him return to the shores.
GWITCHEN LAD
How does this strange human know our
language?
GWITCHEN ELDER
Just as we understand, when any of the
animals speak, somehow, we have away of
hearing the human sounds and know what
all the humans of the Earth speak too!

EXT. NORTHERN GREENLANDIC OCEAN - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN)
The Gwitchen Fleet continue to sailed North. However this day, points out
the rudder Gwitchen man to turn the fleet West.
The little people observed more humans of the Native Clans, more ice on
the sea, and many new animals, all with furs of white. Bears, Reindeers,
Wolves, and yes, even Rabbits were now seen, on these Northern Islands
of the Northern Sea! The Gwitchen even observed humans from the Native
Clans riding along the ice on vessels, which were pulled by teams of
wolves.
EXT. NORTHERN ICE SHEET -- MORNING
The Gwitchen vessels stop! The Sea is now nothing but, a sheet of ice.
INT. GWITCHEN SHIP -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDER FIFTH, GWITCHEN ELDER SIXTH,
GWITCHEN ELDER SEVENTH)
The Gwitchen are holding council over the Gwitchen Captain's table.
ELDEST OF THE ELDERS
Our vessels can travel no further in the sea,
because of the ice.
The Gwitchen Elder Fifth in line, spoke up with a solution.
GWITCHEN ELDER FIFTH
As humans of the Native Clans do, let us
get a team of wolves or reindeer, to pull our
vessels across the ice!
GWITCHEN ELDER SIXTH
I agree! Since we cannot use our own flock
to pull our vessels because all that they do
is hop and bounce, we could ask these
other animals to help us, as the humans do.
And, we can leave our sails up too, to
lesson the burden of the animal teams.
GWITCHEN ELDER SEVENTH
We can attach rails from the sides, making
our vessels like a sleigh, which will stabilize
our boats and give speed to our travels!

EXT. NORTHERN ICE FIELDS -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN SCOUT 1)
Gwitchen Scouts are on their Gumpee leaving the ships with a hop and a
bounce in all directions.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
We're off to seek the help from the Northern
animals who dwell here1
EXT. NORTHERN ICE FIELDS -- CONTINUOUS
The Gwitchen Scouts hanging on top to the Gumpee horns are talking to
SOME REINDEER, WOLVES, and MUSK OXEN. The animals nod their
heads affirmatively.
EXT. NORTHERN ICE FIELDS -- CONTINUOUS
The Gwitchen are modifying their boats by attaching sleigh bars to the
bottom of each boat.
Other Gwitchen are fastening harnesses to the vessels and teams of
Reindeer Wolves, and Musk Oxen.
The Gwitchen journey is resumed West, where the ships are travelling on
the ice like sleighs being pulled by Midgardian creatures who dwell in the
North.
EXT. NORTHERN ICE FIELDS AND OCEAN - MORNING
The Gwitchen fleet is stopped at new shores of ice and ocean as the sun is
just coming up.
The Northern Animals are unharnessed and set free.
The Gwitchen slide each ship back into the sea continuing West.
EXT. NORTHERN FOREST LANDS -- AFTERNOON
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN PASSENGER, GWITCHEN ELDER)
The Gwitchen attending the masts become excited.
GWITCHEN MAST MAN
Look! Forested land to the South!
The Gwitchen rush to the side of the ship to see this new land with forests.

There are some large creatures called Cariboo eating in a small grassy
clearing next to the ocean shore.
GWITCHEN PASSENGER
Look there! New creatures never before
seen, and their fur isn't white!
GWITCHEN ELDER
We have been at sea and on the ice for
many months. Not one white clan human
have we found. Maybe it is time to find our
land where there are no humans for as far
as our eyes can see. Maybe these creatures
know of such a land. Gwitchen Scout man
the skiffs and talk to these new creatures
that we do see.
EXT. NORTHERN SHORES OF NORTHERN FOREST -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN SCOUT 1, 2, 3, and 4, GWITCHEN ELDER 1)
The lead Gwitchen ship comes to the shores. SIX GWITCHEN SCOUTS on
their Gumpee mounts, with a Gumpee hop and bounce, down the plank to
land.
The entire Gwitchen crew and passengers now come to shore.
The Gwitchen Scouts return to the fleet and stop their Gumpee right at the
Eldest of the Gwitchen Elder's feet!
(Author's Note: "Kariboo" is purposely spelled phonetically representing
the creature known as "Caribou").
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
These creatures are part of a great herd of
animals, which called themselves Kariboo.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 2
The Kariboo told us they once saw a
serpent ship pass by to the West, but not 10
ships like our White Clan of Peace took to
sea.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 3
One of the Kariboo told us about a huge
river located not very far South, that flows
to the West.

GWITCHEN SCOUT 4
The animals of that region say no humans
exist in there land and most of the
creatures that inhabited this land, never
even knew what a human was or heard
rumors they exist!
GWITCHEN ELDER 1
Ah! Then this indeed must be our land of
Peace. Send word for the fleet to come in
from the sea! We will find our White Clan
someday, but we need to rest our feet and
start a new colony so that we may survive
ourselves.
EXT. NORTHERN FOREST LANDS - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, MANY GWITCHEN)
The Gwitchen vessels are pulled into shore. Planks are down. Many
Gwitchen empty handed are going up the plank, and many are unloading
Gwitchen possessions down the plank.
EXT. NORTHERN MOUNTAIN PASS - DAY
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDER)
The herd of Kariboo guide the entire Gwitchen colony through a mountain
pass. The Gwitchen are following behind the herd, with all of the
possessions packed on both themselves and flock very happily marching
along as if an army. Some Gwitchen are playing their bags of wind, that
they learned how to play by watching the White Clan.
High up on the mountain pass, the forests trying to reach the top are seen.
The Gwitchen look down astonished and amazed at the size of what they
are seeing. A forested land that stretches like a plain, for as far as the eyes
can see with a huge great river flowing straight towards the West. A huge
double rainbow appears crossing the entire area.
GWITCHEN ELDER
Look! A double rainbow appears in the sky!
This surely must be our land of peace and
free of human strife.
EXT. NORTHERN MOUNTAIN PASS - CONTINUOUS
The Gwitchen colony turn and thank their Kariboo guides. The Kariboo turn
around and return to their own land back through the mountain pass.

The Gwitchen colony begins its descent down the mountain pass towards
the forested plains, with some large sporadic grasslands with many herds
Cariboo grazing.
EXT. HUGE GREAT RIVER FLOWING WEST - SUNSET
(GWITCHEN)
The Gwitchen are along the banks of a huge river, where the forest trails
lead to its shores.
The Gwitchen are building Gwitchen homes, shops, and attended their
flocks. Inside of their homes of hollowed out trees, the caves and caverns
of the river banks and even along the nearby forest trails. From outside of
their homes, luminous mushrooms are used light their Gwitchen homes
and the Gwitchen streets.
Gwitchen are introducing themselves to all the foxes, moose, bears, and
beavers which dwell in the nearby forest trails, lakes and the huge river.
FADE IN:
EXT. FRAME ON WORDS SCROLL - SUPERIMPOSED ON SCENE - DAY
(GWITCHEN)
"SOMETIME FAR IN THE FUTURE"
CAMERA ARIEL VIEW - ZOOM DOWN on the ORIGINAL VILLAGE of SEVEN
GWITCHEN COLONIES which line huge river, with nice pathways between
the villages both alone the river and inland CAMERA ZOOM DOWN on the
Gwitchen Elder's Long house where the Elders are holding a Gwitchen
village council for the Elders to counsel.
INT. GWITCHEN COUNCIL CHAMBERS - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDERS, RAVEN, WHITE DOVE 1, WHITE DOVE 2)
Seven Gwitchen Elders are sitting around a large oval table in the center of
their long house. Many Gwitchen spectators are sitting and standing
around the sides of the long house.
Keeping with the customs of the ancient White Clan of Peace, there stand
an honourary GWITCHEN GUARD with his bags of wind (bag pipes) by the
entrance during times like these when the Elders are in council.
The Eldest of the Gwitchen Elders opens this day's hearing.
GWITCHEN ELDER 1

What do have on the agenda today?
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
I have been hearing rumors and I am
curious to know if these rumors are true.
The animals talk that a messenger is on the
way and has word of the Legendary White
Clan of Peace, called, the Kwee! I want to
hear what this messenger has to say.
GWITCHEN ELDER 3
I have heard similar rumors and I was told
our unknown messenger will be here today.
Suddenly, a RAVEN whooshes right into the Council Chambers and right
before the Gwitchen oval table.
RAVEN
I bring news for the Gwitchen! I am a Raven
from the South, where this message comes
by way of Raven relay from far away.
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
We received word that you were on your
way here. What is it you have to say to the
Gwitchen?
RAVEN
Far to the South over the huge mountains
there is a lake which takes many days to go
around. But, there is a floating island to
ferry you across. Further South is the Land
of Rumbles where clans of white skinned
and olive skinned humans dwell in a village
they named Hope. It was told to me through
the animal talk that creatures called the
Gwitchen were looking for a white human
clan in the name of Peace.
GWITCHEN ELDER 5
Did you say Hope? This is very exciting
news, but is this all you have to say?
RAVEN
The Seagulls told me to tell you there are
two doves who are on their way to speak
with
the
Gwitchen.

GWITCHEN ELDER 1
Did you say two doves?
All of the Gwitchen look at each other in astonishment. The Gwitchen
Elders talk among themselves.
GWITCHEN ELDER 1 (CONT'D)
It has been generations ago, since the
Gwitchen dwelled with humans. I am not
even sure what to do.
GWITCHEN ELDER 6
Our ancient ancestors told us to seek out
the ancient human white clan of peace as
their protectors.
GWITCHEN ELDER 7
That is true! Humans with white skin and a
village named Hope, and two doves come
to seek counsel. A very important day for
the Gwitchen mission of Peace.
Gwitchen Elder 4 pulls a huge book up on the table. He opens the pages
and begins to read. His fingers run down the page.
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
In our ancient historical records regarding
the White Clan of the Kwee. There was only
one human who knew we exist and could
see such as we. That is Kvaesir, the silent
one, who kept the secret of our Gwitchen
existence. Ah, yes! Two Aesir of the White
Clan Balder and his son John, overheard
the voices of Gwitchen horror at the last
battle claimed we exist. Here is another
entry. The White Doves told Balder of the
Gwitchen existence when he became a
White Clan Chief.
GWITCHEN ELDER 5
Raven, are there any of the white skinned
humans in this village of Hope, whom have
ever claimed to see a Gwitchen or a light
elf?
RAVEN
Yes, of course there are! This is why I
chose to bring you the message too see if

this human was right! He drinks much brew
and sits in the park. I had never heard of a
Gwitchen except from him, and then again!
The White Doves! So, I new you existed and
dwelled somewhere to the North.
The Gwitchen are astounded by this news and look at each other face to
face with beaming eyes. The Gwitchen crowd begins to talk in happy
whispers that the White Clan Of Peace may have been found!
GWITCHEN ELDER 1
No other white clan human speaks the
Gwitchen name?
RAVEN
No, just one! And, no one believes him
because he drinks much human brew!
Captain Red-Eye is his name!
ALL GWITCHEN ELDERS
(in unison - questioningly,
confused)
Captain Red-Eye? What a strange name!
Suddenly TWO WHITE DOVES Whoosh in to the Gwitchen Council room
and land right new to Raven. The Two Doves look at each other with
expressions of excitement.
WHITE DOVE 1
Greetings our Gwitchen clan! After all of
these generations where by word of mouth,
the White Doves spoke your name. You too,
really exist!
GWITCHEN ELDER 6
Greetings White Doves! What a strange
thing to say!
WHITE DOVE 2
Our ancestors expected you to follow the
White Clan and claimed, one day your
colony and name would appear. Only the
Gwitchen can bring the Ancient One back
to life!
WHITE DOVE 1
We need your help! Only the Gwitchen can
read the ancient scrolls!

The Gwitchen begin to talk excitedly to themselves.
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
According to our ancient history, the White
Doves of Peace knew we exist. What these
two birds say, creates a link.
WHITE DOVE 1
The Ancient One wears white skins, and
bears weapons of sword and hammer, who
wears an ivory ring with the emblem of a
fish!
All of the Gwitchen look at each other very concerned and excited.
GWITCHEN 3
Well, I agree that these birds present the
truth and there is a link between the
Ancient One but, I have heard no stories
about Captain Red-Eye! Who is he?
GWITCHEN ELDER 6
It doesn't matter who he is! I remember our
history and there is only one white clan
member allowed to wear the ring that bears
the emblem of a fish!
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
This is true! According to our records all of
the ancient chieftains were slain. This is
why the White Clan of Peace, and even the
Gwitchen fled to the sea! No wait, the
Gwitchen records show an ancient Aesir,
named Balder was given a ring!
WHITE DOVE 2
This is not the name give me in our White
Dove history! There are ancient scrolls left
in the tomb of the Ancient One. Maybe they
will explain if the Gwitchen chose to come
to Volcano Island which lies off of the coast
of Sitka by the sea.
All of the Gwitchen Elders lean over towards each other whispering in
excitation.
GWITCHEN ELDER 1

We prepare a new Gwitchen colony this
very day to dwell among the last Peace
maker and White Clan Chief whoever he
may be!
ALL GWITCHEN ELDERS
We agree!
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
Maybe this Captain Red-Eye is a
descendant of the Kwee? Maybe he can
help the Gwitchen find Volcano Island. Do
we go by land or by sea?
RAVEN
The human village named Hope has a
harbor with many human ships that sail
South to Sitka by the Sea.
GWITCHEN ELDER 3
(I propose on a new Gwitchen
journey where our travels are
to go to Volcano Island, that
we find out who this Captain
Red-Eye is, and if he knows
about the Gwitchen, then
surely is a Kwee!)
ALL GWITCHEN ELDERS We
the 7 Gwitchen Elders of the Seven
Gwitchen villages, agree! There shall be a
new Gwitchen colony re-established in
honour of finding the last Peacemaker and
Priest of the White Clan of Peace!
EXT. GWITCHEN VILLAGE IN LAND OF PEACE - DAY
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN ELDERS 1,2,3,4, and 5)
A Gwitchen Group of the size of an entire village have their flocks packed
and are leaving the Gwitchen village.
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
Remember! Establish a Gwitchen colony at
the human settlement of Hope, to build the
new Gwitchen Fleet with half of your
Gwitchen settlers.

GWITCHEN ELDER 3
We will send more settlers as soon as the
new village is prepared.
GWITCHEN ELDER 4
Remember only half of the Gwitchen
settlers will go on the journey to settle
Volcano Island!
GWITCHEN ELDER 5
We must have a supply route and to
communicate in case of a Gwitchen
emergency. Make Maps and send
messengers back to us Gwitchen who dwell
in the land of Peace! With these words, then
I too, I agree!
GWITCHEN ELDER 1
I will travel and lead my settlers safely.
Word will be sent back when I find the
answers to the Gwitchen questions before
me! My Gwitchen settlers will honour the
last peacemaker and prepare the way for
the Gwitchen travels!
EXT. NORTHERN MOUNTAINS - DAY
The Gwitchen colony is just crossing over the huge Southern Mountain
Range, where they see an extremely long lake with a floating island moving
across the lake towards shore, with the island trees acting as sails.
The Gwitchen arrive at the lakes edge, exactly where the floating island is
nudging the shore. The Gwitchen Settlers get on to the island while some
of the Gwitchen are cutting long poles to push the island across the long
lake.
The Gwitchen are pushing the island across the lake.
The Gwitchen are walking on to the opposite shore, and are bouncing with
a Gumpee hop off on to the shore, continuing their journey south.
EXT. LAND OF RUMBLES - DAY
The Gwitchen settlers are travelling like a caravan through a region of
Volcanic ground activity of steaming geysers.
The Ground shakes, which stirs the Gwitchen a little to make haste.

The Gwitchen observe a new forest and forest trails and continue their
travels South.
EXT. JUST OUTSIDE OF HUMAN VILLAGE NAMED HOPE - DAY
(SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN)
Elder Smootchee leads his clan to the edge of a human village in the land
of Rumbles.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Our new Gwitchen colony shall be
established here. Just out side of the
human village and along the shores of this
great ocean. We have to construct a new
Gwitchen fleet and have access to the sea.
Tomorrow we start our search for Captain
Red-Eye.
All of the Gwitchen start to unload their possessions and rest their feet.
EXT. HUMAN VILLAGE OF HOPE - SALOON - NEXT DAY
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, PEG-LEG PETE, SNOWBALL, THE, ONE-EYED JACK,
DIAMOND LILY, CAPTAIN KIPPI, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye, and his friends, Snowball, and Peg-leg Pete are sitting at
the local Saloon table drinking ale, when another friend One-Eye Jack
walks in and joins the three.
ONE-EYED JACK
Lily, can you bring me some brew?
The barmaid looks over at the table but continues wiping he bar.
DIAMOND LILY
One-Eyed Jack, you still owe me for
romance. Now I may have been silly once,
but no more credit for you. And, this
includes your brew!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Ah, come on Lily give the man a drink!
DIAMOND LILY
There's no way I am going to extend OneEyed Jack's credit. He either pays for the
brew or he's drinking on you!

Captain Red-Eye takes a pouch which is tied to his trousers and pours a
little in his ale.
SNOWBALL
Just what is the potion you have in the
pouch? I mean, maybe you mix it wrong!
You take it every day and you've never seen
one of them little people. Haven't you ever
thought that maybe the potion doesn't work
or the little people just don't exist?
ONE-EYED JACK
And I thought you were my silly little Lily
from Nome who was interested in me and
not my gold! Diamond Lily you are.
DIAMOND LILY
One-Eyed Jack, you can have me every day
as long as you have the cash, diamonds or
gold for my womanly services and pay me
my credit due!
The men laugh.
PEG-LEG PETE
True love is talking!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Snowball this potion enhances a man's
senses and sight, to see the little red
people named the Gwitchen. Someday they
will appear and I'm going to be ready.
The men laugh at the Captain.
ONE-EYED JACK
The only thing red you ever see Captain is
those blood shot eyes of yours from mixing
that crazy potion with your brew!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
That's a fine thing to say, to a man who was
thinking of offering to put an ale for you on
my tab!
ONE-EYED JACK
Oh, you're going to buy me a drink?

CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Well I was thinking about it, but not now
after that remark!
DIAMOND LILY
Talking about tabs Captain Red-Eye you
have one last ale available on credit. Your
bill too, is due!
A sea Captain known as CAPTAIN KIPPI walks into the Saloon. He stands
at the bar and looks around.
DIAMOND LILY (CONT'D)
How can I help a gentleman of the sea?
CAPTAIN KIPPI
An ale here barmaid!
Diamond Lily pours Captain Kippi an ale and sets the mug in front of him.
He looks at the four men with interest.
CAPTAIN KIPPI (CONT'D)
I need four more deck hands to sail on
tomorrow's high tide! Are any of you men
interested? Full seaman's shares!
ONE-EYED JACK
I might be interested. Where you sailing to?
Captain Kippi's eyes light up. Captain Kippi walks over to the men and sits
down at their table.
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Barmaid, there's interest over here. Set up a
round of ale for the men while we discuss
business.
PEG-LEG PETE
Where's your ship heading Captain?
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Sitka by the sea. I got a cargo full and need
a good sea worthy crew.
Captain Red-Eye shockingly watches a a whole group of 10 Gwitchen walk
right through the Saloon door and stand before his chair.

Gwitchen Elder Mootchee decides to speak up before Captain Red-Eye can
say a word.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Good day to you sir. You must be Captain
Red-Eye. Please be silent to the others
about the Gwitchen before your eyes. We
came to seek your help. Let the Gwitchen
presence be a secret between you and me,
until we can speak secretly!
Captain Red-Eye shakes his head affirmatively recognizing he must hold
his tongue, until he can have a private moment with the Gwitchen he now
sees!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN (CONT'D)
Captain. We will wait for you outside where
we can talk without your friends knowing
we exist. Can you keep the Gwitchen secret
and meet me outside?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Your secret, I will keep! I will meet you
outside!
ONE-EYED JACK
Secret you will keep? What are you talking
about Captain?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Secret? I never said anything about a
secret. I was talking to myself and said I will
keep drinking but excuse me for a minute,
as I need some fresh air!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE'S FRIENDS
(at the same time)
Skoal to that!
Captain Red-Eye stands up leaving the other's behind and walks outside.
Mootchee and the Gwitchen follow him.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF HOPE SALOON - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye is standing out in front of the Saloon looking down by his
feet in amazement.

CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I have waited all of my life for this event.
You Gwitchen really exist!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Of course we do! We were told that you
have seen the ancient one on an island
called Volcano Island. Is this true?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Either these events are coincidence or the
Gwitchen are in luck! Captain Kippi's ship
leaves on tomorrow's high tide. He's asked
me and my friend to be part of the crew!
His ship is going right to where you want to
go! Volcano Island just off the coast of
Sitka by the sea.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Will you take us there if we come on board?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Indeed I will! Indeed I will. Tomorrow's high
tide!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Then
it is agreed! The Gwitchen will travel with
you on this journey to find if these rumors
are true and that the last White Clan
peacemaker exists!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I have been to Volcano Island when my
father took me as a child. Indeed there is an
ancient one entombed. But, this ancient
man is not among the living. It's agreed!
The Gwitchen are happy as they walk off to their new Gwitchen colony.
INT. HUMAN VILLAGE OF HOPE - SALOON - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, CAPTAIN KIPPI, THE, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG
PETE, SNOWBALL)
Captain Red-Eye walks back into the saloon and joins the talk among
Captain Kippi and his friends.
CAPTAIN KIPPI

How about it men? I need you as part of my
crew! A few weeks at sea and you have
money for women and brew!
ONE-EYED JACK
It's sounds good to me!
PEG-LEG PETE
I can use some cash too!
SNOWBALL
I don't know! I've heard rumors that your
pay isn't so great and that's why you're
always looking for a crew!
CAPTAIN KIPPI
I'm as fair a Captain as any on the sea!
SNOWBALL
That's exactly what I mean!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
My credit is about expired. Sitka by the sea,
huh?
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Yes, sir! Sitka is where we're going!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I'll go!
SNOWBALL
Well, no use me sitting in the saloon alone!
I may as well go too!
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Great! Barmaid, another round for my crew!
We sail on tomorrow's high tide!
EXT. CAPTAIN KIPPI'S SHIP - HIGH TIDE - NEXT DAY
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG PETE, SNOWBALL,
GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE, SMOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye, One-Eyed Jack, Peg-leg Pete, and Snowball were all
carrying a small sea bag of belongings as they reach the ship's plank.

Captain Red-Eye seeing that the entire new Gwitchen colony including their
flocks are standing there waiting to greet him waited until last to board.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Captain Red-Eye the Gwitchen are ready to
sail.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Well follow me and come on aboard. We're
about to begin our journey.
Elder Mootchee turns to Elder Smootchee.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee, the new Gwitchen Fleet won't be
far behind you. We've already started
constructing the ships!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Farewell Smootchee! I wish you could be
there for this fantastic event and adventure!
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
You just take part of our colonists and
begin the new Gwitchen colony on Volcano
Island. The new Gwitchen fleet may be
there quicker than you think! This is an
event that I don't want to miss!
The two Gwitchen Elder's give each other a brotherly hug.
Mootchee takes a fourth of the colonists and their flocks on board with him
and captain Red-Eye.
Smootchee and the colonist who are staying behind are waving good-bye.
EXT. NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN - LATER
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN)
Captain Kippi's vessel is heading South in open ocean seas!
Captain Red-Eye, his friends and the rest of Captain Kippi's crew are
swabbing the decks. Gwitchen are sitting and standing everywhere on deck
trying to stay out of the human's way.
EXT. CAPTAIN KIPPI'S SHIP - JUST OFF VOLCANO ISLAND - DAY

(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye looks out over the ship's rail and sees the beautiful site of
Volcano Island. The Gwitchen are unaware that the ship is almost to Sitka
and that this is the island they seek.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Mootchee! There it is! That is Volcano
Island! This is the island we seek!
Mootchee rushes over to the rail to see what Captain Red-Eye is talking
about.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
This forested Volcanic island is beautiful!
Mootchee races over to the Gwitchen colonists and points to Volcano
Island. Gwitchen rush to the ship's rail to get a closer look!
EXT. SITKA DOCK - CAPTAIN KIPPI'S SHIP - AFTERNOON
(CAPTAIN KIPPI, CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE,
SNOWBALL, PEG-LEG PETE, ONE-EYED JACK, PAY MASTER)
Captain Kippi's ship is just pulling up to the pier. Seaman jump on to the
docks while other seamen throw them lines to tie the boat off.
Captain Kippi comes down on deck.
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Men line up for half of your pay! Here's the
roster of whose to work and start unloading
the ship and who get's first shore liberty! I
will post it on the wheelhouse door! Twelve
hour shifts starting today!
The Captain's PAY MASTER has a list with the crews pay. He fills a small
pouch for each man and gives it to Captain Kippi who in turn gives it to the
seamen who are lined up in a row on deck.
Mootchee is standing right next to Captain Red-Eye.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Mootchee this is where we get off and head
straight for Volcano Island.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

How are we going to get there? The
Gwitchen are going to have to build some
rafts first.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Well, I don't know about you, but I am going
to rent a boat!
Captain Kippi hands out the last of the pouches of pay.
The men disburse and rush to the wheelhouse door to see who is to work
and who get shore liberty.
Snowball empty's is pay pouch in his hand.
SNOWBALL
I knew it! This isn't a full seaman's share!
We barely have enough for a hot bath, a
woman and some brew!
PEG-LEG PETE
Hey, even at half, we should have made
more than this!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I don't know about you men, but, me and
some friends are heading over to Volcano
Island, if you care to join us!
ONE-EYED JACK
Captain Red-Eye, are you going to check
the roster to see if you have to work?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Nope! I have to get my seabag! Mootchee
let's go!
SNOWBALL
If Captain Red-Eye is going a shore then so
am I!
In the commotion of the ship's crew having shore leave and the other half
of the crew turning two, the four men leave the ship unnoticed by the
Captain or the working crew.
EXT. SITKA DOCKS - CONTINUOUS

(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, SNOWBALL, PEG-LEG PETE,
MOOTCHEE, ONE-EYED JACK, BREVIK, DARLENE, KOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye and his friends are walking down the city board walk with
the Gwitchen and their flocks following directly behind them.
SNOWBALL
What's this all about Captain? Where are we
going?
Captain Red-Eye points to Volcano Island.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Do you see the volcanic crater mountain
over on that island before your very eyes?
All three men looked up to where the Captain was pointing.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE (CONT'D)
Well, gentlemen. That island is Volcano
Island. Tomorrow at noon, when the Sun is
at its highest point in the sky, a Double
Rainbow will appear to show us the
entrance to the Krystal Cavern. We must be
on the mountain top by tomorrow!
(Author's Note: "Krystal" is
purposely used phonetically
for the word, "Crystal".)
PEG-LEG PETE
What's in the Krystal Cavern?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Captain Red-Eye are you sure this is the
island?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
There is no doubt in my mind!
SNOWBALL
Captain, your not making sense?
ONE-EYED JACK
Captain this better be good, because we
just jumped ship and you haven't explained
how were going to get home!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE

Just have some faith! When we get there, it
will be time for you to meet our friends the
Gwitchen.
SNOWBALL
Captain, I have been your friend for a long
time. Never once, have I seen these little
red people!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
They are already with us! Believe me! Once
we get to Volcano Island, I will give you
some of my potion and you will see such as
me!
PEG-LEG PETE
And, if we don't?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Then, you can leave!
ONE-EYED JACK
That just sound's great Captain! But, where
are we going to leave to? Once Captain
Kippi finds out we didn't make muster, we
are stuck here!
SNOWBALL
We have nothing to lose and nothing to do!
We may as well go along for the adventure!
All of the Gwitchen start giggling and laughing.
A white man named BREVIK and his wife, a native named DARLENE are in
a long boat just casting off from the northern town pier.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Excuse me sir! Can we pay your wages to
take us four to Volcano island?
The man turns to look who is asking this question.
BREVIK
You mean Mount Edgecumbe? That is
native clan land! But, yea, we could take
you if the pay is fair.

Captain Red-Eye walks fast down from the boardwalk to the pier dock. He
pulls out a few gold coins from his pay pouch and shows his offer.
BREVIK (CONT'D)
Sure! Hop in. We were going there anyhow
to check on one of our elders.
Brevik takes the money and his wife moves over to make room in the boat.
Mootchee expresses his concerns.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Captain Red-Eye, there isn't enough room
in this human boat for all the Gwitchen.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Mootchee, you're the Elder and that's your
problem. I am going to Volcano Island.
Brevik looks at Captain Red-Eye with a strange look. Snowall covers for the
Captain.
SNOWBALL
Don't mind the Captain here. He has these
delusions when he's off the brew for a day
or two.
Mootchee turns to his Gwitchen clan.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Kootchee, take our clan north of town and
start constructing some Gwitchen rafts. We
will meet you on Volcano Island. I will take
as many Gwitchen with me as can fill this
human boat.
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Okay Mootchee. Gwitchen clan, North of
town we go!
Kootchee leads almost all of the Gwitchen clan back on to the city
boardwalk on a route heading North.
Captain Red-Eye, his three friends Mootchee and the Gwitchen that can fit
with the
Gumpees in tow, board the human boat for Volcano Island.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - CONTINUOUS

(BREVIK, CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, DARLENE, PEG-LEG PETE,
gumpee)
Brevik and his wife row their boat to the eastern shores of Volcano Island.
Captain Red-Eye, his friends, Mootchee, the Gwitchen and their Gumpees
hop out and onto the rocky beach.
BREVIK
If you have any problems, there is an elder
native clan widow who lives alone. Follow
the beach North. She will help you and
loves company. A sweet old women whose
most respected by the native clans.
DARLENE
If you stay on the island any length of time,
you might stop to see how she's doing out
of respect and to make sure she's alright.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Thank you. We will do that!
BREVIK
Watch out for Chief Katlian's clan. They
won't kill you, but they will escort you off
the island. They claim this land too!
PEG-LEG PETE
That's nice to know. Now after we jump ship
we're going to have a bunch of native's
making us swim back to Sitka for
trespassing on their land.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Oh don't worry. We're going to be alright.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND MOUNTAIN SLOPES -- LATER
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, SNOWBALL, GWITCHEN, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG
PETE)
Captain Red-Eye and his three friends are climbing the steep forest slopes
of the Volcano, as they trek on forest trail upward.
SNOWBALL
Captain Red-Eye when do we get to see
these little red people?

CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I guess its time. What do you think
Mootchee.
Mootchee nods affirmatively.
Captain Red-Eye pulls out his Gwitchen brew pouch and lets each man
take a swig.
The three men's eyes becomes blurred.
ONE-EYED JACK
I think I see huge red spots before my very
eyes!
SNOWBALL
I do see large red spots! Wow! I see red
spots everywhere! And, big white spots
with little red spots on top of the white dots!
PEG-LEG PETE
I don't know what you two are seeing, but, I
see huge white spots with red dots before
my eyes!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
In a minute your eye will clear and then you
shall see the things that I see! Then I will
introduce you to the Gwitchen who have
been travelling with you and me!
The human friends of Captain Red-Eye are shocked when their vision
begins to actually see the little people, who are giggling at how silly the
humans are.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND FOREST VOLCANIC CONE - NIGHT
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN)
Captain Red-Eye, his friends, with their faithful Gwitchen companions
tramped through the forests trails and then, along the mountain side to the
crater ridge of Volcano Island.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND RIDGE - JUST BEFORE THE SUN RISES
(GWITCHEN, CAPTAIN RED-EYE)

The men and the Gwitchen start to circle the crater edge attempting to find
the source of the Double Rainbow from the memory of Captain Red-Eye's
youth.
The sky has lightened up preparing the new day for the sun's rise.
Suddenly, Captain Red-Eye recalls a funny shaped part of the crater ridge.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Hey! I remember that! I know there is a
mystical stone, like a huge Krystal, the size
of a man, positioned to capture the Sun's
rays on this day, somewhere around here.
Let's see, where could it be?
The Captain looked around the ridge, pointing to another area of the
circular ridge not far from where they are.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE (CONT'D)
There! The Sun rose over there! Over there
is where the huge Krystal that makes the
Double Rainbow appear! I know it is there!
We are here! This is the island!
Immediately, all these humans and Gwitchen followed the Captain as he led
the way to the Mystical Krystal that captures the Sun's rays!
EXT. GWITCHEN FLEET - VOLCANO ISLAND - JUST BEFORE DAWN
(GWITCHEN, SMOOTCHEE)
The Gwitchen fleet that followed Captain Kippi's ship just anchors, off of
Volcano Island. The night time sky is starting to lighten, but the sun is not
up.
The Gwitchen planks were lowered. All the Gwitchen men, women, and
children began to sing and dance. The Leekkapeekka began beeping and
the Gumpee began squeaking. Oh, how happy the Gwitchen were, to finally
rest their Gwitchen feet, on land that was to be the new Gwitchen colony.
The Gwitchen vessels begin unloading all the Gwitchen people and flock.
Gwitchen Scouts immediately begin exploring the island to find caverns
and caves, on the sea coasts and on the mountain sides, for corralling their
flock and to prepare sites to build their Gwitchen homes.
Gwitchen families begin looking for the best hollowed out logs that could
be used for a houses. Other Gwitchen begin unloading the Gwitchen
provisions brought with the fleet!

Smootchee, the Eldest Elder and the Gwitchen Commander of the
Gwitchen Fleet, is talking to another Gwitchen of the fleet.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
There isn't much time left. I'm taking a
Gumpee and going up to the Volcanic peak
to find Mootchee. If the double rainbow
appears, this was an event that has to be
seen!
Elder Mootchee hops on a Gumpee and rides down the plank and on to
Volcano Island with a Gumpee hop and bounce heading directly towards
the Volcanic peak.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND RIDGE - JUST BEFORE DAWN
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG PETE,
SNOWBALL, SMOOTCHEE)
Captain Red-Eye and his group reach the top of the Volcano. The Captain
looks around the ridge. He spots the mystical stone!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
There it is!
The Mystical Stone he was searching for is found! It was an odd, prism
shaped, huge Krystal, that appeared to be placed and mounted in the lava
stone of Volcano Mountain, exactly where Ancient Ones wanted it, for
whatever reasons they had for this to be!
The group had reached the ridge not 300 meters from the krystal. The men
and Gwitchen rush to the huge Krystal where they wait for the sun to rise.
The Sun is almost at its zenith.
The Double Rainbow begins to emerge slowly from this Ancient Krystal,
until the streams of colors climbed through the air. These streams of colors
began blossoming across the valley, like a growing budding flower of
beautiful color where suddenly they condense into the most spectacular
spectrum of colors like a laser beam of light bent in a bow! The Double
Rainbow was complete! The White Doves of Peace fly over Captain RedEye, his friends and the Gwitchen heads.
The end of the Double Rainbow lites up the inner side of the volcanic cone,
of the mountain, pointing to the entrance to the Mystical Cavern.
Captain Red-Eye, the Gwitchen, and his friends Peg-Leg Pete, One-Eyed
Jack, and Snowball, are flabbergasted and dumbfounded by the beauty of

the double rainbow spectrum beams pointing to a crevice along the interior
walls of the volcano.
SNOWBALL
This is the most beautiful spectacle of light
colors that I have ever seen!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
We must hurry down to the crater valley.
The Double Rainbow lasts only an hour or
so, then the colors return to the Mystical
Krystal!
Captain Red-Eye leads the way for the group down the trail to the volcanic
plateau.
The group come before the entrance of the Krystal Cavern.
Just as the Captain, his Gwitchen friends, and the other men entered the
entrance to the Krystal Cavern, Elder Smootchee and the other Gwitchen
arrived at the Mystical Krystal up on the Volcanic crest.
EXT. VOLCANIC PLATEAU INSIDE VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
(CAPT. RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG PETE,
SNOWBALL)
The Double Rainbow created from the huge crystal which was mounted on
the crater's ledge, descends directly to the crevice opening to the Krystal
Cavern.
Captain Red-Eye, One-Eyed Jack, Snowball, and Peg-Leg Pete, Gwitchen
Elder Mootchee,
Bootchee, Hootchee, and Tootchee entered the Mystical Krystal Cavern.
The White Doves of Peace descend in through the opening as the others
enter!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - CRATER'S EDGE - CONTINUOUS
(NATIVES)
A Native Scouting Party sees unknown human intruders on the Volcano's
plateau.
The Natives are watching this group of humans enter the Ancient One's
tomb from above.

The Natives begin their descent down to see who these other humans are.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - CRATER'S EDGE - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN, gumpee)
Elder Smootchee and his Gumpee just reach the crater's edge and he peers
down to see where the double rainbow leads below. He sees the other
Gwitchen, Captain Red-Eye and the Captain's friend's enter the secret
location of the Krystal Cavern. He also notices the Native followers who
just started down the trail.
Smootchee grabs the Gumpee horns and races for the Krystal Cavern.
INT. KRYSTAL CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, SMOOTCHEE, MOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN)
The beauty of the Krystal Cavern is beyond belief. The Cavern is long and
narrow, like the size of a large ship. Streaks of gold stream in veins through
huge lumped quartz crystals, which make up the Cavern ceiling and walls.
The Double Rainbow beams colors through the Cavern entrance
everywhere which are reflecting everywhere inside. Huge boulders of
quartz filled rocks streaked with gold hide from first sight, the contents of
what is inside this natural wonder.
The Human and Gwitchen men continue walking deeper into the Cavern.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Yes, this is the place! This is where I was,
when I was a child with my father. I was
here! We are very close.
The group walk around a large obstructive wall like boulder, when
suddenly there lies the fabled Ancient One entombed inside of a large
crystal which appears to have no opening.
Gwitchen Smootchee surprises the Gwitchen and the group of Captain
Red-Eye's.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee! I thought I would find you.
Greetings from the Gwitchen fleet! We
made it!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
How did you find us?

SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
There is only one Volcanic Island off of
Sitka. I got to the top of the ridge, just as
you were entering the Krystal Cavern. I was
not going to miss this event. And, you have
some Natives following you here!
EXT. VOLCANIC PLATEAU INSIDE VOLCANO ISLAND
(CHIEF KATLIAN, GULLU WARRIOR 1)
CHIEF KATLIAN and a SMALL BAND OF WARRIORS warriors quietly sneak
down the slopes to the plateau floor and over the cavern entrance where
Captain Red-Eye and his party have entered.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Only the Gullu know of the ancient one who
sleeps in the sacred crystal burial grounds.
This is our clan secret! How did these
humans find out?
GULLU WARRIOR 1
Chief Katlian. I have no idea. I have never
seen these humans before.
CHIEF KATLIAN
We will sneak up on them and attack before
they desecrate our sacred ground.
Everyone stay out of sight until I give the
signal to attack.
Chief Katlian lead his warriors slowly and cautiously into the Krystal
cavern.
INT. KRYSTAL CAVERN - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, CHIEF KATLIAN, GWITCHEN, PEG-LEG PETE,
MOOTCHEE, ONE-EYED JACK, JOHN, SNOWBALL, GWITCHEN,
BOOTCHEE, SMOOTChee, TOOTCHEE, SMOOTCHEE, GULLU WARRIOrs)
Chief Katlian and his Gullu Warriors are crouched down and secretly
peering over a large Krystal stone, that hides them from the sight of
Captain Red-Eye, his friends and the Gwitchen. The Chief signals his
warriors to hold their positions.
The Last Peacemaker appears to be sleeping. The Ancient legendary man
called the Last Peacemaker is laying on his back enclosed in a huge
Krystal. He is clearly seen by the light of the Double Rainbow passing it's

spectrum throughout his Krystal tomb beam off the crystal streaked walls
like a prism being manipulated.
His hair was long white blond and his skin fair in color but very white. His
hands with their slender fingers, lay by his sides. The Ancient man's left
hand beholds a ring of Ancient ivory, with the emblem of a fish. A metal
helmet with two protruding ivory horns crowned his head. He facial
expression is gentle.
His clothing appeared to be made of a White sheep skin. He also wore a
thin strip of white cloth as an arm band. Laying by his right side was a
spear, with a White piece of cloth tied to it's end. A strange looking like
work belt strapped around his waist, holsters a small handled maul-like
hammer. A bag of wind, (bagpipes) made of a white fur skin bag lies next
to him. Three skin pouches adorned his waist.
Directly above this Large Mystical Krystal which encloses the remains of
the Ancient One, is another, but, smaller Krystal, that lay on a type of
mantle which protrudes from the Krystal walls of the Cavern. A type of
sparkling smoke swirls restlessly around inside, changing the colors.
Peg-Leg Pete points one of his fingers, to the twinkling flashes whirling
about in the smaller of the two Mystical Krystals.
PEG-LEG PETE
What is that?
No one answers, as he touches the smaller Krystal by running his fingers
along the smooth sides of this second mystical stone.
GWITCHEN TOOTCHEE
How did this human get into the Krystal?
How can this be? And why?
No one answers.
A huge round stone was laying flat on the ground before the Krystal that
held this Ancient human. It has strange writings on it! Captain Red-Eye
notices this strange stone.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
This is the Rune stone, that his father had
translated from the Ancient language and
read to me when I was a child. In all these
years, nothing had changed!
Captain Red-Eye kneels down to look closer. Eldest Elder Mootchee comes
up next to him.

MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Ancient writings! I can feel the meaning of
these symbols in my bones! Yes, these
Gwitchen eyes can read the meanings of
this!
ONE-EYED JACK
What does it say?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(jokingly)
Do you want me to speak the Ancient
human language or the Native human
language of Captain Red-Eye?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
(eager anticipation)
What do you think? My language of course!
The Native human language!
Mootchee gets closer to the Rune stone and runs his fingers across each
symbol as he reads aloud to the crowd.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
O.K. It says:
"A Peacemaker named John sleeps in the
mystical way, for the future day, when the
little red people named, the Gwitchen
appear to whisper words of Peace in the
human ear. The Spirit of this man, is not
in flight. The small Krystal whirls his
Banshee spirit life before your sight. A
Gwitchen eye that can read these words,
take hold of the small Krystal before your
eyes. On the top of the Krystal, in which
this Priest of Peace does sleep, place the
small Krystal. Push down until the crystals
merge. The Spirit of this man will return
and he shall awaken from this sleep. This
can only be achieved by the keepers of the
Peace!"
Captain Red-Eye standing straight up as everyone is looking at everyone
else.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Well, let's do it!

ONE-EYED JACK
He can really come back to life? I don't
believe this for a minute!
SNOWBALL
Yea, well you didn't believe there were little
red people either! I'm going to hold my
tongue and will wait to see what happens!
PEG-LEG PETE
Me too! Who knows? It just might happen!
I've never seen so many bizarre events in
my life! So why not?
Mootchee and the other Gwitchen look up at the mantle.
Tootchee, Bootchee, and Hootchee immediate walk up to the mantle.
Hootchee hops up and stands on the shoulders of Bootchee, then
Tootchee hops up and stands on the shoulders of Hootchee, and now,
Mootchee climbs up the little red men and standing on the shoulders of
Tootchee grabs the small Krystal that whirls the human Banshee spirit
inside. Mootchee immediately descends down as fast as he went up.
Elder Mootchee places the small Krystal on top of the larger Krystal,
exactly as stated on the Rune Stone.
Chief Katlian and his warriors express facial disbelief, as from their eyes,
the small Krystal moves by itself. Chief Katlian whispers to himself.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(whispers faintly to himself)
These are not the spirits of Akush-daka!
Instantly, as if being sucked into the larger Krystal, the smaller Krystal
merges its contents with the larger Krystal and as they touched together,
there comes forth a sound like a beautiful whistling tune resonating for all
to hear.
The sparkling haze swirled throughout the large Krystal and then, swirled
around every inch of the Ancient One giving him an aura never before
seen.
Startlingly, this glittering aura of haze enters this ancient entombed person
by way of his nose and mouth.
Not moments later, the eyes of the ancient one jerk open with a fixed glaze.
He takes a huge deep breath as he lays there for a moment, as if, to allow
his mind to comprehend that he had returned to life.

Captain Red-Eye and his men and the Gwitchen eyes show disbelief that
what they are seeing. All of the group, open their mouths in shock. No
words come from anyone's tongue!
The Ancient Man pulls his hammer from his holster belt and with a hard
swing, shatters the Mystical Krystal before everyone's eyes from inside the
Krystal! The Krystal explodes with the sounds of a crash and the shattering
of glass!
He stands up looking at Captain Red-Eye and the other humans, strangely,
as if confused, until seeing the two doves appear brings a smile to his face
as they land on his shoulder. His eyes gleam with the honor of this event.
Everyone now notice for the first time, that his eyes are a very unique aqua
blue.
JOHN
(confused)
Gwitchen?
John's face and eyes are confusingly looking at Captain Red-Eye,
Snowball, One-Eyed Jack, and Peg-Leg Pete, as if, they are expected and
could not be. These were humans, not the little red men, the tallest, who
was to be only as tall as a man's knee.
John speaks is the ancient language, asking these humans,
JOHN (CONT'D)
Who are you?
Mootchee tells Captain Red-Eye what the White Clan Priest had asked, and
standing by to interpret for the humans.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Oh, I am Captain Red-Eye. This is One-Eyed
Jack, Peg-Leg Pete, and Snowball! And this
is Mootchee!
Pointing his finger towards himself and each human as he speaks his
name, Captain Red-Eye and the others when suddenly realizes that it was
possible that this human who had just came to life, might not be able to see
a Gwitchen.
John looks confused at the untranslatable words. John notices that
Captain Red-Eye is point to the ground.
JOHN
Gwitchen!

So, Captain Red-Eye, points to Elder Mootchee, again.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Gwitchen!
This Ancient man points to his chest.
JOHN
John.
Captain Red-Eye speaks to Mootchee.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Mootchee, I don't think he can see you.
Abruptly, John, reaches for one of the pouches attached to his waist by a
skin belt. He put a pinch of the contents in his mouth. He rubs his eyes!
JOHN
There the Gwitchen are! I see you now.
Kvaesir was right! This potion works!
All the little red men jumped up and down shouting words of glee.
ALL GWITCHEN
The Ancient man named John. He can see
such as we! The White Clan Priest of Peace
can see, such as we!
Mootchee introduces himself and pointing to Captain Red-Eye explains.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Yes,
we are the Gwitchen. The keepers of the
Peace, if Peace, among humans can ever
be! I am the Eldest of the Elders of the
Gwitchen. The Doves of Peace told us of
you. You are the known as Ancient One.
The human named Captain Red-Eye claims
to be a descendant from the Clan of Peace
whom merged with the Native Clans many
generations ago.
JOHN
I understand your words, now. I don't know
what happened. I was on our knarr heading
south. A great beam of light! How long have
I been asleep? I am John, a Chief of the
White Clan of Peace (Eg Yon, Hviturmanna

Fridthur) known as the Kwee. I need time to
think!
Captain Red-Eye turns to the others, as he and the others only hear the
ancient words John is speaking.
(Author's Note: Eg pronounced yeckh, and J's are pronounced Y's so John
is Yon. HVITURMANNA FRIDITHUR pronouced kwee-tur-maan-na-free-dithur -- ancient meaning I am John - White men or clan - of Peace)
CAPTAIN RED-EYE That
ancient words he speaks, HVITURMANNA
FRIDTHUR, are words my father spoke
and means white clan of peace!
John looks astonished by Captain Red-Eye reciting his clan name but says
nothing. John expresses confusion over just being awaken.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Elder Mootchee, look here! Ancient Scrolls!
Bootchee opens a seal container and pulls out some a scrolls handing
them to Elder Mootchee. Elder Mootchee begins to read the ancient scrolls
very deeply with concern on his face as the others introduce themselves to
John. Elder Smootchee too looks at the scrolls that Mootchee has
possession of.
JOHN
Ancient Scrolls? I had no scrolls with me! I
was on a knarr with Lifthrasir, Kvaesir, and
white clan humans. Then, a bright beam in
the middle of the night. I remember being
told a warning that I bring for mankind and
secrets for Peace! But, from who I don't
know. Now, I am here!
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Ancient one, named John. I am Elder
Smootchee. The Gwitchen left the ancient
land of the white clan many generations
ago looking for our White Clan of Peace
who fled after the terrible battle where the
twelve chiefs lost their lives. We have
searched every Gwitchen generation, for
the Clan of Peace but never found anyone
in our travels, until we heard legends and
rumours of you. There are Gwitchen who

live in the northern land of Peace whom
have never met a human. The ancient
Gwitchen clan was tired of humans always
battling, so we found a land of peace where
no humans exist. I sailed the new Gwitchen
fleet behind Captain Kippi's vessel with new
colonists to honour you! Soon, I sail north
with only my crew and news that you exist!
More Gwitchen will come once they hear
the news that the last White Clan
Peacemaker exits!
JOHN
My knarr became lost from the others. We
travelled west past a land of stones. Then,
we sailed many months through the ocean
of ice until we found forested coastal lands
again and took our voyage south. I marked
our travels on stones in quadrants, along
the way. But, where am I now?
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Ancient One named, John. You dwell on
Volcano Island by the human village of
Sitka by the sea!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Mootchee, tell John, soon, we are going to
give him some of our clothes, so he looks
no different than us of the modern world.
We will bundle up his helmet, belongs and
weapons. Explain to him, that he now live
far into the future with many different
human clans. John's attire will bring
attention to him. We don't want this right
now.
Mootchee begins to translate Captain Red-Eyes remarks to John. John
nods in agreement.
PEG-LEG PETE
Snowball, do you see the veins of gold in
this cavern?
SNOWBALL
Yes, I do! But, this is native clan land. It is
not ours to seek.

BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee, what do those ancient scrolls
say? Do they tell how John ended up in the
Mystical Krystal?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(deeply disturbed)
There is much to read and much to learn.
The Elders will have to study the ancient
scrolls! This is all you need to know!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I was just asking our of curiosity.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Please don't ask!
Elder Smootchee walks over and looks over Mootchee's shoulder. Elder
Mootchee and Smootchee began reading the Ancient writings from this
unknown Ancient Clan. The two Gwitchen faces express being stunned,
shocked, and grim.
The Scrolls are titled, "Know The Power of the Word Called Peace!"
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Oh! Oh! Should we tell him?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN It
says not to tell him. Shush! If these
scrolls are true, this is a very serious
matter. These ancient scrolls are only for
the Gwitchen Elder's eyes!
Mootchee rolls the scrolls back up and places them in the container. He
places them under his arm and says nothing more.
Chief Katlian does not give the signal to attack. Instead he stand up and
exposes himself and motions his warriors to stand behind him.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I see great powerful magic. The ancient one
lives!
Captain Red-Eye, John, and the whole group are startled by the presence
of Chief Katlian and his warrior band. They turn and stand before him.
Chief Katlian ignores everyone and walks right up to John examining him.
John stands firm but allows this examination without a word. John startles

the Chief when he speaks two languages first his ancient tongue and
second the Chieftain's language after Mootchee provides a translation for
John's introduction in the Gullu language which John repeats word for
word.
JOHN
I am John, the last peacemaker of the White
Clan!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(shocked and startled)
How can you speak in two tongues and
know our language? You must have great
magical powers! Your tomb was here
before Gullu legends began! Now, you live
again! Your tomb has always been sacred
and a secret of our clan.
The Chieftain is astonished, as the Peg-Leg Pete walks right over to him
and his men.
PEG-LEG PETE
Captain Red-Eye, you may as well give this
Chief some of your magical potion. Those
warriors are armed and we don't want any
misunderstandings if you know what I
mean.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Captain Red-Eye you have the Gwitchen
permission for this Chief to see such as we.
Captain Red-Eye takes his magical potion pouch and places it in the
Chieftain's hand.
JOHN
Drink!
Chief Katlian accept's this invitation, but is unsure of what the ritual is
about. He takes a swallow. Suddenly his eyes become blurred he rubs his
eyes.
All of his warriors are watching him.
Chief Katlian suddenly sees and hears the little red people. His face
expresses astonishment as he looks down at the little people giggling and
laughing.

TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Now, you can see such as we, our Gullu
Chief!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(scared and confused)
Spirits of Akusch Daka! No, you are
creatures of a different spirit!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN We
have never seen or heard about the spirits
of which you speak. We are called the
Gwitchen! We are the keepers of the peace
if peace can ever be achieved among
humans!
The Gullu Warriors look among themselves and back again at their Chief
who is speaking to no one and isn't making any sense to their eyes and
ears!
GULLU WARRIOR 2
Chief Katlian who are you speaking to? We
see no one!
CHIEF KATLIAN
How can you creatures speak my
language?
The Chief's eyes turned to another sight. He sees the Gumpees and
Leekkapeekka who are the ugliest creatures to a human's sight! Tootchee
notices the Chieftain look of fear and what who he is looking at.
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Chieftain of the Native clan. Do not fear our
flock. They are the gentlest creatures of all.
We ride them on our travels.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I am Chief Katlian and fear no spirits or
man. If you say those one eyed mutant eye
balled monsters are peaceful, then that is
all I need to know! But, they sure are ugly to
this chieftain's eyes!
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The potion you drank enhances the senses
of humans to see those creatures who live
but are beyond the spectrum of light with

respect to your sight. We are the Gwitchen
who can translate all the spoken languages
of the earth, no matter what creature, the
creature might be!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Our clan need help with the white clan who
now controls our lands. They make us live
where we don't want to live and pay for land
that is already ours. We are now forced to
speak their language. Our native customs
are banned without our say. First they
brought ships that shoot thunder, fire and
destruction. Too many warriors have been
killed and our women have no men left to
replace the ones lost. Our young
princesses and maidens can not marry
unless the white clan approves on who and
by age. The White Clan is brutal and our
people are enslaved!
GULLU WARRIOR 3
Chief Katlian are you all right? Who are you
speaking to? What are we going to do? The
ancient one's skin is white but, he speaks
our tongue. Is the ancient one an ancient
Gullu? Do we attack?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The warriors have asked if they should
attack?
Chief Katlian looks down at the little red man who just translated what his
warriors spoke to him. Chief Katlian realizes his Warriors are not seeing the
little people and are becoming leery.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(with authority)
This Ancient One has slept on this island
since a time we do not know. He comes to
life on sacred ground and into a new time.
He shall never be harmed by the Gullu clan!
We adopt him as our native son!
The Warriors relax as do the others, as the Gwitchen continually translate
what is being spoken.

JOHN
I am honoured by your words. I come in
peace!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Come all of you! You shall stay with my
clan as guests.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Does that mean the Gwitchen and our
flocks too?
Chief Katlian looks down at Mootchee and smiles.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Yes! The Gwitchen and your flocks too!
But, I must counsel my clan before any
other Gullu drinks this magical brew!
The Warriors appear dumbfounded by their Chief's remarks.
John, the Gwitchen and others begin to laugh. The Gullu Warriors are
confused by all of this strange behavior.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Mootchee. Don't forget our mission here!
We are to create a new Gwitchen colony on
Volcano Island in honour of the last
peacemaker. Our Gwitchen fleet sails soon.
My crews and I will be gone! I will remain on
Volcano Island as the Elder in charge.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Thank you Smootchee. What you say is
true. Okay, a small group of Gwitchen will
remain with the Ancient one and me. The
rest of our Gwitchen colonists will begin
constructing the colony under your
command until I get back. We will have a
dedication day to surprise John when he
returns to Volcano Island, where our new
colony is complete. Then our Gwitchen clan
can greet our new found White Clan Chief!
The entire group of warriors, John, Captain Red-Eye, his friends and the
Gwitchen follow Chief Katlian out of the Krystal cave.
Mootchee hands Smootchee the Ancient Scrolls.

EXT. NEW GWITCHEN COLONY - VOLCANO ISLAND - DAY
(SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN 1, GWITCHEN 2)
Gwitchen Elder Smootchee is meeting with all of the Gwitchen colonists on
Volcano Island. He has blue-print drawings out pointing to the construction
needs he is requesting.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
We are going to need marble and quartz for
making the foundation and columns for the
Krystal dome, we shall name Beautiful!
GWITCHEN 1
Elder Smootchee, I have never seen such a
structure built by Gwitchen hands! Why
must we construct such a structure, when it
has never been done?
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
It is written in the Ancient Scrolls. The huge
crystal mounted on the ridge of the Volcano
shall crown our dome! All of this must be
done soon! See here? Four doors with
paved paths to the four directions of the
earth. The Krystal Dome is to be the
Gwitchen sanctuary and home of the last
White Clan Peacemaker! We must comply
with all of the dimensions.
GWITCHEN 2
You are our Elder and you know what we
have to do! And, so it will be done!
The Gwitchen work on making four paths from a huge cleared area, where
foundations are being laid, yet the forest inside of the foundations are
intact.
Gwitchen are using sea shells that had been fired to make a mortar, and
mixing with sand and water, created stones of all sizes.
Other Gwitchen are scurrying about heating sand from the beaches, until it
becomes liquid where it is poured into sheets creating glass.
Still other Gwitchen are constructing colonial homes out of huge logs, and
caves.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE - SUNNY DAY

(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOWEE, CHIEF SHAKES,
GWITCHEN, JOHN, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG PETE, SNOWBALL, CHIEF
KOGWAANTON, MOOTCHEe, HOOTCHEE)
John sits between Chief Katlian and the elder Chieftain Kogwaanton with
Captain Red-Eye, One-Eyed Jack, Peg-Leg Pete, and Snowball next to them
and the rest of the campfire circle is made up of Gullu warriors. Mootchee
is right next to John with the Gwitchen and their Gumpee mounts sitting
and standing everywhere. Two Chieftains known as Chief Kowee and Chief
Shakes from nearby native clans are in attendance.
The native women are offering and serving food to all of the men.
CHIEF KATLIAN
John, this is our great map maker, Chief
Kogwaanton, and our other guests Chief
Kowee and Chief Shakes! My Chiefs, this is
John, the ancient one of Volcano mountain,
who has come back to life with much
powerful magic.
No one says a word but all eyes are on John.
Chief Kogwaanton breaks the silence.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
John, you must have seen the spirits during
your sleep. What did you see?
Tootchee uncovers some gifts from under a Leekkapeekka cover which
made the gifts invisible to the human eye, but once uncovered seem to
appear from no where. He carries them over and hands them to Mootchee.
Chief Kowee and Shakes and everyone do not yet know the Gwitchen exist.
Sudden amazement fills the eyes of everyone in attendance as a large
round stone and some books float in the air towards the Great Chief
Katlian.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Chief Katlian, before your eyes that can see
such as we, are gifts brought for your Clan.
This is the 'Gwitchen Stone' that has been
engraved with the symbols of the four
spoken languages of this land. These are
books of learning, so that every person of
every clan, can speak to one another, man
to man!

Chief Katlian looks down to little Mootchee and receives the gifts.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Thank you! This is an honor to have such
gifts of knowledge for my Clan. I accept
your gift in the name of Peace! Thank you
very much!
The Chief looked over the inscriptions on the 'Gwitchen Stone' and
reviewed the books of learning. Then, he passes them on to the other
Chiefs for their review.
CHIEF KOWEE
This is powerful magic that the ancient one
brings!
Chief Kowee looks over the books and stone that had flown in the air.
CHIEF SHAKES
(astonished)
What powerful magic for these writings and
stone to float in the air!
CHIEF KATLIAN
John, I think it will be wise to give the
potion to each Chieftain one by one, so
they learn the secrets of the Gwitchen.
Mootchee interprets for John with an affirmative nod, that the Gwitchen will
allow this to happen.
John replies in first his language and then the native tongue. This is the
first time everyone hears him speak and are again amazed by the
knowledge that he speaks the same native tongue.
JOHN
I agree with you Chief Katlian. Let us honor
Chief Kogwaanton! Chief Kogwaanton
looks confused as Chief Katlian receives a
skin pouch from Captain Red-Eye who on
cue, gives his pouch the Chief Katlian, who
in turn gives it to Chief Kogwaanton. Chief
Kogwaanton takes a swig and hands the
pouch back.
Instantly Chief Kogwaanton rubs his eyes as they became blurry. The
Chieftain jumps back with disbelief of seeing huge red spots.

CHIEF KOGWAANTON
(fearful)
What is going on with my sight? I am
having delusions of see huge red spots
before my very eyes!
The Gwitchen, Chief Katlian, John and the others begin to giggle at this
reaction of the Chief. The rest of the clan that couldn't see become fearful
in facial features.
Suddenly, the Chieftain could see, just like the other Warriors. For before
his eyes were these little red men, who were only as tall as a man's knee!
He was astonished at this sight before his very feet.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Please do not be afraid! I am Gwitchen
Elder Mootchee. We are honored to meet
such a great Native Chief. The potion that
you have taken was given to enhance your
senses so that you can see such as we! The
Gwitchen offers you a gift, that others will
believe as great magic. It is a cloak make
from the fur of the Leekkapeekka. Whoever
wraps themselves with this cloth can not be
seen by the human eye. Yet, for you,
nothing has changed.
Mootchee hands, Chief Kogwaanton his gift, which is graciously inspected
the Chieftain's eyes.
To the other Chieftain's eyes, portions of the Chief's body disappear, as he
inspects this unusual gifts. The display shock. Chief Kogwaanton notices
the other natives expressions. He set's the cloak down as he stands up.
The Chief looked around to the Warriors, still there was not a sound that
comes from their lips other than gasps of amazement of the new powers
brought to their Chiefs.
Chief Kogwaanton, seeing the humor in this event, then decided to have
fun with the rest of the Chiefs and clans.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
My other Chiefs. After drinking this potion. I
have received a magical gift. The gift of
invisibility. If you think Chief Katlian has
power watch this, as I am a Chief that can't
be seen!

Chief Kogwaanton picks up the cloak and covers himself disappearing
before all other eyes, who could see such as this other Chief!
CHIEF SHAKES
Where have these powers come from? The
Ancient One?
CHIEF KOWEE
Where did the Great Chief Kogwaanton
disappear to?
Chief Katlian, Chief Kogwaanton, Captain Red-Eye, John, Peg-Leg Pete,
Snowball, One-Eyed Jack and all of the Gwitchen were laughing at how the
native clan was reacting.
JOHN
It's time we take each man, one by one and
show them that our magic is nothing more
than human creatures who dwell just
beyond the human vision of sight!
CHIEF KATLIAN
I will agree to that! But, to wash down this
potion, I think its time we drink the Gullu
brew. We call it Hootcheeno! We can finish
this feast in my Long House! Let us
proceed.
All of a sudden a Gwitchen speaks up!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
My goodness, the Gullu have named a brew
after me! I am Hootchee! Chief Katlian
stands up and leads the entire clan into his
Long House to continue the festivities.
EXT. CHIEFTAIN'S HUGE LONG HOUSE - LATE NIGHT
(JOHN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOWEE, CHIEF
SHAKES, GWITCHEN, CAPTAIN RED-EYE, SNOWBALL, HOOTCHEE,
BEEBEE, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD)
Captain Red-Eye's pouch is being passed around the native women bring
out skin's filled with Gullu brew and the men begin to pass these skins
around and drink much brew.
John is honoured by sitting next to Chief

Katlian and the other Chiefs. The young native maidens who are serving
the men, give John a gleaming feminine eye of interest.
JOHN
Many of your clan's women are very
beautiful. I notice two are fair haired. Is
there a reason why?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
They were slaves taken from the first white
clan of the North before they gave this land
to the white clan of the South. These two
were so young, they know no other ways
than our customs. We free all slaves by
adopting them after they learn our ways.
The youngest is gentle and curious. The
eldest who is the fairest of hair, always
remains silent. Many times goes off into the
forest by herself. Both will make good
wives.
CHIEF KATLIAN
The new white clan laws do not allow our
maidens to marry according to our
customs. Our two princesses with fair hair
are classified as undesirables by the white
clan, because they were slaves and
adopted by our clan.
JOHN
You say the new white clan laws don't allow
your females to marry. I don't understand
why? How can this be?
CHIEF KOWEE
When a Princess comes of age she
chooses her husband secretly and
announces the marriage the next day.
CHIEF SHAKES
The white clan says we must have papers
approved by the magistrate or they are not
married. And, the white clan decides if the
Princess is of age to marry and even if
under their law she is legal to marry, they
must approve the man's age too.

JOHN
I don't understand. If a woman decides she
is of age to marry, who is to deny her this
most basic right?
CHIEF KATLIAN
That is exactly what we are trying to tell
you! We have eight women who are
princesses. Only a Chief can intervene in
her special status and rights.
John looks over all of the young maidens in the Long House with the eyes
of a man who sees beauty before his eyes.
JOHN
(dazzled by the females beauty)
I think all of your women are beautiful! I
would allow any of your women to choose
me as a husband, to prove I respect your
customs and laws.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
You would do this, Ancient One?
Mootchee and the other Gwitchen are translating for the Chiefs now, too.
The Chieftain Kogwaanton gestures to the young maidens and told them
the words of the Ancient One.
The young maidens look at John and begin to whisper among themselves,
as if sisters and told the Chief their thoughts.
The young maidens begin to giggle among themselves and place more
emphasis on who is serving John his Gullu brew. Each maiden wants to
serve him personally.
The men's speech is starting to slur from the Gullu brew.
CHIEF KATLIAN
If one princess chooses you, then, the other
seven princesses are still disgraced among
our people. How will their honour be
honoured? Our Native Clan men are afraid
of the harshness of the white man's new
laws.
JOHN
(laughing jokingly)

If they have the desire to share, let them all
choose me. It is my custom to marry only
one woman whom the man chooses. I don't
know your customs as you don't know
mine. There are seven days in a week and a
woman for each day would be great. I don't
know about pleasing them all and marrying
an eighth.
Chief Katlian turns to the women and tells them the words of the Ancient
One. Each of the young maidens eyes look directly into the groggy eyes of
John and then each quietly giggles privately.
The young women gather in a group and turn to each other to discussed
the fair haired man's words. Each of the females turns to look at the
features of this ancient one, name John.
Each of the native maidens, one by one, whisper their thoughts again to the
Chief.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(laughs)
The Gullu princesses think you are an
attractive white man and that your loins lust
much for the beauty of our women after
such a long sleep!
JOHN
(offended)
I told you I would marry in honor of your
law.
Captain Red-Eye and the others shake their heads with an attentive by
woozy nature of drinking too much. Snowball whispers something to
Captain Red-Eye.
SNOWBALL
(whispers)
I sure hope John knows what he's doing? I
can hardly handle Diamond Lily the silly
little lily from Nome! But, seven wives?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
To each man his own!
CAMERA ON CHIEF KATLIAN.
CHIEF KATLIAN

You really would do this wouldn't you?
JOHN
(humbly)
In the name of Peace, yes. I would!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Our ancient clan man named John. You are
our adopted son. Tonight in your honour we
give you your own long house. If a princess
chooses you and enters your long house.
You must according to our custom tell her
to leave or you are hers to have!
JOHN
Agreed. I doubt that such an event would
happen. But, if it does, I heed your words.
Chief Katlian, I dare say you have an
excellent Gullu brew! You call this drink
Hootch?
Hootchee intercedes!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John, the name of the brew is Hootchee,
just like me!
CHIEF KOWEE
(laughing)
The name of the brew is Hootcheeno!
Everyone laughs and passes another skin
of brew.
Chief Katlian notices some of his warriors had not taken a swig of the
Gwitchen potion.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Drink this. And, see sights never before
believed! Remember, the oath that we must
honor! No other humans must know about
the Gwitchen's existence without their
permission and knowledge. Pass the potion
around, meet our little peacemakers!
BEEBEE, KLUBHEAD, KRAZYBONE, and the OTHER WARRIORS come
closer to the Chieftain as the magical potion is handed around for a swig.
Beebee is the first to take a swig and passes the pouch to Klubhead, who
passes it on to Krazybone, who passes the pouch of Gwitchen potion on.

BEEBEE
I may as well join the party and meet these
little people too! This is agreed to! No one
shall know about the people or creatures
that I'm about to see, unless these little men
agree that such a sight is to be!
INT. CHIEFTAIN'S HUGE LONG HOUSE - LATE NIGHT
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, JOHN, CHIEF KATLIAN, BEEBEE, KRAZYBONE,
SNOWBALL, PEG-LEG PETE)
The Chieftains, warriors, John, Captain Red-Eye are tiring from the Gullu
brew. Many Warriors have already fallen asleep in the Chief's long house.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Beebee, you and Krazybone take to the
Wilderness Long House. We honour the
Ancient One named, John with a long
house to himself.
JOHN
I am honoured. Thank you my new Chief!
Beebee and Krazybone walk over to John to escort him out of the long
house.
Captain Red-Eye stands up and pulls a small back-pack off of his back.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Just a minute John. Snowball, Peg-Leg
Pete, and One-Eyed Jack it's been a long
day and is getting late. I am ready for some
sleep. Let's give John some fresh clothes to
change into before he goes to bed. He can
change into something fresh when he
wakes up in the morning.
Captain Red-Eye and the others begin to pull out some of their extra
clothes and belongings from their carrying pack.
John and his escorts wait, while these men gather some clothes for him.
Snowball is holding up one of his extra pair of trousers.
SNOWBALL
Do you think these trousers will fit John?

CAPTAIN RED-EYE
That will do fine. Let's see! I should have a
shirt which will fit John just fine?
Captain Red-Eye, Peg-Leg Pete, Snowball, give John a modern day shirt, a
pair of trousers, and some leather moccasins.
John leaves the long house with a bundle of clothes in his hands with
Beebee and Krazybone. Mootchee follows.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS - NIGHT
(BEEBEE, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE)
Gullu Warriors Beebee and Krazybone drunkenly and wobbly escort John
who is of a similar nature to a small, but very nice lodge not far away.
As Beebee open up the doorway skin, a dimly lit fire, flickers shadowy light
on a large bed of skins over in the corner.
KRAZYBONE
This is your lodge, Ancient One. We'll see
you tomorrow.
JOHN
Thank you very much!
Mootchee peers in the small long house as John walks in and lays down on
the skins without even getting undressed.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John, I have to tend my Gumpee. But, we
will not be far away.
JOHN (falling into
a sleep)
Goooood night...Mootchee.
INT. CHIEFTAIN'S HUGE LONG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, CAPTAIN RED-EYE, ONE-EYED JACK, PEG-LEG PETE,
SNOWBALL, gullu warriors)
Chief Katlian is making sleeping accommodations, as this late evening
comes to an end. He stands up and leads the way out for the other Chiefs
who are his guest of honour.
CHIEF KATLIAN

Chief Kowee, Kogwaanton, and Shakes.
You are invited to sleep in the Long
Wilderness House with my wives and I. We
have too many drunken warriors and guest
to try and help each one to their
accommodations. Let them sleep where
they are. Gullu warriors hand out some
skins and cover those already asleep.
Some Gullu Warriors stand up and go to a large stack of skin blankets
located in a corner with each taking a bundle.
One by one, those asleep were covered. Captain Red-Eye, Peg-Leg Pete,
One-Eyed Jack, and Snowball are given skins and shown a corner of the
Long House.
Peg-Leg Pete has an almost empty skin of Gullu brew. He takes one last
swig which distorts his face.
PEG-LEG PETE
This Gullu fruit juice tastes like fermented
snakeroot!
ONE-EYED JACK
The Gullu brew is potent stuff for sure! My
whole body is spinning. I was ready for
sleep hours ago.
The men pull the skins over and make haste to sleep.
EXT. JOHN'S LONG HOUSE - NATIVE VILLAGE - LATE NIGHT
(JOHN, eight native girlfriends, mootchee)
Mootchee is laying up against his Gumpee sleeping out in front of John's
long house. He open's one eye, when suddenly he hears the giggles of two
beautiful females who are peering in to where John has just gone.
The two females are quietly tip toeing in to John's Long house, just as two
more females appear from around the corner to take the first two girls
place at the entrance.
This happens for a total of eight girls who finally tiptoe in, with a giggle or
two here and there by Mootchee who does nothing but opens an eye and
expresses a smile on his face at each occurrence.
EXT. JOHN'S LONG HOUSE - NATIVE VILLAGE - SUNNY MORNING

(JOHN, GWITCHEN)
John's body seems to swirl around in a circle and he feels very light
headed and groggy. But, still as groggy as he was from the Gullu brew, he
could now, He felt the warmth of their bodies and the scent of their hair. He
returned their snuggles and suddenly he fell into a deep sleep.
Just feels a snugly nudge by his head, right side, and then a snugly nudge
from his left side, and another nudge by his feet. Then, by his side came an
arm's across his chest and another snuggle. In his sleep he thinks he is
hearing female giggles but groggily ignores it in favour of more sleep. His
eyes open. John looks to his left and then to his right and even at his feet.
To John's astonishment, he is being snuggled by eight beautiful still asleep
females under the blanket skins at once!
JOHN
(quietly, just waking up)
Am I dreaming? Oh my head! I have had too
much to drink! Oh my gosh! What I have
done?
The young maidens wake and opened their eyes, from the disturbance of
John sitting up.
The eight girls still covered by the fur skin bedding, begin to giggle and
speak words that the Ancient One could not understand.
JOHN (CONT'D)
What are you doing in my bed? Oh! Oh!
Maybe I am in your bed! Am I? None of you
understand me. Do you?
John reaches for one of his pouches and drinks some of the potion that
allows him to see such as the Gwitchen.
As soon as his eyes cleared, he walks out of the Long House to find one of
his Gwitchen escorts.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE
(GWITCHEN, JOHN, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF, CHIEF KOGWAANTON,
MOOTCHEE, TUESDAY)
John walks out in front of his long house and sees Mootchee. He walks
over and starts to nudge the little Gwitchen from his sleep. His eight wives
are peering with smiles and giggles out the entrance from both sides of the
door.

JOHN
(alarmed)
Mootchee, get up! You must explain to
these young maidens my apology. I think I
slept in their lodge. Go ask the Gullu Chief
if he would explain to these young women
that my intentions were honorable and I
don't remember how I became undressed. If
anything happened, well, it must of been an
accident!
From a distance Chief Katlian just exists the Wilderness Long House just
as John had finished explaining what had happened to Mootchee.
The Chief walks over to greet John, when all of the sudden, all eight young
maidens rush out of John's Long House and hold onto John's arm.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Good morning, Ancient One named John,
and Mootchee. I've already taken some of
the Gwitchen brew, so I could talk to the
Gwitchen. This is an experience of life.
Suddenly Chief Kogwaanton uncloaks himself from the cloak made from
the Leekkapeekka sail and is standing right next to the three.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
This cloak has amazing magic. Thank you
my Gwitchen friends.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Your welcome! We gave you this gift in the
hope that you use this gift to promote
peace!
John faces Chief Katlian.
JOHN
Chief Katlian. I must speak to you about
these eight young maidens. You must
apologize for me!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Apologize? I wish to congratulate you! You
are a fine husband for them!
JOHN

Husband? Katlian. You do not understand.
I. . .
Chief Katlian cuts John abruptly off.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(angrily)
No! It's you who do not understand! You
are their husband. Did they not come into
your lodge and sleep under your fur skins
and in your bed? My Warriors say this is so
and I see you and them with my own eyes!
JOHN
Well, yes, they did. But, that is all that
happened. I mean we slept in the same bed,
but we all slept in our clothes!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(sternly)
You tell me they slept in your bed. That is
enough to confirm that you are married
according to our customs. They have come
here to take you back to your lodge and
feed you. Since they slept in your bed and
you did not ask any of them to leave, they
are now your wives. You are married to
these women according to our custom. I do
not want to hear a husband and wife
problem. They do not want a divorce, so
you must go with them or they may beat
you for dishonoring them and not attending
to their needs! Now, go to your wives and
attend their needs. We will speak after you
eat!
JOHN
You mean, just because I slept next to them
and never asked them to leave, then, I
married?
CHIEF KATLIAN
(smiling)
That's right! John, the Husband!
JOHN

Chieftain, I was light headed because of the
Gullu brew. I did not know that these young
maidens came into my lodge until I woke up
in the morning. I did not know the Gullu
custom. Do not hold me to this. I will need
time to know a young maiden before I
choose a mate and there isn't seven there
are eight!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Did you ask them to leave when you woke
up?
JOHN
No. I asked them what were they doing in
my bed. Then, suddenly, I thought maybe it
was I that was in their bed. Since, I did not
know the answers to why they were there, I
came here! Mootchee wasn't there to
translate.
Mootchee intercedes.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John. When either a Gwitchen or a human
go to bed with a female. It is not the right
place for a second male. My goodness!
Privacy is a must in a situation such as
this!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(secretly smiles after John turns
away)
It does not matter what you said, if they
have slept in your bed. I do not care how
you and your wives sleep. You never told
them to leave when they came into your
lodge. There is nothing to discuss. Maybe
your marriage to these maidens will teach
you not to drink so much Gullu brew! You
EO remember your words spoken last
night? They did and I do. You are their
husband Ancient One! And, according to
our custom, I do not want to hear any
husband and wife problems, so go attend
their needs before they beat you for not
listening to them!

JOHN
(shocked)
Oh, my goodness! I can't believe this has
happened! But, Chief Katlian there are eight
of those women! I remember jokingly
saying that a man could accommodate a
woman for each day of the week. There are
only seven days!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Mootchee, what is the word used to express
a day of celebration in the white man's
tongue?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I believe the word is called, Holiday!
One of the young new wives comes up to John and Chief Katlian.
TUESDAY
Our Great Chief Katlian. Each princess
decided to invoke our rights as a princess
to choose John as our husband after
hearing his offer last night. We chose to
sleep in his bed independently of our own
free will. His body offered us protection and
safety and a home. This first night, the
Ancient One was offered, but, did not chose
lust. This is a very honourable gift to a
woman as a wife. We made an agreement
that each woman would have one day with
our man. Today is Tuesday, my day, and I
speak for my new husband!
JOHN
Mootchee explain to Chief Katlian what
happened last night when I was asleep!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(giggling)
John, you were a single man. The
princesses are single too! Just as a single
Gwitchen has a right to present an offer of
romance, so to do you and they. I heard
your offer to the Chief regarding marriage. I
seen the maidens enter your lodge. And, I
heard no words from you for them to go

out. There are events in the lives of humans
that need no translation, if you know what I
mean! I decided it was more important that I
go to sleep!
John looks at Mootchee who is giggling with a frown.
CHIEF KATLIAN
There is your answer Ancient One named
John. You are married to the princesses
that I rename, Monday through Sunday and
the eighth Gullu Princess wife of yours is
your Holiday from the other seven wives.
All of this commotion awakens the other warriors and men. They were all
giggling and laughing at the situation The eight young maidens are
giggling with gleaming eyes on their new husband.
John turns and walks back into his long house. His eight wives
immediately follow him inside.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE - MORNING
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, JOHN, CHIEF KATLIAN, SNOWBALL, ONE-EYED
JACK, PEG-LEG PETE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE, HOOTCHEE)
John comes out of his Long House wearing clothes that are worn by the
human white clan of Sitka, which were given to him by Captain Red-Eye
and the others. He still wears a sword attached to his side.
Mootchee is right by his side as soon as he walks out the door ready to
translate as the need arises.
John walks over to his companions and the Chief who are sitting around
the communal fire.
As John sits, each one of his wives brings him a portion of his morning
meal, each with a wifely gleam in their eyes, as he talks to his friends.
JOHN
I wish to visit the colonial capital this day! I
want to see who these people are and how
they live.
CHIEF KATLIAN
This is one journey, that I shall not go on
with you. At least not yet. One of my Scouts
will guide you. Captain Red-Eye have told

me they must look for a ship to return to
their Northern homes. They will go with
you.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
You took my advice by wearing the clothes
of the human white man.
We don't to draw suspicion from those people. They're not very nice people
and live in greed. You're fair haired and skinned such as they are. Even
Snowball is mistaken for a white clan human. But, your mind, like
Snowball's, is different. It's best you dress as they do until you understand
their ways.
JOHN
I do not feel comfortable in these clothes
that I wear. I miss my White skins and feel
naked without my sword, dagger, mjollnir
and my horned helmet. At least for now, it
is best that I dress such as the human white
clan does. At least for now, but I shall wear
my sword!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
You look good and just like any other man
in today's world!
ONE-EYED JACK
I think its time we take John to the colonial
capital so he can meet the humans from the
white clan who now rule this land. There is
a new world for him to explore! We can
show him around before we leave.
SNOWBALL
The white humans will think he's just
another newcomer and traveller. This is
going to be a fantastic experience for John
coming from an ancient time to the present
day.
PEG-LEG PETE
Yes, I think John is ready to see and meet
the modern world. But, John what are your
plans with this new life you have?
JOHN

I am not sure except to start a new life. How
many years have I slept? 1,000 or more?
Where is Gimli and the rest of the White
Clan? Who seized me in the middle of the
night from the middle of the ocean and
why? The Gwitchen found some ancient
scrolls and maybe those hold the answer. I
know not! But, I am dedicated to teach
humans the power of the word called
Peace! This is my mission in life other than
starting a family and having a wife! This
new world creates a need for me to learn
much.
Mootchee talks to Hootchee.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Hootchee, it's time for you to be John's
guide. I am going to return to Volcano
Island and see how our new colony
construction is doing. Can you do this?
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Of
course I can Mootchee! Me and Bootchee
will share this honourable duty.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN)
Elder Smootchee and his Gwitchen colonists have just completed the most
beautiful Krystal Dome Palace. The Gwitchen workers are just hoisting the
large Krystal which was mounted on the edge of the Volcanic crater into
place on top of the Dome.
A beautiful double rainbow appears as a circular beam of light crowning
the
Krystal Dome just as the large Krystal is mounted on top of the dome.
There are four large entrances with paved pathways leading to the North,
South, East, and West. Above each door, is written the word Beautiful, in
the four different languages of English, Asgardian, Gullu and Russian.
The Gwitchen and their flocks begin cheering, beeping and squeaking.
Songs from the bags of wind play music of a project completed.
ELDER SMOOTCHEE

Our Gwitchen laborers are to be praised
this day! The Gwitchen sanctuary for all
creatures seeking peace in honour of the
last Peacemaker is completed according to
the ancient scrolls! We must have a feast
and dedication! Send Gwitchen
messengers to the Native Clan camp
requesting the presence of John, our last
White Clan Peacemaker lives!
A few of the Gwitchen hop on their Gumpee mounts and head towards the
Gwitchen fleet.
EXT. SITKA BY THE SEA - DAY
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, GWITCHEN, JOHN, KADLEK, ONE-EYED JACK, PEGLEG PETE, SNOWBALL, PROSTITUTEs 1 and 2, CAPTAIN KIPPI, CAPTAIN
BILLY)
KADLEK, the Warrior Guide, Captain Red-Eye, Peg-Leg Pete, One-Eyed
Jack, Snowball, and John are walking down the boardwalk into the center
of Sitka by the Sea. John looks up at the beauty of the mountains and
Arrowhead Mountain surrounding this beautiful village, and then his eyes
look across the straights to Volcano Island. The Gwitchen Hootchee and
Bootchee are following the group on their Gumpees.
JOHN
This village, forests and sea are a beautiful
sight to sea!
The five men take John on a tour of the town, as curiously looks at the
dress of the men and women in town scurrying about doing their
businesses of the day.
JOHN (CONT'D)
What are those tools that those of this
human White Clan carry?
KADLEK
Those are called rifles. The sound like
thunder and shoot metal like an arrow!
JOHN
That is a strange tool-weapon?
As the men came closer to the center of town, the Ancient One noticed the
vessels moored along the shore, the shops, houses, and even the church!
He
is
astonished.

JOHN (CONT'D)
I have not seen such a White Clan village
since the Clan of Peace began our journey.
But, the people seem to be not only White
Clan humans. There are different peoples
here too!
KADLEK
That is true! Our land was sold from the
White Clan which dwells across the great
Ocean to the North to another White Clan
from the South. Many people stayed and
live under the new rulers. Our land is now a
very strange land of many peoples!
As the men walked along the board walk, and as they were passing shops,
a house with FIVE WOMEN who are standing by the door catch the
attention of the men.
JOHN
Why are all of those women waving at us
and smiling?
Suddenly, two of the smiling women speak out at the same time.
PROSTITUTE 1
Hey men? Need a woman? It isn't a sin!
Just bring your money into the Kreek Street
Inn!
PROSTITUTE 2
What good looking men! Do any of you
have money for a bath and a date? My
name is Klondike Kate!
Hootchee and Bootchee start to giggle at the female remarks, as he
translated for his human friends.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
These are women that marry you for gold!
You give them gold and then you are
married to them for an hour or so. A man
receives a hot bath and all of his wife's
love. Then, after the hour of their wife's
love, she tells you to leave. Then you are
divorced! If you want to marry her longer, it
costs more gold.

JOHN
This is a strange custom! Hmmm. This type
of marriage might have benefits for a man
away from home!
PEG-LEG PETE
Oh yes, it is a great custom for men who
travel the sea!
SNOWBALL
I agree! There is nothing like a bath and the
touch of woman after a long journey!
ONE-EYED JACK
Back home, we have similar women like my
silly little Lily from Nome. Diamond Lily she
is and she was silly enough to extend me
credit for the benefit!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
The last time we were in the saloon I
remember her cutting off your brew and the
romancing too!
All of the men laugh, except One-Eyed Jack whose face blushes.
ONE-EYED JACK
I plan on paying her someday!
The Group continue down the boardwalk. TWO MEN come out a door and
begin walking across the street. The two men hold hands while they cross
the street. Then stop, give a kiss on the lips and walk in opposite
directions. John observes everything the two men are doing in shock, and
brings this to the attention of the others.
JOHN
What the....? Did you see that? Either one of
those men is really a woman or something
very strange is going on in this land. Those
two were holding hands and kissed like
lovers! I can't believe my eyes!
KADLEK
The Gullu have noticed this custom of men
being with men appeared when the white
clan of the South took power. It is legal
here. Women can do this too!

JOHN
(shocked)
What? Now I'm confused. A man can be
with a man and a woman can be with a
woman? How can these humans have
babies? Chief Katlian complains that a
woman can not be with a man, when she
decides she is of age to marry? Now I think
I understand his complaint! What a strange
land and customs that exist!
Hootchee and Bootchee start giggling at John's confusion.
John, Kadlek and the other men are walking along the boardwalk in town
right next to the fishing fleet.
JOHN (CONT'D)
I have never heard or known of these lands!
They construct their vessels in a strange
manner. They are not built like the Knarr,
but, none of these vessels are! Oh, how this
world has changed!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Indeed, ships don't need sails anymore!
They use engines powered by coal and
steam!
JOHN
Amazing. Technology is progressing.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Progressing? What do you mean?
JOHN
Ancient stories of Asgard my father told me
about! Never mind just stories of strange
powers.
Captain Kippi's vessel is still moored at the dock.
Captain Kippi surprises his former crew by walking up from behind them.
CAPTAIN KIPPI
There you four are! Desert my crew huh?
Half of your pay has been seized! My ship is
still here because of seamen like you!

ONE-EYED JACK
Captain Kippi, its good to see you! We were
meaning to talk to you!
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Out of money? Need passage back?
PEG-LEG PETE
Well, as a matter of fact. We could use a
ride back home, but we have little money
left.
CAPTAIN KIPPI
If I didn't need the likes of you, I wouldn't
give you the time of day! My ship leaves at
high tide. The pay for each of you is one
forth your normal share and eighteen hours
a day!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Come on Captain. That only gives us a
couple more hours in town. You didn't pay
us enough the way it was.
CAPTAIN KIPPI
Take it or leave it. It's a thousand miles of
ocean between Sitka and Hope. You can
always paddle a canoe home.
Captain Kippi walks away.
SNOWBALL
He doesn't give us much choice does he?
Maybe we should go have some ale at the
saloon and think about what to do!
A white man named CAPTAIN BILLY who is walking towards the group
recognizes KADLEK who is standing next to John.
CAPTAIN BILLY
Is that you Kadlek?
Captain Billy walks up to the group of men.
KADLEK
Captain Billy! It's good to see you!
The other men pause while Captain Billy and Kadlek share a brother hug.

CAPTAIN BILLY
I just got back in town. Who are your
friends?
KADLEK
Let me introduce everyone. Ancient One,
this is Captain Billy. He is from the white
clan across the sea but decided to stay
when the new rulers took possession of our
land. He trades with the Gullu. Captain
Billy, this is the ancient one who has slept
since time began. These other men are our
friends from the North.
CAPTAIN BILLY
Well, I don't know if I'm going to believe that
story without being drunk with some ale.
But, if you're a friend of Kadlek's your a
friend of mine. Let me buy everyone a
drink!
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
You took the words right out of our mouths.
We were just discussing having some brew
in the saloon. We would be honoured to let
you buy us some drinks.
ONE-EYED JACK
We sure would.
SNOWBALL
Let's go!
INT. SITKA SALOON - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN BILLY, BARMAID, CAPTAIN RED-EYE, JOHN, WALLAK,
GWITCHEN, HOOTCHEE, WALLAK'S FRIEND, CHIEF, KADLEK, ONE-EYED
JACK, PEG-LEG PETE, SNOWBALL, WALLAK'S SECOND FRIEND)
Captain Billy leads the men through the saloon doors.
He spots an empty large table which can accommodate the seven men And
leads everyone over to the table. Hootchee and Bootchee follow the
humans inside.
Just as the men sit down, a BARMAID comes over to the table.
BARMAID

What would you men like to drink?
CAPTAIN BILLY
Seven mugs and a pitcher of ale!
The barmaid leaves to fetch Captain Billy's order.
Captain Red-Eye starts discussing his and his friends plans to head north.
Hootchee and Bootchee begin the translations for the men. Captain Billy is
amazed by the strange double talk.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
John. I too am a descendant of the White
Clan. This is why I came to Volcano Island. I
haven't said too much to you, because the
people you traveled with spread through
the region. I am a descendant of Kvaesir.
My family stories indeed are 1,000 years old
with much distortion created by time.
JOHN
Kvaesir, the silent one! He had information
that only the White Doves knew about and
told me about the Gwitchen and gave me a
pouch of potion made from mushrooms
he'd found. What happened to him? He was
on my crew!
The barmaid ignores the men as she sets down seven mugs and a large
pitcher of Ale. Captain Billy hands her some money. The barmaid leaves.
Captain Billy begins filling his mug and passing the pitcher around for each
man to do the same.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
Our family history as told by ancient fathers
to present sons, is that our ancestor
Kvaesir came from the heavens to the
earth. He traveled on a vessel. Their
Captain was taken up in the sky to the great
Northern lights. When he awoke their ship
saw a double rainbow over a volcanic
island. Kvaesir stayed behind to find out if
the double rainbow was involved with his
missing Captain. My father brought me to
this island where you have slept. You must
be that man. My curiosity is complete. Our
family stories spoke of the Gwitchen too.

But, these little only just appeared and
before me, after all of these generations,
asking for my help. Coincidence or
destiny? I don't know. But, I am going home
to Hope on Captain Kippi's ship at high tide.
I wish you well, Ancient man named John.
CAPTAIN BILLY
Gentlemen before you start slurring your
words, and making double talk, maybe we
should be drinking some ale!
A group of men are standing at the bar drinking. One of the men is
WALLAK a new government official.
WALLAK
Hey, Captain Billy! Who are the two Squaw
Men and all your Squaw friends?
CAPTAIN BILLY
Now look Wallak, i just got into town. My
friends and i didn't come in here for any
trouble, so why don't you just leave me and
my friends alone!
Wallak and the crowd leave the bar and walk over to Captain Billy's table.
Wallak leans down in from of Captain Billy's face, as to be face to face.
WALLAK
I don't like Squaw Men or Squaws in my
Saloon! Do you understand? I prefer to use
them fill our quota of arrests! We might just
want to use you too!
CAPTAIN BILLY
This is suppose to be the land of the Free!
You don't own this place. So please leave
us alone!
WALLAK
We've heard some pretty strange words
coming out of the mouths of these white
people here. Just where are they from?
CAPTAIN BILLY
I don't know what your talking about!

Hootchee is interpreting everything said as it is spoken. John then asked
his Gwitchen friend to do something unique.
JOHN
Hootchee, when I speak, repeat what I say
back to me, in their language, so that the
second time I speak I will speak my
thoughts in their words. Will you do this?
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Yes. It is done.
WALLAK
(surprised)
What's your friend rambling about? I've
never heard that strange tongue in these
parts.
CAPTAIN BILLY
I wasn't paying attention. Now, please leave
us alone!
Suddenly, one of WALLAK'S FRIENDS who starts talking as he pulls
Captain Billy back in his chair where he falls on the floor.
WALLAK'S FRIEND Wallak, I
think you should have let me charge him
with disturbing the peace and destruction
of private property! What do you say?
John instantly whips his sword out and takes a battle stance and speaks in
his Ancient Language expressing these words, "I am a Chief of Peace. We
have spoken the three times in Peace. Move or I will lop your head off to
make a path!"
Kadlek who had taken the Gwitchen brew immediately understood the
warning.
KADLEK
No, John! No!
WALLAK
(stunned, sneering)
What did he say? Is he threatening us?
Someday, I'm going to get this man!

Hootchee repeated the words in this new language and John spoke them,
exactly as spoken by Hootchee, in a very stern, firm and loud voice, which
became intense, as he reflected their evil from his eyes.
JOHN
(angry and stern)
I am a Chief of Peace! We have spoken the
three times in Peace. Move or I will lop off
your head to make a path so we can leave!
Peg-Leg Pete, Captain Red-Eye, Snowball, and One-Eyed Jack get up from
their seats and step back out of the way.
Wallak and his men began to laugh at John's statement.
Captain Billy stands up and backs away from the confrontation.
Again John first talks in a strange language. The speaks again.
JOHN (CONT'D)
I told you we came in Peace and we will
leave in Peace. Now, clear us a path to
leave or try to touch me, as you have
touched this other man, White Man from the
Evil Clan!
WALLAK
(arrogant, yet, concerned)
Are you threatening us?
Again two languages are spoken, by John.
JOHN
We have come in Peace and we will leave in
Peace. I do battle if you don't know the
Power of the Word called Peace!
WALLAK'S FRIEND
Let's arrest him, Wallak! This man's insane
and loves squaws!
WALLAK'S SECOND FRIEND
(scared)
I don't think he understands what an arrest
is! I think Wallak better move back or he's
going to find out how sharp that sword
really is!

John place his second hand on the dagger secured on his hip as he walked
up to the man named Wallak. Now, face to face and eye to eye, John spoke
in a voice that reflected the hatred of this man named Wallak's, imposing
and evil ways.
JOHN
Move or die!
Wallak laughs, as he pushes John back.
Instantly, with the precessional swoosh of the sword, and a martial arts
twist of John's body, the sword streaks through the air, where Wallak's hat
is cut in half, exposing his trimmed hair like a crew-cut.
John takes a step back and returned to his battle stance. All done before a
man could blink.
Wallak's mind grasps what had just happened. He steps back fear.
WALLAK
That man almost killed me!
WALLAK'S FRIEND
Wallak, he didn't almost kill you. He warned
you to open a path so he and his friends
could leave. We don't want any one injured
here. And, I believe that if you don't move
or shoot the guy, he just might remove your
head. Damn, did you see the speed and
precision this guy has? It was like a flash of
lightning! Wallak you just got a hair-cut and
don't it!
WALLAK'S SECOND FRIEND
Let them go. There's always another day.
Wallak and his men step out of the path of John, Captain Billy and their
group who immediately leave the saloon without looking back.
WALLAK
You bet there is! I want to know who this
John is! We're going to meet again! Find
out everything you can about him. He's with
a squaw man so get a hold of our native
clan secret informer.
John places his sword back into the sheath attached to his waist as he
positions himself as last to walk out.

EXT. SITKA SALOON - CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN RED-EYE, CAPTAIN BILLY, JOHN, KADLEK, BOOTCHEE,
GWITCHEN, HOOTCHEE)
John, Captain Billy, Kadlek, Captain Red-Eye and his friends regroup
outside and just down the boardwalk from the Saloon.
JOHN
Hootchee and Bootchee, when we return,
whether it be you or me that speaks to the
Elders of the Gwitchen, we must give
warning. The Elders must be told that the
Gwitchen must whisper words of Peace in
the ears of all the humans of the colonial
capital this very night! I will not live in a
Land of Strife.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
It will be John. We will speak to the Elders
in support of your pleas. I did not like this
event that was brought on by those humans
from the white clan, either. It was to intense
for Peace to ever be! I mean to treat another
human, as if, he should not exist! How
cruel can these humans be? Men who are in
authority and control the land, acting like
this? Well, who would believe this can be
the Land of the Free?
Captain Billy is speaking to Kadlek.
CAPTAIN BILLY
I've got a date to pick up the lady named,
Klondike Kate. Thank your friend John for
his help. I will see you around Kadlek. Sorry
for what happened in there.
KADLEK
That's okay. You are always my brother. We
must go now too.
Captain Red-Eye begins to talk to John and say farewell.
CAPTAIN RED-EYE John.
You take care now. Me and my friends
are going over to board Captain

Kippi's boat for the trip North. Be careful
my brother!
The two give each other a brotherly hug. Captain Red-Eye leads the way for
him and his men back to Captain Kippi's boat.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Captain Red-Eye!
Captain Red-Eye turns around and sees Hootchee and Bootchee waving
good-bye.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN (CONT'D)
Say hello to all of the new Gwitchen colony
of Hope when you get back from me and
Bootchee, okay?
CAPTAIN RED-EYE
I will do that for you Hootchee and
Bootchee. Indeed, I will! I have my very own
little people now, back in Hope!
John puts his arm around Kadlek.
JOHN
I have seen enough of the white human clan
today. It's time to go back to our village.
John and Kadlek begin the walk back to the Native village with Hootchee,
Bootchee and their Gumpee leading the way.
EXT. KIKSADI FOREST - NOT FAR FROM KATLIAN'S VILLAGE
(JOHN, KADLEK, THE, WHITE DOVE 1, GWITCHEN, HOOTCHEE GWITCHEN, WHITE DOVE 2, BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN)
John, Kadlek, Hootchee, and Bootchee are walking up the mountain trail
towards Chief Katlian's VILLAGE when the two White Doves descend down
on John's shoulders and begin to tell him good news.
The group continues to walk up the mountain trail as they talk.
JOHN
Well, what brings you two birds here?
WHITE DOVE 1
We were told by the Seabirds who heard it
from the Ravens, who heard it from the

Seagulls, that the Great Gwitchen Northern
Fleet are preparing to set sail from the Land
of Rumbles to greet the last peacemaker of
the White Clan!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
This is great news! Have you told the
Gwitchen Elders?
WHITE DOVE 2
Indeed we have!
JOHN
I am honoured by this coming event!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John, how do you know what the White
Doves say when I never translated their
chirps?
JOHN
Hootchee, you have forgotten! The White
Doves are the birds of the White Clan
Chiefs. We have always known about the
Gwitchen, but, we kept it a secret. There are
secrets between the White Dove and me.
There are those humans who would not
understand the Gwitchen mission in life
and attempt to end a Gwitchen life! So, just
as you protected the Clan of Peace, we the
Chiefs, kept your secret, a secret of the
Kwee! It is the same between the White
Doves and me! Kvaevsir was the only
human hybrid that knew you exist and he
found out by accident when he ate some
strange mushrooms. He too, never told
another human. He only told his Chief,
which is me and I already knew. I'd just
never seen you before.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Then our secret was already your secret, as
you knew the secret of the Gwitchen before
we'd ever been seen?
JOHN

Don't worry my Gwitchen brethren. You
secret is my secret and my secret is your
secret as long as our secrets remain a
secret between you an me. I have concerns
about this new human white clan. The
human species has developed through
history in a strange way. I wonder if we
have made a mistake and it's already too
late?
KADLEK
In what way Ancient One?
JOHN
The Gwitchen!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
What do you mean?
JOHN
We have asked the Gullu to take an oath of
secrecy of Gwitchen existence and they
agreed. I feel safe with this decision, just as
the Gullu kept the knowledge of my tomb a
secret among themselves. But, this white
clan is a different breed. The Gwitchen
Elder's must be warned about who should
and should not know this secret Gwitchen
existence and take heed.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, JOHN, KADLEK, CHIEF KOWEE, SMOOTCHEE,
GWITCHEN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, HOOTCHEE, MONDAY)
Chief Katlian and the other Chiefs are sitting in counsel around an outside
fire. The native village is relaxed as John and Kadlek come back into the
village clearing through a forest trail.
The Chiefs express relief.
CHIEF KATLIAN
This day you have met the new rulers of our
land. What new experiences did you learn
from them.
JOHN

I smell a storm brewing in the air. I felt
Kadlek and I were being watched while we
were leaving town.
CHIEF KOWEE
Oh, the White human clan have secret
informants everywhere. That is their
custom. They have many strange customs
and laws which make no sense at all.
JOHN
Oh, I agree with you on that!
Elder Smootchee suddenly comes bouncing into the Native village on his
Gumpee with a group of Gwitchen and stops right next to Hootchee who
are standing right next to John and the Chiefs.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I decided to come myself and bring good
news. The Krystal Dome named Beautiful is
complete. Tomorrow we dedicate this
sanctuary to John, and the Gwitchen invite
the Gullu and John to Volcano Island for a
Gwitchen feast of peace!
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
As the Eldest of all Chiefs I accept the
Gwitchen invitation.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Indeed! The Gullu will be there!
JOHN
I am honoured. I will love to see this Dome
built as sanctuary in honour of those who
seek Peace. I will be there.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Hootchee and Bootchee, you are relieved to
go back to your homes on Volcano Island. I
will stay and translate for John.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Did the other Gwitchen tell you that John
got married eight times in one night?
Everyone who can see the Gwitchen and the Gwitchen too, start giggling.

CHIEF KATLIAN
Talking about wives. Here they come my
princesses!
All of John's eight wives rush up to him and each gives a hug and a
snuggle two by two in turn. One on the left side of him and one on the right.
John blushes.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Elder
Smootchee, the White Doves told us that
the Gwitchen Northern Fleet is about to sail
for Volcano Island.
ELDER SMOOTCHEE
Yes, this is going to be a historical voyage
where all of the Gwitchen clans will feast in
honour of the last White Clan Chief being
found healthy and safe!
John now walks over and sits on the ground by the Chiefs and Elder
Smootchee. He speaks his concerns.
JOHN
Elder Smootchee. I am worried about the
Gwitchen and I believe you should discuss
this issue with Elder Mootchee and the
other Elders. The knowledge of your
existence was known only to the White Clan
Chiefs. No other humans knew of the
Gwitchen existence during the ancient
times. This is not so today. Those of the
human clan may take your existence wrong.
Until today, I did not know so many humans
existed. There are many people from many
lands in the village named Sitka by the Sea.
As protector of your secret, I want
Gwitchen Scouts to find out everything they
can about the humans who inhabit the
colonial capital this very day. I need to fill
my skin pouches refilled with the Gwitchen
brew! Can you help me with this too?
ELDER SMOOTCHEE
It is done this very day!
One of John's wives comes up to him with some food and drink as he
counsels with the Gwitchen and Chiefs.

JOHN
Thank you. And, who are you?
The maiden begins to giggle as she finishes serving John.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
I am Holiday your youngest and eighth wife!
JOHN
I thought tomorrow was to be the holiday
for dedicating the Krystal Dome named
Beautiful. Why do you serve me today?
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Monday exchanged days with Thursday
which happens to be tomorrow. But,
tomorrow is a Holiday and I claim that day
for myself. And Wednesday wasn't feeling
well so she asked Thursday if she could
trade for next Monday. Thursday agreed.
But, I informed Thursday that since her day
was a holiday and she changed her day to
Wednesday, then I invoke my right for both
days, because holidays aren't every day like
Monday through Sunday.
All of the Chieftains and Gwitchen begin laughing at how confused John
was becoming.
JOHN (CONT'D)
(confused)
Okay, you're my wife today. And, your name
is Holiday. That's all I need to know. Holiday
would you please bring my bags of wind
out to me. I would like to play a song in
honour of my ancient clan, and the sorrow I
feel because they are not here with me.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Of course. I will be right back.
The young wife of John rushes into his long house and returns to him with
his ancient white fur bag pipes. John PLAYS a song.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CELEBRATION DAY

(GWITCHEN, JOHN, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, GUMPEES)
John, his wives, are followed by the Gullu Chiefs who in turn are followed
by their clans who are walking towards the huge Krystal Dome named
Beautiful, from every direction, which is a master piece of construction
even for the human clan. The Native Clans are in their Sacred Attire beating
the beat of the Sacred Drums and chanting sacred songs of Peace. Women
too, bring food for the feast to share with the Gwitchen.
The smell of food is the air. The Gwitchen have prepared human food as
well as Gwitchen food, for their human guests.
A procession of Gwitchen with their bags of winds, riding their Gumpees
fill the air with beautiful music and form a parade announce that John is
coming.
Gwitchen children, wives and husbands are everywhere lining the paved
pathways to greet all of their human guests and watch the processions as
the come into the center of the Krystal Dome. Gumpees and
Leekkapeekka's are abound everywhere bouncing up and down and some
rolling like a ball.
Suddenly, John dressed in his White Clan attire and weapons is seen by all
Gwitchen eyes. Everyone is gathered for the dedication of the Krystal
Dome.
The Gwitchen Council Elders wait at the Ark of the Covenant directly in the
center of this beautiful sanctuary.
The Beautiful Krystal Dome comes into sight for the very first time to be
seen by John and the Native Chief. All are astonished by the fantastic and
articulate craftsmanship of this huge beautiful structure crowned by a
continuous spectrum of the double rainbow.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(in awe)
Amazing! Absolutely amazing!
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
How could these little Gwitchen create
something like this? This is fabulous!
John waves at all of the Gwitchen as he passes by on his way to the center
of the Dome for Dedication ceremony. He looks up at the entrance and sees
the inscription of his ancient language "FALLEGUR" which translates on
another entrance, as "BEAUTIFUL".
John leads the procession down the paved pathway into the Krystal Dome.

INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, GWITCHEN, SMOOTCHEE, MOOTCHEE, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF
KOGWAANTON)
The procession of humans are amazed that inside of the Krystal Dome is a
park-like forest including streams, grasses, and trees, where the glass like
Crystal covering of the dome allows the light of day along with the
glittering of the double rainbow's spectrum creating a beautiful overhead
light show.
John, and the Native Clan procession arrive at the very center of the dome
where a large rectangular box of fantastic workman ship is mounted just
above the ground.
Seven Gwitchen Elders are standing on the box, where Elder Mootchee and
Smootchee now come forward. All of the Gwitchen colonists have follow
John and their human guests inside for the ceremony.
Silence. Gwitchen Elder Smootchee begins to speak.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN We
have gathered here, both humans,
Gwitchen and Aesir to dedicate the
sanctuary named Beautiful to John, the last
Peacemaker and White Clan Chief which is
built in his honour and for all others who
learn the power of the word called peace!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Below our Gwitchen feet is the Ark of the
Covenant which contain the Ancient Scrolls
that bring a warning for humans if Peace is
not achieved. We all must be like John, to
take time out of our lives to dedicate
ourselves to both learn and teach the power
of the word called peace. John, we honour
you and your mission. This sanctuary is
your home!
With those simple words, the Gwitchen bags of wind begin to play the most
beautiful music which echoes throughout the dome. Gwitchen and humans
alike begin to cheer and dance, giggle and shout for John to make a
speech.
John steps closer and climbs up to where the Gwitchen Elders are
standing. His wives gleam with love and honour for their new husband.

Silence suddenly fills the air as John is about to speak.
JOHN
I am humbled by the Gwitchen words which
honour me and with this sanctuary named
Beautiful which is dedicated to my mission
of peace. I have no more words to say then,
"Know and learn the power of the word
called peace!
Every one begins to cheer. The bags of winds begin to play and the human
Sacred Drums begin their sacred beat as Mootchee announces the next
event:
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Let the Feast of Peace begin!
All of the Gwitchen and their human guests being talking, dancing, eating
and being happy.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Chief Kogwaanton. Shall it be agreed that
we too, have a mission to protect the
Gwitchen and this sanctuary in the name of
peace?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
Agreed!
John's wives, come up to him and pulled him over to dance with them. With
four wives to attend to at once, while the other four wait, he didn't know
which way to turn when attempting to dance, so he followed each wife who
showed up before his eyes! It was the only way to go, when a man doesn't
know what to do!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - SCOUT LOOKOUT - EVENING
The Gwitchen Scouts on top of the ridge of Volcano Island, look down as
the dedication ceremony continues from day into the night, where these
new rainbows were seen as a Double Rainbow halo circling the Krystal
Dome.
The Double Rainbow emerges its power slowly from the Ancient Krystal,
that crowns the Krystal Dome named, Beautiful until the streams of colors
climbed through the air.
EXT. SITKA STREETS - LATER

(GOOTCHEE, WALLAK, TOOTCHEE, GOOTCHEE, TOWN'S PERSON 1)
Gwitchens Gootchee and Tootchee are walking the village streets listening
to the human gossip, Gootchee spotted the human trouble maker, named,
Wallak talking to another human on the other side of the street.
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN It
seems our whispers of peace in the
human ears at night are working. Peaceful
resolutions are everywhere!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I know that guy! Come on, Tootchee! That
is one of the leaders of this human White
Clan, that tried to start trouble with the
Ancient One. We may learn something from
his words!
Gootchee points to a human man. The two Gwitchen crossed the street to
hear this conversation of Wallak's.
WALLAK
We are having a private meeting this
afternoon, right after lunch. Can you show
up?
TOWN'S PERSON 1
Sure! But, what's the problem? Everything
has been very peaceful in town lately.
WALLAK
That is precisely one of the problems. Our
Secret Informer has more information of the
people we've intended to use for our needs.
Your presence is needed, if you want to
keep your job! And, you better tell the
others to come too!
TOWN'S PERSON 1
Don't worry I'll be there! And, I'll tell the
others when I see them on the street!
The two men parted, going their separate ways.
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
What do you think this is all about
Gootchee?

GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I don't know, but, we'll be there too! This
meeting can't be good, if the problem is
peace! Come on! Let's keep following the
human named Wallak. The two Gwitchen
follow the human named Wallak around
town.
They follow him in to one of the human buildings known as the Town Hall.
INT. TOWN HALL - COUNCIL ROOM - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, WALLAK, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, GOOTCHEE, TOOTCHEE,
TOWN'S PERSON 2, BAKKAN, TOWN'S PERSON 3, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
The Gwitchen follow behind Wallak to one of the rooms in the Town Hall. A
large group of humans were waiting about. From a side door, two other
humans appeared, as if leaders of the group. Everyone takes a seat.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(loudly)
Let the meeting come to order!
All the humans in the room immediately became silent. Tootchee and
Gootchee walk right up to where the speaker is speaking.
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Who's he?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I don't know! I've never seen him before in
my life!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Lately
I have seen some kind of change among
our people. The village has been peaceful.
Your quotas have not been filled. The
taxes on the people can not support our
positions of authority. We must have fines
and penalties. Many of your family
members ask for jobs to be created. We can
not create jobs if our village continually
maintains the peace. We have sent our
Secret Informers out to gather information
on people we've intended to use for our
needs. We have just told the men whom
write the news for our village to write
articles that support our concerns to

generate fear and suspicion of newcomers
and crime. They agreed to do this rather
than face being used for our needs.
TOWN'S PERSON 2
Zervog, there are only so many people in
our village. They may get wise to what we
are doing in the name of the law. My family
has enjoyed these last few weeks of peace.
Why must there be a quota? We have
already dishonored almost everyone in
town, at least once.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Did you hear that Tootchee? This speaker's
name is Zervog! Now we know his name!
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Yea, I heard it, but, I don't understand why
these men are arguing about Peace? This is
silly!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Well, let's keep listening to these humans
and maybe we'll find the key to what they
mean!
CAMERA ON Magistrate Zervog.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
The quota system is the law! It creates jobs.
Where are your children going to work, if
we don't create new jobs. And, how are we
going to create new jobs if there is no
crime? Even I, as the Magistrate would have
a shorter day, meaning less pay!
Wallak stands up.
WALLAK
One of our Secret Informers has news
about what has gone wrong in our village.
We finally have the report in my hands. It all
has to do with Captain Billy's friend. The
man's named is John. We have planned to
use him for a long time now. Our
information came from several sources and
is very accurate.

MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Well,
read us what you have on this man and
when came we pick him up? This will
allow the village to pay extra pay for our
men who run the stockade, just before the
holidays.
Bakkan who is sitting next to Wallak stands up.
BAKKAN
From the reports I have, this man named
John is very unique and quite strange to
say the least. We are still learning about
him and there are some conflicting stories,
but, we know he speaks at least two
tongues. The first language is an ancient
language. We don't have knowledge of its
origin or know what language it is. Other
reports say he has worn Ancient Viking
garments and even a head dress that made
from iron that has two horns. A while back
in the Saloon, he wore a sword. They say he
has the Power of the Word!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Are you serious? What do you mean the
Power of the Word?
BAKKAN
I presume this means that what he says or
writes, well, people listen to him!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Is that all you have? Wallak what is this?
We can't use this man for our needs
because he carries an ancient sword, and
speaks two languages. We'll look like we're
insane!
WALLAK
(confident smile)
Zervog, Bakkan is not finished with the
reports. If you think you might look insane,
wait until you hear what else is in the
reports. Go ahead Bakkan, tell him the rest!
BAKKAN

(laughing)
It appears that this man named John, lives
by custom and tradition, not knowing our
laws. We have learn that he is indeed some
kind of native clan man and is recognized
by the natives as such. In effect, he is too, a
Native Clan, except his skin is not olive, it is
white.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Is this all? We have others who are an
easier target for our needs, such as Kadlek
and the other Natives who do not
understand our ways and how we apply the
law. Send our informational gatherers out
and target them for prosecution!
BAKKAN
No Zervog, this is not all! Please let me
finish!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Okay But, it better be good and get to the
point!
BAKKAN
According to our reports, this John is
married to seven women in accordance
with the customs of the native clans. His
wives are named Monday through Sunday
for each day of the week. We are not sure if
this is bigamy or polygamy under the new
law. This is up to you! By using him for our
needs, we have seven others who can be
used too! This will allow for the creation of
new jobs. And, there is more! This John is
known to see little red people called
Gwitchens, after he makes a special brew to
create delusions which is substance abuse
by drinking this strange brew! Now, what
say you?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Are
you sure of your facts? Married to seven
women named Monday through Sunday,
Eh? Hmmm. I wonder what his secret is
for peace in that house? It would

not be bigamy, if it's his custom to have
more than one wife and they live in the
same house. That is polygamy. As for
substance abuse, well, there is no law for a
brew such as this and when people drink
brew at the local Saloon, they see all kinds
of things such as little red devils. That's
nothing new! But, bring me this some of
this brew, so I can see what it will do! Do
you know if he will come Peaceful or can
we create a few more jobs for a few more
men to bring him in by force? My wife's
brother needs a job!
WALLAK
(smirking)
This John, has no knowledge of what is
meant by our word, arrest. On the other
hand, he is not a man that I want to test! I
suggest we play it peaceful and just ask
him to attend. He threatened me with the
loss of my head. Once, he's in the stockade.
It will be too late! We got him! Our Secret
Informer says that this John is so gentle
minded, our charges will go completely
over his head, if he's asked to attend in the
name of Peace!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Okay
then, we have selected this man named
John and his wives for our needs! We will
reeducated them to believe they have done
wrong. This will justify our seizing their
valuables for our cause! It's your job to
work out the details, Wallak! But, the quota
must be filled to justify our pay and the
creation of jobs for our friends and
ourselves. If each man's quota is not filled
on the last day of each month, that man
will be replaced by a person who will do
the job and their family will suffer the loss!
TOWN'S PERSON 3
Magistrate, it seems our village is becoming
more peaceful. The voters may want a

change on the way we spend their money
for medicine instead of law.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(sarcastically)
Right now, no matter who the voter is, if he
does not meet our standard, he can not run
for office, so now, no matter which party
our citizens choose to vote for, the people
that are voted in, are our people! All of
these actions are done within the law to
expand our business concerns! This
meeting is adjoined, now go do your job!
The two Gwitchen turned to look at the entire group of people as they
began filing out of the room located in the Town Hall. It was then, they see
a man standing against the wall, cloaked in a Gwitchen sail making him
invisible to the human eye. It is Chief Kogwaanton! Tootchee and Gootchee
walked over to where the Chief is standing.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Great Chief what are you doing here,
cloaked with the Gwitchen sail?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
I came to see and understand these
humans of the White Clan just as you do!
And, I don't like the words that I heard and
are kept secret from the people!
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
We do not like this either! Do you know who
the Secret Informer is that provides them
with the knowledge of our secrets?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
No, I don't! But, just as you, I will find out! If
he's a Native, then he will be banished from
our Clan! Whoever it is linked to our clans!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
We must find out who this Secret Informer
is, if the secrets of the Gwitchen are being
revealed, it could affect our fate!
The Two Gwitchen scurry out of the Town Hall, with speed as never before
seen, by the use of their Gwitchen feet!

EXT. SITKA STREET - NEXT DAY - AFTERNOON
(SECRET INFORMER, WALLAK)
The Secret Informer appears on the street, as Wallak is walking towards the
Town Hall.
CAMERA ANGLE HIDES the identity the SECRET INFORMER who suddenly
comes out from beside a house and passes Wallak a note and a small
pouch like bag, as this secret person walked by.
Wallak takes the note and pouch, acting if no one had even approached
him and slips them into his pocket. A few steps later he stops. He pulls out
the note and reads.
P.O.V. OF WALLAK. THE NOTE READS:
"The ingredients you requested, are in the bag, which are the mushrooms,
roots, herbs, and bark that are needed to make the same potion, used by
this man named John. Be careful how you add the mushrooms, use just a
pinch of each one to the brew, then, add water from a stream!"
INT. TOWN HALL - CONTINUOUS
Wallak is delighted, as he rushes into the Town Hall and presents these
ingredients to the Magistrate named Zervog and hands the Magistrate the
pouch like bag.
WALLAK
(excited)
We've got it! We've got the special
ingredients for the potion! Right here in this
bag!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(certainty)
I've seen these mushrooms before! These
are dangerous! Those are Shaggy Mane's
and these ones are called Fly Agaric, or just
the Fly, because of all the specks on the
top! I don't think I will drink this brew! I've
seen enough!
WALLAK
Wait! Let me try this brew! What if this
potion really does enhance the senses to
see things that can only be seen in this
manner? I mean, the Owl can see at night

can't it? Maybe there are creatures that
really are created and the human eye can't
see! I can try just a little bit first!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I tell you those mushrooms are dangerous!
Do what you want! If you say there are
really little red men after tasting this brew, I
will believe you!
WALLAK
(firmly and curiously)
Okay, I will! Let me go get some water.
Wallak takes the Magistrate's pitcher of water and mixes it with the other
ingredients, as he reads the note which states exactly how to make the
concoction. He drinks.
CAMERA P.O.V. of Wallak's eyes becoming blurry.
CAMERA ON Wallak as he hold's and his stomach and groans with strange
like pains.
CAMERA P.O.V. OF Wallak's vision clearing.
WALLAK
Well, I don't see any little red devils. All I
see is you!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I thought so! You're lucky you aren't dead!
Are you sure our Secret Informer likes you?
WALLAK
To be honest Zervog, our Secret Informer,
had to be blackmailed just to bring us this
brew. No, I don't think this person likes me!
Why? Should I place a claim against the
Informer too?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Sure! Why not? If what this person gave
you is not true? I tell you those mushrooms
are dangerous!
Wallak makes remarks to the Magistrate as he leaves the Magistrate by
walking out of the office, and out on to the street!

WALLAK
I will go over to the Saloon and inform one
of our Officers of the Law to pick up our
Secret Informer with a claim of trying to
poison us!
EXT. SITKA STREET CORNER - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, WALLAK)
Wallak walks down the boardwalk, and turns the corner, when Wallak's
eyes suddenly see for the first time, little red people all over the place, one
by one and two by two's, standing by the feet of many humans who were
talking on the street and totally unaware of this Gwitchen presence!
WALLAK
(alarmed)
What the. . .? How can this be?
Wallak, then turns and rushes back to the Town Hall and into the
Magistrate's office.
INT. CITY HALL - MAGISTRATE'S OFFICE - DAY
(WALLAK, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG)
The Magistrate is sitting at his desk, as the door whisks open and Wallak
appears shouting on the way in.
WALLAK
It's true! It's true! There really are little red
men and their all over the place! Take some
of the brew and come! Come quickly! Your
eyes won't believe what can be seen! They
are outside and down the street! They are
red skinned and only as tall as your knee!
Their hair is black and it sparkles!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
You're crazy! Sit down until the effects of
those mushrooms wear off!
Wallak picks up the potion and hands it to the Magistrate.
WALLAK
No, I'm not going to sit down! Take some of
this potion! You will see them too! They are

all over the place! Please just take one tiny
sip! Please! You must see this!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
O.K. One sip! And, that's it! If I see
something else than what you see, then,
were having delusions! Is this agreed?
WALLAK
(excitedly)
It's agreed! You will see little red men! I
guarantee it!
The Magistrate takes a sip of the brew! He holds his belly as his belly
becomes sore and his eyes became blurred. Then, suddenly he could see,
just as before.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I don't see anything at all except you
looking silly!
WALLAK
They're outside and down the boardwalk! I
tell you, there really are little red people
running all over the place! Hurry!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(irritated)
Okay, we'll go for a walk! I need a break
anyhow! Let's go!
The two men left the office.
EXT. TOWN HALL STREET - CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK, GWITCHEN, GUMPEE)
Magistrate Zervog and Wallak walked out of the Town Hall, into the street.
The Magistrate's eyes see nothing unusual.
Suddenly, with a Gumpee hop and a Gumpee bounce, a Gwitchen, who is
standing on the Gumpee's head holding on to the Gumpee's horns, comes
bouncing into town, right in front of these two men's very eyes as the
creatures zoom by and on down the street before the Gwitchen could hear
a human scream!
The expression of fear crosses the Magistrate's face he screams as he
rushes back to the front of the town hall building.

MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(screaming in fear)
I'm having delusions of one-eyed monsters
and little red devils! I have seen monsters
before my very eyes!
Wallak still standing in the street, rubs his eyes in disbelief.
WALLAK
Wow! A Huge One Red-Eyed, Four-footed
Jack-Rabbit pawed, Puffball, with the bill of
a duck! And, one of those little red devils
are holding on to those two straight horns!
Zervog's right! This is either a delusion or
now there are two creatures, never before
believed! I think it's time to flee! I am
seeing a bunch of monsters, too!
With those words, Wallak ran back to the Town Hall too!
The two men race down the Town Hall corridor to the Magistrate's office.
INT. MAGISTRATES OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK)
Magistrate Zervog and WALLAK just get inside his office door and turns to
Wallak.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(scornfully)
Don't you ever ask me to drink that potion
again! That was a delusion! A little red man!
Huh! That was a Huge One-Red-Eyed
Monster with shafted horns and that other
creature on top, I don't know what that was!
WALLAK
(curiously)
Zervog, I saw the same thing! Aren't
delusions suppose to be different for
different people?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(scared)
We drank the same brew didn't we? How
am I suppose to know? I do know, that

before I drank this potion, the ugliest think I
ever saw was you!
WALLAK
(tense voice)
We both saw the same thing and if true,
then we've been invaded by these
creatures! This is an emergency situation!
What should we do?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG You
have a point there! And, they don't know we
can see them. At least not yet! I don't know
how long the effects of this potion will last,
but, we must pretend not to see them,
should they appear. We do know that if they
are standing out on the street listening to all
the human conversations, then, they know
everything that is going on! We must be
careful of what we do and say, but, the
battle of all battles has just begun today!
WALLAK
Should I go get the men and form a militia?
And, what about these second creatures?
We know nothing about them!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
No! We must form a militia secretly, when
all the facts are known. You must ask our
Secret Informer to give us more information
about these creatures. Be careful and don't
be silly! These little red creatures could
hear anything you say! We would be
defeated by the end of the day! Oh, I know a
way! Go up to each man and whisper in his
ear to come to my office immediately and
that this meeting is a secret. When each
man gets here, I will ask them to go into the
forest and retrieve all the different
ingredients that they can find, so we can
supply a militia with this potion to see these
little red creatures. If there are any of these
monster intruders following the villagers to
my office, I will know and change the

subject, so the creatures won't know what
we are up too!
WALLAK
(excited)
That's a good idea! I am on my way!
Wallak is about to go out the door, when Magistrate Zervog makes one
more statement.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
And, find out where this John is! We must
know where to go and when he is home!
WALLAK
It's done!
EXT. SITKA STREETS - CONTINUOUS
(WALLAK, SECRET INFORMER)
The Streets of Sitka are crowded with towns people going about their
business.
Wallak is rushing up to and whispering to each man he sees on the street.
WALLAK
(whispering)
Report to Town Hall, the Magistrate seeks a
secret meeting with you!
Each person spoken to leaves the conversation with Wallak, where one by
one, they casually proceed to Town Hall.
Wallak walks up by a lady and hands her a note. Her face is HIDDEN from
the CAMERA VIEW.
P.O.V. of Secret Informer looking down at the written request.
SECRET INFORMER
(quietly)
I will have the information in a day!
INT. MAGISTRATES OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG)
The Magistrate greets each man coming into his office by handing out his
written requests and a little speech.

MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
The town needs these ingredients which
can be found out in the forests for a secret
mission of peace. I need your help! Will you
do this for me?
Every person agreed to volunteer and immediately rushed out of his office
to perform this deed.
As the Magistrate met each man, each man was sent out into the forest to
fetch all the different mushrooms, herbs, roots, and bark of the particular
kinds that were needed. These men did so good that there were no
mushrooms left to pick. They brought all the ingredients to the Magistrate's
office and then went about their business. Not a single man knew what it
was about, nor was any man told about the creatures that had been seen.
At least not yet!
The Magistrate knew that a situation such as this, requires preparation and
surprise. This battle must be done in secret!
INT. STOCKADE - NIGHT
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK)
Magistrate Zervog and Wallak are preparing enough mystical potion for an
human militia to drink and see the little people. The Magistrate caps a last
bottle and hands it to Wallak to place with the other bottles.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
There! We've prepared enough of this
magical potion for the entire militia and
village! It's getting late and time to go
home!
EXT. SITKA STREET - NEXT MORNING
(SECRET INFORMER, WALLAK)
Wallak leaves his house. Not far from Town Hall, the Secret Informer
passed a message, and walked away. Wallak stops and reads the note.
THIS NOTE READS:
"The little red people, who are called the Gwitchen, whisper words to a
human while they sleep. They live on Volcano Island in caves, caverns, and
the hollows of trees! The creature with the huge red eye and two horns is
called a Gumpee and rode by the little red men, like a human rides a horse.
The Gumpee can only see at night! John is living in one of the lodges next

to the Chief Katlian's Wilderness Long House. This place can be found at
the top of Harbor Mountain. This is all that is known!"
INT. MAGISTRATES OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK)
Wallak walks into the Magistrate's office with the message. Magistrate
Zervog reads the message then crumples it up and throws it away.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
If these Gumpee can only see at night, then,
how come we saw the little red men riding
them in the day?
WALLAK
I don't know! Maybe these little red men
steer them with their horns!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Yes, of course! I saw the little red men
holding on to those horns where they
pulled the horns left, right, and pushed
them forward or pulled them back. That
must be the reason why they can scurry
about and still not see!
INT. SITKA STOCKADE
(BAKKAN, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK)
Magistrate Zervog, is directing Bakkan, and Wallak to set in place a strike
against the little people in Sitka.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Assemble the militia! Make sure you give
each man a taste of the potion. Tell them
the colonial capital has been overrun by
these little red devils. Make sure you give
each man a piece of cloth to place it their
ears, so they won't hear the whispers of
these demons. We must exterminate these
creatures as the protectors of peace!
BAKKAN
Once I give the militia the mystical potion to
see, I will tell them to pretend to see no
Gwitchen at all on the Colonial Capital

streets so we can surprise these red devils
one by one.
WALLAK
We can lure each Gwitchen seen, one by
one and two by two, into the alleys away
from any other Gwitchen's sight, where
another one of militiaman will be standing
to club them.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
That's a good idea! Spread the word, cloth
and potion one by one to the militia so the
creatures don't become suspicious. Go do
it!
Bakkan and Wallak rush out the door!
EXT. SITKA STREETS - CONTINUOUS
Militiamen are handed the potion and told to drink, as they are handed
cloth to put in their ears and explained what this requirement is all about.
The Militiamen set up positions in street alleys and corners, with clubs,
knives, and machetes, while the other militia men begin luring the
unsuspecting Gwitchen and flock to their deaths. There isn't a Gwitchen
alive in Sitka this night!
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - FULL MOON NIGHT
(GOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEE)
Elder Mootchee is waiting by the Entrance of the Krystal Dome as
Gootchee is exiting on the paved pathway.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Gootchee come here! I have to talk to you
secretly!
Gootchee walks up to Mootchee.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
What do you need Elder Mootchee?
The two walk together down the paved pathway to assure privacy.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

You must go on a secret mission this very
night!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Sure, if you say so. But, what is this all
about?
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
According to the Ancient Scrolls, there
would not live a Gwitchen or the Ancient
One, on Volcano Island after the Full Moon
had lost its light.
Hootchee expresses shock as the two proceed down the paved walk way.
CAMERA ON the backs of the two Gwitchen as, Elder Mootchee places his
arm around Hootchee while he continues his private conversation about
this secret mission, away from other Gwitchen ears.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN (CONT'D)
Choose those Gwitchen needed to start a
new Clan and leave this very night! The
Ancient Scrolls warned of thunderous
explosions and a ring of fire.
The two Gwitchen give each other a Gwitchen hug good-bye. Hootchee
immediately rushes off to perform his task without any further instruction.
The Moon light of the night, lightens the way.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -- FULL MOON NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GOOTCHEE, HOOTCHEE, GOOTCHAA, NOOTCHAA,
KOOTCHEE)
Ten little Gwitchen are scurrying secretly, one by one and two by two,
during the darkest hour, of this moonlit night, through the forest onto the
Northern beach of Volcano Island.
CAMERA ON A raft made of logs fastened together with Gwitchen twine
(transparent) and a Gwitchen sail (transparent), is halfway in the water with
some Gwitchen already on board.
Gwitchen Gootchee stumbles out of the forest brush onto the island beach.
He walks towards Hootchee as he sees Hootchee waiting on the beach with
others nearby in the boat.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Is everything ready Hootchee?"

HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Yes,
the Gumpee and Leekkapeekka are already
on board. Did you pack some of the
luminous mushrooms in your bags?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I got them right here!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Good! We are ready to go! My wife and
child are already on board. Tootchee and
his wife and children are here too! But, we
were waiting for you and Kootchee. We
have all our tools that we could pack lightly.
Do you know where Kootchee is?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN He
said he was coming too! I just don't know.
He was to be here at the height of the full
moon!
GOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
(curiously)
Gootchee what are we doing here? And,
why is this all done in secret, without any
notice to the rest of our Gwitchen clan?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Shush! We'll explain later!
CAMERA ANGLE ON Hootchee. Hootchee suddenly sees Kootchee running
towards them with his girlfriend, NOOTCHAA, as fast as they can.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
We'll give Kootchee just five more. . . .
There he is!
Kootchee just arriving with his girl friend.
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(shouting)
Wait! We're here, Hootchee! We're here!
Wait for us!
Kootchee and his girlfriend Nootchaa are right next to Hootchee, as he
introduces his girlfriend and explains why he was late.
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN (CONT'D)

(excitedly and happy)
(This is Nootchaa! She is to be
my wife! I couldn't leave
without her. She doesn't know
what this is about, but, she
agreed to come with me, as
long as she becomes my
Gwitchen wife!)
Kootchee takes his girlfriend by her hand and onto the raft.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(talking loudly)
(Everyone on board! The clouds are
covering the moonlight! Everyone is here
and everything is right! Tootchee and
Gootchee, pull the Gwitchen sail to the top
of the mast! It's time to set the sail!)
Hootchee pushes the raft away from the shoreline and hops on board with
the others.
NOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
Where are we going? I didn't bring anything
with me!
Kootchee places his arms around Nootchaa as she snuggles up to him.
She looks into his face and smiles a romantic smile.
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(softly)
I will tell you later. We have enough
provisions for you. If you are in love with
me it doesn't really matter where were
going, does it?
NOOTCHAA
- GWITCHEN Well, no, it doesn't really
matter but, oh well, I'll let you surprise me,
Kootchee.
EXT. SITKA BAY -- FULL MOON NIGHT -- CONTINUOUS
The home made raft of little Gwitchen and their flock sail around one of the
Northern islands, then turned East into the Peril Straights, which runs
between Kiksadee Island and its huge sister island to the North.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - SCOUT LOOKOUT - CONTINUOUS

(GWITCHEN SCOUTS)
The Gwitchen Scouts are looking down from the coned Volcano peak,
pointing to the beauty of all the forested islands that could be seen
silhouetted by the light of the full Moon.
CAMERA ON the Krystal Palace Dome, named Beautiful, that reflecting the
Moon beams, with a circular radiant double rainbow sparkling its colors.
EXT. NORTHERN SHORE OF KIKSADEE ISLAND -- SUNRISE
Hootchee and the Gwitchen with him, unload all of their flock and
belongings on to the shore.
The Gwitchen dismantle this crudely made raft to leave no proof that there
was ever a Gwitchen landing.
From the beach, the new small Gwitchen clan head inland using one of the
animal trails to walk deep into the forest.
EXT. SITKA FISHING FLEET PIER - FULL MOON NIGHT
(FISHING CAPTAIN, FISHING CAPTAIN ONE, FISHING CAPTAIN TWO)
The human militia begins to load cannons onto each vessel of the fishing
fleet and mount it on the bow of each vessel.
The militia now begin to board every human vessel for the human White
Clan invasion of Volcano Island. A Fishing Captain inciting the spirit of the
militia's need.
FISHING CAPTAIN ONE We
have to rid our land of these awful
creatures, in the name of Peace! Come on
men, get on board!
On another fishing boat, is yet, another Captain who is giving instructions
to the militiamen on his boat.
FISHING CAPTAIN TWO
Remember men that after the land invasion
begins, should you hear three cannon
shots in a row, return to the fishing fleet as
fast as you can! These emergency shots
will only be fired in case these demons
possess some unknown powers that could
cause a defeat. Run for your very lives!

EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - SCOUT LOOKOUT -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SCOUT 1, GWITCHEN SCOUT 2)
The Gwitchen Scouts positioned along the ridge, at the top of Volcano
Mountain, notice in the distance, the human fishing fleet is leaving the
village in the middle of the night and was lingering in the Sea around
Volcano Island.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
Look! The lights from fishing boats. The
human fishing fleet is preparing to fish!
GWITCHEN SCOUT 2
Strange! I have never seen the entire
human fishing fleet fish all at once and so
early before dawn.
CAMERA WIDE ANGLE on the calm waters lit by the moon beams of
silhouetted fishing vessels in the distance as they begin to disperse in all
directions.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - JUST OFF SHORE -- SUNRISE
Each of the human fishing vessels moves into position surrounding
Volcano Island, with a cannon aimed at each cavern and cave entrance.
All the vessels surround the island and are in place to begin bombardment
from their cannons.
EXT. KIKSADI FOREST - NOT FAR FROM KATLIAN'S VILLAGE -MORNING
(GWITCHEN, JOHN)
The Sun had risen with the crispness of another day.
John leaves his long house and begins to walk out in the forest where he
takes a bath in a small stream. Gwitchen Bootchee suddenly accompanies
him.
At the mountain stream, John is washing himself. Bootchee is laying back
on a rock waiting.
EXT. JOHN'S LONG HOUSE - NATIVE VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, GWITCHEN, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
John and Bootchee appear from the forest near his Long House.

Two white clan men with rifles are just arriving at his long house door and
begin shouting.
OFFICER OF THE LAW
Come on out of there, John!
OFFICER OF THE LAW
We know you're in there John. Come on
out!
John walks up from behind the men, with his Gwitchen companion
Bootchee and spoke, wondering what was all the commotion before his
home.
John's presence startles the two men, who turn around and face John, as
he speaks in his own language first, which is just rambling to those who
were not of his clan, then when Bootchee cues him on the translated
words, John speaks again.
JOHN
What is this all commotion in front of my
home?
All eight of John's wives come out from their lodge at the sound of his
voice creating a small crowd. They all gave their husband a hug, snuggle,
and a kiss as John stands tall and firm, eye to eye with these officers of the
law!
When Gwitchen Bootchee saw who these men were and heard their words,
he began to translate for John.
OFFICER OF THE LAW
We are Officers of the Law! There is a Claim
against you for marrying many wives. The
Magistrate asks that you and your wives,
come with us and talk to him about this
concern!
JOHN
(always speaking twice in two
languages)
I don't live in your village, nor do I know
this man, named Magistrate! What Claim
can a stranger have against me and my
wives? I see no reason to speak with him!
John noticed that these two humans carried those strange tools called
rifles.

Chief Katlian notices the commotion and rushes over to John.
OFFICER OF THE LAW
If you don't come with us peacefully we will
be forced to leave and come back with
more men. It is only a talk and you are
asked to bring your wives. We only come in
the name of Peace and will provide safe
passage for this journey.
JOHN (speaking to
Katlian)
I will prepare to go with these men and see
what this is all about. It should not take
long.
CHIEF KATLIAN
My entire Clan will follow you and come to
this meeting too! You are a man of Peace.
As long as I am the Chieftain of this Native
Clan, there will be no harm done to you!
Chief Katlian motions his Warriors to him. Chief Kogwaanton comes from
his Long house and joins the warriors before Chief Katlian. Only his
Warrior Lookouts remain where they are.
CHIEF KATLIAN (CONT'D)
This is my first time, since the Gullu battle
with the White Clan from the West that we
enter the human White Clan village of Sitka
by the Sea. The new White Clan may fear
our presence. We come in Peace, to watch
over John. Keep alert.
John turns and motions his eight wives to go back into the long house.
John turns and faces the two Officers of the law.
John speaks first his language,and then theirs.
JOHN
My wives shall paint their faces with beauty
and prepare for this visit to your village. It
won't take much time. I ask you to wait by
the campfire that is lit in front of the Long
House. We won't be long.
OFFICER OF THE LAW

I am a little curious by your talking two
languages. Why do you do this?
The two men nod in agreement with John's request and sit on some large
stones by the campfire to wait.
John escorts the two men to the campfire.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Your tongue is not the first language from
my mind. It takes time to choose the right
words.
OFFICER OF THE LAW
You seem to speak our language very well!
I speak only my tongue. I, now understand
the reason for the use of your two tongues.
I too, would do the same.
Bootchee begin to giggle at John's words.
John leaves the men and enters his Long House.
INT. JOHN'S LONG HOUSE - NATIVE VILLAGE
(JOHN)
John enters his lodge. He takes the sheath for his dagger and sword and
tied the attached strap around his waist. Then placed each weapon in its
covering. He grabs his hammer Mjollnir and straps it's belt around his
waist. Finally, he grabs his spear, with the white cloth attached.
John's wives follow him as he comes out of his lodge.
EXT. CHIEF KATLIAN'S NATIVE VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, eight wives, officers of the law, CHIEF KATLIAN, GWITCHEN)
John, with his wives behind him, walked over to the campfire where the two
men were waiting. Behind John and his wives, stood Katlian, his Warriors,
and all the people of Katlian's Clan.
JOHN
We are ready for the journey! Let us go and
talk!
OFFICER OF THE LAW

Wait a minute! You can't come with us and
carry those weapons. You must leave them!
JOHN
You said, you come in Peace and ask me to
talk with your man named Magistrate. I
agreed to this. You have come to this
village in Peace and yet, you carry these
tools called rifles. You are leaving our
village in Peace and yet, you still carry
these tools. I come to your village in Peace
and I carry my tools. I will leave your village
in Peace and I will still carry my tools. It is
you who came to me, and not I who came to
you. There is no need to worry as long as
your words are true, white men!
OFFICER OF THE LAW
All right! I understand. Bring your tools!
Chief Katlian turned to one of his Warriors and speaks quietly, one last
concern.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I smell a storm, in the air!
The little Gwitchen named Bootchee runs over to his Gumpee, who is
laying on the ground fast asleep. Bootchee then hops up on top of the
Gumpee head and with a little Gwitchen shake to the Gumpee horns, his
Gumpee wakes up. With a pull on the Gumpee horn, this Gumpee sprang
up, turned, and took off with a Gumpee hop, down the forest trail with
Bootchee leading these people to town.
The entire procession of people began the journey down the forested
mountain trail, then turned south on to the common pathway that led to the
Colonial Capital of Sitka by the Sea.
Along this walk on the trail, John's wives begin to giggle and whisper
among themselves. There was a secret among his wives!
EXT. SITKA STREETS - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
The two officers of the law escort John and the Native group into the
Colonial Capital village down the street leading to the Town Hall.

John's face expresses a sensed strange instinctual feeling, that something
just wasn't right.
Silence fills the air of the normally booming town. Katlian too, sensed
something was wrong and looks at Chief Kogwaanton with a suspicious
and concerned look.
EXT. SITKA TOWN HALL - CONTINUOUS
The two men escorted John and his wives into the Town Hall corridor.
INT. TOWN HALL COURT ROOM - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, BAKKAN, WALLAK, GWITCHEN)
John and the group led them into a large room, that has rows of chairs. A
table with a lone chair was positioned on a raised part of the floor in front.
Standing around were about ten people from the human white clan. Two of
these men, are Wallak and Bakkan.
John was asked to be seated at one of two tables before the raised table.
His wives were seated in the first row behind him. Behind them, sat the
Chiefs named Katlian and Kogwaanton, along with their Clans. Gwitchen
Bootchee stood next to John.
Wallak exits a side door that lead to the Magistrate's office.
INT. MAGISTRATES OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
(ASSISTANT, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, BAKKAN, WALLAK)
The Magistrate is sitting down at his desk when his ASSISTANT rushes in
with the news.
ASSISTANT
John and his wives are present. And, so is
the entire Gullu clan!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Good! Did you see any red people?
ASSISTANT
Yes! You were right! There is one of these
creatures in the room. And, another one of
those other creatures out in from of the
Town Hall. Everyone has the word not to

mention or acknowledge that these
creatures can be seen!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Fantastic! The Battle of all Battles has
begun! I shall take my seat and this trial can
begin. Introduce yourself to this man name
John as his Assistant to help defend
against our Claim.
Wallak and Bakkan walk into the Magistrate's office with smiles on their
faces.
WALLAK
Everything is working exactly as planned.
Our Secret Informer is here too! We have
all the facts about this man, so that we can
use him and his wives for our needs!
BAKKAN
There is one thing that is strange and that
is there are many people from the Native
Clans sitting as spectators of this
proceeding! We must be careful of what is
said, or they may be witnesses to this
event!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
It is better they are here! That is part of the
plan! There will be no allies for the little red
devils!
BAKKAN
There are a lot more people in the
courtroom,than you think, Zervog!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Great!
Let's this matter proceed! I believe this
man named John is so ignorant of the law,
that you just need ask him to enter a plea
of TRUE and we've won! But, remember,
we must make this proceeding last
throughout the day, so ask him a lot of
silly questions!
Everyone smiles, nods, and looks at each other in agreement with the
Magistrate's plans.

INT. COURT ROOM - TOWN HALL - CONTINUOUS
(ASSISTANT, BAKKAN, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK, JOHN,
BOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN)
Magistrate Zervog, Wallak, Bakkan and the Assistant walk into the large
room.
Spectators filled almost every chair and even stood against the walls for
this event.
Wallak and Bakkan come in, they sit at the second front table before the
front row, just opposite the table of John's. The Magistrate is sitting in the
chair at the table facing the spectators, which is raised from the floor and
stood high, for all to see, just who he was.
Zervog looks around the room. He sees many spectators for such an event
as this.
The Assistant takes his seat next to John, introducing himself, with a smile
and an offer of a handshake.
ASSISTANT
I am your Assistant to help you defend
against this Claim. The Magistrate will read
the Claim against you and then we enter a
plea.
John just looked the Assistant in the eye with a suspicious look, as
Bootchee translated what was said.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
John. There is something really strange
going on! There are no Gwitchen or even
people on the streets!
The Assistant looked into the direction of the Gwitchen Bootchee with a
dazed look. He could not believe his ears, but he could not let on that he
could see and hear this little man!
John replies to Bootchee out loud, causing confusion with the assistant.
JOHN
I too, am aware of this! The Gwitchen were
the first sights that I expected to see!
Something is strange!
ASSISTANT

What did you say?
The Assistant says nothing and looks away as if he had no sight of this
little red man!
CAMERA ON Magistrate Zervog.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I am Magistrate Zervog and we have a Claim
against this man named John. The Claim
states that John, from the village of
Issaquah in the Land of Illahee is married to
seven wives who are named Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. The Claim further
states that each of these women, snuggled
John, affirming him as their husband, on
the corresponding days of Monday through
Sunday. This Claim is defined as Polygamy.
This Claim adds that there are concerns of
taking substances that induce insanity.
What say you, man named John to these
pleas?
Even before the Assistant could offer a plea of True. Bootchee rapidly
translates what was said to John where John replies in two languages.
JOHN
Untrue to these claims of yours! Your facts
are wrong. We have talked enough! I am
ready to leave!
ASSISTANT
You may leave now, if you offer all your
valuables of Land and Gold to assure your
return. There are witnesses against you.
Your offer assures the Magistrate that you
will return to defend against this Claim at a
later date or we can proceed now. It is my
advise that you tell the Magistrate that this
Claim is True. The punishment will be less.
The Stockade already has prepared a place
for you and your wives!
Just as he finished his words, Bootchee translated everything that was
said to John. The Assistant faked his expression, by turning his head, to
appear that he could not see or hear Bootchee speak to John.

John ignores what was told to him by the Assistant.
John makes a statement out loud to Gwitchen Bootchee and waited for the
Gwitchen translation, so that he can mimic these words to speak both to
this Assistant and this Magistrate.
JOHN
Men who calls yourselves Magistrate and
Assistant. The Facts of these Claims are
not correct. I do not know exactly the
meaning of what a Stockade is, but, my
wives and I have a home. You ask me to
offer the Magistrate, my land and my gold
to assure that I defend against this Claim. I
do not live in your village and my customs
are not yours, nor do I present a Claim
against you for this. If the Magistrate
wishes to proceed and continue his talk,
then I will listen. Otherwise, me and my
wives are ready to go home!
ASSISTANT
(confused)
What do you mean that the facts are not
correct?
John does not answer the Assistant but stands up and speaks before the
Magistrate.
JOHN
I have entered a plea of untrue to these
clams. Your facts are in error. Unless you
have more to say, then hold your tongue.
My wives and I are ready to leave.
The Magistrate is astonished as he watches Bootchee translate for John
and speak his language. Zervog does not let on that he knows that
Bootchee exists.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG Man
named John, we are not done speaking. I
shall not hold my tongue. These
two people at the table wish to present their
concerns in support of the Claim against
you. Wallak and Bakkan are you ready to
proceed?

John notices two men standing by the exit doors firming their grips on
their rifles. Wallak stand up and starts to talk.
WALLAK
We are ready to proceed Magistrate Zervog.
As you heard, by this man named John,
from his own lips, he uses the term wives.
Are there not a group of wives sitting
behind this man? The answer is yes. More
than one wife is Polygamy. Our Secret
Informer is here and will also speak words
that tell us, this John drinks a potion that
alters a person's mind where they see little
red devils before their very eyes. These
issues are written in the Claim. It is true that
a Claim can be dismissed if the facts are
not correct or true, but, the facts are correct
and this man name John is before you!
Unexpectedly, huge rumbling booms echo in the air from far away and
outside, but are heard even in this Town Hall, but, this sound came from
outside.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - JUST OFF SHORE -- MORNING
CAMERA ON a huge burst of smoke from one of the fishing vessels with its
cannon pointed to Volcano Island, as the early sun beams bring the first
light of a new day.
CAMERA ON all the fishing vessels, as ALL of their cannons shot fire into
the sky! Enormous booms are heard in the distance from every direction
of Volcano Island.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON Gwitchen walking towards the Krystal Dome, who suddenly
appear shocked and scared and the ground begins to vibrate their feet and
thunderous explosions are heard from a very close distance.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND RIDGE - CONTINUOUS
The White Doves fly into the air and circled the ridge of the Volcanic dome.
The pair of birds take flight to the East and towards the Native village.
INT. COURT ROOM - TOWN HALL - CONTINUOUS
(BAKKAN, WALLAK, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, GULLU WARRIOR, JOHN,
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, ASSISTANT)

Magistrate, Wallak, and Bakkan ignore and did not acknowledge this
rumbling, that came from a distance.
Chief Kogwaanton whispers about this sound that was heard, to one of his
Warriors.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON This
sound sounds of thunder from a storm!
But, something still seems strange. The
sounds are to close together.
GULLU WARRIOR
We saw a foggy mist come from the West
and the sea this morning. What you say,
sounds true to me too!
John after hearing these words becomes angry.
JOHN
Know the Power of the Word Called Peace!
We came here in Peace and we shall leave
here in Peace. How dare you violate the
sanctity of my home and my associations,
with a Secret Informer! Who is the one who
makes a Claim against me and my family?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
You do not need to know this! Either the
Claim is Correct and True or it is not! Do
you have proof that this Claim is not
Correct and True? If so, present your
defense, man named John!
John stands up from his seat and looks at his eight wives.
JOHN
The wives of John shall stand up from their
seat!
All of John's wives stand up from their seats.
JOHN (CONT'D)
If the Magistrate would care to count the
wives of John, he would count not seven
wives but eight! Monday through Sunday,
and Holiday! The Claim states that each
wife affirmed me as their husband by
snuggling me on the corresponding day to

which they were named. As told to me by
my wives, this is not true. Each wife
expects special attention to meet their
needs. It was not my wife named Monday
who snuggled me on the day of Monday. My
wife named Friday traded with my wife
named Monday for this day, so my wife
named Friday could be the first wife of the
week to snuggle her husband. My wife
named Saturday expected to be the second
wife of the week to snuggle her husband,
so she traded days with my other wife
Tuesday. My wife Wednesday wanted to
soothe and comfort her Husband's sores
that he received throughout the week, so
she too, traded days in which to snuggle
her husband with my wife named Sunday.
Then, there was my wife named Thursday,
she had a tummy ache on the day which
was to be her day to snuggle her husband
and so she asked to take a Holiday. Since,
there was a claim for a Holiday by this wife
of mine, then my eighth wife named Holiday
claimed the day of Thursday as her day,
because it was a Holiday! Then, my wife
name Thursday felt fine on Friday, so she
traded her next day with my wife named
Monday, who's new day was on Friday, so
that my Wife named Monday could snuggle
me next Thursday and Friday, but my wife
named Holiday, asked my wife named
Monday, if she could have the extra day, as
a Holiday, because all seven of the other
wives had shared an extra day with my wife
named Holiday, so that each of the wives
have a turn to snuggle as least once every
eighth day! If you know what I mean! These
exchanges go on all the time between my
wives. Since I become so confused, and to
be fair with all of my wives, I just turn out
the lights and what will be, will be! I have
never seen which one of my wives, is the
wife who snuggles me in the night, once the
lights go out for snuggles and sleep! The
only thing that I can say, it that there are
snuggles, hugs, and giggles from one of my

wife's, on each of the nights of the week,
before I go to sleep!
The Magistrate expresses confusion about the facts. His face shows anger
and concern about the facts not being correct.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
We shall take time out for a few minutes of
rest. I wish to speak to the Assistant,
Bakkan, and Wallak. No one is to leave the
building. This meeting shall continue!
The Assistant, Bakkan, and Wallak follow the Magistrate out of the
courtroom and into his office.
INT. MAGISTRATES OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK, ASSISTANT, BAKKAN)
Magistrate Zervog and the three officials are standing in his office facing
each other.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I thought you said the facts of this Claim is
correct? This man named John is making
everyone look like a fool!
WALLAK
We didn't know he had an eighth wife! And,
why would he name his wives Monday
through Sunday, if he never planned to
organized the lives of his wives by these
days? I have never been married to seven
wives and I don't know how a man could
handle such a feat!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(talking to Assistant)
Why didn't you stand up and enter a plea of
True for this man named John, when the
time was right?
ASSISTANT
I was too astonished by the little red man
translating your words and before I caught
on as to be said, it was already spoken that
his plea would be entered as Not True. I
didn't know what to do!

BAKKAN
We can ask John to present his Certificates
of Marriage to these women to prove his
custom. Those papers will support our
Claim of more than one wife! Then, it won't
matter if our facts are not correct, there will
be a showing of Polygamy and that we are
right! He is so ignorant of the law, he will
not know, that we do not have probable
cause to intrude into his life! Then, we will
ask our Secret Informer to speak and affirm
our Claim. From that point, we have won
and we are done!
WALLAK
This is a great idea! We can also ask some
silly questions of this man. This action will
stall for more time!
BAKKAN
We do have one problem. Our Secret
Informer will not speak and reveal who they
are. It surprised me that this person is still
in the large room and has stayed after we
claim they will speak. If they do not speak,
then we have no Claim. We can expose
them by trickery to everyone's hate! Under
the law, we are not allowed to speak their
name, but, they will know who they are and
make the mistake of stating they will not
speak. This will be good for our business
and may generate a new Claim!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
You better be right! Because I will not be
made out to be a fool!
INT. COURT ROOM - TOWN HALL - CONTINUOUS
(ASSISTANT, BAKKAN, WALLAK, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, JOHN,
BOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN, SECRET INFORMER, MONDAY, BREVIK, CHIEF
KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
Bakkan, Wallak, the Assistant, and the Magistrate are back in their seats in
the court room.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG

We shall now continue this meeting!
BAKKAN
If this is the custom of John to marry eight
wives, then, let him show the Certificates of
Marriage to the Magistrate.
John is looking down at Bootchee for an answer to his question and better
translation.
JOHN
What is meant by Certificates?
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
That is a piece of paper, where you and
your wives state that you are married and
sign your name with a mark or personal
symbol that represents the persons
married.
JOHN
My wives and I are bonded and married in
the Spirit of love. Our word says we are
married. What you speak about, is just a
piece of paper! We have no paper such as
this!
The Magistrate became angry at this answer and looks directly at Bakkan
and Wallak.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
You mean there are no papers or
Certificates of Marriage in this matter?
WALLAK
Uhhh. I guess not!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
The Claim of Polygamy is dismissed and
removed from the Claim. We shall proceed
with the other concerns of the Claim!
John looks down at Bootchee.
JOHN
What does he mean, Bootchee?
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

It means, under his law, he does not
recognize any of your marriages, because
you have no papers of proof that you are
married, so there is no more Claim!
JOHN
I see! I told you my custom is right! Without
the white man papers, they will allow us to
be free and live together as husband and
wives. But, with their papers they do not
recognize our custom!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
It could be said, that you are right, Ancient
One!
CAMERA ON Magistrate Zervog.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
It is also claimed that drink a potion that
alters the mind. What say you to this Claim,
man named John?
JOHN
I say Not True!
CAMERA ON BAKKAN.
BAKKAN
Magistrate, We will have our Secret
Informer stand up and speak at this time?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Let the Secret Informer speak!
Everyone looks at everyone who is seated in the room, except John. John
only looks down at the top of his table, and then, over to the Gwitchen
Bootchee.
JOHN
Bootchee, it's a shame, what this person
has done in secret. The Secret Informer will
not stand up, nor will they speak!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
How do you know this Ancient One named
John?

JOHN
(quietly)
Shush! Hold your tongue, Bootchee.
Courtroom tension is mounting, with
whispers filling the air! Heads are looking in
every direction, seeking a clue to the
identity of who the Secret Informer is and
who is about to stand up. People again,
looked each other over, one by one, face to
face, and eye to eye, as the minutes went
by! No one stands up to speak!
The Magistrate becoming angry in his voice.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
It's clear to me that the Secret Informer
wishes to remain secret! Bakkan and
Wallak, is there anything else, that you
might have to say?
BAKKAN
No, Magistrate. Not at this time!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
The man named John may explain his plea
of altering the mind and seeing little red
devils!
John stands up again.
JOHN
I do not know when you were told of the
little red men. Since you do know about
them, I shall speak for them. There is
nothing to fear from these little people.
Their skin is red, as red can be! Yet, not tall,
as the tallest are only, as tall as a man's
knee. These little people are known as the
Peacemakers, because, they whispered
words of Peace in the ears of humans,
while the humans are asleep. And yet, their
bodies, the human eyes, can not see!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
What does this have to do with drinking a
brew that alters or enhances the human
senses? It is said, that you showed a form

of violence at the Saloon. Your brew may
have been involved in this behavior?
JOHN
If the Gwitchen do not exist, then, you may
say I am insane. But, I know of no custom
or laws of any land that makes insanity
wrong! The brew that I may drink, is made
from gathering the ingredients in the forest.
You speak of violence. This man before you
has never struck another man first. The
provocation came from the man named
Wallak! He does not know the Power of the
Word called Peace! I know of no custom or
laws that makes this wrong!
Bakkan stands up after hearing these words and coldly speaks.
BAKKAN
Are you telling us that these little red men
are not devils?
JOHN
(sternly)
Of course these little people are not devils!
They are keepers of the Peace and would
never harm a human!
BAKKAN
Are you telling us that you have no concern
if your neighbor believes in no Creator, has
many wives, and may be insane?
JOHN
I am telling you, that what my neighbor
does or believes is not my concern, as long
as he chooses to live next to me in Peace!
Do you not think that your God and my God
are not the same entity? It does not matter,
so long as we can live in Peace! So, I
guess the answer to your question is, Yes. I
have no concerns should a person chooses
to believe in no Creator or a Creator or
interprets his religion differently than I do.
Nor, do I care to involve myself in domestic
problems that are in his home. And, if he is
insane with silly ideas, well, it is better to

listen to him, than stand here and listen to
you!
The Spectators of the Court began to laugh at John's remark and look at
the officials as fools.
Bootchee looks up at John.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
These humans of the White Clan know you
stand beside me and translate their words!
JOHN
Are you sure?
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I am sure! The movements of the eyes by
the Magistrate, the Assistant, Wallak, and
Bakkan look next to the table where you
stand, too many times, and in a hidden way.
They hear my words from your mouth
before I speak, but, they wait for my voice.
There is no doubt in my mind! The only
thing they do not understand are my words
to you, that are not translated. This means
that they can see such as we! How could
this be?
JOHN
This means that these people have
knowledge of the magical potion and have
created the brew or the Secret Informer has
provided them some, before this talk ever
began.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(serious concern)
Maybe this is the reason that there are no
Gwitchen or humans in the streets! Could
there be Gwitchen in trouble?
JOHN
I don't know yet! But, we will know before
this day is out!
CAMERA ON Wallak and Bakkan privately discussing the next question to
present, then Wallak begins to question John.

WALLAK
(sarcastic)
And, what about their One-Eyed friends
with the long horns?
John looked down at Bootchee, just as Bootchee looked up at John.
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
How do they know about the Gumpee?
JOHN
(concerned)
I'm not exactly sure! But, I will answer their
questions truthfully. These humans do not
bring us here in Peace!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I know this too! I feel their hatred in my
bones! They only seek to dishonor and
steal your valuables for their needs!
John stands up and faces Wallak.
JOHN
The creatures that you speak about are
called the Gumpee. They are the most
gentlest creatures on Earth. The Gwitchen
ride them, just like humans ride horses.
They can not see during the day and must
be guided by the Gwitchen touch. The
Gumpee do not run, but do the Gumpee
bounce and the Gumpee hop!
Wallak turned to Bakkan and whispers.
WALLAK
He didn't lie about this! I saw the little red
men standing on one of these One-Eyed
creatures head. Maybe they aren't devils! If
this is true, then what should we do?
BAKKAN
(quietly)
I don't know, but the battle of all battles is
going to turn to a war, if what this man
named John says is true! Ask him if the
Native Clans know of these creatures and if
there is any alliance for their protection!

WALLAK
John, where do these creatures come from
and is there any alliance between them and
any of the human Clans?
JOHN
This is a strange question! The loyalties of
these little red men are with the human
White Clan of Peace. May I ask you where
your loyalties are? You take gold from men
in another land to make laws that have not
come from the minds of the people who live
in this land and speak of shameful
customs, unless the customs put gold in
your pocket. Are there no laws allowed to
come from our own minds and ordained by
our vote? Why can't you say, no, to these
men of power, who don't want our land to
be the Land of Peace, but known as the
Land of Police?
BAKKAN
Just what to you mean and what Clan is
this Clan of Peace?
John answered with a very strong loud sound of anger to his voice.
JOHN
They are the protectors and assurance of
peace, for White Clan Chiefs and Priests.
Hear these words, as if thunder from the
Sky! Know the power of the word called
Peace!
WALLAK
John there is no need for outbursts. Just
answer the questions. Who are these Chiefs
and Priests and where do we find this White
Clan of Peace?
JOHN
(firmly)
I only know of one White Clan Chief and
Priest. It doesn't matter for you to know
who he is, unless there is no Peace! This is
not a claim against me!

Magistrate Zervog senses something is going wrong by the tenseness of
the Spectators in the Court and the firmness of John as he announced his
defenses. The Magistrate intercedes in the questioning of John by Wallak.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Wallak, do you have any more to say? If so,
then speak, man named John!
JOHN
This land is the Land of Deception and an
Illusion of Peace! Your language is very
large and words are used with two
meanings to enslave and create hatred.
Replace your law with a more basic law.
Hear My Words as if Thunder from the sky!
Let the People, ordained by their vote,
become the Law Makers. I am here only to
plant the seeds in your mind that offer you
Hope in the name of Peace! Hear my words
as if thunder from the sky. Know the power
of the word called Peace. I am John, the last
peace maker and White Clan Chief!
Just as John finishes this statement, another rumble of Thunder echoed
through the air. The building shakes with a little vibration. Many of the
people look towards the door as a curious gesture of uncertainty.
John whispers to Bootchee, who is standing by his side.
JOHN (CONT'D)
These men have not mentioned the
Leekkapeekka. This means they don't know
everything. Hmmm..
WALLAK
(harsh and sarcastic)
Native people are calling you the Ancient
One named John? Are you telling people
that you're the same John as written in the
Great Book? If you believe you are, then I
think your insane!
John turns and looks back at the crowd behind him. His eyes stop at a face
of his wife, Monday. Her face turns red and then solemnly downward, after
John had looked into this person's eyes and into their soul.
JOHN

I know of no great book or of some human
named John. My skin is white, but much
paler than yours. My hair is white and my
eyes are blue. I am and I am not of this
world. I bring a warning to humans. Know
the power of the word called Peace. As, for
your Secret Informer I have these words. I
know who you are and I know what you
have done! Do not try to speak to me again.
In the name of Peace, I don't know you
anymore!
The Magistrate intervenes.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I have heard enough! The claims against
John are dismissed! Leave in Peace as you
came!
The spectators begin to cheer. John's wife Monday gets up and sneaks out
of the courtroom, as the verdict is read.
The Magistrate immediately gets up and exits through the side door to his
office. Bakkan and Wallak suddenly disappear somewhere in the crowd!
John notices this strange departure and the expression on his face is
concern.
John turns to Bootchee.
JOHN
You must ride your Gumpee mount with
great speed. Inform the Gwitchen Council
that I am free! Tell them the human White
Clan has the potion that allows humans to
see such as the Gwitchen! Please Hurry
Bootchee and be careful!
BOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I am off with a Gumpee bounce and a
Gumpee hop!
Bootchee immediately races out of the large room!
Chief Katlian and Chief Kogwaanton come up to congratulate the Ancient
One on his victory The entire crowd moves towards John to congratulate
him. The crowd is in a frenzy of excitement shouting words of victory and
delight!

A man instantly rushed into the large room, pushing through the crowd in a
distressful manner. It is Brevik.
BREVIK
Chief Katlian! Chief Katlian! I must speak
to you, now! Didn't you hear those rumbling
booms that sounded like explosions?
CHIEF KATLIAN
That's thunder isn't it? We have been in
here all day but our Lookouts saw a misty
fog and clouds that came from the Sea to
the West, covering Volcano Island this
morning. It sounds like a storm to me!
BREVIK
No! Chieftain! There's not a cloud in the sky
over this village of Sitka by the Sea! My
wife and I left in the late morning to visit you
at the Wildness Long House. When we
reached the top of Harbor Mountain, we too,
could see clouds over Volcano Island. But,
there is more! There was only one human
vessel moored in the Harbor! The fishing
fleet surrounds Volcano Island with
cannons shooting! When I rushed to town,
the streets of Sitka are deserted with no
people. We hear strange sounds coming
from the wind! The White Doves of Peace
have flown over our heads.
The two Chieftains look at each other with serious concern.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
The Gwitchen! Something bad is happening
to the Gwitchen! Warriors return to the
Long House, now!
CHIEF KATLIAN
My Warriors too! Return to the Wilderness
Long House!
The Gullu Warriors and their families rush out the doors out onto the
streets heading towards their forest long houses!
JOHN
(distressed)

The White Doves are looking for me! I must
go to Volcano Island this very instant!
Suddenly, everyone hears a loud bang from outside the Town Hall. Then,
another bang!
John, Katlian and the others tried to make their way out through the crowd
and into the street. They are slowed to a stop in the hallway leading to the
outside as it is filled with everyone trying to leave.
John and the Chieftain's finally make their way through the door of the
Town Hall.
EXT. TOWN HALL STREET - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, JOHN)
Gwitchen Bootchee and his Gumpee are fatally wounded, laying directly in
front of the Town Hall.
John raced out and kneeled at where Bootchee lay on the ground, with his
fallen Gumpee. Suddenly, from the air, as soon as John comes out, the two
White Doves of Peace fly down and land on his shoulder.
The Ancient One picks the little Gwitchen up and holds him in his arms.
Tears flow from John's eyes.
JOHN
Why?
People crowded around and looked down at this kneeled man named who
has so much sorrow on his face.
EXT. SITKA STREET - DAY
(BEEBEE, GWITCHEN, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD, THE, CHIEF
KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
From down the street, Krazybone, Beebee, and Klubhead come running
towards the Chieftains who stood by John as he kneeled holding his
lifeless Gwitchen, who was the first little red man to ever have his life taken
by a human.
KLUBHEAD
(shouting and alarmed)
Chief Katlian! Chief Katlian! We must speak
to you! One of our women was burned up in

her lodge by some of the human white men
this very morning!
CHIEF KATLIAN
What are you talking about?
KLUBHEAD
Some of the humans from the White Clan
came to our campfire on Volcano Island as
the Sun rose in the sky. They deceived us
by pretending to be friendly. We invited
them into the guest lodge to meet our
wives. These men brought much brew and
told us to join them to celebrate a new day.
When we all became liquored up, these men
began to fight with us and told us we
should leave Volcano Island. We told them,
no. When the two men began talking
between themselves, one of our wives
overheard the whispers of these men and
the Gwitchen name came up. They said
there were to be no witnesses of a battle
against the Gwitchen. Our wives knew that
the humans from the White Clan were not
suppose to have knowledge of the little red
men. So, she whispered to us to warn the
Gwitchen and she'd take care of these men,
so we left. On our way to the Gwitchen
Colony, we were stopped by a forest fire.
So were ran back to warn her that the
flames of the fire were spreading in all
directions. When we returned to the lodge,
it was already a blaze. We heard her
screams and pleas for help, but it was too
late!
This Warrior then lowered his head in sorrow, with nothing more to say.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Is there anymore information that you can
tell me?
BEEBEE
Through the door of the lodge, we saw she
was tied to a chair and was engulfed by fire.
Her last words were screams of terror and
that the humans from the White Clan

started the blaze after they liquored her up
and dishonored her. We looked everywhere.
These two men were no where to be found!
KRAZYBONE
We took the Long Boat to these shores, to
find you and speak these words of what has
happened. They burned her in her house
and the forests of Volcano Island has been
set a blaze. The island is covered with a
cloud of smoke. On our way here were
heard cannon fire and saw human white
clan vessels along the shores of Volcano
Island. When we reached the shores of
Kiksadee Island we ran to the Wilderness
Long House and our Lookouts told us that
you and our Clan had come to town! The
Battle cannons began at sunrise! We have
no word of the Gwitchen fate, but, The
Battle Of All Battles is going on this very
minute!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(angrily)
No! No! How cruel can these humans from
the White Clan be? These white humans
have a problem with their thinking with
respect to the Word meaning Peace. Won't
they ever know Peace?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
(angrily)
This White Clan has a black heart! How
cruel can these humans be? There is no
more Peace! My Warriors are to return to
the Long House, NOW! We must prepare for
War! This time we shall fight in their streets.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE STOCKADE - MOMENTS LATER
(GWITCHEN, HUMAN ASSASSIN)
The Human Assassin who had taken the lives of Gwitchen Bootchee and
his Gumpee, had immediately ran around the side of Town Hall and over to
the Stockade. He rushes in the door.
INT. STOCKADE --MOMENTS LATER

(BAKKAN, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, WALLAK, HUMAN ASSASSIN,
MONDAY)
The Stockade is the human headquarters. The Human Killer of Bootchee
rushes up to Magistrate Zervog, Bakkan, and Wallak are already inside,
with MANY OTHER TOWN'S PEOPLE.
HUMAN ASSASSIN
I have slain that little red devil and his OneEyed friend! I came here immediately after
my job was completed, just as you
instructed me to do! There were no
witnesses and it was easy to slip away with
all the confusion!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(confidently to the crowd)
Great! We have good news too! All our
vessels were in position and surrounded
Volcano Island in the middle of the night.
Just before Sunrise, our men went ashore
in small groups of two's to remove any
humans and started the fires that will
scorch the very earth that these little red
men's feet stand on. All the caves, caverns
and the hollows of the trees known to be on
the island were attacked at the same time.
Our Battle cannons were fired at the
entrances of these places first to cause
disruption and confusion. At Sunrise the
Battle Of All Battles had begun! I did not
believe that man named John for one
minute about those monsters being
creatures of Peace! HAH! There will be no
protection for these monsters that lurk in
our land, when our mission is complete!
Suddenly one of John's wife's named Monday races into the Stockade with
deep fear on her face.
MONDAY
We've got some serious problems! I don't
know how, but, John knew that I was the
Secret Informer! And, there is now some
fighting in the streets! Some of your men
got a Native woman drunk and burned her
alive in her own lodge! We better send for

help from the Land of Illahee, in case the
Gullu Kiksadee Clans unite as a Nation for
battle. I want safe passage out of here!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(shocked)
What are you talking about? How could this
have happened?
SITKA TOWN'S MAN 1 races through the garrison door into the Stockade
where this group is meeting exclaiming news to all.
SITKA TOWN'S MAN 1
I don't know what it's all about. I only know
that the Native Warriors are roaming the
streets ready to fight any man and they are
angry! As the Warriors were beating a
shopkeeper, they were complaining that
their Gullu Chieftain had told them to return
to their forest Long House, instead of
immediate revenge! I immediately ran here!
There were too many Warriors for just me
and I can't find any of our men!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(panic and fearful voice)
We are going to have a Native uprising!
Wallak, there was one boat left for me in the
harbor. You and the others go get some
provisions and take the boat down to the
Land of Illahee. As the authority here, when
you get the boat loaded with provisions, I
will have a Request for Help written to the
Naval Commander of the Great Union Fleet.
I am asking him for his Naval cannons and
militia. We are going to destroy this Native
Clan and its diversity once and for all!
Then, we shall re-educate them to submit to
our authority. I will write the Commander
that we are on the verge of warfare with the
Native Clan. Remember, every minute
counts, because your journey there and the
Naval Fleets travels here, are going to take
days and may even take a week before
events in our favor take place. This may be
too late, if the Native Clans attack the
Colonial Capital. Now, hurry and get ready!

WALLAK
You're the boss! We're on our way! Bakkan,
you're coming with me. And, I suppose our
Secret Informer wants to come too?
MONDAY
(vocal from concern to sadness)
If you leave today, then I'm out of here too! I
saw the hatred in those Native's eyes and
John knows I betrayed everyone! He looked
me right in the eye and told me, he doesn't
know me anymore.
EXT. SITKA STREET --MOMENTS LATER
(CHIEF KATLIAN, JOHN, MONDAY)
The Two Chieftains are attempting to control their Warriors and clan
members as the rage for revenge grows and the Warriors are shouting to
the chiefs for vengeance. The Chiefs raise their arms in a call for obedience
to their position. John turns towards Chief Katlian with a request.
JOHN
Will you see that my wives are safely taken
to my lodge? I need to use one of the Long
Boats to journey to Volcano Island. There is
no doubt in my mind that the Gwitchen are
in a battle for their very lives!
CHIEF KATLIAN
Your wives will be safe! Go with Krazybone,
KLUBHEAD, and Beebee. They will take you
to the Gwitchen!
JOHN
Thank you, my Chief!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(curiously)
You said, you knew who the Secret
Informer was! Who is it and how did you
know this?
John lowers his head in a sorrowful way.
JOHN
It was my wife, named Monday!

CHIEF KATLIAN
(angrily)
Monday? Are you sure? Where is she now?
JOHN
A husband knows the touch of his wife. As I
spoke about my wives at the meeting, it
came to me, that with eight wives, it
seemed that I could only remember being
touched in seven different ways and not
eight, even though they all took a turn for a
snuggle. For me to be fair with so many
wives and their changes with no light to see
whom was who, I never realized I was
missing the touch of my eighth wife, but I
sensed that something wasn't right. Then,
as I explained the wifely changes, as told to
me, I realized there was always a day that
was changed to accommodate Monday, so
she wouldn't have none of the days as her
day. This is not a wife! Also, I had never
mentioned the Leekkapeekka to any of my
wives. I knew that my Native wives may
have known about the Leekkapeekka, but,
this was the only knowledge that was not
known by my wives of the human White
Clan. My wives of the Native Clan had
sworn the oath of secrecy from the
beginning and even with the knowledge of
Chief Kog's cloak, they did not speak to
each other about this, even in the home. I
am asking you to take my seven wives
home for me and when you are ready to
take my wives home, you will see that my
wife Monday is already gone! Look around,
she is not with the others. From this day on,
I have only seven wives and Monday is now
my Holiday!
Chief Katlian looked around the crowd. He sees seven of John's eight
wives standing around him. Holiday through Sunday. Monday is gone! The
Chief turns to John.
CHIEF KATLIAN
What shall we do to her when we find her?
JOHN

Let her go in Peace! I don't know her
anymore and she is not my wife. She will
bear this shame on her conscience the rest
of her life! Chief Katlian, I must go know!
The Gwitchen are in need of this human
White Clan Priest. It is our Clan's oath to
them!
CHIEF KATLIAN
(confused and angry)
Let her go in Peace? You may let her go in
Peace, Ancient One, but those are your
words as a husband to a wife! I shall not
stop one of my Warrior's women from
revenge against this person for starting all
of this strife! We will speak later on this,
but, for now, Go! You must hurry! My
Warriors and I will soon follow you! We
must get our weapons from the Long House
and our lodges!
The three Gullu Kiksadee Warriors and John immediately head for the
Long Boat used by the Warriors. The human speed of paddling this vessel
was a battle speed.
Chief Katlian, his other clans people, and John's seven wives head back to
their lodge home.
EXT. SITKA SEA JUST OFF SHORE --MOMENTS LATER
(BEEBEE, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD, GWITCHEN)
John, KLUBHEAD, Krazybone, and Beebee manned the oars of the Long
Boat at battle speed towards Volcano Island.
Gwitchen bags of wind (bagpipes) filled the air with their battle scream
from everywhere on Volcano Island echoing out into the ocean seas as
faint calls for help!
John hears the faint calls for help.
JOHN
There is still time! The Gwitchen bags of
wind call for our help!
EXT. SITKA TOWN STOCKADE -- MEANWHILE
(WALLAK, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, MONDAY)

Wallak had returns next to the Stockade with a sea bag and suitcase
prepared for a trip where the Magistrate's boat is moored on the pier next
to the building.
Magistrate Zervog is already there with a hand written message, which he
gives to Wallak. John's wife Monday and some other people, are arriving at
this boat and walking the plank to go on board. Magistrate Zervog is
waiting by the plank with a hand written message, which he hands to
Wallak.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
When you arrive in the land of Illahee, give
this message to the authorities. Tell them
we need the Naval Fleet to aide us against
the Native Clans who do not know the
power of the word called, Peace.
Wallak takes the message, nods affirmatively, then goes on board the
vessel. Wallak turns his back and casts off the line.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - JUST OFF SHORE -- CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON all the fishing vessels, as ALL of their cannons shot fire into
the sky! Enormous booms are heard in the distance from every direction of
Volcano Island.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - SCOUT LOOKOUT -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SCOUTS)
The Gwitchen Scouts see the land down below exploding, from explosions
occurring everywhere, where all of the Gwitchen caverns and caves are
located around Volcano Island.
CAMERA ON P.O.V. of the Gwitchen Scouts on top of the Volcano Island
ridge of a forest fire as it erupts on the forested island creating a blazing
inferno and a ring of fire!
EXT. SITKA BAY JUST OFF VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
Two of the human fishing vessels notice strange looking ships moored on
the Western side of the island!
The humans fire their cannons at the Gwitchen fleet!
Every Gwitchen vessel of the Gwitchen fleet explodes right in the Gwitchen
harbor!

EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - SCOUT LOOKOUT -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SCOUTS)
Two Gwitchen Scout's faces express shock at seeing explosions and fire
everywhere and against their very homes!
The Gwitchen Scouts immediately began to blow their Bags of Wind,
(bagpipes) as the sounding of this battle that had just begun and carried in
the wind to warn all! They continue to play their warnings, while mounting
their Gumpees where they rush down the mountain to warn the Gwitchen
Council whose council was located directly in the center of the Krystal
Dome, of the human invasion.
The Gumpees faces too express fears of this commotion.
Gumpee P.O.V. of losing its sight as the sun rises.
The Gwitchen steer their Gumpees by pushing, leaning, and pulling on the
Gumpee horns as they rush down the mountain.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN)
CAMERA ON many parts of the island and Gwitchen who show terror on
their faces rushing away from the human's attack.
CAMERA ON many Gwitchen, Gumpee, and Leekkapeekka had been fatally
harmed or injured.
CAMERA ON many other Gwitchen men and women who are hiding
everywhere and for the moment, but show facial expressions of INTENSE
dread, PANIC, and INSTANT CONCERN for the safety of their family and
flock.
CAMERA ON explosions occurring everywhere!
INT. VOLCANO ISLAND CAVES -- CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ON the caverns and caves, where the injured little red men,
women, and children, are everywhere along with all of their flocks laying in
extreme pain.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN)

CAMERA ON many Gwitchen who are not injured, grabbing their bags of
wind, instantly sounding its warning to the wind, and rushing out of the
caves and caverns to make their way to the Krystal Domed Palace.
One GWITCHEN IN FEAR shouts warnings to everyone.
GWITCHEN IN FEAR
Let's hurry to the Krystal Dome Palace
named Beautiful! The Elders are surely
preparing a Gwitchen strategy!
CAMERA ANGLE DOWN on Volcano Island showing the forest fires
bringing new Gwitchen horror of the heat and flames destroying everything
as the fire spreads just behind some Gwitchen fleeing away and screaming
in terror, which was being heard everywhere.
EXT. NEAR KIKSADEE ISLAND MOUNTAIN PEAK -- MORNING
(GWITCHEN, GOOTCHEE, HOOTCHEE)
Gwitchen Hootchee looks back to the West and turns his eyes to observe
Volcano Island. There is a heavy gray and blackened haze covering the
island forest. His face turns very serious and grim. He lowers his eyes, as a
tear falls. He does not speak to the others or turns to look back again, as
he heads his clan further inland.
Gootchee turns around to see what Hootchee was looking at, as the
mountain peak afforded a spectacular view of the surrounding islands in
front of the human village of Sitka by the sea, including Volcano Island.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Look! There's our beautiful Volcano Island
wakening to another day, with a heavy fog
cover coming from the sea!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Don't look back! Just follow me! Come on!
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
Gwitchen and their flocks rushing into the Krystal Dome from all four doors
which lead to paved paths through Volcano Islands forests and hills, and
beaches, from the directions of North, South, West, and East.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN MOTHER, GWITCHEN HUSBAND, GWITCHEN
ELDER, GWITCHEN WIFE, GWITCHEN MAN, GWITCHEN ELDER 2)

CAMERA ON simultaneous shouting, screaming, and terrorized Gwitchen
from everywhere on Volcano Island, were assembling in the center of the
dome, to assist the injured, comfort the survivors, and hear the Elders
orders on what they should do.
GWITCHEN MOTHER
(crying torrential tears)
Where is my child?
GWITCHEN HUSBAND
Where is my wife? Has anybody seen my
wife?
GWITCHEN ELDER
What is causing all of this strife? What is
happening?
GWITCHEN WIFE
(glazed eyes, zombie like
speech, crying)
Where is my husband? No! No! No! Our
baby is dead! Where is my husband?
Humans attacked my family! They could
see such as we, and showed no mercy!
Where is my husband?
GWITCHEN MAN
No! No! No!! This can not be happening, but
it is happening! We must find a way to tell
these humans to please allow the Gwitchen
lives to be lived in Peace! The humans have
attacked the Gwitchen from the land and
from the sea!
GWITCHEN ELDER 2
A battle with humans has never before
happened in Gwitchen history! The Battle of
all Battles, has come to our land of Peace!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GUMPEE, LEEKKAPEEKKA)
Many of the Gwitchen are cut off by the heat of the forest fires. Other
Gwitchen are seen trapped by the island fires in numerous caves and
caverns.

CAMERA ON many little Gwitchen men taking their wives and children by
their hands leading them to the shores of the Sea. Some of the Gwitchen
also leading their flocks to the safety of the ocean shores and Volcano
Island's forest fire ravages the island in all directions.
The flames and heat now force those Gwitchen on the beach to take there
families and flock into the ocean waters for safety as they watch their
island home go up in huge flames from this forest fire.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN 2,SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN SCOUT &
MESSENGER)
In the very center of the Domed Palace is a huge rectangular box with the
inscription, "Ark of the Covenant", which is next to the Elder's council
table, where all of the Gwitchen are now assembling.
The Elders sitting at their council table nearby are hearing the stories and
trying to assess who were still alive and how much destruction to their New
Gwitchen Colony, as the reports began to filter in by the outbursts of so
many at once it sounds like a wild crowd and incomprehensible to their
ears!
Gwitchen 2 approaches Elder Mootchee and Smootchee who are sitting at
the council table and hands them a paper.
GWITCHEN 2
This is a new casualty list of our dead and
injured! The human bombardment has been
severe!
Elder Mootchee reads from the paper then hands the document to Elder
Smootchee. Their faces turn very grim.
Suddenly the two Gwitchen Scouts appear before the council.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
Our Gwitchen eyes saw the humans
shooting their cannons at the caverns and
caves! Their vessels have surrounded the
island. They sank the entire Gwitchen fleet!
They also set a ring of fire around the
island! And, just before we left, we saw
humans coming to the shores everywhere,
with weapons in their hands!

A Gwitchen Messenger with a document comes forth from the crowd
before the Gwitchen council. Confusion surrounds everything as
information is being gathered from the terrorized victims.
GWITCHEN MESSENGER
I bring a new report of who is safe, who is
lost and who is missing. Gwitchen
Gootchee, his wife Gootchaa and their
child, Tootchee, Hootchee, and Kootchee
are still missing! There are remains of many
fallen Gwitchen, Gumpee, and
Leekkapeekka everywhere in the caves and
caverns. It is unknown what has happened
to many of our Gwitchen who live in the
hollows of the forest's trees, but the ring of
fires rage because of strong winds.
Zootchee and his wife Zootchaa are here
with their children. Klootchee is here and
so is Pootchee and Pootchaa...
EXT. OFF SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, HUMAN CAPTAIN)
The human ships begin firing their cannons towards Volcano Island with a
continuous thunderous roar.
After the heavy bombardment, the ships dispatch small boats of humans
who land on shore and begin setting fires.
The human fleet which has surrounded Volcano Island reposition their
vessels by moving all of their boats next to shore!
The humans jump into the shallow water, from their vessels and walk on to
the shores of Volcano Island, with weapons that shoot fire, daggers, bows
and arrows, and even swords looking to kill any Gwitchen their eyes can
see!
HUMAN CAPTAIN
Remember we will watch the shores from
the sea. After your victory against the
demons return to the shores. If they
possess demonic powers and there is
defeat, then retreat to the Eastern shores! If
there powers are too great, we will sound
three cannon blasts. This is the sounding of
retreat for the entire fleet!

After the last human warrior from each of the ships was off the deck, then
each of the boats then returned to sea.
These human Captains then scoured the costal island seas where their
cannons killed and destroyed all those fleeing Gwitchen who sought safety
from the Sea!
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, MOOTCHEe, SMOOTCHEE, GWITCHEN ELDER 3)
The Gwitchen Council of Elders are in emergency council.
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
There is no doubt the humans can see us
now! We are the Peacekeeper of the Earth
and are not allowed to battle any creature!
Without our fleet, our destruction is near!
We may be able to stall for time, by
assembling our men with our bags of
winds. The sounds may scare the humans
back into the Sea!
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN I
propose that we first form a circle by
assembling our Leekkapeekka as our first
line of defense. They will bounce up and
down to distract the human invaders.
Behind them, will be half of our Gumpee
flock. Our gentle Gumpee lives will give us
time. Their lives will not be wasted, if one
Gwitchen life is saved. The next line of
defense is our Gwitchen men with our bags
of wind. Directly behind our men, will be the
second half of our Gumpee flock. In the
center of the circle will be all of our
Gwitchen women who will be surrounding
our Gwitchen Children. We must make sure
that each Gwitchen holds one of our
Leekkapeekka in their arms. In this way,
they can float for those who make it to the
sea! With this strategy we will draw all the
humans to one place on the island. Right
here! Our palace named, Beautiful has four
entrances pointing to the four corners of
the Earth. At the very instant, when the
humans break through the Gwitchen men's

defense, they will be tired and worn down
with their battle plans of genocide. It is at
this time, when every Gwitchen left alive,
will hop on their Gumpees and fan out in
every direction to the Sea! Those who don't
have a Gumpee, will run for their lives in
every direction to the Sea! It may be safest
to the West. No human would think that the
Gwitchen would flee to the open Sea
without a vessel. This is the only strategy
we have and this is they way is has to be!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN This
is true and a good idea! The Krystal Dome
will protect us from the ring of fire. The
humans can not advance through the
flames they have made. For the time being,
the Gwitchen are safe. Our strategy may
allow time for the Ancient One named John
and the Native Clan to arrive and push
these humans from the White Clan back
into the Sea! We don't know the answer to
this. Only the Ancient One named John has
the knowledge and power of the Double
Rainbow as told by the Ancient Scrolls. We
were not allowed to tell him this, for his
powers may only be invoked by instinct and
in the Hope that Peace will be known by its
sacred use. Our Gwitchen Scouts tell us the
White Doves flew into the sky, so our words
for help are on their way to John. The
distractions made by the Leekkapeekka and
the Gumpee bounce will let the sounds
from our bags of winds be carried through
the air, so the Ancient One will know this
Battle of All Battles continues with
Gwitchen life! There are close islands to the
North and South! There will be Gwitchen
survivors for sure! We could dream of a
Gwitchen fleet coming to our rescue, but,
that would only be a dream! It is too, late!
We have no other choice.
GWITCHEN ELDER 3
Why don't these humans know that the
Double Rainbow is the crown of the Creator
and his Emblem to humans for Peace?

MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(sorrowful)
It is said that Peace never lasts very long
with humans. That is why we were created
by the Creator. We are the Peacemakers
and the keepers of the Peace. The humans
from the White Clan that dwell in the
Colonial Capital do not know that the
Krystal Dome Palace has been completed
or the knowledge of why it was built. When
there militia comes, we can only hope, that
the beauty of this creation will keep it from
being destroyed. Maybe, the humans will
understand the sign of the Double Rainbow
and realize that we have sought Sanctuary
in this Crown and Emblem. I do not know,
until they arrive. But, I don't have much
hope, that Peace, is on the human's mind of
this White Clan!
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Chief Kog has told us of a trail that can be
found directly to the East. This trail allows
safe passage through the mountains. He
spoke of a people who live with the
Kariboo! There is no Gwitchen doubt, that
this route will lead to the Northern
Gwitchen Land, called Peace! Each
Gwitchen who makes it on his own or with
his family, should be told, that there are
many small islands in the Inland Sea! You
can island hop to the East, without ever
being seen by a human! If I don't leave from
here alive, then please, you leave here for
me, as I offer you my life! Remember when
either I or Gwitchen Elder Mootchee raise
our arm after our second line of defense is
breached, then stop playing your bags of
wind and mount the Gumpee for the run of
your lives! The humans will be come
confused when the bags of winds stop
playing! This strategy is a matter of
survival!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(WHITE CLAN HUMANS, GWITCHEN, GUMPEE, LEEKKAPEEKKA)

The humans of the White Clan are closing in on the Krystal Dome, as the
outer fires started by the humans in the forest blow inward. The gusts of
winds fan the flames and increased the heat for the little people out of their
homes.
CAMERA ON mass destruction showing every Gwitchen, Gumpee, or
Leekkapeekka, whether young or old, who is found in this human wave of
destruction is met with a fatal blow. The human White Clan's plan does not
allow for survivors.
An advance party of the human militia breaks through the fires, as some of
the smoke clears. The men spot the Double Rainbow dual halo, which
crowns the Krystal Dome Palace named Beautiful. The Double Rainbow
dual halo are beautiful spectrums of colored light in the sky just over some
of the burn tree tops!
EXT. SITKA BAY JUST OFF VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SURVIVORS)
The fishing fleet of mariners continue circling around Volcano Island,
where they shoot all of the Gwitchen survivors that they see trying to flee
by taking to the sea.
EXT. NATIVE CLAN WILDERNESS LONG HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN)
Chief Katlian and his Clan arrive back at the Wilderness Long House. Each
Warrior races to his dwelling and grabs his weapons.
The other Clan members rush up and huddle around Chief Katlian's where
with a wave of his hand, they knew this time there was something different,
but his people had prepared for. Every single clan member of warriors,
men, women and even the children rushes to his Long House and returns
to regroup with their Chief.
The children are carrying a stick or a knife, to stick in an Enemy's feet. The
women, are armed with knives, spears, bows and arrows.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(shouting firmly)
Our clan will never again know defeat, if
these humans of the White Clan decide to
not chose Peace!

Some of the Warriors begin the War beat on their Sacred Clan Drums. The
entire Clan races down the mountain trails towards the Long Boats, which
are pulled up on the shores of the island.
EXT. KIKSADI ISLAND SHORES --LATER
The Warriors are first into the boats taking their positions to row. Now, all
of the other Clan members swarm onto the boats, where the last of the
Warriors slide the boats deeper into the water, and hop in.
The Native Clan fleet was on their way to Volcano Island! An armada of
Warrior Long Boats that outnumbers the human White Clan vessels, five to
one!
EXT. OCEAN - SOUTHEAST OF VOLCANO ISLAND -SIMULTANEOUSLY
(CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
Chief Kogwaanton, leading his Native Clan War Canoes were travelling the
inland seas from the Southeast towards the NorthEast shore of Volcano
Island.
EXT. NORTHEAST SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND -- SIMULTANEOUSLY
(BEEBEE, GWITCHEN, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD)
John, Beebee, KLUBHEAD, and Krazybone scoured the waters for any
Gwitchen who may have fled to the sea, but saw and heard nothing. The
three hop out of their long boat as they arrive at the NorthEast shore of
Volcano Island.
Smoke is heavy in the air and the forest that was a forest before, was
nothing but scorched earth and standing burnt poles. The three express
shock.
The trio begin their search for the Gwitchen or to confront the humans from
the White Clan. John had his Sword of Wrath drawn in one hand, and his
ancient hammer Mjollnir in the other, as he leads the way.
JOHN
We must hurry! The Gwitchen will seek
Sanctuary in the Krystal Domed Palace!
John sprints down the forest trail that was now nothing but a path through
a charcoal studded land.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SKY - SIMULTANEOUSLY

The two White Doves are flying high above Volcano Island when they see
John and his two friends. The two birds of Peace begin to descend.
EXT. NORTHEAST SECTION OF VOLCANO ISLAND -MOMENTS LATER
The White Doves came from the air and again landed on his shoulder and
made chirps next to John's ears, when suddenly John nods to
acknowledge he understood these two creatures.
JOHN
(shouting fearfully)
Come On! The humans are advancing on
the Krystal Dome. We must hurry!
The three men began to run even faster.
ZOOM OUT in WIDE ANGLE showing these men had to run around the base
of the mountain on a path littered with burnt forest remains.
EXT. OFF SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND -- SIMULTANEOUSLY
(HUMAN LEADER 1, CAPTAIN)
HUMAN LEADER 1 from one the human fleet suddenly spots scores of War
Canoes heading towards their vessels and the war beat of the native's
sacred Drum The human vessel turns and heads full speed to warn the
other vessels.
The vessel pulls aside the first of the flotilla of boats.
HUMAN LEADER 1
You better warn the militia that the native
clans are on their way and its war!
The Captain of the second boat rushes over to his men. Two of his men
rush over to man the cannon. The Captain takes leave and rushes into the
wheelhouse.
This second boat speeds over closer to the other boats of the flotilla. EXT.
KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - MOMENTS LATER
(GWITCHEN, HUMAN SCOUT 1, HUMAN SCOUT 2, HUMAN SCOUT 3, FIRST
MILITIA MAN, SECOND MILITIA MAN, THIRD MILITIA MAN)
The first of the human White Scouts arrived at the clearing where the
Krystal Domed Palace majestically stands. The Double Rainbow is glowing

and glimmering with the spectrum of colors that streamed above this huge
Mansion.
The scouts are flabbergasted by this beauty before their eyes! The
beautiful structure stops their advance as they looked at the magnificent
sculptured marble columns and Krystal windows. The Scouts try to look
through the glass.
The men hear this unearthly and bizarre sounds that put chills down their
spines, which came through the air, as if, from every direction from inside
of the dome. The bags of wind being played by the Gwitchen.
HUMAN SCOUT 1
What is this place? Where are those
strange sounds coming from?
HUMAN SCOUT 2
Look at those colors that are surround this
place! It's the spectrum of the Double
Rainbow! I thought that appeared only on
the longest day of the year from the top of
the Mountain. What could power the
creation of those colors around this dome?
HUMAN SCOUT 1
I've seen the Double Rainbow before, but,
never have I seen a palace like this! And so
close to town!
HUMAN SCOUT 3
Look, there's a forest inside there! I wonder
when this was built?
HUMAN SCOUT 1
This is weird! Where's the entrance? There
has to be an entrance!
HUMAN SCOUT 2
I don't know, but, no Native Clan built this!
This building is gorgeous! And, look at
these stone walkways! I wonder who
designed it?
The Scouts start to walk around the Dome to look for an entrance.
The Scouts were joined by TWENTY MILITIA MEN, who had come from still
another direction. These men are amazed and astonished by the beauty of
this towering krystal palace made of both marble and krystal like glass.

FIRST MILITIA MAN
Come on! There has to be a door here
somewhere! We've burned the forest and
only those creatures that have been
burned, have we seen. The rest of those
devils must be in there! Let's go!
The advance team of militia men walked a ways around this huge circular
Krystal Dome, when they finally come to a huge double doorway, like the
ones constructed on Castles and Temples. The double doors were open.
Across the top of the door was a slab of Marble with the inscription,
'BEAUTIFUL' in their own human language!
SECOND MILITIA MAN Look!
This is written in our language! Those
sounds are even louder! What's causing
these sounds? I have never seen this
building before! This place really is
beautiful, and that's even the name of this
place! But, this place is eerie. I wonder how
they moved and sculptured these huge
marble columns. How come no one told us
about this structure?
THIRD MILITIA MAN
(suspiciously)
I don't know either! The forest must have
hidden this place. I've seen the Double
Rainbow before, but it came from the top of
Mt. Edgecumbe. I have never seen a Double
Rainbow stream around a building before.
This is really weird, but, the building is
gorgeous! Come on let's go inside! There
must be more! Or, this could be a trap! We
must be careful!
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - MOMENTS LATER
(GWITCHEN, FIRST MILITIA MEN, MILITIA LEADERS, HUMAN LEADERS)
The human militia at first cautiously enter the Krystal Palace. After the first
few enter, the rest of men rushed into the Krystal Palace, with weapons
ready.
There were no red devils in sight. The garden like look, along the stone
paved walkways, the inside of this Dome looked exactly like the forest,
except the way the plants, trees, shrubs, bushes, streams, ponds, and even

ferns were arranged. Even the path of the walkway was contoured to the
land, and was not always built in a straight line. This place really was
beautiful! The workmanship was magnificent.
The sounds of the bagpipes are echoing everywhere with musical screams
throughout this Krystal Dome, at a deafening tone. Not even the cloth in the
human's ears, stopped these sounds from being heard. Each man had a
scared suspicious look to their face in fear these strange sounds.
The men followed the pathway that led from the entrance towards the
center of this huge and giant dome of Krystal and glass windows.
The humans pushed forward along the path, in a cautious military manner
towards the center of the dome. The Gwitchen congregation with their
flocks are spotted.
The first militia man to spot them waves his hand to the others to fan out
and take positions.
MILITIA MAN LEADER
(quietly)
Fan out! I see them!
The militia fanned out into the brush and hid behind trees, taking positions
to surround these demons, in a human ambush.
The humans now crouched down and positioned themselves in hidden
positions, where the Gwitchen and their flocks were targeted in the
human's weapon's sights.
Suddenly those with their rifles began to fire bursts of rounds. Those with
the bows began to shoot all their arrows, and then those with Swords,
knives, and spears began to charge once the volley of weapons begin their
genocide.
HUMAN MILITIA LEADER
They're here! We see all of the monsters!
These monsters and demons have formed a
huge circle. But, there's a third creature too,
who's in front of the circled line. They must
be protecting the little red men! We've got
them surrounded and they haven't got a
chance. Aim your weapons. Aim for the
reds of their eyes!
The other squad of humans begin firing their weapons.
HUMAN MILITIA LEADER

This Battle has begun! Be ready for the
creatures to counter attack!
HUMAN LEADER 3
Fire!
Weapons begin to explode with terror and destruction, as these tools of
war are used against the little red Peacemakers, who stand proudly, in their
last option of defense.
The Leekkapeekka are bouncing up and down and so are the Gumpees.
Their squeaks and beeps are not the sounds of happiness as before, their
sounds were screeches, shrieks, and screams of terror at the sight of their
loved ones falling, one by one to the ground in a genocidal attack by the
humans .
The Enemy has already taken position in the brush, just on the other side
of the central circular walkway surrounding the entire Gwitchen colony and
flock.
The Gwitchen continue to play their bags of wind as loud and as hard as
their lungs could blow wind into the reed that changed the air from their
mouth into the musical screams.
This massacre begin with the first shots being fired where the
Leekkapeekka are first to drop, one by one. Then, the second line of
defense, the Gumpee who were bouncing up and down, offer no resistance
at all as they began to tumble to the ground. Those creatures that survived
a first wound, the suffering was short and these creatures screams of
injury are silenced with a second shot, once and for all.
CLOSE IN ON the first HUMAN LEADER 1, who has a puzzled look on his
face as the massacre continues.
HUMAN SCOUT 1
Something isn't right! Demons and devils
would come at us with a fury of a real fight!
These creatures let us take their lives with
no resistance at all! Just look at them! All
these creatures looked scared and
frightened. It looks like they even have little
red wives and children!
MILITIA MAN 1
(confused)
You're right! This is too simple! Other than
their screams of pain and that strange
sound they play, there is nothing being

done, by these demonic creatures. Why
don't they counter attack? Maybe they have
some supernatural or magical power they
plan to use?
MILITIA MAN 2
Yes, maybe you two are right! Those oneeyed creatures with shafts for horns, are
too ugly anyhow! Keep on firing! But,
maybe they could place some kind of witch
craft spell on us if we let them live!
The humans stop talking and keep on firing their weapons, along with the
rest of the other men! Then new human orders fill the air as those without
guns attack for hand to hand combat!
ALL MILITIA LEADERS
(at the same time)
Hold your fire!
The humans with spears, knives, and swords begin their attack, as the
Gwitchen's first and second line of defense crumble with death and
destruction. With the first and second line of defense destroyed with many
dead flock laying in the two circles of defense, the little red men are now
seen by human eyes. The human battle charge was on! The Gwitchen
began to perish by the hands of this human White Clan.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- MOMENTS LATER
The entire human militia arrives outside of the Krystal Dome where many
take positions outside of the dome by scurrying off the paved walkways
and into the brush.
Many other militia men began to cautiously enter the entrances from all
directions.
Gwitchen, Gumpee, and Leekkapeekka screams of terror are heard with the
sounds of the bags of wind mixed with gunshots and battle shouts.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- MOMENTS LATER
(MOOTCHEE, SMOOTCHEe, GWITCHEN, SURVIVING GWITCHEN)
The militia scurry off the paved walkways and into the brush. The new
militiamen move forward slowly, but out of sight and not in the open.

The surviving Gumpee, Leekkapeekka and Gwitchen who are still alive are
still standing in a circular position, defenseless, being slaughtered, while
waiting for an order to flee for their very lives.
The new human wave of militiamen began firing their weapons sporadically
at the defenseless targets, as not to hit the humans who are fighting hand
to hand. The bloodshed of the Gumpee, Leekkapeekka and Gwitchen is
nothing more than human butchery!
CLOSE IN on Gwitchen Mootchee who finally realizes the time has come for
Gwitchen strategy!
MOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The Ancient One must have been killed too,
or he would have helped. The human Native
Warriors are not here either! Our Gwitchen
fleet, caves and caverns are destroyed. The
human fleet with cannons patrols our
shores! We must flee individually, into the
Sea! It is the Gwitchen's only hope! It's now
or never!
Gwitchen Mootchee nods to Gwitchen Smootchee.
SMOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Your plan has worked. We have drawn the
entire human militia into one spot. Whoever
can now flee and survives has a chance! It
is time, as our losses are great and not a
moment to waste.
Mootchee and Smootchee raise one arm each, as the signal for the
surviving Gwitchen to mount any Gumpee available or run to the sea in
every direction!
Suddenly, the sounds from the bags of wind instantly stop.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
The human militias becomes confused when the Gwitchen bags of wind
suddenly stop playing. The humans cease fire showing facial expressions
of bewilderment.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
The Gwitchen knew that a Gumpee could hold four or five Gwitchen if the
Gwitchen held on tight! Instantly every single Gwitchen that could ride on
a Gumpee were standing sitting or hanging on with Each Gumpee carrying

four and five Gwitchen. With a Gumpee bounce and a Gumpee hop, these
terrorized little people raced on to the stoned paved walkway and out of the
Krystal Palace in every direction!
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, HUMAN MILITIA LEADER, HUMAN LEADER 3)
The Gwitchen start to flee en masse over running the advance position of
militiamen who have taken the Gwitchen strategy and this event wrong.
HUMAN MILITIA LEADER
It's a counter-attack! Resume firing!
The entire front line human militia begins firing their weapons again and at
the Gwitchen and Gumpee as they escape with a Gumpee hop and bounce
down the stone-paved walkway and out of the Krystal Dome.
HUMAN LEADER 3
Blow up that box those creatures are
protecting!
Sticks of dynamite are thrown towards the Ark of the Covenant. The box is
destroyed and the contents burn in flames.
The militia reenforcements are just entered the Krystal Domed Palace
appear bewildered, first as the sounds of battle ceased, then hear new
shots being fired.
Suddenly the human reenforcements just inside of the Krystal Dome doors,
see the Gwitchen racing out of the dome and out onto the stone-paved
walkways, trying to leave in Peace.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME EASTERN DOOR -- CONTINUOUS
The larger militia of humans surround the outside of the Krystal Dome, and
begin firing at the Gwitchen escapees on sight.
The Eastern entrance is closed by the humans taking up positions for a
cross-fire.
The remains of Gwitchen and Gumpees who have fallen trying to escape
pile high at the entrance. Not one Gwitchen, Gumpee or Leekkapeekka
make it through the door!
The few Gwitchen that survived, head back in despair for the Center of the
dome, where they hope to take one of the Western, Southern or Northern
routes to freedom and peace. They are being massacred.

EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, HUMAN MILITIAMAN 1, HUMAN MILITIAMAN 2)
Suddenly, three booms of cannon fire echoed through the air!
All of the human militias stop firing at the Gwitchen as they hearing the 3
boom retreat signal from the coastal fleet.
HUMAN MILITIAMAN 1
What is going on? We have these demons
and monsters on the run! They are defeated
and now we hear the sounds for retreat?
HUMAN MILITIAMAN 2
I don't know? That sure was the sound for
our retreat! Maybe, these little red men have
a secret weapon or there is still another
enemy that isn't being seen! We have to
spread the word for a retreat!
The human militia spreads the word to retreat and immediately the humans
head for the shores of Volcano Island.
EXT. AERIAL VIEW - VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
The Westerly winds coming from the Sea fan the flames of the forest fires.
These same winds bring heavier waves, thunder clouds approaching in the
sky with sporadic rain.
EXT. OFF SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
The human White Clan fleet sights an armada of Native Clan War Canoes
filled with Warriors, where each Native vessel is over 50 feet long, and
heading their direction and for Volcano Island.
The Native Clan Sacred Drums could be heard by the White Clan crews
manning their vessels, with the soundings of the Native beat for War!
The human White Clan Fleet echoes the three cannon retreat warning, as
all of the White clan ships take on new courses to head for the Eastern
Shores to pick up their militiamen before their men are counter-attacked
from the rear from these Gwitchen allies.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
A few of the Gwitchen, Gumpee, and Leekkapeekka make it out and
through the Northern, Western, and Southern doors.

These survivors head straight for the beaches where its their hope to flee
into the sea.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES -- CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, GWITCHEN)
John and his friends peer through the burned out forest, and now had the
Krystal Domed Palace in sight. The Double Rainbow halo is majestically
seen over the sanctuary.
John and his friends arrive at the North-East corner of the dome. John's
face is terribly concerned and grim, as he observes the desolation of
destruction and war against his little peace makers.
JOHN
Come on! We must hurry! The Gwitchen
bags of wind have stopped! The Gwitchen
are in deep trouble and we may be late, but,
I think I know a way to defeat these humans
of the White Clan! It might just be instinct,
but, it just might work, if there are any
Gwitchen left to be saved!
John and the others continue towards the Krystal Dome but see no other
humans or Gwitchen but, they hear distant firing of weapons coming from
the area of Krystal Domed Palace!
John and his party hear the three thunderous like cannon shots, but, had
no knowledge of this meaning. John looks up at the sky. Huge heavy dark
clouds are gathering overhead.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL --CONTINUOUS
John and his party arrive almost central between two of the path ways
along the sides of the Krystal Dome. The humans are not around this area.
The Ancient One, name John begins to scale up the outer walls of the
Krystal Dome. His three comrades follow him.
EXT. OFF SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
A mass armada of War Canoes are closing in to chase to capture the White
Clan fleet where the seas are becoming turbulent from the changing
weather of an oncoming storm.
CLOSE IN on one of the White Clan Captains as he views a massive Native
Clan Armada approaching.

WIDE ANGLE of another White Clan vessel firing three rounds from one of
their cannons.
EXT. SKY ABOVE VOLCANO ISLAND -- CONTINUOUS
(FISHING CAPTAIN)
Deep thick black Thunder Clouds rumbled in the sky and a bolt of lightning
streaked into the Sea.
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON the waves gaining height and the currents
began to show the fury of the sea immediately surrounding the White Clan
fleet.
FISHING CAPTAIN
We are heading for the Eastern shore to
pick up the town militia. The seas are
getting rough, and there are too many
Warriors and Long Boats about to attack.
Either by land or sea, we are no match for
so many!
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -- CONTINUOUS
Inside, the Krystal Dome there is complete chaos. The battle is still raging
on as the humans are still firing while retreating out the Eastern door by
deserting their positions that surrounded the entire Gwitchen colony.
AERIAL VIEW P.O.V. from the top of the dome looking downward as the
Gwitchen and their flocks disperse equal in numbers escaping out all four
doors, and the human militia deserting their positions to retreat out the
Eastern door.
CAMERA ON those Gwitchen and their flock using the Eastern door, are
being completely massacred.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL --CONTINUOUS
AERIAL VIEW of the Gwitchen and their flocks fleeing out the WEST,
SOUTH, AND NORTHERN Krystal Dome doors and heading towards safety
and Volcano Island's shores.
EXT. TOP OF THE KRYSTAL DOME -- CONTINUOUS
(BEEBEE, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD)

The Ancient One named John just reaches the top of the Krystal Domed
Palace, followed by the Gullu Warriors KLUBHEAD, Krazybone, and
Beebee.
A huge mysterious mystical prismatic crystal which crowns the Krystal
Dome. The men look at it in awe.
KLUBHEAD
What are you going to do, Ancient One?
JOHN
The Power is in the Krystal! Let me look
this crystal over! There is some secret to its
powers!
John as he scales to the top of the Mystical Prismatic Krystal.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Yes, it's there! Hurry, help me turn the
Mystical Prismatic Krystal. It must be
turned from the position of East to West to
an exact opposite position of North to
South!
John slides back down to the top of the dome, from looking at the top of
the Mystical Krystal.
Krazybone and the others began helping the Ancient One turn the Great
Mystical Krystal to a new position.
KRAZYBONE
What were you looking at and what is
turning the mystical krystal going to do to
help the Gwitchen?
JOHN
The morning Sun comes from the East. The
evening Sun sets in the West. This Great
Mystical Krystal captures the Sun's rays
and creates the Double Rainbow halo
around the Krystal Domed Palace. Don't
you understand its powers?
John and the four men keep pushing and pulling the Mystical Krystal into a
new position.
BEEBEE
Understand what?

JOHN
The Mystical Prismatic Krystal's Power! The
Double Rainbow's secret, is that, the Double
Rainbow is the Crown and Emblem of the
Creator. In its position as the Emblem of
Peace you see a Double Rainbow! This was
a gift to mankind. If the Mystical Prismatic
Krystal is repositioned in exactly the
opposite position from the Sun, the Power
created can destroy those who
refuse to know the Power of the Word
called Peace! It may be instinct, but, I know
I am right! I remembered that at the very
top of the Prismatic Krystal there is a hole
pierced deep into the Krystal. A hole large
enough to embed a sword or Mjollnir, the
mystical hammer of Thor! Just watch!
KLUBHEAD
Mjollnir? You have a name for your
hammer? Who is Thor and why is your
hammer mystical?
WIDE ANGLE ON the Double Rainbow gradually disappearing s the
Mystical prismatic krystal is turned to a new position by the men.
The Double Rainbow halo had completely disappeared by the time the
position had been changed.
JOHN
Yes, that's it! Now for Mjoll and the runic
prayer!
John scaled back up the Mystical Krystal again with his Mjollnir in hand.
At the top of the Mystical Prismatic Krystal, John places Mjollnir's handle
down into the hole which is at the very top of the krystal prism. John slides
down the side of the Great Prism.
CLOSE IN on John as he kneels and speaks a secret prayer.
JOHN (CONT'D)
(quietly)
With the power give Mjollnir by the energies
of Yggdrasil, do I invoke the power of the
Creator's emblem to create Peace!
John stands up.

JOHN (CONT'D)
Come on! Let's get down from here! Either
the Power of the Krystal will work or there
is no hope left, except that we battle these
humans from the White Clan with our bare
hands! The lives of my Gwitchen shall not
be in vain!
The Natives appear dumbfounded.
John and these Native Warriors scaled back down the dome walls to the
ground. Once on the ground the four rush from the Northeast corner of
Krystal Dome's entrances towards the Eastern door.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME EASTERN DOOR --CONTINUOUS
The last of the humans from the White Clan had just stepped out through
the door of the Krystal Domed Palace and rush towards the Eastern shore
to the waiting vessels.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL --CONTINUOUS
(BEEBEE, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD, GWITCHEN)
John, KLUBHEAD, Krazybone, and Beebee rush into to the Krystal Dome
and rush to the circular walkway that circled the entire Krystal Dome
Palace.
Dead Gwitchen and their flocks are massacred everywhere. Not one live
peacemaker is seen.
CLOSE IN on John's face, as tears come to John's eyes.
John and his group head towards one of the Krystal Dome's doors.
JOHN
Come on. There has to be survivors! There
just has to be! Let's search the entire island
for our little peacemakers!
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, KRAZYBONE)
John and his friends, exit the door and begin to walk towards the shores.
Thunder rumbles loud and deafening to their human ears. All four cover
their ears with their hands.

John and his comrades turn and look back at the top of the Krystal Dome.
A streak of crackling lightning rips from the dark thunder clouds in the Sky,
striking the embedded Mjollnir at the top of Mystical Prismatic Krystal.
JOHN
Quick, cover your eyes!
John and his Native friends turn a way from the huge lightning bolt striking
the prismatic krystal on top of the dome and cover their eyes. John held
one arm up while hiding his eyes by covering them with the other arm
crossed over his face.
The Mystical Prismatic Krystal lit up in a spectrum of colors, then, blinding
lights streaked through the Krystal Domed Palace walls, enveloping the
entire Krystal Palace and lighting this creation up as bright as the Sun!
Huge explosions of lightning streaks emerges in all directions from the
prismatic krystal. Just as all four men uncover their eyes, Mjollnir flies
threw the air and right into John's outreached hand.
His three friends are shocked by observing the magical hammer on its own,
thrust itself back into the outreached hand of John.
KRAZYBONE
Your hammer is magical! How did you do
this?
JOHN
My father gave Mjollnir to me. He said it
belonged to a great warrior named Thor and
had magical powers given to it from our
Creator. Even I don't know all of the powers
which Mjollnir possesses.
John's face was grim, where there was only silence in the air.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - EASTERN SHORE -SIMULTANEOUSLY
All the humans who were running along the trails and paths in retreat for
the Eastern Shore, and the safety of their ships, were suddenly blinded by
the unleashed power of streaking lightning bolts through the air in every
direction, from the direction of the Krystal Dome, as they looked up.
The extreme light suddenly blinded them where they lost their sight for a
few moments. They came to a stop, scared that they could not see, where
they ran into trees and each other for these few moments of blinded terror.

Once their sights are restored, the human militia now runs in terror of
losing their lives by this unleashed power!
EXT. OFF SHORE OF VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON streaks of bright white lights, as if lightning
bolts, blasting out from the Mystical Prismatic Krystal and striking the
water everywhere, right before the bow of every single vessel around the
shores of Volcano Island, including the Long Boats of the Native Clans!
The water explodes on impact, as if a Great Whale had breached from the
Sea! All seafarers are at first dazed by this show of strength that came from
the unknown!
Those seafarers on the vessels, saw these streaks of light, stream from the
top of the Dome, as if a beam, that lit up the sky! Then, suddenly, these
very same humans were blinded by the flash before their eyes, and
momentarily lost their sight.
All of the human boats both White Clan and Native Clan stop.
EXT. SHORES OF VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SURVIVORS)
A few surviving Gwitchen hiding next to the trees that touch the shoreline,
have expressions of anguish and grief across their hopeless faces where
many are wounded.
Streaks of flashing light cross the sky which catches the attention of their
eyes. The little people watch these laser like blasts target the human ships
with bolts of white lightning which blasts huge columns of water before the
human boats.
All of the surviving Gwitchen faces brighten with hope.
SURVIVING GWITCHEN
The Ancient One has finally arrived! Peace
is restored!
With those words the Gwitchen survivors begin to cry with streams of
tears, hugging each other with new hope.
The Gwitchen survivors turn around and begin the walk back to the Krystal
Dome Palace named Beautiful.
EXT. INLAND SEAS AROUND VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS

CAMERA AERIAL VIEW of other Gwitchen who had fled to the sea, holding
on to their Leekkapeekka flock as if a life preserver, and still paddling out
further into the sea, where they never look back at the grief left behind!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
CAMERA ZOOM ACROSS AERIAL VIEW of Volcano Island showing a rain
soaked island whose former forest is blackened with darkened earth and
littered by burnt trees fallen and standing trees where the fire is out, but
there are still smoldering areas. Only the Krystal Dome and its beautiful
enclosed garden-like forest remain intact with the brilliant Double Rainbow
halo crowning this masterpiece of architecture.
The White Clan fishing boats and Native Clan Long boats can be seen in
the distance, scattered and in various groups around the seas surrounding
the island.
EXT. INLAND SEAS AROUND VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, NATIVE WARRIOR)
Chief Katlian and Chief Kogwaanton are dazed, confused and scared, just
as the rest of their clan crews. Sight has come back to their eyes too!
Almost the entire White Clan fishing fleet turns around in immediate retreat
for the village of Sitka by the sea.
Some of the White Clan boats slowly and cautiously proceed to the Eastern
shores in a desperate attempt to rescue the militia.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
I did not know about this power that we now
see! The Ancient One is more powerful than
believed to bring about Peace.
CHIEF KATLIAN
We are only here to help the little people
and the Ancient One. The Gwitchen bags of
wind no longer echo in the air. This Battle
of all battles is ended. Look! The White Clan
ships flee back to Sitka by the sea!
NATIVE WARRIOR
Chief Kogwaanton, I see some Gwitchen
survivors floating in the sea!
CHIEF KOGWAANTON

Chief Katlian, let our long boats scour the
sea around Volcano Island for more
Gwitchen survivors.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I agree. We will spread out but stay close
until we have circled the island where we
will pull our long boats ashore and see who
and what has survived this destruction.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
We have angered the Ancient One named
John where he has intervened with this
powerful weapon to declare that there will
be no more bloodshed by anyone who
chooses to come to Volcano Island and
does not come in Peace.
EXT. TOP OF THE KRYSTAL DOME - CONTINUOUS
After the brilliant bursts of energy finish shooting their streaks of white
mystical beams of power, The Mystical Prismatic Krystal suddenly returns
to its original position of Peace! The Double Rainbow halo returns to crown
the Krystal Dome Palace.
EXT. NOT FAR FROM THE KRYSTAL DOME -CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, BEEBEE, KLUBHEAD)
John and his three friends with grim faces, are shaking their heads in
disgust and disbelief, as they see all the Gwitchen loss of life where men,
women and children and the Gwitchen flocks are dead and scattered
everywhere.
KRAZYBONE
John, you have restored Peace. The Power
of the Mystical Prismatic Krystal worked!
How did you know it would work?
JOHN
Krazybone, many times humans do not
understand the hope and power of the word
called, Peace. I just knew the power existed
as if it was written upon my brain. Instinct, I
guess.
BEEBEE

Wow! Ancient One, you have very powerful
magic.
KLUBHEAD
Indeed you do, John! Indeed you do!
JOHN
(a tear in his eye, soft spoken)
Look at all of my little peacemakers! The
human militia did not spare the life of a
single Gwitchen, child, or wife. Why?
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES -CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
Chief Katlian and Chief Kogwaanton's Long Boats arrive on the shores of
Volcano Island.
The two Chiefs lead their Warriors, Women, and children on the scorched
trails towards the Krystal Dome Palace with no weapons in their
possession.
The two chiefs are talking with each other as they lead their clans inland.
CHIEF KATLIAN
The White Clan fishing boats will report
sighting our Warrior canoes to the
authorities in Sitka.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
I am also worried about the White Clan
attacking our village next. We must discuss
this matter with the Ancient One.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I agree.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -EASTERN SHORE - CONTINUOUS
The White Clan rescue ships arrive just off the Eastern shore.
Every single terrified militiaman rushes from hiding near the Eastern
shores, and onto the rescue vessels with great haste and fear by pushing
and shoving each other to get off of this possessed island with horrifying
magical powers which can destroy and blind them.
EXT. NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN -- MORNING SUNRISE

(GWITCHEN, ALL GWITCHEN SAILORS, GWITCHEN CAPTAIN)
The Northern Gwitchen Fleet is engulfed in the fury of a night time storm.
The sky begins to lighten with the coming of morning and the storm begins
to subside and the clouds clear.
The Northern Gwitchen Fleet of ships, traveling from the North-West of the
Great Ocean suddenly see on the horizon, the very distant and faint
mountain peak of Volcano Island.
The Gwitchen on board become excited, began to giggle, sing, dance and
cheer at the sight of Land!
ALL GWITCHEN SAILORS
(at them same time)
We are here! We are here! Volcano Island
has been sighted!
GWITCHEN CAPTAIN Today
we shall have a feast of peace to honour of
our human peacemaker, and give our gifts
from home for our new Gwitchen colony
which has been established on Volcano
Island!
EXT. VOLCANIC PEAK OF VOLCANO ISLAND - MORNING SUNRISE
The two White Doves of Peace fly off, into the air from the peak of Volcano
Mountain. They headed directly out to Sea towards the Northern Gwitchen
Fleet which could been seen as very tiny objects in the greatness of the
sea. These Gwitchen vessels were only hours away from landing on the
shores of Volcano Island.
EXT. THE VILLAGE OF SITKA - CONTINUOUS
(VILLAGER 1, VILLAGER 2, VILLAGER 3, FISHING CAPTAIN 1, FISHING
CAPTAIN 2, FISHING CAPTAIN 3, FISHING CAPTAIN 4, MAGISTRATE
ZERVOG)
The last of human White Clan fleet is just coming into the Colonial Capital
of Sitka by the Sea. Some of the crews from other vessels are tying up their
respective mooring lines.
The human White Clan militia is celebrating their victory in the streets.
Some of the comments are heard above all of the commotion and
celebration.

VILLAGER 1
We never lost a man!
VILLAGER 2
We fought into the night and destroyed all
of the little red devils and their monsters
too!
VILLAGER 3
Those creatures will never come back to
Sitka again!
Four of the fishing boat captains are talking among themselves in the
celebrating crowd.
FISHING CAPTAIN 1
I have no answer for the power that was
seen when the battle of all battles ended,
but I am not going back to that possessed
island to find out what it was or where it
came from!
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
I have never seen such power! We are lucky
that who ever fired those lightning blasts
missed our vessels!
FISHING CAPTAIN 3
I agree! But, what was the armada of Long
Boats doing there?
FISHING CAPTAIN 4
Did those beams miss? Or was that a
warning? I know not, but I too, am not going
back to that enchanted island. Those Long
Boats were war canoes beating the drums
for war! We must report to Magistrate
Zervog.
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
I will take some of the militiamen and my
crew over to the Stockade and make a
report to him myself.
Captain 2 leaves the conversation and walks over to a group of celebrating
men. The Captain gestures the men to follow him. The entire crowd of
militiamen follows him over to the Stockade to present his report to
Magistrate Zervog. The militiamen followed behind.

In the background are men from the other boats just coming in and
docking, are running over near the stockade to man the cannons that were
positioned to protect their harbor on top of Castle Hill.
INT. SITKA STOCKADE - CONTINUOUS
(FISHING CAPTAIN 2, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, MILITIA MAN 2, MILITIA MAN
3, MILITIA MAN 4)
Captain 2 with a group of men walk into Stockade, where Magistrate Zervos
is seated.
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
Magistrate, our fleet has returned. We claim
victory over the little red devils and their
monsters, but there are other serious
questions and dangers ahead! Why didn't
you warn us about the Powerful beamed of
light that explodes the Sea before the bows
of our vessels or tell us of a Native Clan
Armada. There were so many Native War
Canoes that we did not dare stay around to
do a battle on the Sea!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Good! All those creatures are dead, huh? I
did not know that the Native Clan was going
to engage us in combat. When I learned of
the possibility it was too late to warn you,
so I sent Wallak and Bakkan with a
message to the Great Union's Naval
Commander in the Land of Illahee that a
Native Clan uprising was imminent.
FISHING CAPTAIN TWO
I thought we were only doing battle against
the demons and monsters. And with
respect to you question about all the
monsters and creatures being dead, the
answer is no! A few escaped to the sea and
a few escaped the battle on land, but not
many and they probably drowned. The sea
became rough and cold. I believe we got
most of the creatures. Out of the hundreds
of demons and monsters fought, the
militiamen told me that maybe only a few
dozen may have escaped. The Caves and

Caverns were destroyed by cannon blasts
and the island was set a blaze in a ring of
fire. The heavy winds fanned the flames.
The men said it was a glorious battle, until
us Captains saw that the Warriors sent their
Native Clan Fleet with the warning sound of
the Sacred Drum being pounded by the
Battle beat of War. We sounded the cannon
fire for a retreat. We don't know what
happened to involve the Native Clan or why
they came with an armada.
MILITIA MAN 2
Then suddenly, there was that exploding
light! We don't know what power controls
the exploding light beam that blinded us
just as we finished the battle? Our militia
didn't understand the sounds for retreat
when we had destroyed all of the red devils
and their monsters so completely.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Exploding light beam? What are you talking
about? As far as the Native Clan is
concerned, some of our men got carried
away and a Native women was burned alive
in her lodge. When I heard this news, I knew
that as soon as the Warriors and Chieftains
heard of the events, we were going to have
problems, so I sent for a Naval Fleet. There
has already been some street fights. After
they read my message, they will come up
here and either exterminate these Native
Clan or they will submit to our authority
once and for all. We can use them for our
needs.
FISHING CAPTAIN TWO
It is good to know the that help is on the
way. I tell you there was an exploding light
beam that was aimed at everyone of our
vessels. The Native Clan has many Long
Boats and Warriors on the Sea right now.
I'm not sure if there is a connection
between the Native Clan and the little red
devils, because those exploding light
beams were aimed at the bows of their

vessels too! Many of the militia were
blinded for a while when these lights
streaked over their heads and beams struck
the waters in front of our vessels. This
Power is awesome and if used against us,
the results will be disastrous. The
militiamen also mentioned something about
a Krystal Dome. What do you know about
his Zervog?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I don't know what your talking about! Last
night's storm that came from the sea
brought rain, thunder, and lightning to the
Colonial Capital! Maybe these were just
lightning bolts that hit the sea, as a oddity
of nature? That has happened before! I
don't know anything about any exploding
light beams or Krystal Domes. Maybe these
were just delusions brought on by the
potion we'd given everyone! I just don't
know!
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
Our militiamen said there were inscriptions
over one of the entrances of huge doors in
our language. They say they saw and
fought inside of huge Krystal Dome with the
word inscribed, BEAUTIFUL over the door.
The men also say it looked like the
exploding beams of light came from the top
of the dome. You will never convince them
or me that those light beams were just
lightning bolts from the sky. Those were
aimed and shot as a warning at the bow of
every boat in the sea! After seeing that
Power projected at us, you won't find a
Captain or a militiaman ready to return to
Volcano Island for any reason.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(disturbed)
Captain, when you leave here tell the Militia
Commander to station men to man the
cannons on Castle Hill and post guards
around the perimeters of the Colonial
Capital. Have the posted men come in and

be issued some of the brew that allows
them to see these creatures, just in case
these monsters try to sneak back into the
Colonial Capital. Also, tell him that help is
on the way!
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
I will tell him. I am sure he has already
taken this action, but, he'll be glad to know
that help is on the way! There is no way,
after seeing the power of that light, any of
the men or fleet is going to return to the
Sea. I can tell you that as a fact! What ever
creatures survived can have that island all
to themselves and I don't believe they will
come back to this village.
MILITIA MAN 3
Magistrate Zervog, some of our men are
starting to say, that you had deceived them
about these creatures being demons. These
creatures may be red and the other
creatures ugly, but they had families and
maintained a defense stand of Peace, until
the very last little red man! It shocked our
conscience that these creatures never
counter-attacked or tried to harm one
human, even when we massacred them.
MILITIA MAN 4
Magistrate, there are now some of our
militia who believe that the only demon
around here is you! I was there too! These
little red creatures may be red, but they set
up a last defense of their wives and
children to flee and not fight! There is
something inside of a man, during battles
of life and death, which tells us that there is
just something that isn't right.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I don't have to hear this! Now get out and
do as you're told! The militia shall stay on
alert for a possible Native Clan attack! And,
all of you, spread the word and warn the
villagers too! We have victory over the

devils and monsters. Now its time for our
other enemies to experience defeat!
FISHING CAPTAIN 2
By your command, Magistrate!
The Captain, and his followers leave the stockade and Magistrate Zervog
to his other duties.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND -CONTINUOUS - MORNING
(GWITCHEN SURVIVORS)
The Gullu Kiksadee Clans people spread out all over the island walking the
scorched trails looking for Gwitchen survivors and wounded and bringing
them back to the Krystal Dome. The Native Clan people were shocked at
the destruction done to this once beautiful island.
All of the surviving Gwitchen who were following the Clans people back to
the Krystal Dome had glazed shocked eyes and were unable to speak. All
of the Gwitchen were in tears and pain or had a numb look on their face.
The surviving flock silently followed the Gwitchen.
EXT. NORTHERN ENTRANCE KRYSTAL DOME - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, WARRIOR 1, WARRIOR 2, WARRIOR 3, GWITCHEN)
Chief Katlian and some of his warriors were standing by the Northern
Entrance of the Krystal Dome.
CHIEF KATLIAN
It is going to take a long time for the forests
to return with the beauty that was here
before! There is nothing here but
devastation.
WARRIOR 1
This is true, my Chief. It makes me wonder
if we shall ever have Peace in our land as
long as these men from the White Clan
dwell among us!
WARRIOR 2
Chief Kogwaanton's clan is scouring the
Southern end of the island and bringing
survivors to the Southern Entrance of the
Great Long House named, Beautiful, just as
we are here at the Northern Entrance. At

least we have survivors and with survivors
there is a new start!
WARRIOR 3
Our women are applying the herbs to the
Gwitchen wounds, which we brought with
us for our wounded in the battle that never
took place.
CHIEF KATLIAN
That is good. The Gwitchen were proud of
their Domed Sanctuary they named
beautiful. But, sadly this day, was the day
that this dome was the Gwitchen dome of
doom. Have the warriors and begin to bury
the dead. The Gwitchen survivors have
gone through and seen enough, that they
don't need to be reminded. We can help
with this.
WARRIOR 1
Yes, my Chief.
Warrior 1 and the other warriors set out to dig the mass graves for the dead
Gwitchen and their flocks.
Chief Katlian and part of his Clan enters the Krystal Dome.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, GWITCHEN, BEEBEE, JOHN, KRAZYBONE, KLUBHEAD,
CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
Chief Katlian and part of his Native Clan enters the Krystal Dome and
begins walking towards the center of the Dome on the stone paved
walkway which leads to the center where the Ark of the Covenant rubble
identifies the center of this great palace.
The forest and beauty was like a beautiful green oasis in the center of a
torched and scorched island, except for the Gwitchen causalities and the
remains of their flock. There is an eerie silence as the Native Clan
proceeds. The remains of the dead are everywhere.
Chief Katlian reaches the large circled stoned paved walkway in the center
of the Krystal Dome. Human figures sitting with their heads bowed come
into his sight. Chief Katlian expresses recognition the figures. He and his
clan walked towards the humans in silence and out of respect.

Seated on a large stone, which is the part of the rubble of once was the Ark
of the Covenant is John. His head is lowered, with his elbows resting in his
knees, his hands covered the sorrow that was expressed on his face. Tears
streamed from his eyes. Klubhead, Krazybone, and Beebee stood silently
by. They knew this Ancient One named John needed some time of
silence....
Gwitchen survivors, both wounded and unwounded are arriving at the
center of the dome. Some of them recognize the dead, rush to those family
members, cradling their dead loved ones in their arms with torrential sobs.
The Gwitchen mourning voices coming from all directions of the dome,
break the eerie silence of death as they see for the first time, the loved
ones who never made it out the door, but their deaths were unknown until
now.
GWITCHEN 2
(crying heavily)
No! No! No! My child and my husband are
not alive! Nooooooo! As the first Gwitchen
arrive at the center their spark of Hope is
seen! Mourning Gwitchen eyes, swollen
with grief, sound a strange shouts of joy.
GWITCHEN SURVIVORS
(many voices)
Our Peacemaker is alive! John lives! It was
John who invoked the power of the Krystal
for peace! He lives! Hope is not lost!
The surviving Gwitchen in their joy, then realized John was weeping for
their very souls. The first few of the Gwitchen rushed forward to John to
rally by his side! They held his arms and legs like a child hangs to their
parent. John suddenly feeling the presence, looks up. He grasps the little
people with the tenderness of a father, holding each one as one does
during times of sorrow. A smile breaks across his face.
JOHN
(sobbing)
If only I could have arrived earlier, then I
could have saved more of you!
John looks around and see Chief Katlian and his Clan, with more surviving
Gwitchen and their flock walking towards him. Then from the other
direction came Chief Kogwaanton with his clan. Unnoticed in the crowd
that is walking towards him, are John's seven wives.

John stands up and turns towards all of the surviving Gwitchen and Native
Clan people, re-composing himself as a man who has no fears.
All of Gwitchen begin to race towards him. One by one and two by two,
these creatures jumped up and give him a snuggle and a hug! John
becomes elated with joy by the sights of more and more survivors.
JOHN (CONT'D)
(breaking into sob of joy)
I thought all of my Gwitchen were dead! I
prayed to our Creator that there were
survivors. My prayers are answered!
GWITCHEN SURVIVOR 1
We too, thought you were dead, our last
White Clan Chief and Priest!
GWITCHEN SURVIVOR 2
We thought we had lost our hope and our
last peacemaker. We didn't know until now!
GWITCHEN SURVIVOR 3
We didn't know where you were at! We
played and played our bags of wind to echo
our pleas into the wind!
JOHN
(tearfully)
I came as fast as I could. I could have saved
so many if I could have made it sooner. I am
so sorry.
John's seven wives come forward to their husband. The Gwitchen step
aside to allow these humans women access to their husband. Each of the
women embrace and kiss their husband.
TUESDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
(quietly)
Holiday, it's a shame that Monday never
came back with us. She really did care for
him. I feel she wouldn't make a statement
before the spectators because she wanted
to remain one of his wives. And, now John
doesn't want her and claims to not know
her anymore. This is sad!
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
(whispering)

Tuesday, maybe what you say is true. But,
she was paid to dishonor her husband and
his beliefs. She has no conscience and
didn't even ask him to stay! There just isn't
anymore to say! Besides, now there is one
less day of wait for my day! I don't love
John. I am in love with John and every day
that I am with him, is a Holiday!
EXT. GREAT OCEAN OFF OF VOLCANO ISLAND -CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN SCOUT 1, GWITCHEN SCOUT 2, GWITCHEN SAILOR 1)
The Northern Gwitchen Fleet continues to come closer to Volcano Island.
The little people on board are very happy, excited and celebrating. Some
are leaning over the rails to get a better sight of Volcano Island which was
straight ahead from the bows of their fleet.
The Gwitchen Scouts who manned the masts and are standing in the
crow's nest, suddenly become confused.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
(shouting to all)
Something isn't right? The color of this
island should be green, but, the land still
looks as if our fleet is still far off. The land
doesn't appear green but, black as night!
A second Gwitchen Scout, from the second vessel of the Gwitchen fleet
who stood in his crow's nest and sighted another sight.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 2
(shouting to all)
The White Doves are coming! The White
Doves are coming to guide our vessels to
the shores!
WIDE ANGLE CAMERA ON all of the Gwitchen as they come forward to
look up and over the vessel's rails and see the White Doves whose flight is
now high in the sky circling the fleet.
The White Dove's now began to descend to the deck of the Commander of
this Northern Gwitchen Fleet which is the lead ship.
The two White Doves land on Elder Whootchee's shoulders, but, neither of
the White Doves would speak.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

Are not you the same White Doves who
spoke before me at the Gwitchen Grand
Council in the Land of Peace?
WHITE DOVES 1 AND 2
(nodding and speaking at the
same time)
Yes.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Well? We are happy to see you and to have
you guide us to the new Gwitchen colony.
What is wrong and why don't you speak?
The two White Doves look at each other with a grim and despair look, but
remain silent.
CAMERA ON the Gwitchen Scout manning the crow's nest.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 1
(shouting in distress)
Gwitchen overboard on the port side!
Gwitchen overboard on the port side!
All of the Gwitchen sailors immediate tied lines to their Leekkapeekka flock
and tossed the creatures over the sides of the ship into the water to rescue
whoever needed to be rescued.
The life-lined Leekkapeekka swim up to the Gwitchen who is in the water.
The overboard Gwitchen does nothing in response to the help offered, so
the Leekkapeekka grabbed the Gwitchen's arm and hold on tight! The
Gwitchen sailors notice this Gwitchen who isn't responding is already
hanging on to a Leekkapeekka and neither creature moving as if they are
dead.
GWITCHEN SAILOR 1
Leekkapeekka hold on to the overboard
Gwitchen! We're pulling you back on board
as fast as we can!
Other Gwitchen sailors help as they all pull the line that was tied to the
lifesaving Leekkapeekka. As the Leekkapeekka and his rescued Gwitchen
who was hanging on to another Leekkapeekka are pulled on board,
everyone realizes, that this Gwitchen, nor his Leekkapeekka are alive nor a
member of the fleet!
EXT. GREAT OCEAN OFF VOLCANO ISLAND - 2ND SHIP - CONTINUOUS

(GWITCHEN SCOUT 2, GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN SAILOR 2)
Another shout comes forth from the second vessel.
GWITCHEN SCOUT 2
Gwitchen overboard on the starboard side!
Gwitchen overboard on the starboard side!
The Gwitchen sailors from the second vessel toss a life-lined
Leekkapeekka into the Sea to retrieve this second Gwitchen. But, this
Gwitchen and his Leekkapeekka are not alive either. Even the
Leekkapeekka whom they were holding onto for survival. That they weren't
very far from the safety of the island caused confusion.
GWITCHEN SAILOR 2
(confused)
What is going on? This Gwitchen and
Leekkapeekka are dead! They are not far
from the safety of Volcano Island! I don't
understand what has happened. There is
not a ship seen in the sea that is in
distress!
All of the Gwitchen sailors express a grim and confused expression on
their faces.
EXT. GREAT OCEAN OFF VOLCANO ISLAND 1ST SHIP -CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, WHITE DOVE 1, WHITE DOVE 2)
Elder Whootchee is standing with the two doves on his shoulder by the
helmsman of the ship.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
My birds of Peace and Love, what do you
know about these fallen Gwitchen, who we
find in the Sea?
The White Doves began to speak as tears began to flow onto the bird's
beak.
WHITE DOVE 1
The human White Clan's deceived the
Ancient One by holding a meeting while
they began the Battle Of All Battles on the
land and sea against the Gwitchen. The
Native Clan sent their War Canoes to the
Gwitchen aid, but even their help came too

late as the White Clan militia had already
done their destruction and began their
retreat.
Elder Gwitchen Whootchee's face turns from red to pale pink with grief.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Are their any Gwitchen survivors? Is this
Ancient One still alive too?
WHITE DOVE 2
Yes, there are Gwitchen survivors and the
Ancient One is alive too! The Ancient One
finally arrived at the Krystal Dome and
invoked the Power of the Krystal to force
Peace among all humans who come to
Volcano Island. But, even this Power that
was invoked was too late for many of the
Gwitchen Colony.
WHITE DOVE 1
The Battle Of All Battles just ended before
the Gwitchen Fleet came into our view over
the Western Horizon.
Elder Whootchee's eyes begin to shed tears of sorrow.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(quietly)
I see! There shall be many Gwitchen tears
this day. I will explain to my people what
has happened and to be prepared for
tragedy. Before we our Gwitchen Fleet
comes to these island shores, we shall sail
the our vessels around the island and pick
up any survivors! There has never been a
tragedy such as this in our entire Gwitchen
history. The very safety and survival of our
people is at hand. We must hold a Gwitchen
Grand Council this very day.
WHITE DOVE 1
We did not have the words to speak into
your ears of our sorrow. We just don't know
what to say.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN

We will anchor our vessels next to the
shores and send our Gwitchen Scouts to
announce our arrival to the Gwitchen
survivors. Thank you my White Dove
friends! Tell the Ancient One of our plans, if
he can speak to you such as we!
WHITE DOVE 2
The Ancient One understands our words.
We will tell him your message.
The White Doves fly off.
EXT. GREAT OCEAN OFF VOLCANO ISLAND -CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN SURVIVORS)
WIDE ANGLE on the Entire Gwitchen Fleet coming together tightly, side by
side but still on course for Volcano Island with bows pointing towards the
direction of the island.
The Gwitchen Fleet spread apart and begin to circle Volcano Island. The
Gwitchen sailors begin to play their bags of wind echoing the musical
sounds to announce help has arrived to any Gwitchen survivors at sea.
CAMERA ON Gwitchen survivors being found and picked up by ships of
the Gwitchen Fleet!
CLOSE IN ON Gwitchen survivors facial expressions of being terror struck
and blank faces of shock and exhaustion.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - CONTINUOUS
(CHIEF KATLIAN, GWITCHEN, GULLU WARRIOR)
A Gullu Warrior spots the small strange vessels off the Western Coast
which are known to him as Gwitchen ships. He rushes off towards the
Krystal Dome to tell Chief Katlian.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, CHIEF KATLIAN, WHITE DOVE 1, JOHN, WHITE DOVE 2,
GULLU WARRIOR MESSENGER, CHIEF KOGWAANTON)
The Gullu Messenger enters the Krystal Dome to report the arrival off the
coast of these small strange craft, which appear to be Gwitchen built, just
as the White Doves fly through the very same Krystal Dome entrance.

John is talking to Chief Kogwaanton and Chief Katlian as the two White
Doves descend down upon his shoulders.
WHITE DOVE 1
John, the Gwitchen fleet has arrive. They
are delaying their arrival until a search for
Gwitchen survivors is complete.
JOHN
The Northern Gwitchen fleet has arrived?
WHITE DOVE 2
Yes. They are off shore this very minute
searching for more survivors. Elder
Whootchee asked us to come and tell you
his plans.
The Gullu Warrior Messenger rushes up to the two Chiefs and announces
the arrival of Gwitchen ships.
GULLU WARRIOR MESSENGER
Chief Kogwaanton and Chief Katlian. There
are Gwitchen ships just off the coast of
Volcano Island.
John turns to the chiefs.
JOHN
(speaking to the Chiefs)
They are delaying their arrival until their
search is completed at sea for more
Gwitchen survivors.
CHIEF KATLIAN
This is good news. These Gwitchen can
help comfort the loss, with new life, family
and friends arriving.
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
Indeed.
JOHN
I think it is best that we remove the remains
of the slain Gwitchen and their flock from
the Krystal Dome Palace and prepare Bon
Fires as a remembrance and burial, for
these Gwitchen and their flock who had
perished in this Battle of all Battles.

CHIEF KATLIAN
My warriors are already gathering the dead.
JOHN
Thank you, Chief Katlian. I shall help too!
Many of my Gwitchen friends have been
lost.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND - NIGHT
Bon fires are lit and the flames continued through the night. Prayers were
spoke, tears came in streams from Gwitchen and Human eyes alike, with
continual cries of sorrows heard, and the bags of wind play a Last Song for
the souls echoes in the night air.
FADE TO:
EXT. GREAT OCEAN OFF VOLCANO ISLAND - RAINING MORNING
(GWITCHEN, JOHN)
The Gwitchen Fleet set their anchors at the same spot where the New
Gwitchen Colonies Fleet was destroyed. The planks are lowered.
Gwitchen Scouts on their Gumpee mount hop and bounce first to shore
and on to the stone paved trails towards the Krystal Dome.
The Gwitchen Scouts are met at the entrance to the Krystal Dome by John,
the surviving Gwitchen and the Native Clans.
GWITCHEN ON A GUMPEE MOUNT
The Gwitchen Grand Council and the rest of
us Gwitchen, who sailed the Northern Seas,
are coming to the Krystal Dome. We bring
survivors too!
JOHN
We are honoured and await the Gwitchen of
the Northern Fleet.
The Gwitchen and their Gumpee mounts speed off back to the ships.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - CONTINUOUS
The Gwitchen Grand Council, the Gwitchen Fleet, and the Gwitchen
travellers, who travelled the high seas to meet their loved ones, begin to
leave the vessels and step onto the shores of Volcano Island, along with
the survivors whom were rescued at sea.

The Gwitchen eyes and ears were shocked by sight of scorched earth,
forest, and shrubs. The Gwitchen proceeded in silence led by the Gwitchen
Elder Whootchee who slowly walked the stone paved walkway to the
Krystal Dome Palace named, Beautiful!
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, JOHN)
The Gwitchen arrive at the Krystal Dome and are astonished at the Beauty
of this Gwitchen creation and the sight of the Double Rainbow! Some of the
Gwitchen look through the Krystal Walls of this Great Krystal Dome Palace.
The rest of Gwitchen follow the stone paved path and walk right into the
Dome. The Gwitchen leaders, crew, and travellers stood for the first time,
before the Ancient One named John. John has tears in his eyes.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I am the Eldest of the Eldest of the Eldest
Elders. My name is Whootchee. The
Gwitchen Elders behind me represent the
Gwitchen Grand Council and the Gwitchen
behind them are our Gwitchen travellers
and seafarers. We offer you our sympathy
in this time of sorrow.
Before John can reply to the Eldest of Elders, the surviving Gwitchen see
loved ones among those Gwitchen who just arrived. Tears of happiness,
joy, and surprise come about with loud Gwitchen shouts. All the Gwitchen
run to each other with hugs, snuggles, and kisses!
JOHN
Your words are humble and needed at this
time. We all thank you. My name is John. I
am the last of the human White Clan of
Peace.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
These Native Clan people, can they see the
Gwitchen too?
JOHN (CONT'D)
This Native Clan is the Gullu Kiksadee.
These Chiefs are named Katlian and
Kogwaanton. When these Chieftains heard
of the Gwitchen plight and the deception of
the human White Clan, they sent their
Warriors and Long Boats to Volcano Island

to stop this Battle Of All Battles or do Battle
with this White Clan. When the White Clan
saw the Native Armada, the human White
Clan sounded the retreat. At this same time,
I invoked the Power of the Prismatic Krystal
in the name of Peace. The Battle of All
Battles was over, but, still, we were too late.
To answer the Eldest of all the Eldest
Elder's question, the answer is, 'yes' these
two Chiefs can see such as the Gwitchen
and so can some of their Warriors. All who
took the oath of secrecy about the
Gwitchen, have not violated this oath and
their secret of the Gwitchen remains a
secret. All except for one, who was not of
the Native Clan, but a wife of the man
named John, who now stands before you.
John introduces the two human Chiefs, who nod their heads in recognition
of the Gwitchen's position, but, hold their tongues, during this
conversation.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
It appears that this was one person too
many, man named John. Never before has
their every been a Gwitchen loss of life at
the hands of a human. We fled the Ancient
Land for this very reason. Now unfolding
before my eyes, are events that this
Gwitchen mind, can not believe! This is a
very serious matter! We came to greet and
honor you in Peace and were not prepared
for all of this grief. The Gwitchen Grand
Council must hold council with you and any
Elders of the New Colony Council to
decided what is best for everyone.
JOHN (CONT'D)
This is true! Even I don't know what to do!
Everyone needs time to collect their
thoughts. Yesterday was a very long day
and last night was a very long night. We are
all exhausted and grieve with anguish, the
losses of life.
EXT. SHORES OF VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS

With great speed and swiftness the man named Brevik rows a very small
boat from the East to Volcano Island. He pulls his boat on the shores and
run down the trails towards the Krystal Dome Palace.
EXT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL
Brevik runs from the shores of Volcano Island to the Krystal Dome without
stopping and rushes inside.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL - CONTINUOUS
(BREVIK, GWITCHEN,JOHN, CHIEF KATLIAN)
Brevik comes up to the Chiefs and the Ancient One. He was not aware of
the Gwitchen Grand Council, as he had not taken the brew to see. He came
to bring a warning!
BREVIK
(concerned)
Chief Katlian! I must speak to you! There is
great danger from the human White Clan!
My friend Joel came to my house and told
me the White Clan is preparing for war with
the Gullu Kiksadee. The Authorities have
sent for a Southern Naval Fleet from the
Land of Illahee! Chief Katlian's face turned
to gloom and concern.
One of the Gwitchen came forth and translate for John telling him of
Brevik's words.
CHIEF KATLIAN
The Gullu Kiksadee must hold Council and
prepare for battle! The White Clan
Authorities embarrass their own citizens by
their lies and do not want Peace!
JOHN
(angrily)
This will be the Land of Peace if its the last
thing that I ever do! There will be no more
war in this land! I just don't understand this
hatred and hunger for power by these men
of the human White Clan! Can these
humans never live in Peace by allowing
diversity, instead of re-educating everyone
to fear and hate? Everyone is suspicious of
everyone. This is not right! How can Peace

ever be, if even we, must invoke violence to
force these humans to rethink the true
meaning of Peace. There has to be a more
basic law. This very time of a human's life,
is the only chance a human has, while he
lives on this Earth, to change the world in
the name of Peace, if Peace is ever to be!
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Ancient One, the Gwitchen shall leave you
humans alone this night to council among
yourselves, on these human concerns. This
time will allow the Gwitchen to calm and
comfort those Gwitchen who need our
Gwitchen love and Gwitchen attention. We
must also explore the caves and caverns
for any more survivors.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Thank You! Eldest of all the Eldest Elders.
This time may be needed, just as you say.
Tomorrow is another day!
The Gwitchen Grand Council starts to escort all the surviving Gwitchen to
the Western side of the Krystal Dome Palace. Elder Whootchee gestures
some Scouts to come forward where he points out the Krystal Dome
entrances towards the caves and caverns of Volcano Island.
The Gwitchen Scouts leave as directed from the Krystal Dome to explore
the caves and caverns for anymore Gwitchen survivors or wounded.
INT. KRYSTAL DOME PALACE NAMED BEAUTIFUL -CONTINUOUS
(BREVIK, CHIEF KATLIAN, CHIEF KOGWAANTON, JOHN, GULLU
WARRIOR 1, WARRIOR 1, GULLU WARRIOR, GWITCHEN)
Brevik, Chief Katlian, Chief Kogwaanton, the Gullu Warriors, and the John
are in council.
GULLU WARRIOR ONE We
did not ask these humans from the
Southern White Clan to come to our land.
To have Peace among these humans is only
a lie. Let the Gullu Kiksadee attack the
Colonial Capital and drive these humans
from the White Clan back into the Sea! We
have more Long Boats and Warriors than
the villagers of Sitka by the Sea!

BREVIK
You would do battle against me and my
children? I too, am from the Land of Illahee,
but, my children have the blood of your
Clan in their veins. Our family and other
families are caught in the middle of this
conflict and we too, only want Peace!
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
When I heard the Ancient One speak at the
meeting to defend against the Claim, he
taught me that this White Clan can be
fought with words, if we understand what
their words mean. These men say that all
people can vote, but once the vote is
counted, and a new law invoked, all of the
people who voted the wrong way are
rounded up for their needs and can not vote
again. To make a new basic law, we must
write the law first, that no law can be made
with just a simple majority, but, with a large
majority to protect the diversity of all Clans
and ways of life.
CHIEF KATLIAN
I think you are right, Chief Kogwaanton. The
authorities use study the minds of men and
choose words that justify and hide the real
meaning of their laws. It is a type of warfare
done to the minds of common men by the
thinkers of the law. We know something is
not right, but we can not describe the
wrong, because their words make it sound
right! Then, if we do not allow ourselves to
believe like them by being re-educated, we
are imprisoned or warred upon! If they can
not be defeated with our weapons, then we
must find a way to knock these White Clan
humans out for the count, so they will listen
to our people speak! We now have the
'Gwitchen Stone' for understanding and
speaking their large language, but, just
what can we do?
JOHN

Everyone speaks of this Land of Illahee.
What Land or Seas lay between our land
and their land?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
The Land of the Queen who lives across the
Great Sea claims the land called the Great
Dominion that lays between our Land and
the Land of Illahee.
JOHN
(surprised)
I have never heard of a nation of humans
that ever existed very long when separated
by the Sea or by another Land. What are
these humans like who live in this Great
Dominion?
CHIEF KATLIAN
There are many Coastal Natives similar to
our Nation with similar customs. The Queen
who lives across the Great Sea who rules is
of a White Clan. Humans from her White
Clan live in this land called the Great
Dominion. They too Claim the same lands
as the Land of Illahee. They have even
claimed our land! There are still disputes
over the borders and the Great Dominion
wishes to settle these issues peacefully.
They are not a bad people, but, they have
their problems too!
JOHN
Do they allow diversity and do you know
any of their Great Chiefs?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
Yes, they are a fair people and do trade with
our Clans at times. They too, have Iron
vessels with cannons. They are also
friends with the Land of Illahee and speak
the same tongue. Their Battle Fleet lies in a
village named after their Queen, which is
located on the Long Island to the South.
JOHN

What name is this village named after a
Queen and who is this Great Chief that you
know?
CHIEF KATLIAN
The village is named Victoria. The Captain
of a Great Battleship greeted the Gullu
Kiksadee as a friend and trader. He told me
that should we ever need the Queen's
protection, that he is the Commander of Her
Majesties Ship, the Osprey.
JOHN
If we could send a messenger for help to
this Land of the Queen, then they would
have to be neutral and offer protection to
both sides, until the dispute over this land
is decided. Is this not true?
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
This may be true, but, it is not safe for the
Gullu Kiksadee Warriors or Chiefs to sail
the Inland Sea by sailing by the White Clan
human's villages. A messenger would have
to be a human from the White Clan. If this
Great Chief still commands his Battleship
and Fleet, all a messenger would have to
do, is present a gift from the Gullu Kiksadee
Chief. This Dominion Chief would help us. I
know he would.
JOHN
What kind of gift would he need to see?
CHIEF KATLIAN
A gift as simple as a blanket with the Gullu
Kiksadee Emblem and Crest.
BREVIK
The is a mail ship leaving this afternoon
from the village of Sitka to a village named
Victoria! A messenger could ride this ship
as a passenger! This mail ship will travel
the Peril's Straight on it's return back, using
the Inside Passage and the calm waters of
these seas for speed!

JOHN
(determined)
I look like one of these humans from the
White Clan, so I will go to this Land of the
Queen! I have given my word of honor that
there will be Peace in this land, if it's the
last thing I ever do! It has already begun, as
I have planted the seeds of wisdom to
achieve this Peace in your very minds! I am
only one human who has this same dream
for Peace as you!
Chief Katlian interpret's Brevik's words for John as Brevik speaks.
BREVIK
You must pay gold to travel on this vessel
and bring your own food to eat. Is there
anyone who can travel with you, so there is
no suspicion about the nature of your
travels?
JOHN
(speaking directly to Brevik)
One of my wives will go with me! Let's see,
there are some of my wives who speak the
human White Clan tongue? I will ask
Tuesday, she speaks the human White Clan
tongue. Yes, I will take her!
Chief Katlian gestures one of the Warriors to act on his orders as Chief.
CHIEF KATLIAN
Tell John's wives to come here.
GULLU WARRIOR ONE
Yes, my Chief.
The Gullu Warrior leaves the council and returns in moments with all
seven of John's wives who were but a short distance away engaged in
female gossip among themselves.
The women stand before the council of men.
JOHN
Tuesday, you speak the language of the
white clan, so you shall travel with me on a
mission of peace.

TUESDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
John, it is true, that I speak the language of
the human White Clan. But, I shall not go!
You shall take your wife named Holiday!
She too, can speak more than one language
and knows this tongue!
JOHN
But, Tuesday, I have asked you to come
with me. Holiday is too young! Humans of
the White Clan will think she is my
daughter. She is always giggly, silly, and
wanting to have fun. Lately, she has been
eating strange food and is getting chunky
around the waist! This is a very serious
concern and human lives depend on this
mission. I am asking you again, to come
with me!
TUESDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
(stern outburst)
Your wife named Holiday is your wife, just
as the rest of us are! You accepted her as
your wife, just you accepted us, and she
too, has stood by your side! Now, you say
she is too young to be seen with? Huh! She
is not only one of your wives, but she is to
be the mother of your child! There are
doctors in the human White Clan's villages
who will assure that your child will be born
healthy and safe! You shall honour this
young woman, as your wife or the rest of
your wives will tan your hide and make new
shoes from your skin!
JOHN
(shocked and embarrassed)
I didn't know about this! I have never been a
father before. You mean she is not getting
chunky because of the food she eats?
TUESDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Well, you know now, my silly husband! She
is to be the mother of your child!

John looks directly at Holiday with an embarrassed look. All of John's
wives began to giggle and whispered among themselves. Holiday looks
back into her husband's eyes. Her face gleams with honor and pride.
Holiday walks up to John and kisses him, then places her arms around him
for a hug. John appears embarrassed but comforting. Holiday whispers in
his ear.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
(whispering)
I don't love you John. I am in love with you!
I want every day to be your Holiday!
John pulls his head back to look into her eyes. He smiles.
JOHN
Okay, Holiday, you're going with me! I know
you tried to trade days with my other wives,
so that you could make everyday a Holiday!
The two give each other a hug.
CHIEF KATLIAN
(interrupting)
You would really do this for us?
JOHN
Of course I would!
CHIEF KOGWAANTON
What if you run into trouble or something
happens, where you can't make it back?
These are perilous seas and humans from
the White Clan are known to deceive the
Native Clans! If they know your mission is
on our behalf, then harm may come to you!
Look what has happened to the Gwitchen
by the human White Clan's deception. Our
Clans must prepare for battle. It is a matter
of survival! How can one man stop a battle?
JOHN
To those of the White Clan, I am just a
husband named John, taking his pregnant
wife South to have her child. To the Gullu
Kiksadee, I am the Ancient One, named
John seeking a way to achieve Peace
between two Clans of humans. My name is

John and I am the seed of John. The seed
of John will return to this Land and this
Land will someday be known as the Land of
Peace!
CHIEF KATLIAN
What about the Gwitchen? Are you going to
tell them that you are going?
JOHN
Of course I am! I am the last Chief and
Priest of the White Clan. The Gwitchen will
not abandon me, nor I them! But, there is a
time for healing wounds needed and the
Gwitchen Grand Council must council on
how to proceed. I just don't know the
answers to these questions yet, but, they
will come in time! Just remember while I am
away, that this Long House named
Beautiful was built as a Sanctuary and
Home for those in need of shelter. It is my
home and your home. Take care of this
creation while I am away!
CHIEF KATLIAN
You are a good man and friend. We will
watch over your wives and your home while
you are gone, John!
The Council give each other a friendly hug to end this council. Each of
John's wives wish him and Holiday, with a hug and a kiss farewell.
John walks over to the Gwitchen council who have over heard the human
council while they themselves held council. The other human council
members follow John as he approaches the Gwitchen council.
Elder Whootchee stands up and comes before John as he walks up to the
Gwitchen.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The existence of your life is our Gwitchen
mission, along with whispering words of
Peace in the ears of humans while they
sleep. The Gwitchen Grand Council has
decided to take our Gwitchen survivors
back to the Land of Peace. They need rest
from a Gwitchen mistake that has turned

into a Gwitchen tragedy. The wrong
humans now know of the Gwitchen
existence. We can not stay here. The
Gwitchen Grand Council must counsel our
people so that a mistake such as this can
not happen in the future. Someday we will
return, when the day comes that you too
are here. But, until then, we Gwitchen must
comfort our injured in the safety of our
Land of Peace.
JOHN
I understand my Eldest of the Eldest
Gwitchen Elders. It is my honor to be your
last White Clan Priest. I too, understand
your concerns, as the last human protector
of the Gwitchen. I must hurry to prepare for
my travels! Travel in Peace my little red
friend!
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(curiously concerned)
When does this vessel leave for this land to
the South?
JOHN
This very afternoon! Brevik will row me and
my seventh wife Holiday next to this
vessel's bow. It is said, this vessels travels
the Inside Passage from the Peril's Straight.
It will be a calm journey. My wives chose
her to travel with me because she speaks
more than one language and is with child.
We still need a little gold for the passage,
but, I think one of the Chieftains can
provide the fair for passage. This human
Clan of the Gullu Kiksadee will watch over
the Krystal Dome Palace until my return!
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I understand. We do not have much, but,
here is a Gwitchen pouch of Gold. Take it
and travel in Peace, my White Clan Chief
and Priest named John, from the Clan of
the White Man, known as the Clan of the
Kwee! Elder Whootchee hands a small
Gwitchen pouch of gold to John. John

kneels down where he and the Gwitchen
Elder embrace in a brotherly hug.
John stands up, turns from his Gwitchen friends walks away with the other
humans to the Eastern Entrance of the Krystal Dome Palace.
The Gwitchen turn and begin to assemble and escort, all the Gwitchen
towards the Western Entrance of the Dome.
The Gwitchen exit out of the Krystal Dome Palace doors and head for the
Northern Gwitchen Fleet.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - CONTINUOUS
John walks to the boat on the shore, when suddenly the two White Doves
swooped down and landed on his shoulder. John whispered to each of the
birds and gives them a short kiss on their beaks. The two birds fly off, into
the sky.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - GWITCHEN FLEET - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN SAILOR)
The Gwitchen begin boarding the Gwitchen vessels of the Gwitchen Fleet.
Elder Whootchee is standing by his ships plank when one of the Gwitchen
sailors stops.
GWITCHEN SAILOR
Are we really leaving this very minute? The
decision is so quick and the journey was so
long. Why not wait another day?
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
No! Healing must be started quickly, in the
name of Peace! It is time we leave this place
and return to the Land of Peace! Even our
human peacemaker will not be here. There
is no reason to stay.
The last of the Gwitchen, board's Elder Whootchee's ship. Then Elder
Whootchee himself boards. The sails are raised and the anchors are pulled
up!
The Northern Gwitchen Fleet is once again at sea, as the ships sets sail
and bearing for the North and West.
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND SHORES - CONTINUOUS

Chief's Kogwaanton, Katlian and their Clans are just returning to the Long
Boats for the journey back to Kiksadi Island. The first of the clan are
already in the boats.
EXT. INLAND SEAS AROUND SITKA BY THE SEA - CONTINUOUS
(BREVIK, JOHN, HOLIDAY, MAIL BOAT OFFICER)
Brevik, John and Holiday are a distance from Sitka when Brevik pulls out a
tote bag and hands it to John.
BREVIK
My wife and I prepared a bag for you and
your wife which is easy for travellers to
carry. There is an extra set of clothes for
each of you. You will be dressed like
everyone else in today's world. If I were
you, I'd store your clothes, hammer and belt
in the bag during your travels. You can
leave your sword with me until you return.
John opens the bag and pulls out the clothes. John understands that a
change of clothes is necessary if this trip is to succeed. John and Holiday
look at the clothes and begin to change.
CAMERA ON the small boat as Brevik, is rowing with John his wife Holiday
sitting forward in the small craft as they arrive in Sitka harbor next to
Castle Hill and pulling up to where the Mail Boat is moored and ready to go!
Castle Hill and its cannons are ready to go where stationed guards are
looking down over the harbor and the cannons are manned by the town
militia which has prepared for a native clan invasion. The militia ignores the
single boat and 3 passengers, as they row by and on to the mail boat.
Brevik holds on to the mail boat for stability, while John and his wife
Holiday boarded the mail boat.
A man greets the couple. Holiday makes their travel plans known.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE My
husband and I are seeking travel to
Victoria and have a small amount of gold
for our passage. I am with child.
John hands Holiday the small pouch of gold, where she in turn hands it to
the Mail Boat Officer.
MAIL BOAT OFFICER

You are lucky! We have space on board. I
will have the gold weighed and return any
amount due. Follow me and we will find you
two quarters.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Thank you.
John holds on to Holiday as the Mail Boat Officer leads the way. John
curiously looks around the Mail Boat and is astonished that this vessel has
no sails and smoke billowing out of a strange chimney.
EXT. SEAS NORTH OF VOLCANO ISLAND - CONTINUOUS
The entire Gwitchen Fleet comes to a complete stop just past, the first
Northern Island that was North of Volcano Island.
EXT. DECK OF LEAD SHIP OF GWITCHEN NORTHERN FLEET CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN HUSBAND, GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN MAN)
Elder Whootchee is standing next to the helmsman with the entire crew and
passengers on deck.
ELDER WHOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I need a Gwitchen husband and wife to
volunteer for a secret mission in the name
of the Power of the Word called Peace. And
whoever volunteers will not be coming with
us and the fleet!
The Gwitchen look at each other and whispered among themselves. The
look back at Elder Whootchee who is waiting patiently for some volunteers.
Finally, a Gwitchen man and his wife raised their hands to offer their
services.
Elder Whootchee gestures the couple to come up on the helm's deck. The
two rush up the steps where they come face to face with their elder.
Elder Whootchee whispers something in the couple's Gwitchen ears. The
two little Gwitchen began to giggle and laugh! They look at each other then
nod an affirmative, yes, to Elder Mootchee.
CAMERA ANGLE ON a small Gwitchen life boat being lowered into the
water, with these two Gwitchen, and two Leekkapeekka and two Gumpee
from the Gwitchen flock.

The two little red Gwitchen begin rowing the little life boat away from the
fleet, directly East towards the Peril Straights which is a small water
passageway between the Northern Island and
Kiksadi Island which leads to safer seas of the inside passage and is within
eye's sight of these little Gwitchen.
CAMERA WIDE ANGLE ON the Gwitchen Fleet continuing North on their
journey.
EXT. PERIL STRAIGHTS - NORTH OF KIKSADI ISLAND - DUSK
The Sun lowers below the horizon as evening began to set in.
The Mail Boat is just turning East on its journey through the Peril Straights.
EXT. MAIL BOAT DECK - CONTINUOUS
(GWITCHEN, GWITCHEN HUSBAND 2)
Just as the darkness comes, the small Gwitchen row boat pulled along
side. Two Gumpee and Two Leekkapeekka as well as the little red Gwitchen
man and his wife, hop aboard. Their little Gwitchen skiff is left behind, as
the currents of the Sea pushed it away from the this human vessels and on
to the shore.
GWITCHEN HUSBAND 2
(whispering to his wife and
flock)
Shush! Don't make any giggles, squeaks, or
beeps. The humans are not suppose to
know we are here! We will hide until we are
sure that no human can see such as we and
anyone who has taken the potion that its
effects have worn off.
INT. MAIL BOAT CABIN OF JOHN AND HIS WIFE - CONTINUOUS
John and Holiday are laying on the bed of their cabin. Holiday is snuggled
up to her husband.
CLOSE IN ON Holiday's face, next to John's head.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Tonight, I want to feel you, touch you, and
see you all for myself without seven other
wives!

John and Holiday give each other a romantic hug.
EXT. VICTORIA HARBOR - LATER
The Mail Boat is just coming into Victoria's Harbor. In the harbor is a great
naval fleet with many large cannons.
EXT. MAIL BOAT DECK - CONTINUOUS
John and Holiday are leaning over the deck rail when Holiday notices a
name on the largest of the Battleships moored in the harbour.
ZOOM IN ON battle ship and ship's name OSPREY.
EXT. GANG PLANK OF BATTLE SHIP OSPREY - CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, CHIEF, MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, CHIEF KATLIAN, CAPTAIN OF
OSPREY)
John and Holiday arrive at the battle ship Osprey. They walk up the gang
plank towards the deck. An officer who is the COMMANDER AND CAPTAIN
of the ship is standing with SOME OTHER OFFICERS on deck next to the
gang plank. The officers are just saluting the Captain, as John and Holiday
come on deck.
John lets Holiday speak for him. John is holding a blanket with the emblem
and crest of the Kiksadee Native Clan. He hands the blanket to the Captain
who inspects its authenticity as Holiday speaks.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
The great Chief of the Kiksadee told us to
present you this gift to assure you the need
of your presence. War is about to break our
with fighting in the streets between the
human White Clan and the Gullu Kiksadee
Warriors. The White Clan is manning huge
cannons to be fired on the Native Clan, if
we do not secure your help. One of the
authorities named Magistrate Zervog gave
all the white men of the village liquor and
wild mushrooms that caused the White
Clan militia to believe there were little red
demons and monsters on one of the
islands. And, when the militia went to the
island, they tied a Native woman to one of
her chairs and burned her alive in her own
lodge. The Native Clans are very angry and
fear more violence.

The Commander again looks down at the gift that bore the crest and
emblem of the Great Chief Katlian.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
I know Chief Katlian would not allow an
honorable gift to be sent, such as this, if
there was not trouble in his land. You are a
native woman with a white husband who is
asking for help, for both of the Clans.
The Captain with a concerned and firm look turns towards the officers who
are standing near by, just after Holiday explains her concerns.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
All shore leave is cancelled. Her Majesty's
ship sails on the next high tide for the
village of Sitka by the sea, in the name of
peace!
Holiday interrupts the Captain.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
Excuse me, sir. But, we are new to this
region and I am with child. I was wondering
if you have ever heard of any villages
named Issaquah or Gimli is it true there are
men who have great medicine power who
can assure new parents that their new born
will be healthy?
The Commander guides John and Holiday to the bow of his ship and points
South as he speaks.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
The land you see to the South, just across
the water, is the Land of Illahee. In this land,
there is indeed a village named, Issaquah. It
is only a day away, if one were to travel by
boat. In our land, far to the East, I have also
heard of the other village you have asked
me about named Gimli. As for your
questions about medicine, we call these
people doctors and yes, they make sure a
baby is born healthy.
When John hears the names Issaquah and Gimli as the Captain points
both East and South, John looks far towards those directions with a
content smile on his face and an arm around his wife.

JOHN
The Ancient Scrolls were destroyed. I will
never know the reasons for my mission, the
terrible warning for mankind I was to bring
or why I slept for a 1,000 years.
HOLIDAY - JOHN'S WIFE
We have a mission as husband and wife!
The couple embrace tightly, as they give each other a deep romantic kiss.
EXT. INLAND SEA AROUND VICTORIA - AFTERNOON
Her Majesty's Ship, named the Osprey is sailing out towards open sea. The
village of Victoria is seen in the distance.
EXT. SITKA BAY JUST OFF SITKA BY THE SEA - CONTINUOUS
The large Battleship named the Osprey arrived in the Harbor of Sitka by the
Sea. The ship follows a course right next to the piers of Sitka and passes
by just off Castle Hill.
EXT. SITKA - CASTLE HILL - CONTINUOUS
(UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 1, UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 2)
The humans of the White Clan who are manning the cannons on Castle Hill
begin shouting and cheering the sight of this iron clad ship. Loud
distinctive voices come forth.
UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 1
A battleship from the land of Illahee!
UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 2
The Gullu Kiksadee are going to be blown
to bits now!
UNKNOWN MILITIA CANNON MAN
Look! Our battleship heads North to blast
the Gullu's into the sea!
The men snicker smirks of retaliation against the Native clan.
EXT. SITKA BAY JUST NORTH OF SITKA - CONTINUOUS
The battleship Osprey continues a little further North of town then stops in
mid-channel where the ship is positioned between the white clan village
and the Gullu Kiksadee village.

The Osprey's anchors are thrown over the side. No battleship cannons are
fired.
EXT. SITKA - CASTLE HILL - CONTINUOUS
(UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 3)
The militia look at each other confused, as they see the ship in the distance
stop and anchor. A flag rises on the mast. It is the emblem of the Great
Dominion
UNKNOWN MILITAMAN 3
(shocked, pointing)
Look! The flag is not from Illahee, but the
Great Dominion!
UNKNOWN MILITIA CANNON MAN
So what! The battleship should fire their
cannons at the Gullu Kiksaddee clan
anyhow! We control this land now and they
must do as we say! Don't they?
UNKNOWN MILITIA MAN
They will once the Magistrate orders them
too! I'll go tell Zervog the good news. The
Gullu's will cease to exist this very day!
All of the militiamen and cannon men begin to cheer and shout words of
victory at hand.
Unknown Militia Man 1 rushes down the pathway of Castle hill.
EXT. SITKA BAY - CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, CREW OF OAR MEN)
Magistrate Zervog, with the Unknown Militia Man 1 and a CREW OF OAR
MEN comes along side of the battleship Osprey.
A large climbing net is thrown over the side, for the Magistrate to climb up
to the deck.
CAMERA ON Magistrate Zervog climbing up the net and being helped on
board the Osprey by its crew.
EXT. BATTLESHIP OSPREY DECK - CONTINUOUS
(MAGISTRATE ZERVOG, CAPTAIN OF OSPREY)

The Captain comes out of the wheelhouse and walks down to the deck
where Magistrate Zervog is standing with MANY OF HIS CREW.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
I am the Captain of the Osprey. What can I
do for you, Sir?
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
I'm Zervog, the Magistrate and Authority of
Sitka by the Sea! I sent message for the
Illahee battle fleet and their cannons to do
battle against the Gullu Kiksadee. If your
battle ship has come in our navy's place,
then aren't you going to respond to our
message? Why haven't you fired your
cannons at these Native Clans? I order you
to!
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY Indeed,
we received a message. The message we
received was a message that asked for the
protection of Peace. Don't you protect all of
your own citizens both native and white?
We see no need to fire our cannons, as we
see no breach of the Peace. By our
presence here, I am sure all conflicts will be
avoided. It is doubtful that either the Native
Clan or the White Clan will choose to test
the Power of Peace that this ship has to
offer as a gift against a threat!
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
(irritated and angry)
What? We asked for help from the Land of
Illahee to destroy these natives once and
for all. Now you dare disobey my orders to
fire your cannons? Under what authority do
you come to our land?
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
(firmly with authority)
I personally received from the one of your
own men, a white man, who came on the
Mail Boat. I'm not sure of his name, but, we
have responded in the name of Peace and
our Queen. The Authority given you in this
Great Land might have been created in a

marriage with the Great Union, but, the
Queen's Dominion is our Land. And our
Land, in a manner of speaking, goes right
through your house! Our people see
everything that you do to your own people
both good and bad. Our mission here is for
one purpose and that is to maintain the
Peace between all peoples, until your own
Navy arrives. The Queen's Land of the
Dominion will have Peace along our
borders, and your Land borders our Land.
Now, you have my orders so leave in Peace
and leave my ship!
Magistrate Zervog's expression is a red faced furious rage of humiliation
and embarrassment.
MAGISTRATE ZERVOG
Never again will we allow the presence of a
foreign power to intrude into our affairs or
seek help from your nation to maintain our
Peace. We can handle our own affairs and
secure our own peace in our own way!
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY
In the future, I'm sure you can and will do
this. I am going to present a full report of
what has happened here, to the
Commander of the Great Union's Naval
Fleet, once they arrive. I know more than
you think. There's absolutely no reason on
earth for the death of that Native woman
who was burned alive in her own house!
May I dare ask, what justification can you
give me to destroy an entire Clan of
People? This isn't going to happen, as long
as I am Captain of this battle ship.
The Magistrate's face turned red, as he jerks his head away in disgust. He
says nothing more, as he turns to leave the Commander's presence and the
deck of this ship.
The Captain issues an order to his men.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY (CONT'D)
Men, take this gentleman by the arm and
turn him around for him to hear one more

thing I have to say to him before he leaves
my ship.
Suddenly the crew rush up and grasp Magistrate Zervog by both arms and
turn him completely around by forcibly escorting him directly in front of
their Captain.
CAPTAIN OF OSPREY (CONT'D)
Zervog, maybe you're going to tell me that
your men drank liquor and ate some
mushrooms where they saw little red men
and monsters lurking around your village in
the middle of the night? So, they decided
to burn this woman's house down and start
a war with the native clan! It's time you
learn to protect all of your citizens. I don't
believe a word you have to say to justify a
battle this day! It's my opinion you're
having delusions created in your mind by
strong drink, to justify a battle, rather than
discuss terms of Peace. There shall be no
battle or war against anyone today! If I hear
one cannon or firearm fired against the
peace from Sitka by the sea, I will turn my
very cannons on your village. This is a time
for you to learn that other nations are
watching and indeed can respond when a
people have been wronged by their
government. Now heed that warning and
leave my ship in Peace!
The Osprey crew forcibly escort Magistrate Zervog to the rail with the
boarding net and release him. The Magistrate hastily climbs down the net
into his waiting skiff.
EXT. SITKA BAY - DUSK
The Osprey has lifted anchor and is proceeding South in the channel just
off of Sitka.
P.O.V. of the Osprey crew shows four Great Union's Naval vessel
proceeding into Sitka bay from the South.
The Great Union's lead ship pulls along side of the Battle ship Osprey. The
two Captain's from these two naval battle ships salute each other. A rope is
thrown from the deck of Osprey to the deck of the lead ship. A message
container is sent across to the Great Union's ship where a sailor rushes the

message to the Captain. Other crewmen release the rope for transferring
messages.
CAMERA ON the Great Union Captain as he reads the message where his
face shows concern, confusion, and agitation. Then, looks over towards
the Captain of the Osprey who is saluting him one last time.
EXT. KIKSADI ISLAND FORESTED MOUNTAINS - DAY
(GWITCHEN)
The new Gwitchen Clan are travelling on a trail, deep into the forests of
Kiksadee Island.
Gootchee and the others suddenly stop and sit on the forest ground to
rest.
Gootchee is rubbing his tired feet. He looks at Hootchee with a confused
look.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Just where are we going Hootchee? What is
this secret mission all about and when are
we going home to Volcano Island?
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Our
secret mission is to start a new Clan with a
new name, in accordance with the Ancient
Scrolls. We must not return to Volcano
Island until the seed of John returns, as if
he'd never gone. And, this time will be
during a new generation, when all humans
no longer remember our name
or how to make the brew to see such as we!
This must be done in the name of our
survival!
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(confused)
What? I thought we were just going on a
secret mission for a few days?
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Didn't you see the haze that covered
Volcano Island? Are not our wives and
children here? Elder Mootchee knew of the
destruction of Volcano Island before it even

took place! We were chosen to continue our
very existence!
TOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
Well, just exactly what are we suppose to
call ourselves, then?
TOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I am angry about this! Can't these humans
ever learn the Power of the Word called
Peace?
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Will
you quit bitchin' about the humans never
knowing about the Power of the Word
called Peace! Hootchee is just kidding!
That was the misty fog over Volcano Island.
It has been raining and those were thunder
clouds in the sky! These things happen all
the time and almost every late summer
morning!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(firmly)
You are wrong Kootchee! Volcano Island
was destroyed this very morning by a ring
of fire. The rumbling we heard, was not
from the sky, either. Elder Mootchee had
me select each of you to come with me
before the destruction began, so there
would be no Gwitchen subjected to the
terror or horrors of a human war! I tell you
this humbly. We are the last of the
Gwitchen and this is our mission. We shall
never return to Volcano Island, nor whisper
words of Peace in the ears of humans
again!
TOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
Well, just what are we suppose to do, when
the humans start to forget about the
meaning of the Word called Peace and want
to do battle again, huh, Hootchee? Who's
suppose to have all the answers!
NOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
(arrogantly to Hootchee)

And, just which Gwitchen of authority is
going to marry me and Kootchee? We have
no Elders among us!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
(speaking to Nootchaa)
I'm just as confused as everyone. I only
know what I know. Since I'm the Eldest,
then, as the Elder, you and Kootchee are
married! How's that?
NOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
(angrily)
That is a pretty simple ceremony, if you ask
me!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Well, until I have the answers to everyone's
questions that is all you're going to get
from this Gwitchen!
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Nootchaa , you are displaying a human
emotion, in which one human continually
complains to another human, when the
other human doesn't really know what to do
themselves, and doesn't have time for the
complaint in the first place. I mean we have
more important things to worry about right
now! Hootchee's words are new to me too! I
don't know what we are going to do, but, we
must first find shelter for our flock and
ourselves.
HOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
(defensively)
What Kootchee is trying to say is that same
as humans say, quit Bitchin' at Hootchee,
because he doesn't know the answers or
what to do either!
TOOTCHAA - GWITCHEN
(giggling)
Hey, that's what we can call ourselves, 'The
Bitchin' Gwitchen', because we are the
Gwitchen and now we're Bitchin' at each
other just like the humans do!

HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
The Gwitchen are Who?
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
I know! If we're not suppose to contact
humans anymore or whisper words of
Peace in their ears, then we can at least
play our bags of wind from the peaks of
mountains, as a way of reminding the
humans that we're going to continually
keep Bitchin' at them for not knowing the
Power of Peace!
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN Why
don't we just change the letter - G - and - W
- from in front of our Gwitchen name, to the
symbol - B -. Now, our new name sounds
the same and it will be easier to remember.
Let's see? How many ways can we speak
our new name? We are the Bitchen! We are
the Bitchen Gwitchen! The
Gwitchen are now, the Bitchen! The Bitchen
were the Gwitchen! The Gwitchen are
Bitchen!
All of the Gwitchen start giggling.
GOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Hey, doesn't the human word, Bitchin' also
mean like, 'really good,' too? I think so!
Yea, let's call ourselves the Bitchen! Now,
we can have a new Clan name, if everyone
votes the same, just like it's told in the
Ancient Scrolls!
KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
This sounds pretty silly to me!
Kootchee begins to giggle and laugh while his Leekkapeekka begins to
beep and his Gumpee begins to squeak.
HOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
Well, isn't life suppose to be happy and
silly, where everyone lives in Peace?
What's wrong with this new name? I think
it's pretty unique if you ask me, even if it's
silly!

KOOTCHEE - GWITCHEN
You're right about that! I guess it's alright to
have a silly name, since the new name is
given to us in Peace! We are the now the
Bitchen Gwitchen, who are continually
Bitchen at the humans, when they forget to
Know the Power of the Word called Peace!
Oh, yea, we're not suppose to use the
Gwitchen name anymore, so, if all agree,
then I agree, that we, are now, named the
Bitchen, all for the Power of the Word called
Peace!
Everyone nods their heads and raise their hands in an affirmative vote!
EXT. VOLCANO ISLAND CRATER PEAK --LATER
A lone Gwitchen plays a strong powerful and happy song of triumph on his
bags of wind, which echo's down into the valley and out across the ocean
sea.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. FADE IN ON SCENE -- "100 YEARS LATER"
(GRANDFATHER, JOHNNY-CHILD)
EXT. GRANDFATHER'S FARM -- MORNING
An older small homesteaded farm with pasture, fruit trees, animals, old
farm equipment, with an old barn is nestled in a small valley surrounded
Pacific Northwest-British Columbian forested mountains during the 1950's.
The air is crisp and birds can be heard chirping and singing their morning
songs. A pig and some chickens are lingering around, with a dog laying on
the porch.
A young boy JOHNNY-CHILD about ten years old is following an older man,
his GRANDFATHER are just walking into the family barn.
INT. OLD FAMILY BARN -- MORNING
(GRANDFATHER, JOHNNY-CHILD)
Hay is hanging over a loft's edge, from where stacked baled hay is stored.
A cow is tied to one of the stalls for milking where there is a bucket and
stool nearby. Along one of the interior walls are hung a bunch of old
ancient looking, saws, shovels, rakes, an old post-hole digger, two splitting
malls, and a short handled mall (THOR'S MJOLLNIR) - (Myoll-near) which is

attached to an old style belt. A workbench has a bunch of old used tools
scattered about on the bench and around a tool box.
The Grandfather takes the milking bucket, and place the stool in a position
for milking. He sits down, grabs the Cow's teats and begins milking. The
boy stands curiously and inquisitively by, asking many questions.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Grandpa, how come you have so many
tools around, but you never use them?
GRANDFATHER
Well Son, a man always has to have his
tools. You never know when you're going to
need one. So over the years, they just keep
accumulating. And, some of those tools, my
daddy gave me.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Why didn't he keep them for himself?
GRANDFATHER
Son, there is a time when a boy becomes a
man, and has to work for a living. With
tools, a man can always find a job.
Someday, I will give you and your brother
some of my tools.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(excitedly)
Really? What kind of tools? And, when?
GRANDFATHER
Well, that all depends on how old you are
when you become a man. Some boys
become a man at a younger age than
others, where they have a need to go out
and dig ditches, rake leaves, cut grass,
pound nails, paint, or whatever it takes to
bring home some money for food and the
needs of the family. If a man has tools, he
can always find work! When that age
comes, I'll give you whatever tools you
need and they're yours to keep. Just ask
your old Grandpa, when the time comes!

Johnny -Child rushes from his Grandfather's side over to the work bench
and wall of tools, looking excitedly at all of them as if they are his potential
gifts. Johnny -Child takes a heavy splitting mall from its wall hanger.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Wow, this is really heavy! Why are they so
heavy and what are they for?
GRANDFATHER
Those are splitting malls for making
firewood. That's why they're shaped
somewhat like an axe and they have to be
heavy. There's some wedges on the table.
Using those will give you some muscles,
son.
Johnny-Child puts it back on the wall hanger, and reaches up and take the
belt with the short handled mall (Thor's Mjollnir) and pulls the hammer out
of the belt sling.
JOHNNY - CHILD
This one isn't as heavy as those ones, but,
its still heavy. What do you use this for?
GRANDFATHER
My daddy gave that little mall to me and he
said, his daddy gave it to him. I've used that
to knock shakes off the roof, and even as a
hammer. That little mall comes in pretty
handy once in a while. But, a boy your age
should be looking at that post hole digger,
cuz' your Grandpa needs to fix the fence. I'll
throw in a shovel for you too!
JOHNNY - CHILD
Really? Then, if I fix the fence, I can have
the post-hole digger and a shovel? Will you
throw in the little mall too?
GRANDFATHER
(smiling)
Son, you just made yourself a deal. You fix
that fence, and when the day comes for you
to go out into the world on your own. You
can take the post-hole digger, the shovel,
and that little mall with you!

The boy rushes over to his grandfather and give him a huge hug of thanks.
The Grandfather smiles a big smile.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Oh, Thank you Grandpa! I have my own
tools now!
GRANDFATHER
(laughing)
That's what Grandpa's are for! Tomorrow,
I'll go into town and buy about forty posts
for you to replace.
The Grandfather has the milk bucket full. He stops milking the cow, stands
up from the stool. The Grandfather carrying the milk bucket and Johnny Child walking next to him exit the barn.
EXT. GRANDFATHER'S FARM --MOMENTS LATER
The Grandfather and boy walk to house and go inside.
INT. GRANDFATHER'S FARM - KITCHEN -- MOMENTS LATER
(GRANDFATHER, GRANDMOTHER, JOHNNY - CHILD)
Grandfather sets the fresh milk on the table. The GRANDMOTHER is
working in the Kitchen. Johnny - Child takes leave of his grandparents in
the kitchen and goes into the living room.
GRANDFATHER
Fresh milk, honey!
GRANDMOTHER
Thank you dear!
INT. GRANDFATHER'S FARM - LIVING ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER
(GRANDFATHER, JOHNNY - CHILD, GRANDMOTHER)
Johnny -Child and his Grandfather are in the living room. The boy sees a
specific book on the book shelf. He removes the book from the shelf and
begins turning the pages for stories to read. The boy looks at his
Grandfather as he closes the book, with his hand marking a story and
starts to hand the book to his Grandfather who is sitting in a rocking chair.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Grandpa, can you read and explain to me
some of these stories? A lot of these

stories are really good to read, but, some of
the stories are confusing and some words
are too hard to understand. Can you please
read for me?
The Grandfather looks at the page of the book, which is opened and sets
the book on his lap.
GRANDFATHER
Hmmm. You chose our book of ancient
family stories that my mother used to read
to me. Son, if I hear a word, I can tell you
what it means, but I'm not a good reader. I
was hoping some night you could read to
me, and share the memories and lessons
learned. If I hear a word, I can tell you what
it means, but I only have a sixth grade
education.
JOHNNY - CHILD
What if you won't know the word because I
can't pronounce it right?
GRANDFATHER
There is a dictionary on the shelf. Take that
book down to help you. You can learn new
words by looking them up in that book. In
this way, your mind gains wisdom and
understanding that no one else can give
you.
The boy turns and grabs a second book from the book shelf with the word,
DICTIONARY on the cover.
JOHNNY - CHILD
I will do this!
GRANDFATHER
I want you to promise me, that you learn
your reading, writing, and arithmetic. If you
learn to write, then you can be anybody you
want to be. And if you know your
arithmetic, then you can figure out
solutions that arise in a man's life. I see you
picked out the story of the Gwitchen!
JOHNNY - CHILD
Then, you know about the Gwitchen?

The Grandfather smiles at his grandson.
GRANDFATHER
(laughing)
Oh, yes! That was one of my mother's
favorites, and read it many times to me
when I was a young boy!
JOHNNY - CHILD
When I started to read one of the stories,
well, do you really believe that these little
hidden people exist?
GRANDFATHER
There are many truths to fables, legends,
and myths. Stories are sometimes written,
so that the past may be remembered or to
recognize a wrong, and even as a warning
of what could happen. But, no, I don't think
these little people ever existed. It's a shame
they don't exist, because humans need all
the help they can get to assure peace!
JOHNNY - CHILD
How are we to know what is true and what
isn't in the stories? Do these other lands
exists and is there really a land of Peace
with a double rainbow?
GRANDFATHER
I suppose you have to use your own
judgment. I've never seen a map with the
names of these places, so, it must be the
moral of the stories that are important to be
remembered. But, I was told by my father's
father, that the land of paradise or peace
and the double rainbow can be found in the
north.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Well Grandfather, have you ever travelled to
the North and looked for these places and
people to see what's true and what isn't?
GRANDFATHER
No. But, your Uncle Kenny has sailed the
Northern Seas and so has your father. Even

my father came from the North, but, other
than these stories that have been handed
down, well, they're just for us to read by an
evening fire as entertainment, to remind us
of how lucky we are to live in Peace. You
see, the Land of Peace as told in our family
stories, is as far as our eyes can see. Those
who see such as we, can also see this land
of Peace for as far as their eyes can see.
For us, it is all the same land.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Well, what if these dreams of the Ancient
One's are true?
GRANDFATHER
Oh, you have read and understood more of
our stories than I realized.
JOHNNY - CHILD
I try to read this book every time I can. It's
fascinating and yet confusing to me. That's
why I wanted you to read it to me.
GRANDFATHER
Many men dream dreams and have visions
during the night. Who knows what goes
through a man's mind during his sleep?
But, to believe it as true? It is nice to dream
dreams, but as working men, we have many
other things to do in life in order to survive!
Why don't we save the stories for tonight.
There's some firewood to be cut and your
Grandmother want you to go berry picking
with her, so she can make us some berry
pies for dinner.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Yes, Grandpa.
Just as Johnny-Child stands up from the chair next to his Grandfather, the
boy's GRANDMOTHER comes into the living room. She has two buckets
for berry picking in her hands.
GRANDMOTHER

Archie, I'm ready to go berry picking now.
Did you ask Johnny if he wants to go with
me?
GRANDFATHER
Well, John. Hurry up and make a decision,
it's your choice, either wood chopping or
berry picking? And, your Grandmother is
waiting for an answer.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Come on Grandma, we're going berry
picking!
GRANDFATHER
I figured that would be your decision, so it
looks like I'll be doing the wood chopping!
The young lad, gives his smiling Grandfather a hug and rushed off to go
berry picking with his Grandmother.
EXT. FOREST -- MOMENTS LATER
(GRANDMOTHER, JOHNNY - CHILD)
John and his Grandmother carrying berry buckets are walking along a
forest trail, where his Grandmother points out to the boy the eatable fruits,
as they begin picking red huckleberries, wild blue huckleberries, salmon
berries, including picking various kinds of mushrooms along their slow
journey to fill their buckets.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Grandma, it seems like you know every
kind of berry and mushroom we can
harvest in the forest. How do you know
which berry and which mushroom to eat?
John curiously reaches down to pick a strange looking mushroom growing
underneath one of the forest trees. His Grandmother turn towards him, as
she notices that he is unfamiliar with the species of mushroom.
GRANDMOTHER
My mother and grandmother showed me
most of what we can eat from the forest and
now I'm showing you! Don't pick that one
or you'll see strange things!
JOHNNY - CHILD

Like what?
GRANDMOTHER
(scolding)
Don't you worry about, like what! Those are
dangerous! Now leave them there, kinds of
mushrooms alone or you'll have everyone
seeing strange and crazy creatures during
dinner!
JOHNNY - CHILD
You mean like the mushrooms mentioned
in Grandpa's ancient family story book?
GRANDMOTHER
I'm not sure about that, but, your
Grandfather's father was indeed the one
who warned me about that kind of
mushroom.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(quietly to himself)
Hmmmm. Interesting.
Johnny turned and looked at another fruit bearing tree and picked one of
the fruits as he spoke.
JOHNNY - CHILD (CONT'D)
Grandma, how come these grapes grow on
a tree and how do you know they make us
think better?
GRANDMOTHER
Those aren't really grapes. They only look
like grapes. That is a tamarind tree. The
fruit is good so, I pass this knowledge on to
you, my grandson.
A curious expression crosses John's face as he again changes the subject.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Oh! Well Grandmother, our stories go so far
back in time, before clans of the white man
were even here from what our school books
tell me. How long has our family lived in
this region?
GRANDMOTHER

I don't know! But, it's been many
generations. I know our family's been here
since before nations even drew the lines.
So, I guess, we've been here a long time.
Your Grandfather's side of the family has
been here even longer, than my side of the
family.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(inquisitively)
Why did my father and Uncle Kenny sail the
Northern seas?
GRANDMOTHER
I'm not really sure. But, our clan has always
been around the Sea! It seems like it's in
our men's blood. I know your Father and
Kenny have sailed together on ships many
times in the Northern seas. Maybe you
should asked them at dinner tonight! They'll
answer your questions!
INT. GRANDFATHER'S FARM -- EVENING
(BARNEY, COOKIE, DOROTHY, GRANDFATHER, GRANDMOTHER, JOHN,
UNCLE KENNY, UNCLE LOUIE, UNCLE BILL, JOHNNY - CHILD, BUTCH CHILD)
A huge round table has the entire family sitting to begin eating dinner.
John, John's Grandfather, his father BARNEY, his UNCLE KENNY, UNCLE
LOUIE, UNCLE BILL, brother BUTCH, sisters COOKIE, JERI, and JAYNE.'s
Grandmother and Mother DOROTHY are bringing the last of the food from
the kitchen stove and placing it on the table. The two women sit down and
everyone begins passing the food around in a circle as they fill their plates
and begin to eat.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Uncle Kenny did you ever read our family
story book about the little red people who
can't be seen?
UNCLE KENNY
I sure did! When I was younger and sailed
with your father, I even looked for some of
the places that were mentioned in some of
the stories. But, I didn't find anything out

for sure. But, there were a few
coincidences.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Like what?
UNCLE KENNY
Well, there were no Native Clan named,
Skralings, Gwitchen or even a Clan named
Peace. I was surprised that your father
found a floating island in the Great Land,
but, this land is huge and a person can't
see everything. On my travels I found a
village named Sitka by the Sea and even
one street name that looked similar to one
of the Chiefs mentioned in the story, but,
the name was spelled a little different. No
one heard of any Gwitchen or a Gwitchen
Stone. But, Klondike Kate was suppose to
be one of your Grandfather's relatives. As
far as we know, she'd never been to Sitka.
There's even an island near Sitka with a
single volcanic mountain on it, named
Edgecumbe. Local villagers say, it exploded
one day and all that is left is a volcanic
cone. The people seemed scared about
something and were somewhat secretive. I
couldn't understand their fear. I only stayed
there a year and came home. You're father
sailed the Northern Seas for many more
years than I. You might ask him, but, he's
never read our family story book.
JOHNNY - CHILD
You mean this story about the Gwitchen is
all a fantasy?
UNCLE KENNY
Yep! I think so! But, you know, it seems, I
could have swore that I saw a double
rainbow over the volcanic mountain along
the Sitka coast, just as I was leaving on one
of my voyages from the north one summer.
Our vessel wasn't stopping at any ports. I
really couldn't be sure of the exact location
of my sighting because many little islands

obstructed my view from the boat. But, it
was from the right direction.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Well, if it wasn't true, it should have been
true! People should Know the Power of the
Word called Peace! Who wrote this story
anyhow?
GRANDFATHER
We don't know! It's just a family story.
That's all! It must have been made up and
written by someone who grew up here,
because they used our village name of
Issaquah in the story.
BARNEY
Son, don't you remember when Daddy
through a glass of water in the air and it
turned to ice before the water hit the
ground, or the time I took you to the floating
island?
JOHNNY - CHILD
Oh, yea, Dad. I remember that! But, what
about it?
BARNEY
Well, Son. When your Daddy sailed the
Northern Seas, your Mother and all of you
children came with me and for a while we
all lived in the Great Land.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(surprised)
I didn't know that! I thought those travels
were around here! The story book said
there was a floating island, too!
BARNEY
Our travels weren't far. In a way, this land is
part of the Great Land. No one knows
where the boundaries begin or end. As a
person gets older there are many events
that become distorted with time, just as
legends and stories do. Maybe part of the
stories are true.

BUTCH - CHILD
Johnny, I remember dad taking us on the
boat to those places! It was fun!
Johnny asked anyone at the table who might know the answer to his next
question.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Does Issaquah mean, 'Icy Water', then?
GRANDFATHER
(giggles)
My mother told me that the Native Clan said
it is a unrefined term that means, 'There's A
Little Piss In The Creek,' whatever that
means.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Well, why did someone take the time out of
their lives and write all of these stories, if
none of them are true? And many of the
words are ancient, like Skralings. That is a
Viking word, but then there are native
words too. I am so confused!
UNCLE LOUIE
Maybe they were bored! Who knows, but,
when there's nothing to do, the stories are
fun to read, aren't they? I enjoyed reading
them when I was young.
UNCLE BILL
Dad said, our clan are the descendant of a
group of shipwrecked Vikings and that one
of our grandmothers was a tree line native,
right dad?
GRANDFATHER
Right son! That's what was told to me, but I
don't know where they shipwrecked or
which clans were involved. All lost to
history, except we have family throwbacks
with olive skin and dark hair like your
mother and sister Cookie instead of fair hair
and eyes.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(simultaneously)

Yea, I guess so! Hey, did you see where the
Ancient One was suppose to have written a
little book about Hope? How come we don't
have that in one of the stories?
COOKIE
(giggling)
Maybe he forgot to write it and hoped you
wouldn't ask to read it! John's other two
sister's begin to giggle at Cookie's remark.
JOHNNY - CHILD
Hey Mom, how come Butch got to be
named after dad and I didn't get to be
named after anybody?
DOROTHY
You are! I named you after your GreatGrandfather and both of your Grandpa's
and your Uncle Kenny!
JOHNNY - CHILD
I am not! Their names aren't Johnny!
DOROTHY
Oh yes, you are! Your Uncle Kenny's first
name is John. And, your Grandpa's first
name is John! And, your GreatGrandfather's name is John.
JOHNNY - CHILD
What? I've never heard this before and I
thought you said my name is Johnny?
DOROTHY
You're sure full of questions tonight! That's
your nick name. It's been a tradition to use
a second name or nick name instead of the
name John. Even your Great-Grandfather
was named John. And, you're a John. You
were the second son, so instead of being
named after your father, our tradition, was
to name you after your grandfathers. That is
why your second name is the name of your
other Grandfather.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(excitedly)

Gee! I really was named after somebody,
just like my brother Butch was! But, I
thought Grandpa's real name was
Moonshine Morrison?
Johnny-Child's Grandfather and the rest of his family began to giggle and
laugh at Johnny-Child's ignorance.
GRANDFATHER
Son, as a man grows older, he is known by
many names. That is just a nickname given
to me because, I have the ability to make
and provide our neighbors with a special
brew, they call Moonshine or Hootch. This
is an honorary title given to men who are
experts in their trade, such as your
Grandpa is, when he makes his Moonshine!
JOHNNY - CHILD
(confused)
Hey, that name was in one of the stories
too! How can this be, if these stories are
ancient stories?
GRANDMOTHER
I think your grandfather was given that
nickname because of his love for an ancient
recipe for brew handed down by his father's
father's father who was given special
brewing instructions from a man named,
Captain Red-Eye.
Everyone laughs at their grandmother's remarks while they continue their
dinner conversations.
DOROTHY
Johnny, just finish your meal!
Johnny-Child begins to eat his dinner in a manner that would allow him to
catch up with the rest of his family. Then, looks up as if he sees a vision.
JOHNNY - CHILD
(quietly)
Someday, I am going back to our Northern
lands to look around and see if I can find
any truth about our stories. Maybe, there
really are some little red people and a land
of Peace!

DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. FULL SHOT NEWSPAPER HEADLINES -- FUTURE
In a series of special effects spins in sequence, strange and unusual
worldwide newspaper front page pictures of oceanic nuclear explosions
with headlines that read:
HYDROGEN BOMB EXPLODED IN SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN!
A Cloud of Sea Water Thrusts Miles Into The Sky!
"The strongest nation on earth detonated its first hydrogen bomb in the
South Pacific Ocean this morning. The explosion sent a cloud of sea water
miles into the sky. This nuclear test was made as a deterrent to show
others, that this nation has the power to preserve Peace among other
nations on earth. . . ."
TWENTY THOUSAND PEOPLE GO BLIND IN ONE WEEK WHO LIVE ON
ISLAND -- KANGAROOS AND OTHER ANIMALS GOING BLIND IN
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE -- FISH AND OTHER SEA CREATURES
DISAPPEARING -- CELLULAR MUTATIONS OF THE SKIN CAUSED BY SUN
-- CROPS DESTROYED -DUST BOWL GROWS -- CHLORINE LINK TO
ATMOSPHERE'S LOSS OF THE OZONE SHIELD -DISSOLVE TO:
INT. SOME LOCAL CAFE -- AFTERNOON
(JOHN - YOUNG MAN, BUTCH - YOUNG MAN)
John - YOUNG MAN is now a young man. He is sitting in a Cafe eating
lunch with his brother BUTCH - YOUNG MAN, who is reading a newspaper
detailing a new report of nuclear testing in the South Pacific. There is a
huge photograph of a hydrogen bomb exploding with a remarks about the
cold war between the United States and Soviet Union.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Hey, Butch can I see the front page after
your done?
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
Sure.
Butch hands John the front page section of the newspaper while he
continues to read the sports section.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN

You remember those family stories we used
to read?
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
Yea? I remember that! And, I remember how
Grandpa conned you into replacing the
whole fence and digging all those postholes by giving you the tools, that he got to
keep anyhow. You're such a dumb-shit!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Yea, I was a pretty stupid kid back then.
And I got a lot of blisters on my hands.
Anyway, I just had a thought. Isn't salt
made from the combination of Sodium and
Chlorine?
Butch laughs at his brother's comments.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
Yup. Simple chemistry.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
I wonder if these events could be caused by
the nuclear explosions heating the ocean
salt to break it down, where these
explosions also, are sending these two
elements up into the atmosphere?
Butch looks up at John who is sitting across from the table.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
I know where your coming from now. Naw!
That's just a silly family story of fantasy!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Chlorine does break down ozone doesn't?
There has to be a reason for ozone
depletion. I sure hope you're right.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
Many governments say the depletion is
caused by refrigerators.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN Well, all of
the refrigerators are in the Northern
hemisphere and the biggest ozone

hole is in the South. How do you figure that
one out?
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN Now
that I think of it, you might have a point!
But, there's no government in the world
that's going to admit liability for
blinding and mutating various species.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
I hope humans learn and know the power of
the word called peace, where there is no
need for these kind of weapons.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
You and me both!
Butch take a bite out his sandwich and takes a sip of coffee while looking
up now and then at his brother.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN Someday,
I am going to go return to the Great
Northern lands and search for this
Legendary Land of Peace and maybe, I'll
even find an Ancient Scroll or Stone. Maybe
even, that Little Book of Hope, that the
Ancient One spoke of.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
You're dreaming again, John.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Who knows? There's not much work here anyhow. I'm going north, as soon
as I graduate. There's always work to be done on boats and the fishing
industry. And, I got a bag full of hand tools.
BUTCH - YOUNG MAN
(laughing out loud)
If that's your choice, I wish you luck. Are
you going to take your post-hole digger
too?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(smiling back awkwardly)
No! You can have that, and the shovel too!
But, I'm taking my little mall.

DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. SITKA WATERFRONT -- MORNING
John arrives on a Sitka, Alaska dock walking off of the gang plank, being
just fresh off of a ship from Seattle with a sea bag of belongings, a tool
bag, wearing a belt with a sling for his little mall (Thor's Mjollnir), in the
ancient Russian capital of Sitka. He has an expression of exploration, as he
leaves the pier, looking at the scenic mountains and islands, that surround
the village.
John walks through town along the water front and docks full of fishing
boats. He notices an island off shore that has what appears to be an
ancient volcano on it as he walks down to the boats in search of work.
CUT TO:
EXT. SITKA DOCK -- CONTINUOUS
(CAPTAIN, JOHN)
John with a sea bag slung over his shoulder and a canvas tool bag slung
over the other shoulder, slowly walks past a long wooden boat admiring its
beauty, where the CAPTAIN is just coming down the mast and sees this
young man milling around.
CAPTAIN
You looking for work son?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
I sure am, sir!
CAPTAIN
Well, this is Friday. But, I'm going to need a
deckhand or two on Monday. If you're
serious be here Monday morning ready to
work at 8 o'clock sharp, and you've got
yourself a job!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(excitedly)
Yes sir! I'll be here for sure! Ah... Captain,
you don't know where I can rent a place to
stay do you?
The Captain hops down onto the deck and approaches John.
CAPTAIN

Actually, there's a couple places in town.
And, some cabins just south of town. You'll
find the addresses on the dock notice
board next to the ramp.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Thanks, Captain.
CAPTAIN
By the way stranger, what's your name?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
John sir. My friends call me Johnny.
CAPTAIN
It's nice to meet you. I'm Captain Kippi.
The two shake hands. As the two men shake hands, John's facial
expression shows curiosity at the coincidence of hearing that very same
name somewhere in his life before.
EXT. SITKA RESIDENTIAL AREA -- CONTINUOUS
(ELDERLY MAN, JOHN)
John is walking down a residential area comparing the address on a piece
of paper with the street addresses. Just as it starts raining, John stops and
walks up to the door. He knocks a few times. The door opens. An ELDERLY
MAN peers out from the opened the door.
ELDERLY MAN
Can I help you?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
I saw this rental ad down at dock that says
you have a place to rent. I just got to town
and got a job on Captain Kippi's boat.
ELDERLY MAN
Oh, a fisherman! Well son, we have a small
two room furnished cabin for rent right next
to the house here. A hundred dollars a
month. The rules are no smoking, no
women, no alcohol, no drugs, no loud
music and no parties and no more than
three friends visiting at any one time during
the day. That's also the law and you'll be
cited for creating a riot if you do! My wife

and I are part of neighborhood watch so we
turn in all strange faces that appear on our
streets into the police.
John gets a concerned look on his face, but, he needs a place to call home.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Sounds just like all the freedom I have at
home! That would be great, sir!
ELDERLY MAN
Let me get the key for you.
The elderly man leaves and returns with the cabin key. The two proceed to
the cabin door. The elderly man unlocks the door and hands the key to
John.
ELDERLY MAN (CONT'D)
The cabin's yours! Make sure you keep the
cabin clean.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Yes, sir. And, thank you sir. It's nice to get
settled so quickly, as it's been a long
journey from Seattle through British
Columbian and Alaskan waters on that
ship.
ELDERLY MAN
By the way, what's your name?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
John, sir.
ELDERLY MAN
Well, John. You look like a clean cut young
man. It's nice to have you as a neighbor. My
name is Wallak. The elderly man extends
his hand out to shake John's hand. John
again, gets their curious look of continual
coincidences occurring in his life when he
learns the older man's name.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Thank you sir.

The Elderly man leaves John at the door, as John unslings his sea bag and
canvas tool bag from his shoulder and enters the small cabin and closes
the door.
INT. JOHN 'S HOME -- CONTINUOUS
John looks over his new dwellings and unpacks his sea bag.
EXT. SITKA FOREST -- FRIDAY AFTERNOON
(JOHN - YOUNG MAN, BITCHEN)
John leaves his cabin and begins a relaxed exploration walk. First he walks
down a residential sidewalk, which oddly ends with a trail leading into the
forest surrounding the village of Sitka.
His shoes become wet from the recent rains and puddles on the path he'd
walked, which appears to him to be the reason for squeaking sounds that
are heard as he walks deeper into the forest. Every step he takes, his feet
squeak.
Walking down a forest trail, John notices the very same kind of strange
mushrooms that his Grandmother had warned him about. John picks one
and takes a bite to taste it.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(quietly to himself)
There is nothing strange to this taste?
CLOSE IN on John's eyes as they suddenly open wide and his head begins
to swirl. He kneels down on one knee because of being weak and light
headed.
P.O.V. of John who now holds his head with both hands, as his mind
becomes confused, his eyes become blurred and his speech becomes
slurred, as he experiences this happening all alone in the forest.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(slowly and slurred)
What is happening to me?
John lays on the ground and closes his eyes. His body feels like it is
spinning and his ears began to hear voices from all around him, but, it was
like only one person speaking to him, as if, in a dream and swirling in his
head!
MANY BITCHEN
(speaking all at once)

History is not lost! This is our Peacemaker
for sure! He came back! John isn't suppose
to be known as someone special among
humans. We still need proof that he's the
Ancient One! He hasn't spoken what is to
be spoken as proof, even if we believe our
instinct! We know that's him! John wants
everyone to live in Peace and live happily
with a family, just like all humans should.
Yes, this is John's seed! The Ancient One
doesn't really understand his purpose in
life, other than to bring his knowledge of
the Power of the Word called Peace to
mankind. There are times he believed that
to have Peace among humans was only a
lie. There is only so little time on this Earth
and Peace is essential if humans are to
exist. Every human's dream is to live in a
Land of Peace and he said this would be
the Land of Peace, even if this event was
the last thing he would do! He still hasn't
spoken what's to be spoken!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(confused, scared)
My mind is swirling with delusions!
John lays on the forest ground. He opens his eyes with fearful shock and
begins screaming.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(screaming)
Please stop this! My eyes are blurred and I
can't see who you are! Whatever you are,
you are scaring me! Please I come in
Peace! Know the power of the word called,
Peace!
John eyes become unblurred and focused. He sees that he is surrounded
by little red people.
GWITCHEN 1
(excited and happy)
We have been with you every generation
and now you have brought us back to our
Clan, Ancient One named John!

JOHN - YOUNG MAN
I'm not ancient and just a man! Hey, all of
you are just like the little red people in our
family stories!
GWITCHEN 2
(giggling)
We've been with him all this time and he
really thinks we were just a fairy tale!
All of the little people began to giggle and laugh at how silly this man was
acting. John appears astonished by the sights of the little people before his
very eyes. He looks again in astonishment at these little red people with
their flocks of strange creatures.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN You
really do exist then? You are the
Gwitchen? Then, those creatures who
stand by your side must be the Gumpee
and Leekkapeekka? Is this really the land of
Peace?
All of the little red people look at each other as they appear shocked and
stunned by these words. The Gwitchen suddenly began to dance, giggle
and laugh again, with joy and happiness as they began to play their bags of
wind!
MANY BITCHEN
He has returned! He has returned! The last
human from the White Clan of Peace named
the Kwee has returned! And, the last human
Peacemaker doesn't even know who he is!
John becomes embarrassed and red faced by all the attention he is
unexpectedly receiving by these little people who have surrounded him, yet
he expresses confusion. The little people begin giving him snuggles and
hugs by holding each of his legs and arms. John's face shows a silly smile.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
You little people are so sweet, but, I don't
know what you're talking about! How can I
be back, when I've never been here before
in my life? What has happened to me? I'm
so confused.
BITCHEN 3
(asking)

We are called the Bitchen and those other
little red people who came with you, are
called the Gwitchen! Now, do you know
who we are?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Who returned? No one came with me! What
are you talking about? Oh, my head! I
shouldn't have tasted those mushrooms.
My Grandmother warned me about them.
Oh, my head hurts. I must have time to
clear my head.
Abruptly, a luminous glow appeared before the little red men's eyes. Again,
John's sight was blocked, this time by a radiant light, as he covered his
eyes from this blinding sight.
INT. UTGARDIAN SPACE CRAFT CONTROL CENTER -- CONTINUOUS
(JOHN, UTGARDIAN 1, UTGARDIAN 2, YMIR)
A group of Jotuns manning the Utgardian spacecraft have the situation
with John and the little people zoomed in on their visual monitor.
UTGARDIAN 1
We have him locked in Ymir. The retractor
beam is ready to descend our three
emissaries to prepare John for the fourth
destiny.
UTGARDIAN 2
Turn on the luminous light beams. Beam
them down to ten feet above the ground.
UTGARDIAN 1
Luminous light beams are on. Retractor
beam engaged for descent.
YMIR
Descend our emissaries.
EXT. SITKA FOREST -- CONTINUOUS
(JOTUN 1, JOTUN 2, FAN-YOO-EL, JOHN - YOUNG MAN)
A light beam appears from the atmosphere which luminates the three
Jotuns as if they were a holograph, first descending, then appearing to be

hovering in mid-air, as they have been sent on this mission to guide John
into the fourth destiny.
The little people look up at the beam as the Jotuns descend.
MANY GWITCHEN AND BITCHEN
(all together, various
statements)
It is true! A new sign of the times is before
us, just as told in the Ancient Scrolls! Look!
They're here! We must go! Oh! Oh! We have
to go!
All of the little red people and their flocks disappear by rushing into the
forest to hide leaving John alone sitting up on the forest floor. John doesn't
notice the luminous beam or Jotuns.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
What are you talking about? Where are you
going?
JOTUN 1
(softly)
John!
JOTUN 2
(softly and gentle)
John!
JOTUN 1
Can he hear us yet?
John looks all around, except up, thinking someone is hiding along the
side of this trail, which runs through the forest.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Is someone trying to play a prank on me?
Come on out where I can see you! Who's
speaking to me? Who are you and where
are you? Are you with the little red men
who are hidden from a man's sight? What
do you want from me?
JOTUN 2
He doesn't know it's time!
John looks all around again, except up, to see where the voices are coming
from.

JOTUN
You promised to write the Little Book of
Hope. It's only a book of poem and thought!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(fearful)
Who are you? And, what do you want?
You've got the wrong John! Yes, that's it!
My family calls me Johnny!
JOTUN 2
He's such a silly human and doesn't
remember yet!
JOTUN 1
We're talking about your promise, John!
It's already been written. To those who have
humanly power, your words will taste bitter,
but, to those of Peace, your words shall be
sweet. It's time for you to write the Little
Book of Hope!
John still looks around the forest without looking up.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
The Little Book of Hope! Yes, I've heard that
name before. I don't know where it's at or
what's written on these scrolls called Hope!
Who are you? How do these voices come in
the wind?
JOTUN 1
During the time of your children and your
children's children, and even your
children's children's children's time of life,
the Earth shall be healed, as the living Earth
is also life. During this time, there will be a
day that shall come when night shall be day
and day shall be night. The Poles of the
Earth shall melt their ice to create a new
firmament, protecting the creatures against
further strife. The seed of John is only one,
of our human signs of the times, to come. It
has been written in the Book of Life! What
is to you, if you are an Ancient man named
John, a man of the present named John or
a man in the future named John. What is it

to you, if what is to be, will be? You're
John. You have been, you are, and you will
be again. It's pre-ordained!
John finally looks up and shows astonishment and fear as he sees three
strange beings, who appear to be luminous beings floating in mid air.
JOTUN 2
You don't know the words that are written
in the book, because you haven't wrote the
book yet!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(confused)
I don't understand? I thought you said it
has already been written? What do you
mean? And, why do you tell me of things to
come in the future, as I, am not living in the
past? Am I to write a story book like our
family stories as a warning of things to
come to protect our Mother Earth? And,
whom am I suppose to marry and have
these children with? Maybe these things
are to be done by another named John, or
maybe someone who is to come after me! I
know lots of men named John! Is this not
true?
JOTUN 1
You're not suppose to understand
everything that's heard, so don't ask!
John looks intensely up at the three luminous beings who can stand in
mid-air above him. He maintains control of himself and yet, expresses a
facial look that he's not sure if what he is really seeing is real.
FAN-YOO-EL
Don't be alarmed! I'm Fan-yoo-el, known as
the third luminary whom walks with you in
forgiveness. I'm the voice and the hope of
those who will inherit eternal life. Your hand
will be guided, my John. You shall bring
hope to mankind!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(inquisitively)
Do you mean like a voice of a ghost?

John begins to talk to himself.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(whispers to himself)
Hmmm. If these voices are just a delusion,
then I don't have nothing to worry about.
But, if this event is really, I could be in
trouble if I don't do what these luminous
beings say!
JOTUN 2
How silly can these humans really be?
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Okay, I'll write this little Book of Hope. But,
I've absolutely no idea what's going to be
written in it or what I'm going to write, so
what you'll see is what you'll get when I'm
done! But, who are you?
John sees both of these beings, with the look of unbelieving eyes, as he
hears one of the voices, not talking to him, but to the other being who can
stand in the air.
FAN-YOO-EL
John knows what has to be done! It will be
written!
With these last words from the Jotun voices, the luminous glow fades into
the air and the three Utgardians disappear up into the atmosphere which is
hidden by the clouds.
EXT. ATMOSPHERE - MOMENTS LATER
The Three Utgardians are beamed back on board their space craft.
INT. UTGARDIAN SPACECRAFT -MOMENTS LATER
(CAPTAIN YMIR, FAN-YOO-EL)
The three emissaries appear on a circular retractor beam platform near the
Command Center. The step off and walk over to Captain Ymir.
FAN-YOO-EL
Captain Ymir. John is prepared for his
destiny to bring human's hope but, how can
we be sure of mankind's destiny?

YMIR
In the destiny created in paradox, galactic
aliens seized one of our vessels and came
to Earth. We altered one of history's
paradoxical factors. The ship which was
seized, this did not go. Instead, this very
same craft was used to bring Nanna and
Balder to the Earth. Our spacecraft was not
there to be seized. Instead it was here on
Earth. In our destiny, only one ship
returned. The other ship remained in our
solar system. It's our new destiny to guide
the human species into a planet of peaceful
beings and as our new brothers of this
solar system. We shall watch over them, as
a mother watches her child.
FAN-YOO-EL
How did altering our future change the time
continuum for the paradoxical galactic
aliens and the destiny of their species?
YMIR
It is not important. They did not arrive. That
destiny did not prevail. This destiny has
prevailed. Humans must be prepared for
this destiny.
EXT. FOREST - MOMENTS LATER
(JOHN - YOUNG MAN, GWITCHEN)
John shakes his head as his mind begins to clear, to show expression that
these mushrooms are wearing off.
John looks around the forest recognizing that he is now, all alone. John
stands up and rushes to the side of the trail, looking for whoever it was that
was playing with his mind. There is no one around.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(confused)
This is all crazy! Was my mind creating
delusions? Those sounds and little red
people were they some kind of illusion
caused by those mushrooms? Or, maybe
all of these sights and sounds were a

dream! Yes, that's it! But, what if it wasn't?
Maybe I stumbled and hit my head?
John begins to walk back towards the human village from where he'd
came. Suddenly, he hears strange beeping and squeaking noises behind
him.
BITCHEN AND GWITCHEN ELDERS
(simultaneously giggling,
beeping, and squeaking)
Isn't he silly? This is our John!
John quickly turns around, but to his eyes no one is there! Now scared,
John runs away, back down the trail from where he'd first come, as fast as
he can, to leave this dream, delusion, vision, or illusion behind him! The
Gwitchen and their flock are right there with him.
EXT. FOREST TRAIL NEAR SHORELINE -- CONTINUOUS
John slows down to a walk feeling he was safely away from where he'd
been having delusions. The forest trail now follows the shoreline. John
looks out towards the sea., John sees streaks of different colored lights
beginning to appear from the top of a volcanic mountain on one of the
islands that protects the harbor of this village called Sitka. He looks
astonished as a radiant splendor of a Double Rainbow as it appears before
his very eyes.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(speaking out loud to himself
excitedly)
Wow! A double rainbow just appeared over
that island and it has a volcano! Someday
I'm going to this island to see the source of
these radiant lights! I wonder if, maybe, this
is the same island in our family story and
maybe there's a Crystal Dome?
EXT. JOHN 'S HOME -- AFTERNOON
John walks down the village sidewalk to his door and enters. Unknown,
unseen and unheard, to him, he is being followed by a large group of little
red people and their flocks. Some of the little people follow him inside his
home.
INT. JOHN'S HOME -- AFTERNOON
(JOHN - YOUNG MAN, GWITCHEN)

John looking tired walks into his bedroom and lays down on his bed. The
sun is still shining in his bedroom window. In only a moment, he falls into a
deep deep sleep.
Speed up TIME, with silhouettes of darkness and daylight as John lays on
the bed, in a deep sleep followed by the morning sun, which is followed by
darkness, which is again followed by the morning sun, and darkness again.
John believes he has only slept until the next morning but in reality he has
slept for two days and nights, until the third morning.
John finally awakes rubbing his eyes and lays in bed for a few minutes,
with a refreshed but confused looked about him, trying to collect his
thoughts.
He openly speaks to himself as he remembers the events before he fell
asleep.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN Whoa!
Those sure were some weird mushrooms!
Oh, I'm in bed! WOW! I thought I was
walking out in the forest? That sure was a
silly dream! Yes, this was just all a dream!
Silly little red men, luminous beings and
Double Rainbows! I must have been
dreaming a fantasy about one of our
family stories. Yes, that is it! It
was just a dream, but there really does have
to be a Land of Peace somewhere! If only
my fantasy were true! It is such a shame. I
want to see this Land of Peace. If only other
humans could look into my eyes to see
such as me, so they could see my dreams!
They would see a Land of Peace for as far
as their eyes could see and show others
how to see such as me!
Unseen and unheard by John, there were little people in his very house and
all around him! John begins to speak to himself, the little people start
holding their tummies, with tears rolling down from their eyes, giggling and
laughing.
GWITCHEN 1
(speaking to the other Gwitchen)
Oh, how silly can John really be? He is
always talking out loud to himself and he
doesn't even believe we exist!

FIRST GWITCHEN ELDER
Our Peacemaker has spoken new words of
Peace! He says that Peace can not only be
heard by humans, but seen! I believe he
wants us Gwitchen to whisper his dream
into the ears of all the other humans while
they sleep, so they think these words of
peace are their very own!
SECOND GWITCHEN ELDER
I believe you are right, as John can see
such as the Gwitchen, even if he doesn't yet
believe. Well, sooner or later he will believe
that we, the Gwitchen do exist, all for the
power of the Word called Peace.
FIRST GWITCHEN ELDER
(replies)
Let it be our mission to whisper these
words from our peacemaker named John
into the ears of humans while they sleep.
Let us speak to all humans his message
that from my eyes, I have seen a Land of
Peace for as far as my eyes can see!
Should you look into my eyes to see what I
see me, then you too, can see such as me
and see this Land of Peace for as far as
your eyes can see! And, should other
humans choose to see such as you and me,
who look into our eyes to see what we see,
then, they too, can see this Land of Peace
for as far as their eyes can see! Then,
someday all humans will see such as we,
and know the Power of the Word called
Peace!
GWITCHEN ALL
(giggling, laughing, shouting in
happiness)
This is fair enough for me! We agree! We
agree! We agree! With these words, we
shall whisper words of peace in the ears of
the humans while they sleep, then, all of the
humans of Mother Earth will Know the
Power of the Word called Peace.

John looks at the clock on the table next to his bed. His face expresses
alarm, as he suddenly realizes it is time for work. He speaks out loud to
himself as he jumps up out of bed. He picks up and fastens his mall belt,
then grabs his canvas tool bag in haste.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(quietly, to himself)
Oh, no! I'm going to be late for work! No
time for breakfast or to make a lunch!
John rushes out the bedroom door!
EXT. SITKA STREET SIDEWALK -- MORNING
(JOHN, TWO YOUNG MAIDENS)
John is walking hastily along the sidewalk towards the fishing docks. He is
about to pass TWO YOUNG MAIDENS coming from the opposite direction,
whom he finds pleasing to his eyes.
One of the young maidens was olive-skinned, with gleaming black hair. The
other young maiden was fair-skinned and fair-haired, with rose colored
cheeks. Both girls looked at John with independent flirtatious and inviting
smiles and a girly gleam of lust in their eyes.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Hi!
The two girls reply just a few feet in front of him.
TWO GIRLS
(simultaneously)
Hi!
John smiles back at the two beauties, as he continues to rush on by them
on his way to work.
The girls turn and look at each other and begin to giggle to each other just
after they go by him.
CLOSE IN on John's face.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(quietly whispering to himself)
I wonder why those girls looked at me like
that? They sure looked like they liked me or
knew me?

John smiled to himself as he ran the rest of the way to work. Holiday stops
and turns around to watch John rush on to work, for one last glimpse of
the young man.
TUESDAY - MODERN DAY
Holli, will you quit looking at him and hurry
up or we're going to be late!
HOLIDAY - MODERN DAY
No! He's so cute! I wonder what his name
is?
Holiday, with a gleam in her eye and a smile on her face, keeps watching
the young man as he runs down the street toward the harbor.
TUESDAY - MODERN DAY
Holiday, come on! We're going to be late!
Tuesday grabs Holiday by the hand to pull her along!
HOLIDAY - MODERN DAY
So what if we're late! He looks so delicious!
Oh, Okay! He's gone now! But, I'm going to
meet him again!
TUESDAY - MODERN DAY
(slowly, sexy)
Indeed he is handsome! But, you're not
going to have him, if I meet him first!
The two young females began to giggle, as they rush off to where they
were suppose to be going.
EXT. FISHING BOAT DOCK -- MORNING
(CAPTAIN, JOHN, GWITCHEN)
The fishing boat is tied to the dock. The Captain looks at John running
towards his boat to begin his crew member chores. John arrives at the
fishing boat. The Captain face displays anger.
CAPTAIN
You're a day late! Monday isn't a holiday
you know! It's a work day! Now get busy!
We've got work to be done!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN

I'm sorry Captain, I guess I got my days
mixed up.
CAPTAIN
Well if you're going to be working for me,
then, just don't let it happen again!
John nods affirmatively to the Captain's orders.
CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
I see you brought some tools? You can
start by scrubbing the deck. Then, you can
use that mall of yours, and pound in some
wooden pegs to replace the mast ladder. I
just finished drilling the holes. After that,
you can pound the caulking into the deck
using those wedges laying over by the
hatch.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Yes, Sir!
John scoops up a bucket of salt water from the side of the boat. He begins
scrubbing the wooden deck of the boat. As he scrubs the deck, he begins
to talk to himself out loud.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(quietly)
Where have I heard those words before?
What does he mean by a day late? I was
only an hour late. The things a man has to
do for peace. I have to apologize for his
mistake just to keep my job!
John takes some 2 inch round pegs which are about two feet long and
climbs the mast until he is almost to the top. He realizes these long pegs
are to be used as some kind of extensions coming off the mast. He begins
to pound the first into the hole, with a firm pound of the mall. On the
second swing, he misses the peg, and loses his grip on the mall (Thor's
Mjollnir) which flings out in the air, and just as suddenly returns to his very
hand. John looks absolutely astonished and shocked as he stares at his
mall in disbelief of what had just happened.
The Gwitchen appear transparent red, as many Gwitchen and some of the
flock are all around John, both on the boat and on the dock. The little elves
respond to John's remarks by giggling and laughing at how silly and
confused their peacemaker is. John can't see or hear a giggly word or a
giggle!

JOHN - YOUNG MAN
(curiously)
Wow! This is the kind of mall I like! I didn't
know it could do that! I wonder how this
tool know to return to my hand?
John still up on the mast, takes the mall and again, flings it out into the air
where just as before, this magical mall, flies out into the air, where similar
to a boomerang, this magical mall returned right back to his hand.
The Captain comes out from the wheel house unaware of the mall or John's
newly discovered powers of the mall.
CAPTAIN
Let's hear some pounding up there, son!
We must prepare to go to sea!
John looks down, with a somewhat embarrassed look.
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Yes, sir Captain! This is a fine ship here!
You can trust my workmanship, as if this
were my own ship and I was ready to seek
out to see the whole world from the sea!
Seaworthy she shall be!
John get's a smile on his face as he pounds in the last of the mast pegs
while curiously looking at his old tool with a new insight! He places his
hammer is his old mall belt and climbs down the mast.
Once he is down the mast, he adjust his belt. He feels a small irritating
lump in the belt and inspects it. When he flip the back side of the belt he
see a small hidden pouch built into the belt like a small coin pocket. He
sticks his two fingers in to pull out the lump. When he opens his hand with
the small contents of the belt, he finds an ivory ring, with the emblem of a
fish. John tries it on and it fits perfectly. He continues to wear it as he
works.
John picks up a large container on deck and sets it aside out of his way.
The Captain notices in bewilderment the strange strength of this young lad.
CAPTAIN (CONT'D)
Damn son, it took four men to put that
container there!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN

I'm sorry Captain, it didn't seem that heavy
to me. I just set it aside to clean the area up
a little more. I'll put it back.
CAPTAIN
No, that's fine son! Just keep doing what
your doing!
JOHN - YOUNG MAN
Yes sir!
ZOOM OUT from the vessel scene, where in the distance, and unseen by
John or the Gwitchen, the Midgard Sea Serpent known as the NIDHOGG
breeches the calm sea and returns to the depth of the sea.
ZOOM IN and CLOSE IN on the Nidhφgg as the creature breeches.
EXT. FORESTED MOUNTAIN PEAK -- SUNSET
A LONE GWITCHEN is standing on top the highest crater peak of
VOLCANO ISLAND, playing his bag of wind (bagpipes) as the sun is about
to set, yet its fullness hangs above the Western Ocean. The sound of the
bagpipes echoes through the air and down into the valley below.
ZOOM OUT to where Volcano Island is at a distance where the double
rainbow suddenly and momentarily appears over Volcano Island which lies
just off the coast of Sitka by the sea crowning the crater-like peak.
EXT. ATLANTIC OCEAN -LATER
What appears to be an Utgardian Space craft, zooms towards the Earth.
The Spacecraft enter's the Earth's atmosphere descending over the North
Atlantic Ocean.
ZOOM IN on the Strange Space Craft as it is about to descend into the
ocean waves.
FRAME IN on what appears to be the
UTGARDIAN TRIDENT EMBLEM on the side of the space ship just as it
enters the waters. Strangely, this Utgardian Trident emblem is UPSIDE
DOWN.
INT. GALACTIC ALIEN OCEANIC COLONY - CONTINUOUS
( ZY, GALACTIC ALIEN ONE)

The galactic alien leader ZY greets new emissaries who have just arrived at
his oceanic colony.
ZY
We have waited eons for your return. The
humans have multiplied in sufficient
numbers to sustain our species.
GALACTIC ALIEN ONE
How did you know to engage the
dimensional transfer?
ZY
(hissing)
Jotun errors in space-time distortion
calculations by creating a fourth galactic
cosmos destiny based upon us seizing
their ship. Jotuns believed removing the
ship changed our destiny here. My colony
was already here. Sub-species have no
dimensional matter-anti-matter transfer
technologies. Jotuns believed our species
multiplied on Earth. Colonization was only
delayed in time, until now. Sub-species
have no strength or speed to fight us. We
now eat, multiply and survive!
EXT. PLANET UTGARD - JOTUN CAPITAL DOME - CONTINUOUS
(GEIRROD, SURT, THE, UTGARD-LOKI, CAMERA, ALTERNATE TITLE:)
Surt, Geirrod, and Utgard-Loki are talking out in front of the Capital Krystal
Dome.
SURT
It looks like we have succeeded in
correcting the paradox. The genetic life
form space-time continuum has been
corrected and he lives.
GEIRROD
Utgard-Loki how does the hybrid John
affect the paradox with the book he is to
write? I don't quite understand!
UTGARD-LOKI
John brings new technologies to humans
with Thor's belt for strength and speed with

the power of the yggdrasil in his weapon at
a crucial time. There is no fiercer fighter
than a human who knows and believes in
the power of the word called Peace when he
is attacked! That was the purpose of the
little book. The Kraken alien's error is we
Jotuns know they are already there!
SURT
We must hurry home. Our new exploration
force due to arrive soon?
FADE IN as the CAMERA RISES from the dark ocean depths from P.O.V. of
an UNKNOWN CREATURE'S EYES. AIR BUBBLES are surfacing as the
camera ascends towards the surface. There is an eye peering look at the
ocean wave level. A long dorsal fin breaches the ocean surface, of the
Nidhogg, clearly not a whale is seen from behind the creature.
FADE OUT:
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